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Among the many things for which Be Quincey is studied, his prose
style ie not the least interesting. His mastajy of th® English language,
his subtle accuracy in the unfoldlngs of his ideas, and his ability to
arouse an emotional reaction in the reader are son® of the accomplish¬
ments that are likely to bring his works into almost any discussion of
style. A great deal of the time, Be Quincey shows admirably the relation¬
ship that should exist between subject-matter and form, and almost always
he is stimulating because of his skill in presentation. Saintsbury speaks
of his contribution to the development of ornate style in the nineteenth
century,'*" Mr. Sackville West remarks on his "complex and musical style,
and Mr, Eaton points out that he "had the grand manner in prose.
I propose to make a more detailed study of Be Quincey's prose style
than has yet been undertaken, A close analysis is, I think, warranted
at this time. The last analysis of Be Quincey's prose style which, though
not as thorough as it might be, is still th© most detailed vie possess was
undertaken by Minto^ some seventy years ago, and although portions of Be
Quincey's writings have, at various times since, been subjected to fuller
analysis, no study ranging over his entire works has been made. A fresh
analysis following the pattern established by Minto but using techniques
elaborated since his day Is what I propose to offer.
1. George Saintsbury. Collected Essays and Paners. 1873-1920, London*
i?23, vol. i, pp. 2i^5Hjrmrnr; pp; wzw. ;
2. Edward Sackvills 'fast, A Flame in Sunlight« London* 1936, p. 336.
3. H. A. Eaton. Thorns Be ^luScey. New ifork* 1936, p. 318
U. William Minto. }. Manual of English Prose Literature. Edinburgh*
1881, pp. 31-73, ~
1.
II
Various difficulties face anyone attempting to make a comprehensive
study of De Quincey'3 works. To begin with, De Quincey was a prolific
writerj his output was large and includes over three hundred ai-tieles,
ranging in length from fragments of less than a page to complete volumes.
In bulk alone, the contributions of over forty years of steady writing
present a formidable corpus.
Then there is the variety of the subjects he tackled and the variety
of the literary forms he practised. He wrote fantasies, tales, literary
criticism, biographies, autobiography, political articles, reviews,
translations, and a host of essays on very miscellaneous subjects. Since
De Quincey's literary techniques varied with his subject matter, a
detailed study of his prose style in every manifestation of it is complex.
Moreover, existing collected editions do not contain all that De
Quincey is known to have written) arid the student of his work cannot
confine his attention to the collections but must add such individual
pieces as have been unearthed and published separately in various journals.
There is also a mass of material not yet republished but attributed to De
Quincey, Finally, some writings of De Quincey, articles and fragments of
articles which have never been published at all, exist only in manuscript.
Indeed, even a complete single list of his entire works is lacking as the
De Quincey canon has been surprisingly neglected by scholars.
The fact, however, that articles still lie buried in the files of
periodicals and have never appeared in the editions and collections is
quite understandable. The task of editing and republishing was formidable,
especially for the early editors. The mere number of articles known to be
by De Quincey was sufficiently discouraging in itself. Furthermore, the
2.
articles were dispersed in many different periodicals. The resulting
difficulties in locating articles sent in, published, or rejected are
obvious, and the likelihood of overlooking a single contribution is even
greater,
De Quincey, like many another periodical writer, wrote much on the
passing questions of the day; some of his topical essays contain elements
of lasting interest, but others are of an ephemeral nature " built, as
it would seem to us, on slender foundations; a somewhat slight amount of
casual newspaper information, wrapped round with settled theory and subtle
reflection," ^"and once the question of the moment ceased to excite interest,
the article on it was forgotten and never thought worthy of publication.
Yet in any serious study of De Quineey these neglected articles must be
considered in order to see the whole picture,
A further consideration is that many of De Quincey's works appeared
anonymously, listed only by title in the tables of contents and the indexes
of the magazines in which they were published. Since De Quincey himself
failed to keep track of his writings, such anonymous publications were
very likely to be lost altogether or even considered to be written by
someone else.
Still another confusing fact is that much of the evidence relating
to unpublished works or to works that have never been republished is not
completely valid because of De Quincey's own uncertainty about his writings.
He himself was not quite sure what he had or had not written* Some of his
"works" never got beyond the visionary stage; others were begun but discarded
1. Eaton, op. clt«, p. 402,
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Ill
Editions, collections, and single works
The first attempt to gather together the more enduring of the
writings of De Quineey 'was undertaken by J,T.Fields of the publish¬
ing company of Tlcknor and Fields of Boston. Appearing in twenty-four
small volumes (1851-1859), the edition collected from the various
periodicals to which De Qulncoy was known to have contributed those
articles that were credited to hira or that were obviously his.* In
doubtful cases, the author himself was appealed to, as he had given
his consent to the publication and provided what assistance he could at
a distance. This collection was republished in 1873 and in 1877 and has
been reprinted several times sinee.
Partly because of the demand for the first volumes of the American
edition, and partly because of the patient urging of James Hogg, an
O
Edinburgh publisher, De Qnineey began the publication of the "Author's
Edition" in 1853: Selections Grave and Gay, from Writings Published and
Unpublished,consisting finally of fourteen volumes, the last published
posthumously in 1860 and containing by error The Traditions of the Rabbins
by George Croly. In guiding his own edition through the press, De Quincey
was unable to resist the temptation to revise and add as he thought best;
indeed he looked upon the issue as an opportunity to alter for the better
those contributions to periodicals that had suffered from the "overmastering
1«J,A.Green. Thomas De Quincey. A Mbiiography Based upon the De Quincey
Collection in the Moss Side Library. Manchester: 1908• pp. 24-87,32-35,
The American issue has been superseded by later editions; however,there
is still a set in the Manchester Central Public Library to which the De
Quincey Collection has now been moved. For another account of the early
editions, see W.E.A.Axon. The Canon of De Qutncey's Writings, Transactions
of the Royal Society of Literature, Second Series,"Vol. 32, Pt, 1, 1913,
pp. 1-20.
2.Alexander H. Japp (H.A.Page), Thomas De Quincey. London: 1890,pp. 338-358,
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unfinished because of his inability to complete them. I feel that he
is sincerely confused when he writes in obvious good faith that he has
contributed articles to periodicals, which on examination prove not to
contain them* Even articles published and known to be his might easily
hava been lost, had it not been for the efforts of others who traced them
down and kept them.
These are the general difficulties that arise in any attempt to
collect or to consider critically De Quiacey's works. For the purnose
of an introductory discussion, X have divided his works into three large
groups, the division being made purely on the basis of publication.
These are as follows?
1, Editions, collections, and single works which have been
republished after their first appearance in the periodical
to which they were submittad,
2, Articles attributed to De Quincay which have never been
republished since their first appearance in print,
3, Articles which have never been published at all.
In order to provide a starting-point for my discussion, I must
make a brief summary of these groups.
precipitation""'' forced upon the writer who has to send his works hastily
to journals*
As the result of the process of revision and addition (and very few
articles escaped the second touch of De Quincey's pen), the items in
Selections Grave and Gay differ considerably from the articles as they
were first published and, of course, from of those articles as reprinted
in the earlier American edition. Unfortunately, in his own edition De
Quincey was unable to organise his volumes on any systematic plan. He
seems to have started with the idea of publishing according to the various
literary forms in which he wrotej but under the pressure of printing dead¬
lines, and cursed by his own dilatoriness, the edition ended with
"the most provoking jumble in the contents of the fourteen
volumes: mixed kinds of matter in the same volume, and dis¬
persion of the same kinds of matter over volumes wide apart,
and yet all with a pretence of grouping, and with factitious
sub-titles invented for the separate volumes on the spur
of the moment.
The Selections were reprinted in 1862-1863, in 1871, and in 1878,
each issue containing additional articles that had been omitted from
previous collections*^ It was not, however, until 1878 that the article
by Croly was discarded*
The first scholarly attempt to re-organize and to edit the writings
of De Quincey was carried out by David Masson, who in 1889-1890 published
a fourteen volume edition. Using not only the previous American and
British collections, but also material not previously republished from
1, I, p. 6. De Quincey's General Preface in 1803* (see page 21, note)*
2, I, p. xxi ~~ ~~~ ~ "
3* notably On the Political Parties of Modern England in 1862-1863,
some of t%elSu3pirla' de*Proiundas"Ta 1871.,' and ^antln his
Miscellaneous Essays and The Logic of Political Economy in 1878.
MMNWtMWuiMiii ii!!■■*«••*■ ii »iVSutnM —iw*iWi*mi^)i immtim nwnii'mimii mwmimmmmtMtmmtmm
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the periodicals themselves, Masson revised the arrangement, corrected
errors, included additional works that had been identified, and, in
general, placed the entire collection on a systematic basis. He provided
footnotes containing information that the author had neglected to give
and appended a useful chronology of Be Quincey's articles, the dates of
publication, and the periodicals in which they appeared. He gave also
a Agister of unlncluded Do Qulncey Holies,'"listing those productions
that had been given only in part or had been omitted because of their
slight literary value or ephemeral interest* The edition was revised and
reprinted ia 1096-1897, with additional articles identified in the inter¬
vening years. It has remained the standard edition to the present time,
James Hogg, who had been associated with De Quinasy in the publication
of Selections Grave and Gay, published the Uncollected Writings of Thomas
De Qulncey in 1890 {second edition 1892), two volumes of articles gleaned
from the various periodicals with which Hogg himself had been connected.
This collection was for the most part absorbed into Masson's 1896-1897
revision of his own edition.
The Posthumous Works of Thomas De Quineey, edited by A. H. Japp,
appeared in 1891-1892, being taken from the unpublished manuscripts
left after De Quincey's death, Although containing much that was frag¬
mentary in nature, it filled eertaia gaps, especially some in the
Suspiria de Frofundis. Since Japp had had the opportunity of sifting the
papers left by the author to his daughters, he was able to bring to light
some articles of permanent interest. This collection and liasson's
together have provided the basis for almost all of the interpretative
work done since on the writings of De Quineay,
1. XIV, pp. 386-390.
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At different times, various additional fragments have been brought
to light as they have been discovered, although nothing of any great
bulk has been unearthed since the editions already mentioned. The
most important of these later discoveries are as follows* -
Selections from the Westmorland Gazette. Charles Pollitt,
Be Quincey*s Editorship~of the""v/estmorland Gazette
Emdaii ]&90.
Lessons of the Ih*eneh Revolution, The Independent,
January BrCWE
diary of Thomas De Quincey for 1803. Horace A* Eaton, ed.,
London* 19&V. J'' "***"
Be Quincey on the French Drama, More Books, the bulletin
of 'the Boston ^irT^r-SyTSo-^t-W.
Close Comments upon a Straggling Speech. Wordsworth and
De Quincey in Westmorland Politics, John E~ Wells, P1TLA,
77 LV, (moi, PP. io8o-ii2^r"
Some De Quincey Manuscripts, Claude Jones, EM, ¥, ¥111
ns&JT ppT®^. '
Thomas De Quincey's Br, Johnson and Lord Chesterfield,
printed now"for the first time, with a facsimile of the
manuscript. New York* 19h$»
Although this constitutes the bulk"*" of De Quincey's works
as they have been republished since he first gave thera to the world,
there have been innumerable reprints and editions of material included
in the collections, especially of the Confessions of an English Opiums
Eater, which went through approximately thirty editions, including
translations, before 1900 and has since then been reissued more than a
dozen times. The English Mail Coach and the Suspiria da Frofundis have
also been frequently reprinted and. continue to be included in most volumes
of selections. It is perhaps significant that the works for which there
1, This does not Include his letters, which have never been collected
in a complete edition,
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still seem to be a popular demand are those which might be classified
under his own heading of "literature of power." It is likewise true
that those essays dealing with aspects of literary criticism, such as
Style and Rhetoric, continue to be the concern of scholars# They have
been used so frequently in discussions of literary values and techniques
that they have achieved the status of classics in their presentation of
nineteenth century critical thought# Other portions of his writings have,
at varying times, been reprinted in accordance with demands#
IV
Works not republished
The second group of De Quineey material consists of those works that
have never been republished since their first appearance in print. The
first portion of this group includes the following articles contributed
to Blackwood's Magazine: *
Sillies* German Stories
Aie "BuSSe of Wellington and. Mr. Peel.









Lord Stanley' s Irish Registration Bill
pints' 'for the HustingsPoreignTolitics
The Douraunee hmpjre
C'onse^at'ive' "Prospects
































These thirty articles were first pointed out by W. E. A. Axon^-
in a critical review of Masson's edition. Axon based the case for their
authenticity upon the account books of Blackwood's Magazine, which he had
been permitted to examine.
There seems to be no doubt that these articles were correctly
attributed to Be Quincey. In checking the evidence of their authorship,
some of vhieh was not available to Axon, I have come to the same conclusion.
The various points relating to the question are as follows1
(l) The articles are included in the list of Be Quincey writings
in Blackwood's "Contributors' Book" given to the National Library of
Scotland in X9h2 by the publishing firm of William Blackwood and Sons
along with the rest of their collection of ninetsenth-century material.
The "Contributors' Book" was made up directly from the account-books of
the firm and consists of a list of those who have written for the mag¬
azine, the titles of their contributions, and the date and volume-number
in which they appeared. Be Quincey is shown as having made over eighty
contributions, including the afore-mentioned thirty not yet reprinted.
1. Axon. 0£« cit., p. hO.
Sir Robert Peel's Policy
Anti~Com~Deputation to Sir Robert Peel
Riots '
The Aristocracy of England
Ihe Repeal Agitation
tfhe 'basl Session o£ Parliament




(2) I examined, the account-books themselves and found no
discrepancy in the list of articles in them credited to De Quincey
and the list in the "Contributors' Book." The account-books list
for each number of the magazine the titles of the articles appearing
in the issue; the name of the person who wrote each article, the number
of pages in the article, and the remuneration given for it. In a separate
section, the names of the persons writing for the magazine, the titles of
the articles written by them, the number of printed pages in each art¬
icle, and the amount due for it are also given. De Quincey's name
appears as the author of the articles in the "Contributors' Book" both
on the pages assigned to each number of the magazine and in the sections
allotted to his own contributions to Blackwood's. Since the account-
books were kept up-to-date with each number, there is little likelihood
of an error in the list of articles assigned to De Quincey.
(3) Additional evidence substantiating the authorship of some of
the articles is found in the correspondence of De Quincey with Blackwoods
2
and Sons. De Quincey mentions by title or otherwise identifies sixteen
out of the thirty articles in his letters? numbers 9, 10, 11, 13, 15,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 2lt, 26, 27, 28, 29. Others may have been mentioned,
since De Quincey frequently writes of "an article" or a "political
article" without mentioning the titlej moreover, some of the correspondence
is undoubtedly lost) and of course, some of De Quincey* s business tith
j
Blackwood was transacted in person.
1. This was done with the help of the present staff of Blackwood's and
Sons. . ,
2. National Library of Scotland. Blackwood's Magazine MSS
11.
The evidence seems to be quite conelusivej the thirty articles
were written by Be Quincey and should be included in any study made of
his complete works,
i
Two other articles have been pointed out by Axon as possibly
by Ds Quincey, Both are on Animal Magnetism and appeared in Tait's
Magazine, the first in January, 183U, the second in July, 1838, In
the second article there is a reference to the firstt »
"It will save many of our readers a world of trouble if, at
the outset of this paper, we recall to their recollection an
article on Animal Magnetism, which appeared in a former number
of this Magazine (January, 183U), from the able, and on this
subject * at once psychological and physiological » the
congenial pen of Mr, Be Quincey,1,2
Concerning this sentence, Mr* Axon remarksi -
"If this passage be regarded as an editorial addition, the
possibility is not excluded that the second article also
came from the pen of the Opium Eater, As to the first
there can be no doubt,"3
There seems to be no question that the passage itself is not
by Be Quincey, Be would hardly refer to his own writings as coroing
from the "congenial pan of Mr, Be Quincey"j and the qualifying phrase
"and on this subject" is apparently a reference to Be Quincey's
ardent Toryism idiieh did not please the strong Whig policy of Tait's
Magagine, However, the authorship of the article itself can be
settled in another manner.
Be Quincey's relations with Tait were marked by some differences
of opinion regarding the amount of money that Be Quincey, always uncertain
about finances, felt that Tait owed him. Be Quincey wrote to Professor
1, Axon, on, olt, p, 38,
2, T&lt*s nhgazTne, July 1838, p, U60,
3, Axon, loc, bit.
12,
Wilson in May, 1338, concerning this disagreementc -
"...On ray children's acc't I was counselled to write continued
sheets of the Autob. merely to obtain the amount for their
daily expenditure. These sheets now make, I think, about
100....
Wells upon every sheet Mr. Tait kept back a proportion
of the price. What proportion he and I think differently.
No matters were' it'"1"only 5 8 on each of 100 sheets it would
be a considerable sura.
The proportion kept back was obviously a bone of contention for
some years. In 1839, Tait, in an effort to show Be Quineey how the
matter stood, sent a letter listing all of .De Quincey's contributions
from February, 1835 to July, 1839.^ He gave the data and number of
the issues in which they appeared, their length in printed pages (but
not their titles), the amount of money due for each article, and the
sum paid to Be Quincey, Another such statement came from Tait on
August ?, I8li0, carrying th® account up to that month, and accompanied
%
by a protest-* against Be Quince's demands for money.
Although there was disagreement as to the amount, if any, that
was due Be Quincey, there seem to have been no argument as to the
completeness of the list sent to him as far as it represented what he
contributed to the magazine.1* We have, therefore, an accurate list of
articles submitted to Tait's Magazine, taken apparently from Tait's own
account-books. In Tait's letter containing the 1838 account are found
all the known contributions of Be Quincey for that year. Although the
1. National Library of Scotland. MS 3112, £ 28?.
2. Ibid, MS 1670, f 16.
3. "During the running of this and the preceding account, various arrest¬
ments have been laid on supposed funds of Mr, De Quincey in Mr. Tait's
hands. In each case Mr. Tait has repeated to the Arrester that he




titles are not given, the month and the number of printed pages
correspond to those of the articles we already possess. Nothing new
is listed and, moreover, for July, 1838, Be Quincey is not credited
with having published anything at all in faiths Magazine. It would
seen, therefore, that, although the first article on Animal Magnetism.
appearing in January, 183U, Is by Be Quincey, the second one is not.
The passage in the second should not be regarded as an editorial addition
to an article by Be Quincey but an integral part of an article written
by some one else.
An additional work that is probably by Be Quincay is also pointed
out by Axon. The slight sketch, which is entitled The Street Companion!
car the young man's guide and the old man's comfort in the choice of shoes.
By the Rev. Tom Foggy Dribble, is a satire upon the Rev. Thomas Frog-
nail Dibdin which appeared in The London Magazine in January, 1825.
Since Be Quineey mentions in a letter to Hessay (September, 1821*)1 such
an article on Dibdin, and since the sketch contains stylistic traits
indicative of B© Quinceyf Axon is probably right in his attribution.
Other articles, however, which have been attributed to Be Quineey
must remain in doubt until more satisfactory evidence is presented. Za
this group is a translation of Latin's The Somnambulist published in
Knight's Quarterly in Koverafeer, 1821*. Axon, in attributing the trans¬
lation to Be Quineey, remarksi -
"It is impossible to suppose that then German was as little known
as in the year 1821*, Charles Knight should have had two friends,
1. British Museum MS, Add 37, 215, f 29.
2. Ibid, p. 36.
1km
both of whom were acquainted with the writings of Friedrich
Laun, for whom no one claims first rank or importance, and
both of whom were willing to undergo the fatigue of trans*
forming his German into whimsically humorous English."!
Axon also points out that Be Quincey translated two other works for
Knight, Jtoa Incognito and The We Charm, so it is not unreasonable
that he should hare translated a third, The But H« K.
Galinski *ufers a strong case against He Quincey's translating The
e
We Charm, although that translation has always been attributed to
him and was included In Maason's and Hogg1s collections. If Galinski's
article is correct, Charles Knight could call on writers other than
Be Quincey for translations from the German. Sines one of these other
translators might have been acquainted with the works of Frledrloh Laun,
Axon's case is somewhat weakened. It would seem, therefore, that both
The Lore Charm and The Somnambulist fall into the category of doubtful
works j they may base been translated by Be Quincey, but until something
more definite Is brought forward, the question is not settled.
Another attribution is even more doubtful. Axon speculates on the
possibility of Be Quiacey's writing The Stranger's Grave, a novel
credited to him by Mortimer Collins. a-ran points out that in a letter
to Hessey, Be Quincey speaks of money advanced for a novel. The Stranger's
Grave might be the work mantionad. The Style mod subject-matter are not
out of keeping with the rest of Be Quincey's writings.
But once mora the evidence is inconclusive. One feels that had
Be Quincey ever completed a work of the length of a novel he would
1. Ibid, p. 37
2. H. K. Galinski, Is Thomas Be Qulneey the Author of the Lowe Charm?
■
MLR, V. UI (l937T,~iprMl3$U. "
3. "Be Quineey's weird wild story, The Stranger s Grave." Mortimer




one of a review of Gordon's I&stogy of tit® Greek Revolution. Part
one covers only the first ten chapters of volume am of Gordon's
work, The manuscript reviews the rest of volume one and all of volume
two of the same weak, and is divided into parts two and three as
indicated by Be Quincey in & letter to Blackwood on March 18, 1833.2
Beth the handwriting and the contents of the manuscript give the
impression of a work composed in haste,
2* Reform J£ Affecting the Habits «gf Private Ufa, La a
Second letter to a Friend. As shown by the title, the article
concerns the possible results of the Before Mil, La a digressive
manner, Be Quineey discusses the probable effect of Reform on Parlia¬
ment, marriage, the colonies, and the upper classes, The manuscript
was apparently meant to be the second in a series of articles written
from the Tory point of view since Be Quincey published in August, 1031,
a similar wottm On tfo Approaching Revolution £a Great Britain and its
Proadmate Gcaasacaences, La a letter to a Friend.^ The date of composition
lies between August, 1831# when the first "letter to a friend" appeared,
and January, 1833, when the Reformed Parliament met for the first time.
1, Thorns Gordon, History of the Greek Revolution, 2 Vols,
Edinburgh « 1832*
2, "I return the MS of the Grecian Art* divided agreeably to iry
notions, and tied up accordingly in separate parcels, I hove
indorsed on a blank page (after the final page of the second
article) the distribution which this arrangement will cause in
point of quantity ....."Blackwood's Itsmzim MSS, The notation,
which is an the back of m page 76, is
pp
"Per the 2nd art* 38 vie, from p* 39 to 76 - both Inclusively
• - 3rd art* 36 via* from p, 77 to ll2^o5Tlnc, *
nA a
17.
3* IS the Editor of Blackwood's Magazine is on® of the aeries
of articles on Murder Considered as One of the Fine Arts. 1 Be
Quineey protests against the treatment given to his 1827 article,
discusses murder in his characteristically ironical fashion, and
gives a brief account of a murder in France. The manuscript contains
passages that appear in a revised form in the 1839 article on the same
subject, indicating that Be Quinoey may have had the manuscript in
mind when he wrote his second article.
*• She Harder of Wjlljaa Coenen2 is an account of the killing
of William Coenen by Peter Anthony Fonk in Erafield, Germany. Since
the murder took place in 1816 and Fonk was not sentenced to death until
1822, Be Quineey also discusses the slowness of German criminal law.
In general, this discussion contains very few of the ironic qualities
that distinguish his other articles en murder. Internal evidence
indicates that to the Editor of Blackwood's Magazine and The Murder of
William Coenea were submitted together to Blackwood in 1835#^ although
there are indications that The Murder of William Coenen may have bean
1. Hartter Consgere^raQns^of the Fine Arts. Blackwood's Magazine.
Tprsuwnfpapw) •
Postscript"on flurdfe. Selections Grave and Oar. Vol. IV, 185U.
Harder as aTine Art (some notes for a new paper) The Posthumous
racTorW CTSbwrT A. H. Japp, ed., Vol. I. 1891.
2. Because tMs IB also has no title, I have given it one based on
the contents. ... v. v
% "I send yen herewith the most eminent German Murder that has been
produced for the last 50 years, which kept all the states of the
Rhine and the Danube in agitation for 7 years, and even yet, at a
distance of 12 years, is the subject of conversation and profound
interest." 12 a"*0* SL sw°"*>4'a
18.
 
between the "gross public" and the "net public", and the possibility
of philosophical writings becoming more popular. The book under
review was probably Institutes of Metaphysics* the Theory of Knowledge
and Being (London* 185L. ®dinburgfctl856) by James F. Ferrier, Professor
of floral Philosophy at the University of St. Andrews.
Still another Item which has never been published is in the
1
national Library of Scotland. This consists of a footnote to en
article written by Be Quiaeey in 181*6 for Tali's Hagagine. The article,
%atem of the Heavens, as Revealed bg Lord Rosse'a Telescopes, was
published,2 but the foonote which was omitted because of the lack of
space.-* Like many of Be Quincey's footnotes it is in reality a small
essay in itself and contains a discussion of the fact that many philo¬
sophers and mathematicians neglect to read contemporary works in their
own field. Be Quineey is especially surprised that Newton and Kant
appear to be guilty of "this practical undervaluation of their own
greatest contemporaries."^
As indicated, De Quincey's works are found in a variety of places.
t have attempted to cover this widely scattered material as comprehen¬
sively as possible in order to insure that the stylistic characteristics
•* ' * V- " * 1 • • • • - ' ' .i • ;
discussed are fully representative. I have also treated certain revealing
sections of his writings intensively as a means of showing Be Quineey's
% National Library of Scotland MSS l6?0, f. llU.
2. System of the Heavens, as Regaled by Lord Roaae' s Telescopes
. JT^emSer. 1M* **57 g66^.' The footnote reuld
appeared on page 569 as a comment on Kant's ideas about
3. Be Quincey wrote to Tait on August 10, 181*6, that if the article
were to© long, *a page might be gained by throwing out the note on
Kant." Rational Library of Scotland HBS 1670, f« 101* The footnote
itself is not in manuscript but in proof, but the proof sheet does
not contain elaborate corrections so perhaps Tait simply omitted it
from the article and kept it in his files.
1*. National Library of Scotland, MSS 1670, f, 11I*.
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methods of composition, and revision,
I have used the Kasson edition of 1896-18971 for illustrative
passages wherever possible, since it is the largest single collection
of D© Quinsy material. But the Author* s Edition and The Posthumous
Works have been used when it seemed advisable to do so, and due
consideration has been given to isolated articles republished at
various intervals. Material from the periodicals, especially from
Blackwood's Magazine, has also been used, and close attention has
been given to those works which are yet in manuscript.
VI
Method
In this thesis, the method of stylistic research followed is
the searching out and classifying of the characteristic patterns and
modes of expression used by Be Quineey. Lannering, in a study made on
the prose style of Addison, says of this method in general: -
"The collected writings of an author present in every
sentence, phrase, and word an element of language ex¬
pressive of moaning. Of these elements, however, some
are mere expressive than others, and of the more ex¬
pressive elements some recur while others do not. It
is the features which are highly significant both in
themselves and fey the fact that they recur that are of
primary interest to the style analyst. The even, uni¬
form prose of Addison would be likely to contain
recurring items of style, such as certain patterns of
word combinations, patterns of sentences, syntactical
features, and characteristics of diction, to mention «
the most important features that come into consideration,"
1, I have abbreviated it in footnotes to the volume and page number
and the title of the article,
2* ulL£Ti95irp/tif°° ~~ ^3ty** — J"wh <tddlaon'
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My concern is with the significant qualities that appear per¬
vasively through the bulk of De Quincey*s works. However, it must be
admitted that De Quincey's style varies considerably with the subjects
treated and the author's mood. There are differences, stylistically
speaking, between De Quincey, the creative prose writer of the Confessions;
De Quincey, the literary critic of Style and Rhetoric; De Quincey, the
historian and scholar of The Caesars; and De Quincey, the political
writer on Ceylon and China.
Such a variation, however, is to be found in the prose of any
writer with a great range of subjects and moods. It is not to be
expected that any author would exhibit those characteristics for which
he is famous to the same degree throughout his works. Yet it is quite
possible to extract from an author a sufficient number of stylistic
characteristics to establish his individuality. Some indeed of these are
characteristics unaffected by, or not much affected by, the different
uses to which his style is put. It is with the extraction of these





Chapter One Words and Phrases
I
Vocabulary
De Quincey1 a rich vocabulary is the inevitable result of his
manifold interests and wide reading* His varied knowledge not only
enables him to use words precisely to express an exact shade of
meaning but also to draw words from unusual sources to Illuminate a
subject from a new angle* His own remark might well be applied to
himself* *
"The gamut of ideas needs a corresponding gamut of expressions;
the scale of the thinking which ranges through every key
exacts, for the artist, an unlimited command over the entire
scale of the instrument which he employs*"1
Especially worthy of note is his resort to words of latin
origin,2 the natural consequence of a mind that was scholarly in
its approach to every subject* Be Quineey not only abounds in English
words that are latin in derivation, however, but frequently uses words
and phrases straight from latin* Some of these are latin quotations
1. XI, p* 297. (On Wordsworth's Poetry)
2* He points out that words of both Anglo-Saxon and latin origin are
necessary* "wherever the passion of a poem is of that sort which
uses* presumes* or postulates the ideas, without seeking to extend
them, Saxon will be the "cocoon"* *.which the poems spins for itself*
But, on the other hand, where the motion of the feeling is tgr
through the ideas, where,,,the sentiment creeps and kindles under-
neath the very tissues of the thinking, there the latin will pre¬
dominate) and so ranch so that, whilst the flesh, the blood, and
the muscle, will be often almost exclusively latin, the articulations
or hinges of connexion and transition will be Anglo-Saxon."
Ibid* p* 298*
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such as many writers uses -
"By all of them the invitation held out was not so much
indocti discant* as Ament meminlsae periti."*
His Latinism may consist of a single word: -
"The movement and play of public business is Bufflaminatad.
and not in a way that looks like accident*
Frequently, Be Quineey will either translate the latin words or
phrases, or use the words in a context that explains them, or choose
latin words so akin to English ones that the meaning Is clear*
"The truth is that at this day.. .the whole question moved by
Wordsworth is still a res Integra (a case untouched)*"3
"Coleridge thought that religion might have been viewed as
a rellgatio. a reiterated restraint, or secondary obligation*,"o
form of worship, a cultus.
"The describer knows, as well as any of us the spectators
know*,that he is remaneimst the incredulus odi overmasters us
all*"6
"Judge as you will on this last point - that is, on the com¬
parative pretensions of Sterne and Bichter to the spolia
opima in the fields of pathos and humour...."7
Sometimes he gives his quotation a whimsical twisti -
"This comes of not attending to the latin Haxim, "Hoc age"
(mind the object before you). Br, Alison, a wise man, "hoc
egit" (He minded the thing before him)} Coleridge "aliucP"











In a like manner, although much less often, De Qulncey will use
Greek words or phrases? -
"•••one, the narrow meaning, expressing the mere synthesis
onomaton, the syntaxis or combination of words Into
sentences
"before him the children of Europe and Asia, of Africa and
the Islands, rode as dorypheroli his soiaatophulakes. or
bodyguards, were princes,"2 ' '
He may also use expressions from other languages, especially French,
Usually he uses well-known words and phrases or translates his
foreign expressions Into English? -
"We may have, as in America, a shifting, migratory, fugitive
body of nouveaux richest having every characteristic that is
obvious or insulting in the most haughty nobility, such as
morgue aristocratic, the disdain of their humbler neighbours,
the affectation of'an exclusive tone of society, the undis¬
guised shrinking from plebiaa alliances."'
"The English translation is one which Mr, Schlosser "durch-
hat, und far derea genauigkeit and riehtigkeii eritniiin— r mmm mmmw mtmmmmm ■tpi'll'w'''*»'«w|w1'" »»■ mmmm '■ imiiri hi ww ■
. las read through, and for the accuracy and propriety
le pledges himself) ."i
"We recite one more anecdote about her and so leave the reader
con la bocoa dolee," 5
"he would, according to the old joke, have been "traduced" ✓
(traduit) in French, and also "overset" (overeat) in Dutch,"
In using expressions from languages other than English, De Qulneey
apparently kept in mind the background of his readers. The group for
which he wrote, although not expert at languages, might be expected
to know some Latin and Greek and a smattering of French, These
languages can be quoted more freely than others, German, especially
1. X, p. 163. (Style)
2, XI, p. i»29, (Motes on Walter Savage Lander)
3m national Library of^Tcotland, Ulackwood's Magazine MSS (Reform
38 ^acting the Habits of PrivSE
6, XI, p, 397* (Motes on Walter Savage Landor)
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during the first year© whan De Quincey wrote, was not known to most
of his readers* Consequently, De Quincey seems to have taken
particular care to make his quotations from German understandable*
He almost always translates them into English*
De Quincey uses words drawn from many fields* His wide range
of vocabulary is indicated by the number and variety of terms which
he brings to bear on any subject. But it should be noted that his
breadth of vocabulary can on^r be estimated properly by considering
the terms which are not peculiar to the subject he is discussing*
It is obvious that almost every subject has technical terms which
will be used by a writer discussing it,1 and the use of such terras is
not in itself indicative of an extensive vocabulary* But the bringing
in of words from a great many other fields and using them to illuminate
the subject under discussion can be taken as evidence of an extensive
vocabulary* Thus it is that the representative passages which X have
included do not contain terras which are those of the subject itself,
but do contain terms taken from other fields and used by De Quincey to
make a passage more effective*
De Quincay frequently uses words and phrases taken from the field
of music* Sot only single words and short phrases but also whole
passages may be cast in musical terms* fhe following are short
illustrationst -
»How unmeaning a sound was opium at that time J What solemn
chords does it now strike upon ay heartl"2
1, He was acutely conscious of the necessity for accurate terminology.
See his dieeussioa on the terminology of Kant, X, pp. 73*77.
(Letters to a Young Han whose Education has been Neglected*)
_ wii■na—'MBay ■"■■W"" «■»'1 ■'*""* ""U| wwiimiae win i.miimiiijww wianjrai. ■ .11.11
2* IH, p* 319• (The Confessions of an English Opium-Eater)
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"%ere,.,,shall one hope to find music so Miltonic, an
intonation of such solem chords as are struck in the
following opening bar of a passage in the Urn-Burial..,"1
"...the vagueness.of incoherence and a rhapsody of utter
contradiction.••"
He often makes use of terras drawn from business and trade. The
metaphor used In the first example is a favorite one of De Quinceyt -
"For instance, X see little reason to doubt that economically
the Apostles had erred, and through their very simplicity of
heart had erred, as to that joint-stock company which they...
had formed in an early stage of the infant church.*'
"Surely there needed no arrear of sorrow to consulate this
disaster."^
"The tone..,.of the Whigs, - the drooping tone of men trading
confessedly upon other people's funds and other people's
credit,.*.."5
He makes use of a great many terms taken from sailing and the seat -
"The sheet-anchor for the storm-beaten sufferer who is labour¬
ing to recover a haven of rest from the agonies of intem¬
perance."6
"Old Bailey practloners, called in...to teach the art, in
nautical phrase, of sailing as near the wind as might be
found possible without absolutely foundering."7
He quite often uses legal terms. The metaphor in the first example
appeared in the Author's Edition, the earlier versions of the passage
t ?: I: w.
3.
k.
368;jChfgf^9> ,yXII, p. 307. (Protestantism)
TO, p. Ut3.
5. 32, p. 317. (Toryism, Whiggism, and Radicalism)
6. XI?» p. 270. (National feSerance Movements)
7. VIII, p. 311. (tiasuistry) ~~ ~
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being somewhat lees elaborate* -
"AH was apparently finished. The court was sittingj the
case was heard; the Judge had finished; and only the
verdict was yet in arrear."!
"Here was a dupiie (in the lawyer's phrase) to which it
was vain for Mr, 'More to attempt a trlplie."2
Expressions taken from war and military life are quite common in
Be Quincey's writings* •
"But at present the whole artillery of her displeasure seemed
to be unmasked*••against a moral aberration*"3
"•••and they closed the great gates against an enengr that
entered by the postern.rt&
"Papa and Mama were both on the alert, and often intercepted
the young deserter by a cross march or an ambuscade,"^
"We mast be sensible that the world of ordinary life is
suddenly arrested, laid asleep, tranced, racked into a dread
armistice,"6
The sciences, especially astronomy, provide him with a great many
words* -
"John Paul's works are the galaxy of the German literary
firmament7
"The Greek race, suffering a long occultation under the blase
of the Soman Empire,""
"•••••And on this two fold arena a torch was applied to that
inflamnable gas which exhaled spontaneously from so excitable
a mind as the mind of the Athenian,"?
He draws upon mathematics* *
"When business y§s moderate, dinner was allowed to divide
and blseet it,"*
1* XIII, p. 313, (The Vision of Sudden Death)
2. XIV, p. 117. (RecoQ.ec^ions~oTlSrmairHore)
3, HI, p. 315, (The Confessions of an kngliib Opium-Eater)
U, VII. p.121. (Ifoe"Essenes)
5. IV, p. U01. (Goethe)
6. X. p. 393. (Chi the Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth)
7. XI, p. 270. T7oSrPlSTTHSeHeOi^r)
8. VH, p. 277,
9. X, p. 2it0. (i _
10, VII, p, 36, (The Casuistry of Roman Meals)
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De Quincey frequently uses terms taken from the various arts and
crafts. Painting and sculpture are used as sourees quite often* -
"If ary circumstances of humour are introduced by the poetic
painter, they must be such as will blend and fall, into harmony
with the ruling passion of the scene."*
"...the passion is essentially fixed throughout, not mantling
and undulating with the breath of change, but frozen into
marble life.**
.It is rough and horrent with figures in,strong relief,
like the embossed gold of an ancient vase."3
"To Parr it was open, at least, to have reported that in no
instance had he left it a matter of doubt what language it
was that he professed to be writing, whether it were Greek
enamelled upon an English ground, or a substratum of Greek
tesselated by English," **
He may take words and phrases from medical terminology* -
"(Shelley) was still in the earliest part of his academic
career, when his obstinate and reiterated attempt to
inoculate the university with a disease that he fancied t
indispensable to their mental health caused his expulsion."5
De Quincey's use of the terms of rhetoric is not confined to his
works of literary criticism. In the following passage, he casts
his language in words drawn from rhetoric although the subject
under discussion is Hum'a work concerning miracles* •
"....We may be sure that his choice of witnesses was not
accidental. In fact, his apparent carelessness marks a
very discreet management. His object was, under the fiction
of an independent multitude, to smuggle in a virtual unityj
for his court physicians are no plural body in effect and
virtue, but a mere pleonasm and a tautology."6
1. XI, p. 261;. (£
2. P< 3k9.(?Z
?• JWd.* P. JgTh. Vt p. 88, (Dr. Samuel Parr)
5. XI, p. 362 .TOilfillanTTTiteraiy Portraits* Shelley)
6, fin, p. 161. (Miracles"*as Subjects of Tesiimony)
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He may use words from a pseudo-art or a pseudo-science t -
"Too often.,,mere tricks of verbal legerdemain, fantastic
snares for puzzling the understanding by means of the
equivocalities that lurk in language^ entered largely
into the popular books of logic,.,.1,1
"But now, reader, do not worry me any more with questions
or calls for explanation. When I do not know, nor how.
but not the less I feel a mesmeric impression that you
have been bothering me with magnetic passes
Philosophy provides him with some expressions: -
"But the other mode of value - viz, Exchange Value -
which is far more important to political economy, being
no longer a regulative but a constitutive idea, now
steps naturally into the place standing next in order
for investigation,"^
The exfcensiveness of Be Quincey's vocabulary is also shown by
the different levels of language that he uses. A short summary
of the terms generally applied to such levels may he helpfult
First, on the highest level of usage is placed standard English,
that used by the educated classes when they are not speaking or
writing colloquially or slangily. Standard English varies from
that whieh is very formal to that which approaches familiar
1. V. P. 333. (Sir William Hamilton)
2. iMd„ p. m:
3. S&J pp. 128-129, (The bogie of Political Economy) Be Quincey must
have felt some uneasiness in using philosophical terms in this
work, for he includes a long footnote explaining his use for fear
that the "general reader might fancy reason for complaint in
finding thus presupposed the knowledge of philosophy, - which in
England is slightly extended,"
lu Eric Partridge. Usage and Abusage. London: 191*7, pp. 73, 286-291,
30li-309| Slang Today anOesterday: London: 1933, pp. 1-26, 80-108.
For a full' treatment of spoken English see Arthur Melville Clark's
Spoken English. Edinburgh: I9l|6. Also helpful are H, C. K. Wyld's
History of Modern Colloquial English, London: 1920, and 0, H. Mc
Knight'l3M*5ngllsli Words and!Their Background. London: 1923.
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informality, Secondly, on the next plane of usage la placed the
1 '
oolloquUl, that belonging to familiar and infornsal speech.
Although the exact borderline between standard and colloquial
English is impossible to determine, certain characteristics of
the colloquial are recognized, these are (a) the use of terms
belonging to familiar conversation, (b) a flexible syntax, (c) a
fondness for sentences with a single verb, (d) the omission of "I"
at the beginning of a sentence or a clause, (e) the rapid leaping
from one subject to another, and (f) the use of contractions.
Bran when written, the colloquial is marked by the informality of
familiar conversation. Thirdly, slang may be considered as standing
just below colloquial, or regarded as "illegitimate colloquial
speech",2 Although "perhaps almost undefinable,"^ slang is eoo-
sidersd to be those ephemeral current expressions that have an
arresting quality. Such expressions may be generally-accepted
terms that are used in an unorthodox maimer or new and striking
terms that have been Introduced into the language*
1, "***the name applied to that large tract of English which lies
between Standard English and slang) it is of a status higher than
that of slang, and, at its highest, it is scarcely distinguish-
able from Familiar English (informal Standard English}*"
Osage and Abuaaga. p, 73*
2, ISabrigge. 3lara Today and featerday. op.cit.. p* 3*
3* Partridge* ffsage aSTAbusage, op, cit„ p7T86. Different
authorities vary a*To the exact level of slang. Partridge places
it below the colloquial) the OED calls it "language of a highly
colloquial type") the concise 0® makes a slightly different dis¬
tinction in terming it "Words and phrases In common colloquial use,
bat generally considered in some or all of their senses to be out¬
side of standard English*,," Eat if the definitions axe vague, the
worde themselves art usually quite obvious* For example, there is
little doubt that "man" is standard English, "chap" colloquial, and
"guy" slang* Most of De Qttlnosy*s terms are clear-cut although
mm of the expressions that he uses have now changed their level
of usage*
Be Quincey makes use of the highest level of language In
his works of impassioned prose. The Confessions of an English
opium-eater. the Susplria de Profundls. and those passages through¬
out his works that might be termed impassioned are presented in the
most elevated standard English* The following passage is representa¬
tive, for in it De Quineey uses formal prose that possesses a dignity
and ornate richness that Is characteristic of his works of the highest
quality* •
"Among the powers in man which suffer by this too intense
life of the social instincts, none suffers more than the
power of dreaming* let no man think this a trifle* The
machinery for dreaming planted in the human brain was not
planted for nothing* That faculty, in alliance with the
artery of darkness, Is the one great tube through which
man communicates with the shadowy* And the dreaming organ,
in connexion with the heart, theqre, and the ear, composes
the magnificent apparatus which forces the infinite into the chambers
of a human brain, and throws dark reflections from eternities be¬
low all life upon the mirrors of that mysterious carnage Obscure
- the sleeping mind."*
But some of DeQuincey^ enduring writings are in standard English
that is formal but not distinctively elevated* The vocabulary used
is logical, accurate, and suitable to praciseness of meaning, but it
does not possess the impassioned quality of De Quincey1* most notable
works* In the following example, De Quincey effectively usee standard
1* XIII, p* 335* (Suspirla de Profundla) Mr* Partridge would classify
such passages as being ltP'idLterary Standard." He says, "Of
litsway English - Literary Standard - it is necessary only to say
that It Is the more conventional, stylised, and dignified, mors
accurate and logical, sometimes the more beautiful form, that
Deceived Standard assumes, like evening dress, for Important
occasions) it Is also mors rhythlmieal and musloal* The prose of
Sir Thomas Browne, Gibbon, De Quincey, The Landors, Pater is in
Literary English* With dialect, colloquialism, clang, cant, It
has nothing to do unless they possess a long pedigree - and then
only in rare instances." Usage and Abuaage, og. cit*. p* 306.
This statement is not quite accurate when all of De Quincey^
writings are considered, for although hie impassioned prose and his
more formal passages are undoubtedly in Literary English, much that
he has written has a great deal to do with the other kinds*
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English, but the passage does not have the depth and richness of
the quotation given on the preceding page* -
BA false religion furnished always a key to one subord¬
inate look} but a religion that is true will prove a master-
key for all locks alike. This transcendental principle,
through which Christianity transfers herself so readily
from climate to climate, from land to land, from century
to century, from the simplicity of shepherd to the utmost
refinement of philosophers, carries with it a corresponding
necessity (corresponding, I mean, to such infinite flexibility)
of an infinite development, the Paganism of Rome, so
flattering and so sustaining to the Roman nationality and pride,
satisifled no spiritual necessity* dear to the Romans as
citizens, it was at last killing to thara as men*^
A great many of Be Quincey's highly effective writings are presented
less formally than the preceding passage. A paragraph from the
Autobiography provides a notable example. But it is to be noted
that the feeling of informality in the next passage arises from the
use of the first person and the familiar air that such an auto¬
biographical sketch possesses. The vocabulary used is that of
standard English* -
"At Worcester College, therefore, I entered* and here
arises the proper occasion for stating the true costs
of an Oxford education. First comes the question of
lodging. This item varies, as may be supposed} but ay
own ease will place on record the two extremes of cost
in one particular college, nowadays differing, I believe,
from the general standard. The first rooms assigned me,
being small and ill-lighted, as part of an old Gothic
building, were charged at four guineas a year, These 1
soon exchanged for others a little better, and for them
I paid six guineas# Finally by privilege of seniority,
I obtained a handsome set of well-proportioned rooms, in
a modern section of the college, charged at ten guineas s
year,"2
1# VXXX, p. 309. (Protestantism)
2# IX, p. 29. (Autobiography)'
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In a similar manner, the following example contains the inforraal-
ness that arises from a rhetorical conversation with the reader,
but the vocabulary is on the level of standard Englisht -
"♦♦••We shall endeavour to bring up our reader to the
fence, and persuade him, if possible, to take the leap
which still remains to be taken in this field of style.
But as we have reason to fear that he will "refuse" it,
we shall wheel him round and bring him up to it from
another quarter, a gentle touch of the spur may then
perhaps carry him over, bet not the r eadar take it to
heart that we here represent him under the figure of a
horse, and ourselves in a nobler character as riding
hira, and that we even take the liberty of proposing to
spur him. Anything may be borne in metaphor. Figura¬
tively, one may kick a man without offence,♦,.nl
The following passage is also of a conversational nature,
but can not be said to be wholly colloquial. It does, however,
contain some colloquial characteristics in (a) the abrupt
shifting of subject, (b) the flexibility of its syntax, and
(c) the fact that some of its sentences have a single verb.
"Reader, you are beginning to suspect us, "How long
do we purpose to detain people?" For anything that
appears we may be designing to write on to the twentieth
century - for twice thirty years. "And whither are we
going? towards what object?" - which is as urgent a
quaere as how far. Perhaps we may be leading you into
treason, or (ihich indeed is pretty much the same thing)
we say be paving the way to "Repeal," Tou feel symptoms
of doubt and restlveness} and, like Hamlet with his
father's ghost, you will follow us no further, unless
we explain what It is that we are in quest of,"2
1. X, p. in. (Style)
2. X, pp. l89-195TT5tyle)
The next illustration can, perhaps, be considered to be in
that indefinite region that lies between standard and colloquial
English. It is even more abrupt, more conversational, and more
informalt •
"Here I am, via. in vol. IV. Never ruffle your tamper,
reader, or mine, by asking how, and with what right.
I am here. So much is clear, and that you may call a
fail" accompli. As to saying that, though I am maybe
here *dfe Facto, "nevertheless "de jure" I am not so, -
that I have no locus standi} that I am an usurper, an
intruder} and thai' any contraband process by which I
have smuggled myself from vol. XIV to this present
vol. XV is not of a kind that bear looking into, * too
true, I answers very few things will bear looking
Intel**
Viewed as single passages, the two preceding examples might be
termed effective in that they are pleasant, slightly humorous
introductions. But the difficulty arises from the frequent use
that Be Quincey makes of this same device, for similar passages
occur with monotonous regularity in his writings. For example,
the essay on Sir William Hamilton, from which the second illustration
is taken, contains no less than seven of these same rather amiable
mixtures of standard and eolloquial English,
Although the exact limits of the colloquial are impossible to
ascertain, there is no doubt that De Quincey has crossed over to the
colloquial in the next example. Several characteristics might be
notedi (a) the terms belonging to ordinary conversation, (b) the
flexibility of the syntax, (c) the use of contractions, (d) the
fondness for sentences containing a single verb, and (e) if not an
actual leaping from one subject to another, an abruptness in the
1. V. p. 318. (Sir William Hamilton)
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presentation that creates much the same effects -
"m.Sueh a letter he receives from one Amazon, "'when
with terror he discovers in his heart most vivid traces
of an inclination" for another Amazon. A man can't
marry two Amazons, Well, thank Heaven! it's no scrape
of ours. A german wit has brought us all into it; and a
German denouement shall help us all out. he Void! there
are two Amazons'the reader knows. Good! now one of
these is ci-devant sweetheart to Lothario, the other his
sister. T3Ba¥ 'may"prevent therefore that Holster shall
have the sister, and Lothario (according to Horace's
arrangement with Lydia) his old sweetheart? Nothing
but this sweetheart's irapatlance,...
The passage is representative of much that is unsuccessful in
Be Quincey'a use of the colloquial. The humour, sometimes amiable
and pleasant, is here sarcastic, heavy, and appears to be overdone.
The conscious straining for effeet fails to be aliasing even in
isolated passages, and when carried on throughout an entire work,
is remarkab3y ineffectual. The review by Be Quineey of Garlyle's X
Translation og Goethe's Wilhelm Mejster's Apprenticeship, from
which the last illustration is taken, is a notable example, for almost
the entire essay is a rather waspish conversation that is signally
Ineffective.
Xet Be Quineey's use of colloquial English is successful in
Harder Considered as one of the Fine Arts, as much of the macabre
humour of the essay arises from the fact that murder is treated as
if it were an everyday subject to be discussed in everyday terms.
But Be Quineey's use of the colloquial in this work is somewhat
different from those previously discussed, for the prose passage is
not colloquial in what might be called the syntactic elements! the
flexibility of the syntax, the rapid shifting of the subject, and the
1. XI, p. 255. (Goethe's Wilhalra Meister)
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fondness for sentences with a single verb. Rather, the colloquial
characteristics are (l) the use of contractions, (2) the use of
terms belonging to familiar conversation and (3) a prosaic,
matter-of-fact air that pervades the workt -
"...A golden mean is certainly what every man should aim
at# But it is easier talking than doing} and ny infirmity
being notoriously too much mlllness of heart, X find it
difficult to maintain that steady equatorial line between
the two poles of too much murder on the one hand and too
little on the other# I am too soft} and people get excused
through ib® - nay, go through life without an attempt made
upon them - that ought not to be excused. I believe, if I
had. the management of things, there would hardly be a
murder from year*s end to year's end. In fact, I'm for
virtue, and goodness, and all that sort of thing# And two
instances I'll give you to what an extremity I carry ny
virtue# The first may seem a triflej but not if you know
iry nephew, who was certainly born to be hanged, and would
have been so long ago, but for w restraining voice# He
is horribly ambitious, and thinks himself a man of cult¬
ivated taste in most branches of murder, whereas, if fact
he has not one idea on the subject but ouch as he has
stolen from me....."*
Hot only does Be Quincey use the colloquial but he also
makes extensive use of slang# I find it revealing of his interest
in vivid language and distinctiveness of expression that he is one
of the few writers in the nineteenth century who spoke "well of
S
slang"*! »
"•..Other eases, again, there are, and at present far too
abundant, in which the necessities of social intercourse,
and not infrequently the necessities of philosophic spec¬
ulation, are provisionally supplied by slang, and the
phraseology that is born and bred in the' streets# The
market-place and the highway, the forum and the trlvium,
are rich seed-plots for the sowing and the reaping of
many indispensable ideas. That a phrase belongs to the
slang dictionary is certainly no absolute recommendation}
sometimes such a phrase may be simply disgusting from its
vulgarity, without adding anything to the meaning or to the
rhetorical force....let neither is it any safe ground of
1# Blackwood's Magazine, November, 1839, p. 6U5. (Murder
Uoh3id9rey"aa one "oT the Fine Arts)
2# Partridge', Slang Today and Yesterday, p. 108, note,
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absolute excommunication even from the sanctities of
literature that a phrase is entirely a growth of the
street, She word humbug, for instance, rests upon a
rich and cossprehensive basis * It cannot be rendered
adequately either by German or by Greek, the two
richest of human languagesj and without this expressive
word we should all be disarmed for one great case,
continually recurrent, of social enormity,**
Although the vividness and humour that are integral parts
of slang motivate De Quineey'a general use of slang expressions,
certain more specific features are evident, Por example, De
Quincay may (a) use a slang term in the midst of a passage that
is in standard English and (b) use the term in a rather conscious
and precise manner* -
*Sir J. Moore, and through him his gallant but unfortunate
amy, was the last conspicuous victim to the mere sound and
humbug (if you will excuse a coarse expression) of the words
Kapoleon Bonaparte#*2
Very often* Be Quinoey will sprinkle slang terms through a passage
that is otherwise colloquial, as the terms "big-wig" and "big-gun"
in the next example. It must be admitted that the rather forced
jocularity is perhaps more painful than effective* -
"But, before we go farther, what are we to call this bold
man?.,,,there are three bishops in the field, Mr, H., and
the Scotchman, that makes five. But every one of these,
you say, is represented squally by the name in the title
- "Fhileleutherus Anglicanus." True, but that's as long
as a team of horses. If it had but Esquire at IDse end, it
would measure against a latin Hexameter verse. I'm afraid
we must come at last to Phil. I've been seeking to avoid it,
for it's painful to say "'Jack* or "Dick" either to or of an
ecclesiastical big gun, -But, if such big-wigs W3H come
abroad in disguise.....
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De Qutoeey may use an incongruous mixture of standard English,
the colloquial, and slang. The combination is not usually effective,
for De Quincey all too frequently mars the feelings and ideas of
a fine passage by a sudden jarring descent into colloquial and slangy
facetiousness. The following passage occurs in the midst of a serious
consideration of Greek Literature* *
"....all this extent of obligation amongst later poets
of Greece to Homer serves less to argue his opulence than
their penury. And, if quitting the one 'great blazing
jewe'l, the TFrist and Thunm&m of the "Iliad," you descend
to individual passages of poetic effect, and if amongst
these a fancy should seize you of asking for a specimen
of the sublime to particular, what is it that you are
offered 'by 'the critics? Nothing that we remember beyond
one single passage, in which the god Neptune is described
to a steeplechase, and "making play" at a terrific pace.
And certainly, enough is exhibited of the old boy*s hoofs,
and their spanking qualities, to warrant our backing him
against a railroad for a rump and dozen; but after all,
there is nothing to grow frisky about, as Longtoos does,
«* who gets up the steam of a blue-stocking enthusiasm, and
boils us a regular gallop of ranting, in which like the
conceited snipe upon the Liverpool railroad, he thinks
himself to run a match with Samson..*,"1
Occasionally, De Quineey will present a passage almost
wholly in slang terms. Perhaps the mast notable example is the
account of the murder of the "Mannheim baker," to Murder Considered
as one of toe Fine Arts. To secure humour, De Qutocey has used toe
2
slang of boxing. 1 give only a portion of the passage* «*
"Hound 19th. The baker came up piping, and manifestly
the worse for wear. His geometrical exploits in the
four last rounds had done him good. However, he showed
some skill to stopping a message which 1 was sending to
his cadaverous mug; to delivering which ny foot slipped,
and I went down.
1, X, pp. 306-307. (A Brief Appraisal of the Greek Literature to
ItsForemost Pretensions)
2. It should perhaps Keconsidered a ndittureof standard slang terms
and jargon. Gf. Slang Today and Yesterday, pp. 235-236,
Usage and Abasage, pp. 161-165.
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Hound 20th. Surveying the baker, I became ashamed of
having been so much bothered by a shapless mass of dough}
and I went in fiercely, and administered sob© severe
punishment. A rally took place - both went down - baker
undermost - ten to three on amateur.
Hound 21st. The baker juspad up with surprising agilityj
indeed he managed his pins capitally, and fou$it wonder¬
fully, considering that he was drenched in perspiration)
but the shine was taken put of hint, and his game was the
mere effect of panic.,.**
Although entire passages of slang are not found very often
in De Quincey* s writings, he may use individual words and expressions
of a homely kind to emphasize a point in a humorous, but rather
earthy way* ■*
"Jfy advice to these villains is to remember the old argu¬
ment "In for a penny, in for a pound." They are already
up to TKe 'lips xngtklTT Ie£ Them therefore, like sensible
reprobates, go the whole hog fcy patronising chloroform."2
A great many of J3@ Quinces slang expressions are standard
slang terms of his time. He often uses effectively such expressions
in a spirit of playfulness i -
"There goes a bounce," I said in an undertone) "the
stars, it seems, can tell falsehoods as well as other
people.*'
"And, if ever it should be discovered that £ had been
"cooking the accounts* (as this sort of tresspass is now
technically termed by railway directors), all sensible
men would see the policy of hushing up the matter...
1. XIII, p. la. (Murder Considered as one of the ffjne Arts)
2. XXV, p. 290. (da the Religious Objections to the Use of
t^carororm)
3. XIII, p. 26$. (Sortilege Astrology)
U. XBT, p. 298. (Memorial Chronology)
1*0.
Some of his slang expressions are malicious* In the following
examples, Be, Quineey uses current slang phrases to sum up the
character of Br, Parrs
"Bow did the "Birmingham Doctor" smoke? Hot as you, or
I, or other civilized people smoke, with a gentle cigar -
but with the very coarsest tobacco,82
8the true name for this infirmity is, in the vulgar dia¬
lect, nig-headness. Stupid imperturable adherence, "deaf
and blind, "to sons perverse view that abruptly thwarted
and counteracted his party,,,that was the key to Br,
Parr*s lingering preferment."^
Quite often he uses the slang of his day to make a passage more
vigorous. The humour in the following passages is quite slight or
entirely lacking* «
"ify sleep was never no more than what is called a dog-
sleep* so that X could hear myself moaning,"#
"When I4n seised the British opium, and in one day
pillaged our British merchants to the extent of more
than two millions sterling, by what means was it that
Lin got "a hank8 over so much alien property?8*
Similarly, his public school and university slang is only slightly
humourous , the terms giving only an informal note* -
"Spite of the public applauses, some ominous misgivings were
matteradf one or two of the Boyle party began to "funk"; they







Be Quincey added a footnote
to articles that are not
of Br. Johnson.
"Your notion was that I might be destined#., to become
a great authority on the science of Chronology; in
which character..»! might "crib" a thousand years or
so from human records,..," ^
Many of his slang words and phrases are Americanisms, To
De Quincay, some of these expressions possessed the humour of
novelty: -
"Such rubbish • such "almighty" nonsense ( to speak trans
atlantice) - no eye has ever beheld as nine hundred and
fifty, to say the least, of these thousand pages." 3
"...however "handy" this gold may lie in California or
in Australia, however "sweetly" it may work off for
those meritorious vagabonds who first break ground in
the virgin fields, one thing is undeniable.,.," *
He sometimes uses an Americanism to create what might be called the
humour of Incongruity, In the following passage, he uses an expression
from the Southern United States to indicate the cost of a Pyrrhic
victory: «
" * One or two such victories,* said Pyrrhus the Epirot,
'and I am a gone coon.* " 3
But perhaps De Quineey*s most successful Americnalsms are those
which present an idea in a vivid manner. The slang expx*ession in
the following passage is arresting in its description of those
who hold land illegally: m
"...cannot but terminate in throwing upon the nation
vast bankrupt estates occupied by a population of negro
"squatters" ( I borrow the term from American to express
a corresponding nuisance...." ®
1, XTV, p. 298. (Memorial Chronology)
2. See Robert E, Hollinger. be Qulacey's Use of Americanisms. AS
mil, (1948), pp. 204-209. "*
3, XXV, p* 137# (Walladmor)
4, IX, "p. 403. (California and the Gold-Digging Mania)
5. Ibid..p. 404.
6. National Library of Scotland, Blackwood*s Magazine MSS (Reform
as Affecting the Habits of Private Life)""
' inn ii mmmmmwi ""l"* i n m ■
Although De Quineey will occasionally take a term from
thieves* cant, I have not found that he uses the cant in any
distinctive manner. Almost always the underworld expressions
are used to provide a toueh of novelty* •
"...a trick then newly introduced amongst robbers, and
J?™* hocusslgg, i.e, clandestinely drugging theliquor of the victim with laudanum."*
"I have always looked upon this fine,,,as a 3ort of
honorarium, entrance money, » i&at in 3all used to be
known as smart money,,,.8'2
Be Quincey*s competent use of dialect is confined to single words
and short phrases, often those taken from the dialect of the Lake
country, these he presents in a precise and scholarly manner*-^
8In one of its many rocky recesses is seen a "force"
(such is the local name for a cataract), white with foam,,
descending at all seasons with considerable strength,^
"••••a slender hope had sprung up that some hovel or sheep*
fold might have furnished them a screen (or, In Westmorland -
phrase, a bield) against the weather quarter of the storm,,"
He occasionally uses a Scottish term.^ He notes one that is common
to both Scotland and Westmorland* *
"And "what-like"- to use a Westmorland as well as Scottish
expression T^at-llke" was Wordsworth?" 7
1, XIII, p. 219. (Murder Considered as one of the Fine Arts)
2, III, p, 3(fee Confessions of an "Snjlinh'iSpium^ater)
3, The dialect of the Sake couniiy was one of his interesis, as
shown in his Banish Origin of the Lake-Country Dialect, XHI,
pp. 373*383,
it. XIII, p. 127. (Memorials of Orasmere)
5, XIII, pp. I35>*13^« (^mortals of Grasmsra)6, In this connection, it"'is to be noted that he correctly detected
the Scottish origin of an anonymous publication,
VIII, pp. 2Ui*2liO, (Protestantism)and Masson*a note, p, 2bh*
7, H, p, 2&U (The Lake Poetst Wijliam Wordsworth)
U3.
De Quincey will also coin words and phrases, usually to add a
humorous touch to a passage: «
"We might call a man in the circumstances of Mr. Stewart,
via., one who has walked round the terra firma of the
globe, from Kamtschatka to paraguay, and from Paraguay
to Lapland, a cireumeripatetic (or, if the reader objects
to this sort of tautology in the circum and the peri.
& circumambulator)
"..he and Monsieur knew and recoiled from each other.
They met, they saw, they inter-despised."2
"But, observe, he shuffles in his story according to his
state of civilatlon".
As 1 have shown, much of the humour and charm of some of
Be Quincey*s writings arises from his use of colloquial language
and slang expressions. The prose flows freelyj and the slang terms
are vivid, have now been taken into general use, or have acquired a
patina from time which renders them unobjectionable. But pretty often
Be Quincey1 a use of colloquial and slang expressions is remarkably
ineffective. Some passages, even whole articles, accomplish very little
and seem to be nothing more than purposeless foolery.
In discussing this feature of Be Quincey *s writings, Mr. Sackville
West points out that many articles in Blackwood's Magazine contain
very much the same kind of "tasteless flippancy." Possibly Be
Quincey felt that faeetiousnese was at least acceptable, if not
is used several times by Be Quincey, who gives at one place his own
formal definition* "Civilatlon, by ellipsis, or more properly, by
—- fty hiccup, from civilisation."
Ut*
expected. In addition, since he was a regular contributor to the
magazine, he might have been under the compulsion that arises when
a writer has established a reputation for a certain kind of clever¬
ness, Moreover, although he needed badly the money that his writings
brought him, he always had difficulty in mesting publishing deadlines.
It is not then surprising that in an effort to get an aeceptable
article in at the last moment, Be Qulneey resorted to writing material
















In a similar manner, Is© expands an idsa or elaborates a description? -
"I cam© suddenly upon such knotty problems of alleys, alleys
without soundings, such enigmatical entries, and such sphinx's
riddles of streets without obvious outlets or thoroughfares, as
mast baffle the audacity of porters and confound the intellects
of hackney coachmen."1
"He had that sort of military courage which was, and is, more
common than weeds. In all else he was a low-minded man, vulgar
in his thoughts, most unprincely in his habits. He was even
worse than that? wicked, brutal, sensually cruel."2
"On the contrary, every part of nature - mechanics, dynamics,
morals, metaphysics, and even pure mathematics * are continually
giving the lie flatly by their facts and conclusions to the
very necessities and laws of the human understanding."^
"The truth is now becoming more palpablej certain great situations -
not passim in states of growth, of movement, of self-conflict -
but fined, unmoving situations were selected."**
He say list various groups or classes in a series in order to emphasize
distinctive qualities! «*
"To organise these efforts and direct them to proper objects,
he projected a society - composed of the noble, the enlightened,
and the learned.
"A fretful or peevish cry cannot be any efforts make itself
impassioned, *he cry of Impatience, of hunger, of irritation,
of reproach, of alarm, are all different - different as a
chorus of Beethoven from a chorus of Mozart."5
He may list also similar groups or classes! -
"Henceforth the quarrels of Greece were conducted in a civil
way by cabals, intrigues, diplomacy, tongue licence, and
occasionally by 4aw,"?
Repetition for emphasis is a favourite device of De Quincey1 s«
But as he also uses repetition to link thoughts or emotions together,
he frequently combines the emphatic and connective uses. He also
quite often uses repetition in conjunction with other devices { such
as parallelism) to make an image more vivid or to broaden a concept,
Throughout The English Mail Coach repetition for both intensification
and connection is used so frequently that it appears as one of the most
obvious devices in that essays -
"Hurry, then, hurryt for the flying moments - they hurry. Oh,
hurry, hurry, my brave young man! for the cruel hoofs of our
horses • they also hurry! Fast are the flying moments, faster
are the hoofs of our horses. But fear not for him, if human
energy can suffice; faithful was he that drove to his terrific
duty; faithful was the horse to his command. One blow, one
impulse given with voice and hand, by the stranger, one rush
from the horse, one bound as if in the act of rising to a
fence, landed the docile creature*s forefeet upon the crown
or arching centre of the road," *
Especially worthy of note in this work is D© Q,uineey*s repetition
2
of the participles, "fainting, praying, raving,despairing," This
series (with some internal changes, however) appears, first, in
The Vision of Sudden Death in the account of the actual event, and,
secondly, throughout the Dream Fugue in the descriptions of various
female figures, De Quincey uses the series of participles not only
to deepen the mood but also to connect the two sections of the work.
Again, the Confessions provides a slightly different example of
repetition ( in combination with a series) as a means of Intensification: -
"*#,now it was that upon the rocking waters of the ocean the
human face began to revoal itself; the sea appeared paved
with innumerable faces, upturned to the heavens; faces,
imploring, wrathful, despairing; faces- that surged upwards
by thousands, by myriads, by generations; infinite was my
1, XIII, p, 316. (The English Mail CoachT
2. See page 137, note.
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agitation? ray mind tossed, as it seemed, upon the billowy
ocean, and weltered upon the weltering waves."!
The Following passage, also from the Confessions, is another
illustration of repetition for emphasis and transitions *
"The main phenomenon by which opium expressed itself per¬
manently, and the sole phenomenon that was communicable,
lay in the dreams (and in the peculiar dream-scenery) which
followed the opium excesses. But naturally these dreams,
and this dreams-scenery, drew their outlines and materials -
their great lights and shadows * from those profound rev-
elatione which had been ploughed so deeply into the heart.."
In a similar Banner, he emphasises a point in an argumentative
passage! -
"Here is the mortal ulcer of Islamism, which can never
cleanse Itself from death and the odour of death. A polit¬
ical ulcer would or might have found restoration for Itselfj
but this ulcer is higher and deepen - it lies in the religion,
which is incapable of reform* it is an ulcer reaching as high
as the paradise which Islaraism promises, and deep as the hell
which it creates."'
He Bay vary either the form or the order of the words repeated* -
"...feeling profoundly what he had communicated, and
anticipating, the profoundest sympathy with all that to
uttered. .!♦&
"....will that spectacle ever depart from ay dreams, as she
rose and sank upon toy seat, sank and rose, threw her arms
wildly to heaven..,"5
Sometimes the emphatic quality is very slight, the repetition being
designed almost solely for the purpose of connection! -
"...the deciphering intellect of man was first of all opened
by the spirit of Christianity. Christianity, for instance,
brings bo bear seasonably upon some opening, offered by a
new phaais in the aspects of society, a new and kindling
truth. This truth...is prodigiously expanded by human
experience..."*
"....the original motive for translating one book rather
than another, is, that the public curiosity has been al¬
ready attracted to it, either directly on its own account,
or from some personal interest which has settled upon its
author. This curiosity...exonerates the translator from
all responsibility as a selector."
Be Quincey sometimes secures emphasis by what might be called
the cumulative effect of massing words or phrases in a passage.
The emphatic <jaality arises not so much from the arrangement or
repetition as from the total number of words or phrases. The intent-
sification is the result of clustering similar or allied ideas or
emotions around a central element t -
"...It is fit that to every organ through which the
constitution acts or is acted upon a vigilant jealousy
should be directed. This jealousy cannot, by any poss¬
ibility, be rendered so keen and effective if lodged com¬
prehensively and indiscriminately, for all parts of the
constitution, in the same general hands, charged alternately
with the duty of repressing the Crown and People, as it
would be if assisted dramatically, by separate parts and
castings, to separate agents.**
"It became afterwards, on recollection, a heart-chilling
remembrance to herself that, precisely as she emerged
from the shop-door, she noticed, on the opposite side of
the street, by the light of the lamps, a man's figure;
stationary at the instant, but in the next instant slowly
moving.*®
However, this method is seen more clearly in its negative aspectj
that is, when it fails to achieve emphasisj and in Be Quincey's works
1. ¥in, p. 301* C Protestantism)
2. Gillie's German Tories. Blackwood's Magazine. (December, 1826)
3. 32, p. 373# (Political Parties of Hodawi England)
U. Hil, p. 83. " (Murder as one eftfae Fine Arts)
Si.
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the method not seldom falls# too often there is an almost
indiscriminate heaping of loosely connected elements# Do Quincey,
instead of focussing his effect,, spreads it by his lack of unity
or coherence, or both* -
8Hi© very narrowness of a man's claims, by making then
definite and appreciable, is an advantage# Not uerely a
leader in a branch of art which presupposes a high sense
of beauty, a cultivated taste, and other gifts properly
Intellectual, but even in some art presuming little beyond
manual dexterity, is sure of his election into the ex¬
clusive circles#"1
"But in a world where Mercenary considerations do and
must largely prevail, where respect tod consideration are
so powerfully dependant upon the means which each man
enjoys, be he layman or be he churchman, of dispensing
charity, maintaining hospitality, and otherwise of
surrounding himself with the decorums of his rank, # folly-
only or rank villainy could exact from on© order an in¬
sulated system of self-denying austerity, to which no one
feature in the existing temper of any other order is
accomodated, and which the ruling spirit of manners would
consign to instant and general ridicule."2
Da Quincey also uses a purely artificial device as a means of
enghasisi he italicises words and phrases that should be brought
more forcibly to the attention of the reader# This practice is so
common throughout his works that it constitutes one of his moat
distinctive characteristicsi -
"The first proposition is that war cannot be abolished; the




D@ Q,uincey*s use of the parts of speech shows two highly
distinctive features* (1) He uses relatively few finite verbs*"*"
The proportion of the finite verbs to the total number of words in
the sentence is comparatively small, (2) He makes extensive use of
the noun3 and the adjectives, often piling them up in long involved
g
groups#
The small number of finite verbs arises from the length of
D© Quineey*s sentences#3 De Quineey uses long sentences, the result
of what might be termed his "associational thinking#" One idea
brings to De Quineey*s mind a related idea} the second idea suggests
a third, and so on until an elaborate structure is built# Because
he throws these additional ideas frequently into phrases, he uses
few finite verbs in proportion to the total number of words in a
sentence#
1# L,A,Sherman» Some Observations upon the Sentence-Length in
English Prose, Lincoln* 1888," p, "125, and On Pertain Facts and
Principles in the Development of Form in Literature,Lincoln} 1892,
p# 21* <J,W,Gerwig, On the Decrease of Predication and of Sentence
Weight in English Prose# Lincoln* 1894, pp# 7 and 28# Those
extensive studies on sentence length and the number of predications
per sentence indicate that the proportion of finite verbs is
considerably smaller in De Q.uincey's works than in the works
of his contemporaries# %■ era statistics based on the Dream
Fugue and The Vision o* Sudden Death indicate the same thing*
2# Other parts of speech are not used in a highly distinct¬
ive manner or are discussed in other places in this thesis,
notably, adverbs and exclamations in Inversion (pp, 169-182)
and conjunctions in Transitional Elements (pp'» 158-168)#
3# See Chapter Two, Part One, Sentence Length (pp# 96-99),
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The relatively small number of finite verba and the pre¬
ponderance of the nouns and the adjectives are shorn in the
foUndng passages* •
"At a time when every week sees the town banker drawn
from our rural gentry, railway directors in every
quarter transferring themselves indifferently from
town to country, from country to town, lawyers, clergy¬
men, medical men, magistrates, local judges, etc*, all
shifting in and out between town and eountryj rural
families all intermarrying on terras of the widest
freedom with town familiesj all again, in the persons
of their children, meeting for study at the same
schools, colleges, military academies, etc.* by what
furious forgetfulness of the realities belonging to the
ease has it bean possible for writers in public journals
to persist in arguing national questions upon the
assumption of a bisection in our population - a double
current, on the one side steeped to the lips in town
prejudices, on the other side traditionally sold to
rustic views and doctrines?*1
"Home was ravaged by a pestilence - by a famine ♦ by
riots amounting to a civil war - by a dreadful massacre
of the unarmed mob - by shocks of earthquake - and,
finally, by a fire which consumed the national bank,
and the most sumptuous buildings of the city, To
these horrors, with a rapidity of characteristic of
Roman depravity, and possible only under the most ex¬
tensive demoralisation of the public mind, succeeded
festivals of gorgeous pomp, and araphithsatrical exhibi¬
tions upon a scale of grandeur absolutely unparalleled
by all former attempt#**"
A writer who uses few finite verbs and a great maty other
elements in a sentence will emphasize the quality of his finite
verbs if {a) the verbs have a quality sufficiently strong to be
eu$>hasized, and (b) if the other elements in the sentence are so
ordered that they relate to the finite verb. But by casting
his important words into noun and adjective phrases and by using
finite verbs that are weak in thought or emotion, Do Qulncey often
doss the opposite# He lessens the quality of the finite verb arid
concentrates the thought of the sentence in the substantive elements.
the contrast between the quality of the substantive elements and their
modifiers and the finite verbs is exemplified by the next quotations.
The second sentence in the first example is especially to be noted
in that the finite verb ^is") will not bear the weight of the
preceding elements! »
"The very narrowness of a man's claims, by making them
definite and appreciable, is an advantage. Hot merely
a leader in a branch of art which presupposes a high
sense of beauty, a cultivated tast§ and other gifts
properly intellectual, but even in some art presuming
little beyond manual dexterity, is sure of his election
into the exclusive circles.01
"Shis motion they ted seen no cause to disobey, presuming
their dismissal to be according to the mode which best
pleased his Highness, and not ill-pleased at finding so
peaceful a termination to a summons which at first from
its mysterious shape and the solem hour of night, they
had understood as tending to some more formidable issue."2
1. IH. p. IT* (London Reminiscences)
2. XH, p. 76. (HnaMaS^)
The Contrast between the quality of De ^uincey's nouns
and adjectives and his finite verbs is the most apparent in his
1
emotive wordsi words that express emotion or produce an
emotional response in the reader* The more emotional the passage,
the more the emotive nouns and adjectives predominate, for Da
Quincey often makes little use of emotive finite verbs even in
passages that are highly emotional* He does not make distinctive
use of the other parts of speech that are capable of receiving
an emotional charge*
His dependence on emotive nouns and adjectives is shown in
the following passage; it occurs in his Autobiography and gives
Be Quincey,s emotion at the sight of the corpse of his sister: »
"...from the gorgeous sunlight I turned round to the
corpse* There lay the sweet childish figure; there
the angel face, and as people usually fancy it was said
in the house that no features had suffered any change.
Had they not? The forehead, indeed « the serene and
noble forehead - thatmight be the same; but the frozen
eyelids, the darkness that seemed to steal from beneath
them, the marble lips, the stiffening hands, laid palm
1* I have used the term given by G. K* Ogden and X. A. Richards in
The Meaning of Meaning. New York: 1936, (itth ©d,), but the
sub-divisions they make are not necessary here, Stephen Ullmann
in Words and Their Use. London: 195l, p, b3$ makes a distinction
that' "is applicable* '"language. * .can be put to two uses. It
can convey factual statements and objective arguments; its
purpose will then be purely communicative. But it can have a
predominantly emotive and dynamic function: that of expressing
or arousing feelings and of influencing behaviour." I realize
that emotive words may vary according to the response of the
individual, but I think that the examples I have chosen are
fairly clear out. For instance, in the passage quoted from De
Quincey, "turned" has no emotional implications, bat "sweat
childish figure" obviously not only has an emotional implication
to De Qulneey but also will arouse an emotional response in
most readers.
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to palm, as if repeating the supplications of closing
anguish *• could these be mistaken for life? Had it been
so, Therefore did I not spring to those heavenly lips
with tears and never-ending kisses? But so it was
not. I stood checked for a moment; awe, not fear, fell
upon rae; and whilst I stood, a solemn wind began to
blow * the saddest that ear ever heard. Xt was a wind
that might have swept the fields of mortality for a
thousand centuries. Mary times since, upon summer days,
when the sun is about the hottest, I have remarked
the same wind arising and uttering the same hollow,
solemn Hemnonian, but saintly swells it is in this,
world tli© one great audible symbol of eternity...5,1
Highly emotional as this passage is, the finite verbs are
remarkably lacking in qualities that either express Be Quincey's























Of this group perhaps only "had suffered"might be said to have any
emotional connotation or surcharge.
1. I, pp. (Autobiography)
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"on® great audible symbol,"
"eternity,"
Perhaps "corpse" roight be added to this list and "darkness" left
out of it. But with or without these two words, the list if an
impressive one.
Sometimes De Quincey1s finite verbs contribute so little to
the emotional intensity of a passage that they appear to be used
mainly as connectives,^" That is, they express or arouse little or
no emotion but tie the different sections together. The following
1, Cf, Vernon Lee, The Handling of Words, London? 1923, p» 139,
One function of a Hnite verb Is, of course, to connect elements
in a sentence, but De Quincey sometimes makes connection almost
the only function of a finite verb.
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passage illustrates this point: -
2The listening for hours to the sounds from horses*
hoofs upon distant roads, rising and falling, caught
and lost, upon the gentle undulation of such fltfUl
airs as might be stirring - the peculiar solemnity of
the hours succeeding to sunset - the glory of the
coring day - the gorgeousness which, by deserption, so
well I knew of sunset in those West Indian islands
from which icy father was returning - the knowledge that
he returned only to die - the almighty pomp in which
this great idea of Death apparelled itself to my young
sorrowing heart - the corresponding pomp in which the
antagonistic idea, not less Mysterious, of life, rose,
as if on wings, amidst tropic glories and floral
pageantries, that seemed even more solemn and pathetic
than the vapoury plumes and trophies of mortality «
all this chorus of restless images, or of suggestive
thoughts, gave to py father*® return, which else had
been fitted only to interpose one transitory red-letter
day in the calendar of a child, the shadowy power of
an ineffaceable agency among uy drearns,
Here again, the nouns and adjectives are highly emotive
and the finite verbs lacking in emotive quality, i^lore than that,
with the possible exception of "apparelled," the finite verbs do
not make stronger any emotional elements in the passage, but act
simply as connectives: they carry the thought from one group of
emotive nouns to the next group. "Gave," the main verb in the
sentence, is used only as a bridge over which to pass to the last
cluster of nouns and adjectives.
But the feeling in the passage is intensified in an amazing
manner by the echoing and re-echoing of similar emotive ideas by
the nouns and adjectives. The general idea in the first words of
1. X, pp, ^7-58. (Autobiography)
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the sentence is echoed in "peculiar solemnity" in the next phrase.
"Simset" reappears in the "glory of the dying day," which in turn
recurs in the "gorgeousness..#of sunset in those West Indian
islands." In "knowledge that he returned only to die," the infinitive
"to die" is an echo of the earlier "dying day," and the "great
idea of Death" is a re-echo of the same general idea. The next
section, beginning with "the corresponding pomp" and consisting
of a phrase and two clause, is quite involved in its combination
of emotive elements. "Corresponding pomp...of life " is the
contrasting idea to "almighty pomp in which this great idea of
Death apparelled itself." The contrast is carried further in "the
antagonistic idea, not less mysterious" and is repeated in the
contrasting ideas of "tropic glories and floral pageantries" and
"vapoury plumes and trophies of mortality." An echo of the "West
Indian Islands" is heard in "tropic glories and floral pageantries,"
The earlier "peculiar solemnity" reappears in "solemn and pathetic."
The entire series is summed up generally in "all this chorus of
restless images, or of suggestive thoughts," which is carried over
by "gave" to the concluding idea,"the shadowy power of an inefface¬
able agency among my dreams."
A different aspect of De Q.uineey*s practice is seen in his
use of verbids, a general term which I shall iise in this thesis to
designate verbal nouns, verbal adjectives, and infinitives.
1. Perhaps the "West Indian islands" suggested the phrase to
De Quincey, who then applied it to the "pomp of life."
SO
Verbids thus refer to the non-finite forma of the verb except
those which are an integral part of a "sentence building verb,"
such as "running" in the sentence "She was running,"^
Though there are no emotive finite verbs in the last passage
analysed, there are some emotive verbids, De Qulneey may use
verbids (a) to show movement and (b) to express the emotion
arising from that movement* His usage in respect of verbids tends
to centre the movement shorn or the ©motion expressed on the sub¬
stantive elements in the passage.
An analysis of the general function of a verbid in a sentence
may help to clarify this point. For example, the sentence "The
girl runs" contains two major elementsi the doer of the action,
"girl," and the action that is being done, "runs," The sentence
may be said to possess (a) a substantive quality and (b) a verbal
quality* But if the finite verb "runs" is changed to a verbid
and the sentence to the phrase "the running girl," these qualities
are altered. She substantive quality has been increased since
"running" has primarily an adjectival sense in that it describes one
aspect of "girl." The verbal quality has been reduced because the
action is incomplete and is subordinate to the modifying function of
the adjective "running," Consequently, although the sentence "The
girl runs" possesses both substantive and verbal qualities in equal
proportions, the change to the phrase "the running girl" leaves a very
strong substantive, and a very slight verbal, quality,2
1, Otto Jespersea, The Philosophy of Grammar, London* 1921*., p. 8?.
2. Ibid, Ch. VII, pp7T6-99j Ch, VlfT, pp. 108-116. Jespersen would
cail "The girl runs" with its separable but linked qualities, an
example of nexus; "the running girl" an example of junction.
Then any emotive elements that such a verbid possesses
would mostly concern the substantive quality of the phrase. This
is true although the emotive element in a verbid arises from the
action that the verbid expresses, For Instance, when Da Quineey
speaks of the "maddening billows," he includes in the phrase both
the sense of the restlessness of the waves and a feeling of the
maliciousness arising from that movement. Bat the emotive quality
is centred on the noun in that "maddening" describes an aspect of
"billows,"
"Blink of me as one, even when four months had passed, ,
still agitated, writhing, throbbing, palpitating, shattered,"
The verbids with which the sentence ends express emotion in com¬
bination with movement. But the emotive quality of the verbids is
focussed on Be Quincey himself ("one") by the reference of the verbids 1
to the word they modify. The reader's attention, here quite
consciously introduced by "think of me," is also directed to the
substantive elements in the sentence.
The following passage contains both ©motion and movement, The
verbids, as well as the emotive nouns and adjectives, direct the
emotive quality of the passage toward the substantive elements* But
the part played by the finite verb "leaped" is important in that (a)
it is not a strongly emotive word but a verb strongly expressing
movement, and (b) the sense of movement is increased by the other
elements in the sentence.
1. HI, p, hh7» (The Confessions of an English Opium Eater)
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"From the silence and deep peace of this saintly summer
night - from the pathetic blending of this sweet moon¬
light , dawnlight,dreamlight - from the manly tenderness
of this flattering, whispering, murmuring love - suddenly
as from the woods and fields * suddenly as from the chambers
of the air opening in revelation - suddenly as from the
ground yawning at her feet, leaped upon her, with the
flashing of cataracts. Death the crownAd phantom, with
all the equipage of his terrors, and the tiger roar of
his voice,"2-
The passage shows De Q,uincey*s high degree of skill in handling
movement and emotion# The sentence may be divided into three main
parts. The first, which ends with "murmuring love," is heavily
emotive as almost every word contains an emotional implication.
But the emotive verbids add something more, "Pathetic blending"
gives a sense of quiet movement, and "whispering," "flattering,"
g
and "murmuring" present low-voiced sound.
The second part, three phrases each introduced by the adverb
"suddenly," almost entirely concerns movement.Perhaps "opening in
revelation" and "yawning" may have some emotive qualities, but the
chief purpose of this part is to present a contrast to the previous
on© and to lead to the action of the finite verb. It is to be noted
that all of the six long phrases in the first two parts of the sen¬
tence build the movement up to "leaped," which then fairly hurls the
thought across to the concluding section. The finite verb here is
not crushed by the weight of the previous phrases, nor is it simply
a means of connecting one series of thoughts to another but is
1, XIII, pp. 318-31^. (ThelTision of Sudden Death)
2. Of. Auditory Imagery. Chaper Five, pp. 254-255.
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intensified and made more forceful by the preceding elements.
The final section is climactic. The verbid phrase "flashing
of cataracts" continues the movement to the emotive words, "Death,"
"erowndd phantom," "terrors," and "tiger roar," which contrast the
violence and noise of the last section with the quiet movement of
the opening words.
De Quincey has made a division between the various parts of
the sentence! the emotive words are almost entirely confined to
the first and last sections, and the words expressing movement
cluster around the finite verb. The verbids show incomplete move¬
ment, and are chiefly concerned with the building up of the emotive
substantive elements in the passage.
A somewhat different example of De Quincey's practice is pro¬
vided by the following passage. The division between emotion and
movement is not so apparent. The passage, taken from the Dream
Fugue, (a) expresses emotion by means of nouns and adjectives, in¬
cluding verbids,(b) expresses movement by means of finite verbs and
1
verbids, and (c) contains no emotive finite verbs of movementi «
"As she ran past us, high aloft amongst the shrouds stood
the lady of the pinnace. The deeps opened ahead in malice
to receive her, towering surges of foam ran after her, the
billows were fierce to catch her. But far away she was borne
into desert places of the sea} whilst still by sight X
1. The distinction might be made between finite verbs of movement
and emotive finite verbs. For example, the finite verb "is" is
not a verb of movement nor an emotive verb. It expresses simply
the idea of existence, a state of being, without any motion or
emotional implications. The finite verb "runs" is a verb of
movement, but not an emotive verb. Motion is expressed, but there
is no emotion connected with it. On the other hand, "grovels" is
both a verb of movement and an emotive verb. It expresses not only
movement but also has an emotional implication connected with that
movement} the abasement implied by the act of groveling.
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folio-wed her, as she ran before the howling gale, ^
chased by angry sea-birds and by raadde^ng billows j v
still I saw her, as at the isassaat when she ran past
us, standing amongst the shrouds, xcith her white
draperies streaming before the wind. There she
stood, with hair dishevelled, one hand clutehed
amongst the tackling, - rising, sinking, fluttering,
trembling, praying...."1
The emotion expressed in the passage wight be said to
be the sympathy felt by Be Quineey^ for the helplessness of
the "lady of the pinnace," who is pursued by malignant forces.^
The expression of emotion depends on a few heavily emotive words
and phrases whose emotive qualities are transferred, ac it were,
to words and phrases less emotive or not emotive at all. Talcing
the passage sentence by sentence, I shall attempt to show this
process at workt *»
"As she (the ship) ran past us, high aloft amongst the
shrouds stood the lady of the pinnace."
The emotional implications of this sentence are very slight* "Ran"
indicates only movementj "stood" shows a contrast to movement.
"The deeps opened ahead in malice to receive her, towering
surges of foam ran after her, the billows were fierce to
catch her."
The noun "malice" and the adjective "fierce" are the two most
emotive words. But even without these, the sentence contains some
emotive qualities.
1. XIII, p. 320.
2. Depending on the individual response, there should be either
a corresponding feeling or an understanding of sympathy (based
on similar experiences) aroused in the reader.
3. X realize that this is an over-simplification. Other emotional
implications may existt Be Quincey's own flight from reality; the
identification of the lady of the pinnace with Ann of Oxford
Street (among others).
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"The deeps opened ahead to receive hsr, towering surges
of foam ran after her, the billows tried to catch her#"
let the malignant element expressed by "nalice" and "fierce" has
almost bean lost altogether# The suggestion of fear may be carried
on and implied by the fact of pursuit# But even that emotion Is
not certain, for the direet opposite might be implied#
"The deeps opened ahead to receive her (in sanctuary),
towering surges of foam ran' after her (to rescue her),
the billows tried to catch her (to save her)#8
The malignity of "malice8 is carried over to "the towering surges
of foatB ran after her8 and then is deepened by the hostility of
8fierce#8 In a similar manner, the "desert places of the sea8 is
altered fey the emotive quality of the previous phrase# "Desert
places" are then not simply "solitary places8 (with the Implication
of lowliness), but "hostile solitary places." The hostility is
next mad® more violent by the emotive phrases, "howling gal®,
chased by angzy sea-birds and maddening billows#"
"still I saw her, as at the moment when she ran past us,
standing amongst the shrouds, with her white draperies
streaming before the wind#"
in themselves, these words express a great deal of movement, but no
emotion# The next sentence contains emotive words, however#
"There she stood, with hair dishevelled, one hand clutched
amongst the tackling, rising, sinking, fluttering, trembling,
praying#,#8
The emotive words are "fluttering" (helplessly), "trembling" (with
fear), and "praying" (for aid)# "Dishevelled" and "clutched" are
somewhat less emotive but contain the implication of fright. These
last five words are in contrast to the earlier emotive words, "Malice,"
"fierce," "howling gale," "angjy sea-birds," "maddening billows" all
indicate the violence of the pursuer. The last emotive words show the
fear of the pursued# Sy presenting both aspects, De Quincey intensifies
both emotions#
De Quincey's treatment of emotive words may be seen even more
clearly in the revisions he made in the Dream Fugue. From the many
changes that he made, it is evident that he was painstaking in his
efforts to secure the exact impression he desired. His corrections,
as well as his initial choice of words, indicate his desire to
emphasize the emotive nouns and adjectives and his lack of concern
over the verbs.
In order to illustrate this aspect of his style in more detail,
I have included at this point four different, but incomplete, versions
of the Dream Fugue. These are (l) a fragment^ of Part Four found
among De Quincey's papers after his death and published by A. H, Japp
in The Posthumous Works of thomas De Quincey, V. I., pp. 323-325*
(2) the manuscript of the Dream Fugue submitted to Blackwood's
2
Magazine, (3) the article as it was printed in Blackwood's Magazine
(December, 18U9, pp. 750-755), and (li) the article as it was printed
in the Author's Edition, V. II, pp. 31*5-355. The changes made are
shown by underlining in each column the differences between it and the
preceding one. Where more than one change has been made in a word or
passage in the manuscript, I have placed the additional revisions in
round brackets. I have placed De Quincey's own brackets and italics
in red. own comments are in square brackets.
1. This was apparently composed earlier than the corresponding
passages in the Blackwood's Efagazine manuscript.
2. Hational library of Scotland, Blackwood's Magazine MSS
(incomplete after the first four partis),"'
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Dream-Fugue
on the above theme of sudden death
Dream-Fugue
on the above theme of sudden death
Tuimiltuosissimamente
Passion of Sudden DeathI that
once in youth I read and interpreted
by the light of thy averted# signs,
Rapture of panic taking the shape,
■which in churches (monuments) I have
seen, of woman bursting her sepulchral
bonds - of woman's Ionic form in act
to soar from the ruins of her grave,
with arching foot, with eyes upraised,
with clasping adoring hands, waiting,
watching, listening, trembling, pray-
ing for the trumpet's call to rise from trumpet^s call to rise from dust for-
dust foreverj Vision too fearful of everj * Ah, vision too fearful of
shuddering humanity (Vision cursed with shuddering humanity on iiie" brink of
marble grandeur), that didst start abysses £ vision thaT"didst startTack -
aside, then recoil, that didst reel that didst reel away - like a shrivel-
away, like a shrivelling scroll from ling scroll from before the wrath of
the wrath of fire racing on the wings offir© racing on the wings of the windl
the wind} - oh wherefore, epilepsy so Epilepsy so brief of horror - where-
brief (so transient) of horrorj canst fore is it thai thous canst not die?
thou not die? Wherefore is it that Passing so suddenly 'into darkness,
now for thirty years, thou sheddest wherefore is it that still thou sheddest
perennial blights (sad blights) amongst ihy sad funeral blights upon the
Tumultuosissiraamente
Passion of Sudden DeathI that
once in youth I read and interpreted
by the shadows of thy averted# signs} -
Rapture of panic taking the shape,
■which amongst tombs in churches I have
seen, of woman bursting her sepulchral
bonds - of woman's Ionic form bending
forward from the ruins of her grave,
with arching foot, with eyes upraised,
with clasped adoring hands - waiting,
watching, trembling, praying, for the
sTs*
the gorgeous mosaics of dreams? Tes,
yes, I ask - Fragment of music too
stem, heard once and heard no more,
wherefore is it now for thirty years
thy deep rolling chords come up
through all the worlds of sleep, and
after thirty years, have lost no ele¬
ment of horror?
gorgeous mosaics of dreams? Fragment
of music too stern, heard once and
heard no more, what aileth thee that
thy deep rolling cK'ords come up at
intervals through all the worlds of
sleep, and after thirty years have
lost no element of horror?
# "Averted signs" - I read the
course and process of the lath's
agony in the succession of her atti¬
tudes and involuntary gestures} but
read it all from the rear, never once
catching the lady's full face, and
even her profile mo3t imperfectly.
* "AverfctdL signs" - I read the course
and changes of the lady's agoiy in
the succession of her involuntary ges¬
tures} but let it be remembered that
I read all tHxs^Trorri the rear^ never
once catching the lady's full face, and
even her profile imperfectly.
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Dream-Fugue
on the above theme of sudden death
Tumultuosissimamente
Passion of Sudden Death t that
once in youth I read and interpreted
by the shadows of thy averted# signs; -
Rapture of panic taking the shape,
which amongst tombs in churches I have
seen, of woman bursting her sepulchral
bonds - of woman's Ionic form bending
forward from the ruins of her grave,
with arching foot, with eyes upraised,
with elasped adoring hands - waiting,
watching, trembling, praying, for the
trumpet's call to rise from dust for¬
ever} - Ah, vision too fearful of
shuddering humanity on the brink of
almighty abyssesJ vision that didst
start back - that didst reel away - like
a shrivelling scroll from before the
wrath of fire racing on the wings of the
windl Epilepsy so brief of horror -
wherefore is it that thou canst not die?
Passing so suddenly into darkness, where¬
fore is it that still thou sheddest thy
sad funeral blights upon the gorgeous
mosaics of dreams? Fragment of music
too passionate, heard once and heard
once ami heard no more, what aileth the©
that thy deep rolling chords come up at
intervals through all the worlds of
sleep, and after forty years have lost
no element of horror?
* "Averted signs" - I read the course
and changes of the lady's agony in
the succession of her involuntary ges¬
tures} but let it be remembered that
I read all this from the rear, never
once catching the lady's full fact, and
wi/an.
m Blackwood»s
Loi it is summer, almighty Lo, it is summer, almighty summer!
summer. The everlasting gates of life The everlasting gates of life and
and summer are thrown open wide; and on summer are thrown, open wide; and on the
the ocean, tranquil and verdant as a ocean, tranquil and verdant as a
savanna, the unknown lady from the savannah, the unknown lady from the
dreadful vision and myself are float- dreadful vision and I myself are
ing: she upon a fairy pinnace; and floating* she upon a faiiy pinnace,
(and) I upon a vast English three and I upon an English three-decker,
decker. But both of us are wooing But both of us are wooing gales of
gales of pleasure within the domain festal happiness within the domain
of our common country - within that of our common country - within that
watery park of ocean, (within that ancient watery park-within that oath-
wild billowy chase) where England takes less chase where England takes her
her pleasure through winter and summer, pleasure as a huntress through
and which stretches from the rising winter and. summer, and which stretches
to the setting sun. AM what a wild- from the rising to the setting sun.
eroess of floral beauty is hidden, or Aht what a wilderness of floral beauty
is timidly revealed, upon the shy is- was hidden, or was suddenly revealed,
lands amongst thich the pinnace moves, upon the tropic islands through which
(is moving). And upon her deck what the pinnace moreS* And upon Ker deck
a bevy of human flowers « young women what a bevy of human flowers - young
the lovleyast, young men the noblest, women how lovely, young men how noble,
that are dancing together, and slowly that were dancing together, arid slowly
drifting towards ug amidst music and drifting towards m amidst music and
incense, bells and blossoms (blossoms incense, amidst blossoms from forests
and bells), the caroling and the echoes and gorgeous corymb! from vintages,
of sweet girlish laughter. Slowly the amidst natlffaQTcaroXing and the echoes
pinnace reared us, and gaily she "of sweet girlish laughter. Slowly the
hailed us, and slowly she disappeared pinnace nears us, gaily she hails
under the shadow of our mighty bows. us, and slowly she disappears beneath
But then, suddenly the music and the the shadow of our mighty bows. But
carols and the sweet echoing ofgirl- then, as at some signal from heaven,
ish laughter - all are (were) hushed, the music and the carols, and the
What evil had smitten the pinnace? sweet echoing of girlish laughter - all
Meeting or overtaking her? Did ruin are hushed. What evil has smitten the
to our friends couch within our mighty pinnace, meeting or overtaking her?
shadow? I looked over the taffarel Did ruin to our friends couch within
for an answer; and beholdt the pinnace our own dreadful shadow? Was our shadow
was dismantled, the revel and the the shadow of death? I looked over
revellers had departed, (vanished), tKe bow for an answer; and, beholdt
the gloxy of the vintage was dust and the pinnace was dismantled; the revel
and the revellers were found no more;
the glory of the vintage was dust; and
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Lo, it is summer, almighty summerI
The everlasting gates of life and
summer are thrown open wide; and on the
ocean, tranquil and verdant as a
savannah, the unknown lady from the
dreadful vision and I tryself are
floating* she upon a fairy pinnace,
and I upon an English three-decker.
Both of us are wooing gales of
festal happiness within the domain
of our common country - within that
ancient watery park » within that path¬
less chase where England takes her
pleasure as a huntress through winter
and summer from the rising to the
setting "sun." Ah I what a wilderness
of floral beauty was hidden, or was
suddenly revealed, upon the tropic
islands through which the pinnace
moved. And upon her deck what a bevy
of human flowers - young women how
lovely, young men how noble, that were
dancing together, and slowly drifting
towards us amidst music and incense,
amidst blossoms from forests and
gorgeous corymbi from vintages, amidst
natural caroling and the echoes of
sweet girlish laughter. Slowly the
pinnace nears us, gaily she hails us,
and silently she disappears beneath the
shadow of our mighty bows. But then,
as at some signal from heaven, the music
and the carols, and the sweet echoing of
girlish laughter - all are hushed. What
evil has smitten the pinnace, meeting or
overtaking her? Did ruin to our friends
couch within our own dreadful shadow? Was
our shadow the shadow of death? I looked
over the bow for an answer; and, beholdl
the pinnace was dismantled; the revel and
the revellers tiere found no more; the glory
of the vintage was dust; and
the forest was left without a witness
to its beauty upon the seas. "But
where," and I turned to our own crew,
"where are the lovely lovely women
that danced beneath the awning of
flowers and blossoms and clustering
eorymbi? Whither have fled the noble
young men that danced with there?"
Answer there was nonet And at that I
asked (sought) in vain the answer,
(vainly I sought for any answer). But
suddenly the man at the masthead, whose
countenance darkened as he spoke with
alarm, cried aloud • "Sail (ship) on the
weather beaml Down she comes upon
us| with all sails set! She will
founder in seventy seconds."
the forest was left without a witness
to its beauty upon the seas. "But
where," and I turned to our own crew -
"where are the lovely women that
danced beneath the awning of flowers
and clustering corymb i? Whither have""
fled the noble young men that danced
with them?" Answer there was none.
But suddenly the man at the masthead,
whose countenance darkened with
alarm, cried aloud * "Sail on the
wsather-beaml Down she comes upon
uss in seventy seconds she will
founder'i"
2. 2.
I looked and behold the summer had I looked to the weather-side,
gone. The sea was convulsed with motion.and the summer had departed. The
Mighty mists sate upon its surface, sea was rocking, and shaken with
which formed themselves into arches gathering wrath. Upon 'it8~surface
and long cathedral aisles. Down one of sate mighty mists, rfacK "grouped
these, with the velocity of (fiery
pace of) an arrow ran a light frigate
right upon us. "Is she mad?" I heard
the helmsman say, "In seventy seconds
she will founder." Are they blind?
themselves into arches and long cathe¬
dral aisles. Down one of these, with
the fiery pace of a quarrel from a
cross-bow, ran a frigate right athwart
our course. "Are they mad?" some voice
(In seventy seconds they will founder.") exclaimed from our deck. "Are they
But in a moment, as she was close upon
us, some Impulse of current or vortex
gave a wheeling bias to her course} and
as she ran past us without a shock (and
for a moment alongside of us, without
a shock.) and as she ran, high aloft
amongst the shrouds, stood the lady
idiom I had seen in the carriage. The
deep opened from afar in malice to re¬
ceive her. The swift ? crests of angry
foam pursued her, the billows (with
their fiery crests) ran fierce to catch
her. Far away she was borne into the
desert spaces of the seat but still I
followed her with rry eye (by sight) as
she ran before the howling gale, chased
by angry sea-birds and fiery crests of
maddening billowsi still I saw her, as
she ran, amongst the shrouds, with her
white draperies
blind? Do they woo their ruin?" But
in a moment, as she was close upon us,
some impulse of a heady current orl
"
a wnesudden vortex gave heeling bias to
her course, and off she forged with¬
out a shock. As she ran past us, high
aloft amongst the shrouds stood the




ce to receive her,
s of foam ran after her,
wereTierce to catch her.
But far away she was borne into
desert spaces of the seas whilst still
followed her, as she ran
before the howling gale, chased by
angry sea-birds, and by maddening
billows} still I saw her, as at the
moment when she ran past us, amongst
tRFsITrouHs, with her white draperies
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the forests with their beauty were left
without a witness upon the seas. "But where,"
and I turned to our crew - "where are the
lovely women that danced beneath the awning
of flowers and clustering eorymbi? Whither
have fled the noble young men that danced
with them?" Answer there was none. But
suddenly the man at the masthead, whose
countenance darkened with alarm, cried out -
"Sail on the weather-beaml Down she comes
upon usj in seventy seconds she also will
founder."
2.
I looked to the weather-side, and the
summer had departed. The sea was rocking,
and shaken with gathering wrath. Upon its
surface sate mighty mists, which grouped
themselves into arches and long cathedral
aisles. Down one of these, with the fiery
pace of a quarrel from a cross-bow, ran a
frigate right athwart our course. "Are they
mad?" some voice exclaimed from our deck.
"Do they woo their ruin?" But in a moment,
as she was close upon us, some impulse of a
heady current or local vortex gave a wheeling
bias to her course, and off she forged without
a shock. As she ran past us, high aloft
amongst the shrouds stood the lady of the
pinnace. The deeps opened ahead in malice to
receive her, towering surges of foam ran after
her, the billows were fierce to catch her.
But far away she was borne into desert spaces
of the sea: whilst still by sight I followed
her, as she ran before the howling gale,
chased by angry sea-birds, and by maddening
billows} still I saw her, as at the moment
when she ran past us, standing amongst the
shrouds, with her white draperies
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streaming before the wind and the spray.
There(for leagues I saw her) she stood
with hair dishevelled, hands clutched
amongst the tackling, - rising, sinking,
fluttering, trembling, prayings -amidst
the spray and the flying crest of the
pursuing waves. Until at last, with a
sound (upon a signal) from distant
waters, as of malicious loud laughter,
all was hidden in driving showers, and
immediately afterwards, but when I
know not, and how I know not,
shestreaming before the wind. There
stood with hair dishevelled, one
hand clutched amongst the taclcTTng -




aFThe pursuing waves and the raving
of the storm; until at"'last," upon a
sound from afar of malicious laughter
and mockery, all was hidden forever
in driving showers; and afterwards,
but when X know not, and'"'Sow I know not,
Sweet funeral bells from some deep re- Sweet funeral bells from some ineal-
cesses of the earth, their wailing awak- culable distance, wailing over the dead
—J — — I lay asleep in a boat that thai die before the dawn, awakened meened me as
was moored to sot® unknown (a familiar)
shore. The grey (earliest) dawn even
then was breaking; and, by the dusky
revelations which it made on the soli¬
tary shore strand, I saw a girl, with
as 1 slept in a hoat moored to some
familiar 'shore, The morning twilight
even then was breaking; ana, hy the
dusky revelations which it spread, I
saw a girl adorned with a garland of
her head adorned as for some great fast- ?&ite rose's about her Wad for son®*
ival, running along with extremity of great festival, running along the soli-
haste, In panic she fled, and often she tary strand with extremity of haste,
looked back to some dreadful danger Her running was the running of panic;
(peril) (object) in the rear. But as and often she looked back as to some
she passed w station I leaped ashore to dreadful enemy in the rear. But when
warn her of a danger that perhaps, was I leaped ashore, and followed on her
gloomier in front, AlasI from me she steps to warn her of a peril' 'in front,
fled as from (a second) peril; and vain- alasi from me she fled as from another
3y I shouted to her (would have warned peril; and vainly I shouted to her of
her) of quicksands that lay ahead.
Faster and faster she ran; and round a
rock she wheeled out of sight, and (ten
seconds more) I myself wheeled round it
only intime to see the cruel quicksand
closing above her fair young head. The
white roses in her hair [this phrase
quicksands that lay ahead. Faster and
faster she ran; round a promontoxy of
rock she wheeled out of sight; 'inan
instant I also wheeled round it, bui
only to see ""Me treacherous sends"
gathering above her head. Already
fwSff An rsats • Amlvr tho■ier person was burled; only the fair
crossed out; he begins it againQ Already young head and the diadem of white
her person was buried; alive, only the
head and the white diadem of (white)
roses around it were yet visible, and
her marble arts, {The next words are al¬
most illegible because of revisions, De
Quincey apparently wrote "one white arm
clutching at some visionary hand
stretched out amongst the clouds," re-
roses around it were still visible to
the pitying heavens; and last of all,
was visible one marble arm. I saw
by the early
streaming before the wind. There she
stood with hair dishevelled, one
hand clutched amongst the tackling -
rising, sinking, fluttering, trembling,
praying - there for leagues I saw her
as she stood, raising at intervals one
hand to heaven, amidst the fiery crests
of the pursuing waves and the raving
of the storm; until at last, upon a
sound from afar of malicious laughter
and mockery, all was hidden for ever
in driving showers; and afterwards, but
when X know not, nor how.
Sweet funeral bells from some incal¬
culable distance, wailing over the dead
that die before the dawn, awakened me
as I slept in a boat moored to some
familiar shore. The morning twilight
even then was breaking; and, by the
dusky revelations which it spread, I
saw a girl adorned with a garland of
white roses about her head for some
great festival, running along the soli¬
tary strand in extremity of haste.
Her running was the running of panic;
and often she looked back as to some
dreadful eneny in the rear. But when
I leaped shore, and followed on her
steps to warn, her of a peril in front,
alasi fro-m m she fled as from another
peril; and vainly I shouted to her of
quicksands that lay ahead. Faster and
faster she ran; round a promontory of
rocks she wheeled out of sight; in an
instant I also wheeled round it, but
only to see the treacherous sands
gathering above her head. Already
her person was buried; only the fair
young head and the diadem of white
roses around it were still visible to
the pitying heavens; and last of all,
was visible one white marble arm, i
saw by the early
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I saw by the early twilight this fair
young head as it was sinking down to
darkness, saw this marble arm as it rose
above her head, and her treacherous
grave, - tossing, faultering, rising,
clutching as at some false deceiving
hand stretched out from the cloudsj saw
this marble arm uttering her last hope
and her last despair. The head, the
diadem, the am, - these also sunk:
over these also the cruel quicksand
twilight this fair young head, as it
was sinking down to darkness - saw
this marble am, as it rose above her
head, and her treacherous grave,
tossing, faultering, rising, clutching
as at some false deceiving hand
stretched out from the clouds - saw
this marble am uttering her dying
hope and her dying despair. The head,
the diadem, the arm, - these all had
sunk} at last over these also -the cruel
closed} and no memorial of the fair young quicksand had closed: and no memorial
girl remained on earth, except ny own
tears, and the 3ighing of the soft (?]
breezes along the solitary shore.
I sate, and wept in secret over the
memory of her that died before the dawn,
and by the treachery of earth, our
mother. And as I sate, suddenly I heard
of the fair young girl remained on
earth, except my own solitary tears,
and the funeral bells from the desert
seas," t'hat,' rising again more softly,




I"sate, and wept in secre
(caught from afar) (the shout of nations) tears that men have ever given to the
and a roar as of some great king's art- the memory of those that died before the
illery advancing rapidly along the dis- dawn, and by the treachery of earth, our
tant mountains, and (but) heard chiefly mother. But the tears and funeral bells
by the echoes among the mountains. "HushI"were hushed suddenflly 'by a shout as of
t jj „ x _x j -n.-
many nations, and hya roar as from son®
great king's artillery advancing rapidly
along the valleys, and heard afar by
its echoes among the mountains. H%shl"
Tuid, as I bent try ear earthwards to
listen -"^hushl - this either is the
very anarchy of strife, or else"- and
then I listened more*"profoundly, and
said as I raised ny head or else,
of iiaavensl it is victory, that
swallows up all strife."
I said, as I stood in the attitude of
listening, "hushI - this either is the
very anarchy of strife amongst men, or
else" - and then I listened more pro¬
foundly « "or else it is Victory which
swallows up all strife," and I raised ny
head in thanksgiving.
Immediately in trance I was carried
over land and sea to some distant land,
and placed upon a triumphal car amongst U
companions crowned with laurel* The dark- Immediately, in trance, I was
ness of gathering midnight brooded over carried over land and sea to some dis-
the country £next three words illegible] tant kingdom, and placed upon a tri-
but dimly heard but did not see. Egyp- uraphal car, "amongst companions crowned
tian darkness hid from us the mighty with laurel. The darkness of gather-
crowds ing midnight, brooding over all the
lard, hid from us tKe mighty crowds
twilight this fair young head, as it
was sinking down to darkness - saw
this marble arm, as it rose above her
head, and her treacherous grave,
tossing, faultering, rising, clutching
as at some false deceiving hand
stretched out from the clouds - saw
this marble arm uttering her dying
hope and then uttering her dying
despair, '"The head, the diadem, the arm,
- these all had sunk; at last over these
also the cruel quicksand had closed: and
no memorial of the fair young girl re¬
maned on earth, except ny own solitary
tears, and the funeral bells from the
desert seas, that, rising again more softly,
sang a requiem over the grave of the
buried child and over her blighted dawn.
I sate, and wept in secret the
tears that men have ever given to the
memory of those that died before the
dawn, and by the ireachexy of the earth,
our mother. But suddenly the tears and
funeral bells were husned by a shout as
of many nations, and by a roar as from
some great king's artillery advancing
rapidly along the valleys, and heard afar
by echoes from the mountains. "Hushl"
I said, as I bent ray ear earthwards to
listen - "hushl - this either is the
vajy anarchy of strife, or else" - and
then I listened more profoundly, and
whispered as I raised ray head - "or else,
of 'heavensI it is yjLstorx that ia final,
victory that swallows up all strife.1
Irmiiediately, in trance, I was carried
over land and sea to some distant kingdom,
and placed upon a triumphal car, amongst
companions crowned with laurel. The dark¬
ness of gathering midnight, brooding over
all the land, hid from us the mighty crowds
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that were weaving restlessly about our that were weaving restlessly about our
carriage as a centre. We heard them, but carriage as a centre - we heard them,
saw them not. Tidings had arrived with- but saw them not. Tidings had arrived,
in an hour too full of a grandeur cowmen- within an hour, of a grandeur that
surate with centuries; too full of al- measured itself against centuries'} too
mighty joy, to utter themselves by other full of pathos they were, too full of
language than tears, by restless murmurs joy that acknowledged no fountain buE
of thanksgiving, by ahthems,by Psumq, pod,'to utter themselves fey other
by the echoes from every church, restless language than bgr tears, by restless
reverberations, of the Gloria in Eseelsii anthems, by reverberations rising from
from every choir (in every church). These every' 'choir, of the Gloria in excels!#,
tidings it was our great office to carry, These tidings x*e that sate upon the
the privileges of us on the triumphal car laurelled car had 'lt"'for our privilege
to publish amongst all nations. AM al- io'publish amongst~all nations. And
ready by their inpatient angry tramplings,already, by signs audible through the
our immortal (demonia) horses that knew darkness ,~ty snortings and tramplings,
no fear of fleshly weariness, upbraided our angry horses, that knew no fear of
us with our delay. But we waited} where- flesSly weariness, upbraided us with
fore did, we delay? We waited for a delay, wherefore wag it that we
secret word, that should bear witness to delayed?' We waited for a secret word,
the hope of nations as now indeed accom- that should bear witness to the hope
plished. At midnight the secret word of nations as now accomplished for
arrived} which word was - Waterloo and ever. At midnight fehe secret word
Recovered Christendom! The word shone by arrived; which word was - Waterloo and
internal lightt before us it rosej and Recovered Christendom! The dreadful
high above our leaders' heads it rode, word shone by its own light; before us
and spread a golden ligfrt over every road it went; high aBove "our leaders' heads
which we traversed. Every city at the it rode, and spread a golden light over
summons (sight) of the secret word, threw the paths which we traversed. Every city,
open its gates to receive us. The rivers,at'the pre
under the golden light, were silent as
we passed. The (every) forest as we ran
along their (its) margins, bowed in
homage. The darkness comprehended it.
Two hours (one hour) before (after)
midnight we reached a vast cathedral.
Its gates, which rose to the clouds,were
sence of the secret word,
threw open xts gates to receive us. The
rivers were silent as we crossed. All
the infinite forests, as we ran along
their margins, shivered in homage to
the secret word'!,' And tfes infinite
forests, as we rain 'along their margins,
shivered in homage to the secret word.
closed. But when the dreadful word, that And the darkness coi^reHendsdit.
rode before us, reached them with its Two hours after midnight we reached
light, silently they moved back upon theira mighty minster. Its sates, which rose
hinges; and at a flying gallop our equip- to the clouds, were closed. But when
age entered the cathedral. Headlong was the dreadful word, that rode before us,
our pace; reached them with its golden light,
silently they moved back upon their
hinges; and at a flying gallop our
equipage entered the grand aisle of
the cathedral. Headlong was our pace;
that were weaving restlessly about our-
selves as a centre. We heard them,""Taut
saw them not. Tidings had arrived,
within an hour, of a grandeur that
measured itself against centuries; too
full of pathos they were, too full of Joy,
to utter themselves by other language
than by tears, by restless anthems, and
Te Dauraa reverberated from the choirs and
orchestras' 'of 'earthr""' fhese tidings we
that sate' upon the laurelled car had it
for our privilege to publish amongst all
nations* And already, by signs audible
through the darkness, by snortings and
tramplings, our angry horses, that knew
nofear of fleshly weariness, upbraided us
with delay, wherefore was it that we
delayed? b® waited for a secret word,
that should bear witness to the hope
of nations as now accomplished for ever.
At midnight the secret word arrived;
which word was - Waterloo and Recovered
Christendom! The dreadful word shone by-
its own light; before us it went; high
above qui* leaders' head© it rode, and
spread a golden light over the paths
which we traversed, Every city, at the
presence of the secret word, threw open
its gates. The rivers ware conscious as
we crossed," All the forests, as tre ran
along their margin shivered in homage to
the secret word. And the darkness compre¬
hended it.
Two hours after midnight we approached
a islghty minster. Its gates, which rose
to the clouds, were closed. But when the
dreadful word, that rode before us, reached
them with its golden light, silently they
moved back upon their hinges; and at a
flying gallop our equipage entered the grand






and at every altar, in the little
chapels and oratories to the right
hand and the left of our course, the
dying lamps kindled in sympathy with
the dreadful word that was flying
past. Leagues past counting we had
traversed in the cathedral, and as
yet no morning light reached us, when
we saw before us the galleries and
fretwork of the organ and the choir.
Every pinnacle of fretwork and carved
tracery of flying buttress was occu¬
pied by white-robed choristers, that
sang deliverancej that wept no more
tears, as once their fathers had wept;
but at intervals that sang together to
the generations, to the generations
that lay beneath them in the graves,
to the generations that were yet to
come, saying -
"Chaunt the deliverer's praise
in every tongue,"
and receiving answers from afar
"Such as once in heaven and
earth were sung,"
Of their chaunting was no end; of
our headlong gallop was no remission.
and at every altar, in the little
chapels and oratories to the right
hand and left of our course, the lamps,
dying or sickening, kindled anew in
sympathy with the secret word that was
flying past. Forty leagues we might
have run in the cathedral, and as yet
no strength of morning light had reached
us, when we saw before us the aerial
galleries of the organ and the choir.
Every pinnacle of the fretwork, every
station of advantage amongst the
traceries, was crested by white-robed
choristers, that sang deliverance;
that wept no more tears, as onee their
fathers had wept, but at intervals that
sang together to the generations,
saying -
"Chaunt the deliver's praise in
every tongue,"
and receiving answers from afar,
-"such as once in heaven and
earth were sung,"
And of their chaunting was no end; of
our headlong pace was neither pause nor
remission.
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and at every altar, in the little
chapels and oratories to the right
hand and left of our course, the lamps,
dying or sickening, kindled anew in
sympathy with the secret word that was
flying past. Forty leagues we might
have run in the cathedral, and as yet
no strength of morning light had reached
us, when before us we saw the aerial
galleries of organ and choir.
Every pinnacle'of the" fretwork, every
station of advantage amongst the
traeeries, was crested by white-robed
choristers, that sang deliverance;
that wept no more tears, as once their
fathers had wept, but at intervals that
sang together to the generations,
saying -
"Chaunt the deliverer's praise in
every tongue,"
ard receiving answers from afar,
-"such as onee in heaven and
earth were sung,"
And of their chaunting was no end; of
our headlong pace was neither pause
nor slackening.
i«T\ . c.- V •
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Posthumous Works
Thus as we ran like torrents;thus as with bridal rapture our
flying equipage swept over the a
gaptp of the graves ; thus as our
burning wheels carried warrior in¬
stincts, kindled earthly passions
amongst the trembling dust below us,
suddenly we became aware of a vast
necropolis to wiiich from afar we were
hurrying. In a moment our maddening
wheels were nearing it.
Of purple granite in massive piles
was this city of the dead, and yet for
one moment it lay like a visionary
purple stain on the horizon, so
mighty was the distance. In the
second moment this purple city trembled
through many changes, and grew as by
flexy pulsations, so mighty was the




Thus as we ran like torrents, -thus as our flying equipage with bridal
rapture swept over the Campo Santo of
the cathedral graves, - suddenly we
became aware of a vast necropolis
rising like (a) cloud(s) out of the sea
from the far-off horizon - a necropolis
for the warrior dead that rested .from
their feuds. Of purple granite was
the necropolis; yet it lay HTce a'purple
stain upon the sky; so mighty was the
distance. YrTthe second minute it
trembled as through many changes, and
grew into wondrous altitude, so mighty
was the pace. In the third minute
Cameo Santo, (but to come in at tho end,not as a footnote) {jt was, however,printed as a footnote^] I presume that
most readers will be acquainted with
the history of the Carp Santo at Pisa -
composed of earth brought from the HolyLand as the highest prize which noble
piety of crusading society [?} could askor imagine. There is a Campo Santo
also at Naples, formed however I believe
on the fine example of Fisa. Possiblythe idea may have been more extensivelycopied. - to readers who are unacquaintecwith the Cathedral cities of England,it may be right to mention that the
graves within side the cathedrals form a
flat pavement over which carriages andhorses might roll; and perhaps a boyishremembrance of one particular cathedral
across which I had seen beasts walked and
btrthens carried may have favored me in
this respect.
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Thus, as we ran like torrents -
thus, as we 3wept with bridal rapture
over the Campo Santo* of the Cathedral
graves - suddenly we became aware of a
vast necropolis rising upon the far-off
a city of sepulchres, built' within the
saintly cathedral' for the warrior deacf
"that rested from their feuds on earth.
Of purple granite was the necropolis;
yet, in the first minute, it lay like a
purple stain upon the horizon - so
nighty was the distance! in' "the second
minute it trembled through many changes,
growing into terraces and towers of
wondrous altitude, so mighty was the
pace. In the third minute
Thus, as we ran like torrents -
thus, as we swept with bridal rapture
over the Campo Santo* of the cathedral
graves - suddenly we became aware of a
vast necropolis rising upon the far-off
a city of sepulchres, built within the
saintly cathedral for thevarrior dead
that rested from their feuds on earth.
Of purple granite was the necropolis;
yet, in the first minute, it lay like a
purple stain upon the horizon - so
mighty was the distance, in the second
minute it trembled through many changes,
growing into terraces and towers of
woundrous altitude, so mighty was the
pace. In the third minute
*C&bdq Santo- it is probable that most
ornyreaders will be acquainted with
this history of the Campo Santo at Pisa-
composed of earth brought from Jerusalem
Ton a bed of sanctity, as the"highest '
prize wiiich the noble piety of cru¬
saders could ask or imagine, There is
another Campo Santo at Naples, formed,
however presume} on the example given
at Pisa. Possibly the idea may have
been more extensively copied. To
readers who are unacquainted with Eng¬
land, or who feeing English) are yet
unacquainted wzth the cathedral cites
of England, it may be right to mention
that the graves within-side the
cathedrals often form a flat pavement
over which carriages and horses might
roll- and perhaps a boyi3h remembrance
of one particular cathedral, across
tohieh I had seen passengers walk and
burdens carried, may have assisted ay
dream.
*CaiflT>o Santo"« It is probable that most
of my readers will be acquainted with
the history of the Carapo Santo (or
demeteryj at Pisa, composed of earth
brought from Jerusalem from a bed of
sanctity, as the highest prise which the
noble piety of crusaders could ask or
Imagine. To readers who are unacquainted
with England, or who (Jbeing English)
are yet unacquainted with the cathedral
cities of England, it may be right to
mention that the graves within-side the
cathedrals often form a flat pavement
over which carriages and horses ml pfrt
run; and perhaps a boyish remembrance
cf one particular cathedral, across
which I had seen passengers walk and
burdens carried, as about two centuries
back they were through~tEe~mIddle of
£t. "Paul's in London, may have assisted
rry dream."*
Posthumous Works IB
already with our dreadful gallop we were already with our awful gallop we were
entering its suburbs. Systems of sarco- entering the suburbs. Vast sarcophagi-w • — w r
phagi rose with crests aerial of
terraces and turrets into the upper
glooms, strode forward with haughty en¬
croachment upon the central aisle, ran
back with mighty shadows into answering
recesses. When the sarcophagi wheeled,
then did our horses wheel. Like rivers
in horned floods wheeling in pomp of
unfathomable waters round headlands;
like hurricanes that ride into the
secrets of forests, faster than ever
light travels through the wilderness of
darkness, we shot the angles, we fled
round the curve of the labyrinthine
city. With the storm of our horses'
feet, and of our burning wheels, did we
carry earthly passions, kindle warrior
rose on every side, built with towers
and turrets that strode forward with
haughty intrusion upon the limits of
the central aisle, that ran back with
mighty shadows into answering recesses.
Where the terraces ran, there did our
horses run. Everysarcophagus showed
many bas-reliefs; bas-reliefs of battles,
bas-reliefs of battle-fields; battles
from forgotten ages, battles from yester¬
day; battle-fields that long since
nature had healed and reconciled to
herself with the sweet oblivion of
flowers; battle-fields that were yet
angry and crimson with carnage. Where
the terraces ran, there our horses
Ofour horses" crossed out; line con-
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instincts amongst the silent dust around tinuesj did wa run; where the towerscurved^ there"did wa curve. Thus as
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swallows our horses swept round every
angle. Like rivers in flood wheeling
round obstructing headlands. Like
hurricanes that ride into the secrets
of forests, faster than ever light
us, dust of our noble fathers that had
slept in God since Creci. Every sarco¬
phagus showed many bas-reliefs, bas-
reliefs of battles, bas-reliefs of
battle-fields, battles from forgotten
ages, battles from yesterday; battle¬
fields that long since Nature had healed unwove "the darkness, our flyin
and reconciled to herself with the sweet equipage carried earthly passions -
oblivion of flowers; battle-fields that warrior instincts in the dust
were yet angry and crimson with carnage, la3r around us; dust of our noble
fathers that had slept in God since
And now had we reached the last Creei. And now had we reached the last
sarcophagus, already we ware abreast of 1sarcophagus, already we were coming
the last bas-relief; already we were abreast of the last bas-relief1, already
recovering the arrow-like flight of the we had recovered the arrow-like flight
central aisle, when coming up it in
eounterviev to ourselves we beheld the
frailest of cars, built as might seem
from floral wreaths, and from the shells
of Indian seas. Half concealed were
the fawns that drew it by the float¬
ing mists that went before it in pomp.
But the mists hid not the lovely coun¬
tenance of the infant girl that sate
wistful upon the car, and hid not the
birds of tropic plumage with which
she played.
---mr-77 - - " , t r!y jua..
of the central (gareat) (endless) aisle}
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(that) drew her; but could not hide the
shells and tropic flowers with which
she played, but could not hide the
lovely smiles by which she uttered her
trust in the mighty cathedral, and in the
cherubim that looked down upon her
Blackwood's
already, with our dreadful gallop, we
were entering its suburbs. Vast sarco¬
phagi rose on every side, having
towers and turrets that, upon the
limits of the central aisle, strode
forward with haughty intrusion, that
ran back with mighty shadows into
answering recesses. Every sarcophagus
showed many bas-reliefs - has reliefs
of battles - bas-reliefs of battle¬
fields; of battles from forgotten
ages; ofTattlos from yesterday - a
battle-fields that, long since,
nature had healed and reconciled to
herself with the sweet oblivion of
flowers - of battle-fields that were
yet angry and crimson with carnage.
Where the terraces ran, there did4^.
run; where the towers curved, there
did cwrve. With the flight of
swallows our horses swept round
every angle. Like rivers in flood,
wheeling round headlands; like hurri¬
canes that tide into the secrets of
forests; faster than ever light unwove
the mazes of darkness, our flying
equipage carried earthly passions -
kindled warrior instincts - amongst
the dust that lay around us; dust
oftentimes of our noble fathers that
had slept" in God from Creci to Tra¬
falgar. And now had we reached the
last sarcophagus, now we were abreast
of the last bas-relief, already had we
recovered the arrow-like flight of
the illimitable central aisle, when ^
coming up this aisle to meet us, we be¬
held a female infant that rode in a
carriage as frail as flowers. The
mists, which went before her, hid the
fawns that drew her, but could not hide
the shells and tropic flowers with
which she played, but could not hide the
lovely smiles by which she uttered her
trust in the mighty cathedral, and in
the cherubim that looked upon her
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already, with our dreadful gallop, we
were entering its suburbs. Vast sarco¬
phagi rose on every side, having
towers and turrets that, upon the
limits of the central aisle, strode
forward with haughty intrusion, that
ran back with mighty shadows into
answering recesses. Every sarcophagus
Showed many bas-reliefs - baa-reliefs
of battles and of battle-fields;
battles from forgotten ages, battles
from yesterday; battle-fields that,
long sinee, nature had healed and recon¬
ciled to herself with the sweet oblivion
of flowers; battlefields that were yet
angry and crimson with carnage.
'Where the terraces ran, there did we
run; where the towers curved, there
did wa curve. With the flight of
swallows our horses swept round
every angle. Like rivers in flood,
wheeling round headlands; like hurri¬
canes that ride into the secrets of
forests; faster than ever light unwove
the mazes of darkness, our flying
equipage carried earthly passions -
kindled warrior instincts - amongst
the du3t that lay around us; dust
oftentimes of our noble fathers that
had slept in God from Creci to Tra¬
falgar. And now had wa reached the
last sarcophagus, now we were abreast
of the last baa-relief, already had we
recovered the arrow-like flight of
the illimitable central aisle, when
coming up this aisle to meet us, we be¬
held a female infant that rode in a
carriage as frail as flowers. The
rdsts, which went before her, hid the
fawns that drew her, but could not hide
the shells and tropic flowers with
which she played, but could not hide the
lovely smiles by which she uttered her
trust in the mighty cathedral, and in
the cherubim that looked upon her
Posthumous Works
Face to face she rode forward to meet
us, and baby laughter In her eyes sa¬
luted the ruin that approached. "Oh,
baby," I said in anguish, "must m
that carry tidings of great joy to
every people by God's messengers of
ruin to thee?" In horror I rose at
the thought. But then also, in
horror at the thought, rose one that
was sculptured in the bas-relief - a
dying trumpeter. Solemnly from the
field of Waterloo he rose to his feet,
and. unslinging his stony trumpet,
carried it in his dying anguish to his
story lips, sounding once, and yet
once again, proclamation that to
ears, oh baby, must have spoken from
the battlements of death. Immediately
deep shadows fell between us, and the
shuddering silence. The choir had
ceased to sing; ths uproar of our
laurelled equipage alarmed the graves
no moare. By horror the bas-relief had
been unelocked into life « we men, and
our horses with their fiery forelegs
rising in mid-air to their svei-lasting
gallop - were petrified to a baa-relief.
Oh, glacial pageantry o? death, that
from end to end of the gorgeous cath¬
edral for a moment froze every eye by
contagion of panic. Then for a third
time the trumpet sounded. Back with the
shattering burst came the infinite
rushing of life. The seals of frost
were raised from our stifling hearts,
m
m
from its pillars. Face to face she
was meeting us, as if danger there
were none. wAh,"1Ta5y,H I exclaimed,
^shalF^EHou be the ransom lor Waterloo?
Must we, that carry tidings of great
joy to every people, be messengers of
ruin to thoe?" in horror I rose at the
thought, But then also, in horror at
the thought, rose on© that was sculp¬
tured on the bas-relief - a dying
trumpeter. Solemnly from the field of
battle he rose to his feet) and, un-
slinging his story trumpet, carried it
in his dying anguish to his stony lips -
sounding once, and yet once again:
proclamation., that in .thy cars, oh
babyl must have spoken from the battle¬
ments of death. Immediately deep
shadows fell between us and the mighty
(mightiest) silence. The choir had
ceased toping. The
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from the topmost shafts of its pillars
Face 'to"face she was meeting us) face
to face she rode, as if danger there
were none, "bit, babyI" I exclaimed,
"shalt thou be the ransom for Water¬
loo? Must we, that carry tidings of
great joy to every people, be messen¬
gers of ruin to thee?" In horror I
rose at the thought) but then also in
horror at the thought, rose °n® that
was sculptured on the bas-relief - a
Dying Trumpeter,
from the mighty shafts of it s pillars.
Face to face she was meeting us; face
to face she rode, as if danger there
were none. "Oh, babyI" I exclaimed,
"shalt thou be the ransom for Water¬
loo? Must we, that carry tidings of
great joy to every people, be messen¬
gers of ruin to thee?" In horror I
rose at the thought) but then also in
horror at the thought, rose one that
was sculptured on the bas-relief - a
Solemnly from the fieldDying Trumpeter. Solemnly from the fiel<
he rose to his feetj and unslinging his
stony trumpet, carried it, in his dying
anguish, to his stony lips - sounding
once, and yet once again) proclamation
that, in .thy, ears, oh, babyI must have
spoken from the battlements of death.
Immediately deep shadows fell between
us, and aboriginal silence. The choir
had ceased to sing. Hie hoofs of our
horses, the rattling of our harness,
alarmed the graves no more. % horror
the bas-relief had been unlocked into
life. %• horror we, that were so full
of life, we men and our horses, with
their fiery fore-legs rising in mid¬
air to their everlasting gallop, were
frozen to a bas-relief. Then a third
he rose to his feej and unslinging his
stony trumpet, carried it, in his dying
anguish, to his stony lips - sounding
once, and yet once againj proclamation
that, in thy ears, oh, babyI spoke
from the battlements of death.
Immddiately deep shadows fell between
us, and aboriginal silence. The choir
had ceased to sing. Hie hoofs of our
horses, the dreadful rattle of our
harness, the groaning of our wheels
alarmed tlie graves no more. By horror
the bas-relief had been unlocked into
life. By horror we, that were so full
of life, we men and our horses, with
their fiery fore-legs rising in raid-
air to their everlasting gallop, were
time the trumpet sounded) the seals were frozen to a bas-relief. Then a third
taken off all pulses) life, and the tiros the trumpet sounded) the seals were
frenzy of life, tore into their channels taken off all pulses; life, and the
again) again the choir burst forth in frenzy of life, tore into their channels
sunny grandeur, as from the muffling again) again the choir burst forth in
storms and darkness) again the thunder- sunny grandeur, as from the muffling
ings of our horses carried temptation storms and darkness) again the thunder-
into the graves. One cry burst from our ings of our horses carried temptation
lips as the clouds, drawing off from into the graves. One cry burst from our
the aisle, showed it empty before us — lips as the clouds, drawing off from
"Whither has the infant fled? - Is the the aisle, showed it empty before us -
young child caught up to God?" Lot afar "Whither has the infant fled? * Is the
off, in a vast recess, rose three mighty young child caught up to God?" Lol afar
windows to the clouds; and on a level
with their summits, at height insuper
able to man, rose an altar of purest
alabaster. °n its eastern face was
trembling a crimson glory.
off, in a vast recess, rose three mighty
windows to the clouds; and on a level
with their summits, at height insuper¬
able to man, rose an altar of purest
alabaster. On its eastern face was
trembling a crimson glory.
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Whence came that? Was it from the A glory was it from the reddening
reddening dawn that now streamed dawn that now streamed j&rcy^ the
throilifiv' the windows? Was it from the windows? Was it from the crimson robes
crxrason robes of the martyrs that were of the martyrs painted on the windows?
painted Ejjjj^ the windox-js? Was it from the Was it from the bloody Sas-reliefs of
bloody bas-reliefs of earth? Whence- earth? There, suddenly, within that
soever it were - there, within that crimson radiance, rose the apparition
crimson radiance, suddenly appeared a of a woman's head, and then of a woman's
female head, and then a female figure, TSgSxcKHd it was - grown up to~
It was the child - now grown up to woman's height, Clingiing to the horns
woman's height, Clingting to the horns of the altar, voiceless she stood -
of the altar, there she stood - sinking sinking, rising,' raving, despairing)
rising, trembling, fainting - raving, and behind t&e volume of incense that,
despairing) and behind the volume of night and day, streamed upwards from the
incense that, night and day, streamed altar, dimly was seen the fiexy font, and
upwards from the altar, was seen the the shadow of that dreadful being who
fiery font, and dimly was descried the should have baptised her with the baptism
outline of the dreadful being that of deatET Hut by her side was kneeling
should baptise her with the baptism of her better angel, that hid his face
death* But fey her side was kneeling her with wings) that wept and pleaded for
better angel, that hid his face with .hex; that prayed when she, could not;
tdngS) that wept and pleaded for her; that fought with Heaven by tears xor
that prayed when aha could not; thai' deliverance) which also, as he
fought with heaven by tears for Jhaje de- -raised his immortal countenance from his
liveranc©) which also, as ho raised his wings, I saw, by the glory in his eye,
immortal countenance from his wings, I that from Heaven he had won at last,
saw, by the glory in his eye, that he
had won at last, $
Then was completed the passion of the
$ mighty fugue. The golden tubes of the
Then rose the agitation, spreading org«n, which as yet but muttered at
through the infinite cathedral, to its intervals - gleaming amongst clouds and
agony) then was completed the passion surges of incense - threw up, as from
of the mighty fugue. The golden tubes fountains unfathomable, columns of
of the organ, which as yet had but heart-shattering music. Choir and anti-
sobbed and muttered at intervals - choir were filling fast with unknown
gleaming amongst clouds and surges of voices. Thou also, Dying Trumpeter,
incense - threw up, as from fountains with thy love that was victorious, and
unfathomable, columns of heart-shatter- thy anguish that was finishing, didst
ing music. Choir and anti-choir were enter the tumult) trumpet and echo -
filling fast with unknown voices. Thou farewell Icve, and farewell anguish -
also, Dying Trumpeter! with thy love rang through the dreadful sanctus,
that was victorious, and thy anguish £pe Quincey omits the next four
that was finishing, didst enter the tu- sentences^
mult: trumpet and echo - farewell love
and farewell anguish sprang through the
dreadful Bre, that spread
flight before us, heard the tumult, as
of flight, mustering behind us. In fear
x© looked round for the unknown steps that,
in flight or pursuit, were gathering
upon our own, Who x;er® these that
followed? The faces, which no man
78,
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could count - whence were thay? n0h, Oh, darkness of the gravel that
darkness of the gravel" exclaimed, from the crimson altar and from the
"that from the crimson altar and from fiery font vert visited and searched
the fiery font vert visited with by the effulgence in the angel' s eye -
secret light - that vert searched by were these indeed thy children? Pomps
the effulgence in the angel*s eye « of life, that, from the burials of
were these indeed thy children? Pomps centuries, rose again to the voice of
of life, that, from the burials of perfect joy, did ye Indeed mingle
centuries, rose again to the voice of with the festivals of Death? LPe
perfect joy, could it be ye that had duincey omits the next three sentences^]
wrapped me in the reflux of panic?" Loi as I looked back for seventy
What ailed me, that I should fear when leagues through the rai^ity cathedral,
the triumphs of earth were advanceing? I saw the quick and the dead that
Ahl Pariah heart within me, that couldst sang together to God, together than
never hear the sound of joy without sang to the generations of man,
sullen whispers of treachery in [exclamatory- phrases and two sentences
arabushj that, from six years old, didst are omitted!] All the hosts of
never hear the promise of perfect love, jubilation,'"like armies that ride in
without seeing aloft amongst the stars pursuit, moved with one step. Us,
fingers as of a man's hand writing -that, with laurelled heads, were
the secret legend » "aghgs tft asfaos, passing from the cathedral, they
dust..M dua&l" * wherefore shouldst overtook, and, as with a garment, they
thou not' fear, though all men should wrapped us round with thunders greater
rejoice? Loi as i looked back for than our own.
seventy leagues through the mighty
cathedral, and saw the quick and the
dead that sang together to God, together
that sang to the generations of man- ahl
rushing, as of wings that ohasedl But
I heard a voice from heaven, which said »
"Let there be no reflux of panic • let
there be no more fear, and sudden deathI
Cover them with joy as the tides cover
the shore I" fhat heard the children of
the choir, thai heard the children of the
grave. All the hosts of jubilation made
ready to move. Like armies that rid© in
pursuit, they moved with on® step. Us,
that, with laurelled heads, were passing
from the cathedral through its eastern
gates, they overtook, and, as with a
garment, they wrapped us round with
thunders that overpowered our own.
79.
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As brothers we moved togetherj to the
skies we rose - to the dawn that ad¬
vanced - to the stars that fledt render¬
ing thanks to God in the highest - that,
having hid his face through one generation
behind thick clouds of War, once again was
ascending - was ascending from Waterloo -
in the visions of Peace; rendering thanks
for thee, young girll whom having over¬
shadowed with his ineffable passion of
Death - suddenly did God relent} suffered
thy angel to tarn aside his arraj mad even
in thee, sister unknownI shown to me for
a moment only to be hidden for ever,
found an occasion to glorify his goodness.
A thousand times, amongst the phantoms of
sleep, has he shown thee to me, standing
before the golden dawn, and ready to enter
its gates * with the dreadful Word going
before thee - with the armies of the grave
behind theej shown thee to me, sinking,
rising, fluttering, fainting, but then
suddenly reconciled, adoring: a thousand
times has he followed thee in the worlds
of sleep - through storms} through desert
seas;through the darkness of quicksands}
through fugues and the persecution of
fugues} through dreams, and the dreadful
resurrections that are In dreams - only
that at the last, with one motion of his
victorious arm, he might record and em¬
blazon the endless resurrections of his
love I
As brothers we moved together; to
the dawn that advanced, to the stars
that fled} rendering thanks to God
in the highest - that, having hid
his face through one generation be¬
hind thick clouds of War, once again
was ascending, from the Campo Santo
of Waterloo was ascending, '1x1 the
visions of Peace} rendering thanks
for thee, young girll whom having
overshadowed with His ineffaML®
passion of death, suddenly did God
relent, suffered thy angel to turn
aside His arm, and even in thee,
sister unknownl shown to me for a
moment only to be hidden for ever,
found an occasion to glorify His
goodness. A thousand times, amongst
the phantoms of sleep, have I seen
thee entering the gates of the golden
dawn, with "the secret word riding
before thee, with the armies of the
grave behind thee, - seen thee sinking,
rising, raving, despairing; a
thousand times in the worlds of
sleep have seen thee followed by God's
angel through storms, through desert ~
seas, through the darkness of quick-
sands, through dreams and the dreadful
revelations that are in dreams; only
that at the last, with one sling of
His victorious arm, ha might snatch
thee back from ruin, and might
emblazon in thy deliverance the end¬
less resurrections of 'His love I
80.
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In all, De Quincey made over 2f>0 revisions in the Dream Fugue;
over HO were made in the nouns and adjectives, less than fifty
in the verbs, and the rest in miscellaneous changes (shifting sen¬
tences, etc.). But the number is not so significant as the kinds of
changes made, for the revisions in the nouns and adjectives increase
the emotional effect, whereas the changes in the verbs rarely deepen
their emotional intensity.
Some of the changes in the verbs are in tenses "is hidden" to
"was hidden^ "hailed" to "hails," "sunk" to "has stink," "disappeared"
to "disappears." Some revisions change the meaning but not the emotive
qualities! "reached" to "approached," "formed" to "grouped," "rose"
to "want." Some changes, however, do alter the expression of emotion:
"said" to "whispered," "Bowed" to "shivered," "travels" to "unwove."c
A few night be said actually to decrease the emotive intensity! "sobbed
and muttered" to "muttered," "convulsed" to "was rocking and shaken."
The majority of the revisions made in the nouns and adjectives
heighten their emotive quality; some of the most notable changes are as
follows! "stern" to "passionate," "pleasure" to "festal happiness,"
"motion" to "gathering wrath," "Velocity of an arrow" to "fiery pace of
a quarrel from a cross-bow," "flying crest" to "fiery crest,"
1. Here arises the difficulty in counting} I have tried to count
only those changes that were definite.
2, This arises from the change within the figure of speech: "light
travels through the wilderness of darkness" to "light ever unwove
the mases of darkness." Even including sentences that vers added
(as "what aileth thee?"), 1 have found less than two dozen changes
made in the emotive quality of finite verbs.
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"perennial blights" to "sad blights" and then to "sad funeral
blights," "malicious loud laughter" to "malicious laughter and
raockeiy," "in churches" to "in churches' moinuments" and then
to "amongst tombs in churches," "Dreadful peril" to "dreadful
object," to "dreadful danger" and finally to "dreadful eneny,"
"vast cathedral" to "mighty minister." He changes "shuddering
humanity" to "shuddering humanity on the brink of abysses" and
finally to "shuddering humanity on the brink of almighty abysses,"
"light" to "golden light," "dying lamps" to "lamps, dying or sicken¬
ing," "central aisle" to "great aisle" to "endless central aisle"
and finally to "illimitable central aisle," "mighty silence" to
"mistiest silence" and then to "aboriginal silence."
It is partly by this technique that De Quincey achieves his
dream-like effect. By placing his emotional emphasis on the sub¬
stantive elements and by under-emphasizing the verbs, he helps to
fill the reader's mind with a series of disconnected pictures - im¬
pressions having a curiously static quality and giving the feeling
of arrested motion characteristic of dreams.
let, the Dream Fugue is perhaps, after all, a tour de force
not only in its attest to achieve an unusually high degree of
fantasy but also in that, as the name indicates, it is conceived
as a musical structure^" - a form that places restrictions on the
1. Calvin Brown, The Musical Structure of De Quincey's Dream
Fugue, Musical Sterjy, V.' TO. (J^Tl^B). ^ TO3S0.
Brown' advances the premise that De Quincey used the s eries of
participles as the counter-subject of the fugue.
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writer who uses it} De Quincey apparently not only was conscious
of the necessity of keeping within the larger limits of the fugue
in his general development of the work, but also seemed to have been
influenced by it in his words and phrases.
But other writings of De Quincey which are not subject to
the same rigid conditions show a similar handling of nouns, ad¬
jectives, and verbs. Although (Che Vision of Sudden Death is not
a fantasy but an actual emotional experience, De Quincey presents
it as a series of dream-like impressionej he gives to an account
of an actual happening "the clarity and palsied immobility of a
1
night-Mare," This is, once more, at least partly attributable to
the same reasons the predominance of the emotive nouns and adjectives.
Revisions in the manuscript and changes made for the Author1s
Edition axe of the same kind as those In the Dream Fugue. I have
included here a portion of The Vision of Sudden Deaths (1) the
2 »
manuscript*" submitted to Blackwood's %gaglne. (2) the version as
it was printed in Blackwood's Magazine. (December, 181$, Pp. 7ii7-7?0),
and (3) the version as in the Author's Edition, Vol. II, Pp. 336-3U3.
The method of presentation is the same as that used for the Dream
Fugue.
1. De Quincey's Sancturry, TIi3 (July 2£, 1936) P. 60f>,
2. Uati'o'nal Library of Scotland, Blackwood's Magazine MSS
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Suddenly from thoughts like these, Suddenly from thoughts like these,
1 was awakened to a far-off sound, as I was awakened to a sullen sound, as
of some motion on the distant road* The of some motion on the distant road,
murmurs stole upon the air for a moment} It stole upon the air for a moment}
I listened in fear} but then it died T~listened in awe? but then it died
away, ytice awakened however, I could away. One roused, however, I could not
not but observe with alarm the quickened but observe wiibalarm the quickened
motion of our horses. Ten years' expsr- motion of our horses. Ten years'
ience had made ?ry eye learned in the experience had made my eye learned in the
valuing of motion} and I saw that we", valuing of motion} and I saw that we
were now running thirteen miles an hour, were now running thirteen miles an hour.
I pretend to no presence of mind. On I pretend no presence of mind. On
the contraiy, my fear is that I am tin- the contrary, my fear is that I am
usually deficient in that quality as miserably and shamefully deficient
regards action. The palsy of doubt and In ''£K&t' "quality ac regards action. The
hesitation hangs like a guilty weigh& palsy of doubt and distraction hangs
of dark unfathoraed remembrances upon my like some guilty weight of dark un-
enargiea, when the signal is flying for fathomed' 'remembrances upon my energies,
actios. But on the other hand this when the signal is flying for action,
accursed gift I have as regards ^Quahk, But, on the other hand, this accursed
that in the first step of any calamity gift I have as regards thought,, that
I see its total evolutions in the in the first step towards theposs-
radix, already X read too certainly and bility of a misfortune, t see its total
too instantly its entire expansion - in evolution? in the radTv, I see too
the first syllable of the dreadful sen- certainly and too instantly its entire
tenee I read already the last. On the expansion}! in the first syllable of
present occasion, it was not that Ifearedthe dreadful sentence, I read already
for ourselves. What could injure jjg? the last. It was not that I feared
Our bulk and impetus charmed us from for ourselves, V/hat could injure us?
peril in any collision. And I had Our bulk and impetus charmed us
hurried through so many perils, that against peril in any collision. And
were frightful to approach, that were 1 had rode through too many hundreds
matters of laughter as we looked back of perils *that to
upon them, for any anxiety to rest upon approach^ that were a matter of laughter
our interests. On the box of the mail as we looked back upon them, for any
June crossed out} The mail was not anxiety to rest upon pur' interests *
built, I felt assured, nor bespoke, that The mail was not built-, 1 felt assured,
could betray who t rusted to its pro- nor bespoke, that could betray me who
taction, But any cerclage that we could trusted to its protection. But any
meet would be frailer and lighter in carriage that we could meet would be
comparison fcf ourselves. Ark! I remarked frail and light in comparison of our-
this ominous accident of our situation, selves. And I'"remarked this ominous
We were on the wrong side of the road. accident of our situation. We were
The other party, if other party there on the wrong side of the road. But
was, seeing our lamps which were still then the other party, if other there
lighted, would trust to us for quarter- was, might also be on the wrong 3ide$
ing*» But I hoped they also might b®
•^'quartering"-this is the technical word}
and, I presume, derived from the Trench
carbayer,to evade a rut or any obstacle.
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Suddenly from thoughts like these,
I was awakened to a sullen sound, as
of some motion on the distant road.
It stole upon the air for a moment}
I listedned in awej but then it died
away, °ne roused, however, I could not
but observe with alarm the quickened
motion of our horses. Ten years'
experience had made my eye learned in the
valuing of motion} and I saw that we were
now running thirteen miles an hour.
I pretend no presence of mind. On
the contrary, my fear is that I am
miserably and shamefully deficient
in that quality as regards action. The
palsy of doubt and distraction hangs
like some guilty weight of dark un«
fathomed remembrances upon ay energies,
when the signal is flying for actios.
But, on the other hand, this accursed
gift I have as regards thought, that
in the first step towards the poss-
bility of a misfortune, I see its total
evolution: in the radix of the series,
I see too certainly and 'too 'instantly the
entire expansion} in the first syllable of
the dreadful sentence, X read already the
last. It was not that I feared for our¬
selves. our bulk and impetus charmed
against peril In any collision. And I
had ridden through too many hundreds of
perils that were frightful to approach,
that were a matter of laughter to look
back upon, the first face of which was
horror - the parting face a jest, for
any anxiety to rest upon our interests.
The mail was not built, ifelt assured,
nor bespoke, that could betray ngl, who
trusted to its protection, But any
carriage that re could meet would be
frail and light in comparison of our¬
selves. And I remarked this ominous
accident of our situation, He were
on the wrong side of the road. But
then, it might be said, the other
party,"if otherwhere was, might also
be on the wrong side}
8lu
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and two wrongs might make a right. and two wrongs might make a right.
That, was not likely. The same motive was not likely, The same motive whicT
whTch had drawn our horses to the had drawn gg, to the right hand side of
right side, viz.,The soft beaten sand the road, via,, the soft beaten sand, as
as contrasted with the paved centre, contrasted with the paved centre, would
would have drawn other's. All this, prove attractive to others. Our lamps,
still lighted,' would give the impression
of' vigilance on our part. And every
creature that met us would rely on ua.
for quartering.* Ill this, 'and Tf We
separate links of the anticipation had
been a thousand times more, I saw • not
discursively or by effort - but as by one
flash of horrid intuition.
Under this steady though rapid
anticipation of the evil which might
was heardj A liiisper it was, a whisperbe gathering ahead, as, reader, what a
from perhaps k miles off, that sulien nystery of fear, what a sigh of
and if the separate links of the an¬
ticipation had been a thousand times
more, I saw - not discursively - but
by one flash of intuition.
Under this steady though rapid
anticipation of the evil vhich might.
be gathering ahead, ah, what a sullen
mystery of fear, what a sigh of
sorrow, seemed to steal upon thealr «
as again the far-off sound of a wheel
secretly announces a ruin that, being woe, seemed to steal upon the air, as
foreseen, was not the less inevitable, again the far-off sound of a wheel was
What could be done, who was it that heard! A whisper it was « a whisper
could attempt anything, to stop the from, perhaps, four miles off - secretly
storm-flight of these maniacal horses, announcing a ruin that, being foreseen,
But could I not seize the reins from was not the less inevitable. What could
the grasp of the slumbering coach- be done - who was it that could do it -
man? You, reader, think that it to check the storm-flight of these
would have been in your power to do 30.maniacal horses? Whati could I not seize
the reins from the grasp of the slumbering
coachman? You, reader, think that it
would have been in jjgjjg power to do so.
v " ^yfSI
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* "quartering"-this is the technical
word} and, I presume, derived from ths
French S&riffijffig, to evade a rut or any
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and two wrongs might make a right. That
was not likely. The same motive whicn
had drawn us to the right hand side of
the road, viz., the luxury of the soft
beaten sand, as contrasted with the
paved centre, would prove attractive to
others. Hsentence inserted after
"attractive to others The two ad¬
verse carriages would, therefore, to
a certainty, be traveling on the same
'side; andrrom this, as not being ours
in 'lawTTihe crossing over to the other
would, of course, be looked to from
'/A footnote onThis sentence was
a±3o added, explaining that, although
the mail was a Royal carriage and all
others should give way to it, this reg¬
ulation was "imperfectly known, very
unequally enforced, and therefore often
embarrassing /to7 the movements of both
sides."/ Our lamps still lighted, would
give the impression of vigilance on our
part. And every creature that met us
would rely on us for quartering.# All
this, and if the separate links of the
anticipation had been a thousand times
I saw, not discursively, or bymore,
effort, or pgr succession, but by one
flash of horrid simultaneous intuition.
Under this steady though rapid
anticipation of the evil which ggjgjjjjj be
gathering ahead, ah! what a sigh ofwoe,
was that which stole upon the air, as
again the far-off sound of a wheel was
heard! A whisper it was - a whisper from,
perhaps, four miles off - secretly announc¬
ing a ruin, that, being foreseen, was not
the les3 inevitable} that, being known,
'"'hathealed.' w could bewas not, therefore,
done - #10 was 'it""that could do it -
check the storm-flight of these maniacal
horses? Gould I not seize the reins from
the grasp of the slumbering coachman? You,
reader, think that it would have been in
a,-—. ' . 1"
yoyp power to do so.
« "quartering" - this is the technical
word; and, I presume, derived from the
French cartayeg, to evade a rut or way
1||;
j i
obstacle. f •; 5 - •• rv;* g
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And I quarrel not with your estimate of
yourself. But from the way in which
the coachman's hand was locked between
his upper and lower thigh, this was
impossible. The guard subsequently
found it impossible, after the danger
had passed. Not the grasp only, but
also the position of Cyclops made it
(the attempt) impossible. You see
that bronze equestrian statue. The
cruel rider has kept the bit in the
horse's mouth for two centuries. Take
crossed out Unbridle him for a minute
if you please, and wash his mouth with
water. Or stay, reder, unhorse me that
marble emporar: knock me those marble
feet from those marble stirrups of
Qharleraagne,
The sounds ahead strengthened, and
were now clearly the sounds of wheels,
Who could and what could it be? Was it
industry in a taxed cart? Was it youth-
ful gaiety in a gig? Whoever it was,
something must be attempted to warn
them, for the other party rest the
action* but upon ua, and, woe is mel
that jos was nyselfy rests the respon¬
sibility of warning. Yet how should
this be accomplished? Might I not
seize the guard's horn? -Already on
the first thought I was making sy way
over the roof to the guard's seat.
Blackwood's
And I quarrel not with your estimate
of yourself, But, from the way in which
the coachman's hand was viced between
his upper and lower thigh', this was im¬
possible, The guard subsequently found
it impossible, after the danger had
passed. Mot the grasp only, but also
the position of this Polyphemus, made
the attempt impossible. You"sTill think
otherwise. See, then, that T>ronae
equestrian status. The cruel rider
has kept the bit in his horse's mouth
for two centuries. Unbridle him, for
a minute, if you please, and wash his
motrth with water. Or stay, reader,
unhorse me that marble emperors knock
me those marble feet from those marble
stirrups of Charlemagne,
The sounds ahead strengthened,
and were too clearly the sounds of
wheels, and what could it be? Was
-it industry "in 'a taxed cart? -was it
youthful gaiety in a gig? Whoever it
was, something must be attempted to
warn them. Upon the other party rests
the active responsibility, but upon
JZfy and woe is mej that US-, was my
«ingle self » rests the responsibility
of warning. Yet, how should this be
accomplished? Might I not seize the
guard's horn? Already on the first
thought I was making »y way over the
roof to the guard's seat.
Author's Edition
And I quarrel not with your estimate
of yourself, %t from the way in which
the coachman's hand was viced between his upper
and lower thigh, this was impossible.
[Three sentences then omittedt The guard
a«LUuxxu. paQDPUe wu vivv
also the position ofTSisTo'lyphesnis made
IKeattempt impossible^ You siill ihink:
i iiwi h»i» i i i ii j.ipimi imim i afthi 111 11 mill ii i"iii»'"i'» mmmmmm. iLJjr.in tit- wiiii
Easy, was"it? See, then, that bronze
equestrian 3tatue. The cruel rider has kept
the bit in his horse's mouth for two cen¬
turies. Unbridle him, for a minute, if
you please, and wash his mouth with water.
Easy, was it? Unhorse me, then, that
UperiST"riderj knock me those marble feet
from those marble stirrups of Charlemagne.
The sounds ahead strengthened, and
were now too clearly the sounds of wheels.
Who and what could it be? Was it industry
in a taxed cart? Was it youthful gaiety
in a gig? Was it sorrow that loitered,
or joy that race5? For"*as yet the snatches
sounB were too iniermlSting, from dis¬
tance, to decipher the character of the
motion,~"$Hoever were' 't»e travellers, some¬
thing ' must be donSTo warn them. Upon the
other partyTests the active responsibility,
but upon jg| — and woe is rasl that
was reducea to cy frail opium-shattered
self - rests^e responsibility of warning.
Yet how should this be accomplished. Might
I not sound the guard's horn? Already,
on the first thought, I was making ity
way over the roof to the guard's seat.
Blackwood's
But this, from the foreign mails being But this, from the foreign mails being
piled upon the roof, was a difficult and piled upon the roof, -was a difficult,
even dangerous attempt to one cramped by and even dangerous attempt, to one
nearly 300 miles of outside travelling.
And, fortunately, before I lost ranch
attempt our frantie horses swept round
an angle of th© road, which opened upon
us the stage where the collision would
be accomplished, the parties that
seemed summoned to the trial, and the
impossibility of acting by an eoBsaun-
ication with the guard.
Before us ley an avenue strait as
an arrow, 600 yards perhaps in length.
And the umbrageous trees, that rose in
a regular line from either side, gave
cramped by nearly three hundred miles of
outside travelling. And, fortunately,
before I had lost much time in the
attempt, our frantic horses 3wept round
an angle of the wad, which opened upon
us the stage where the collision must
be accomplished, the parties that seemed
summoned to the trial, and th© im¬
possibility of saving them by any
communication with the guard.
Before us lay an avenue, straight
as an arrow, six hundred years, perhaps
in length; and the umbrageous trees,
to it the character of a cathedral aisle,which rose in a regular line from either
These trees made the early light /The side, meting high overhead, gave it
next wordJLs almost obliterated} it may the character of a cathedral aisle",
be "move^y t but there was still light These trees lent a deeper solemnity to
enough to perceive at the further end of the early light'} but there was still
this gothic aisle, a light reedy gig, in light enough to perceive, at the further
which was seated a young man and a end of this gothic aisle, a light reedy
young lady. Ah young Sir J what are you gig, in which were seated a young man,
about? If it is necessaiy that you and, tjr his side, a young lady. Ah,
should whisper your communications to young sir, what 'are you about? If it is
this young lady, though really I see no- necessary that you should whisper your
body likely at this hour and on this communications tc this young lady -
solitaiy road to overhear your conver- though really I see nobody at this hour,
sation, - is it therefore necessary that and on this solitary road likely to over-
you should carry your lips forward to hear your conversation - is it, there-
hars? - The little carriage is coming on fore, necessary that you should carry
your lips forward to hers? The little
carriage is creeping on at one mile an
hour} and the parties within it, being
thus tenderly engaged, are naturally
bending down their heads. Between them
and eternity, to all human calculation,
there is but a minute and a' half11, 'What
at one mile an hour} and the parties
within it, being thus tenderly engaged,
are naturally bending down their heads.
Between them and eternity there is but
a minute and a half. What is it that
I shall do? - Strange it is, that and
might to a mere auditor seem laughable,
that I should need a suggestion from the is it that I shall do? Strange it is,
Iliad to prorrpt the sole recourse that
remained. Suddenly I remembered the
shout of Achilles and its effect.
and to- a mere auditor of the tale,
might seem laughable, that I should need
a suggestion from the Ilia^ to prompt
the sole recourse that remained. But
so it was. Suddenly I remembered tsr*
sKou? of Achilles and its effect.
Author's Edition
But this, from the accident which I have
mentioned,' of"the foreign mail's being piled
upon the too? was a difficult and even
dangerous attempt to one cramped by nearly
three hundred miles of outside traveling.
And, fortunately, before I had lost much time
in the attempt, oxer frantic horses swept
round an angle of the road, which opened upon
us that final stage where the collision must
be accomplished, and the catastrophe sealed.
All wag apparently 'finished. ' The""court was
sitting; the Case was he'ara; the jvtdge"'ha'(f
'finished; aRd''o'n"i^r tiie verdict was yet in
arroar.
Before us lay an avenue, straight
as an arrow, six hundred years, perhaps
in length; and the umbrageous trees,
which rose in a regular line from either
side, meeting high overhead, gave to it
the character of a cathedral aisle. These
trees lent a deeper solemnity to the
early light} but there was still light
enough to pereeive, at the further end of
this gothic aisle, a frail reedy gig, in
which ware seated a young man, and. by his
side, a young lady. Ah, young sir, what are
you about? If it is requisite that you should
whisper your eonramications to this young
lady - though really I see nobody, at m
hour and on & road so solitary, likely to
overhear you"'is' it therefore requisite
that you should cany your lips fonTarJTto
hers? The little carriage is creeping on at
one nils an hour; and the parties within it,
being thus tenderly engaged, are naturally
bending down their heads. Between them and
eternity, to allhuman calculation, there is
but a minute and a half. Oh heavens! what
is it that I Shall do? Speaking or acting,
what help can I offer? Strange it is, and to
a rrere auditor"-of the tale, might seem laugh¬
able, that I should need a suggestion from
the* Tisad to prompt the sol© resource that
reaaSSd. I®t so it was. Suddenly I re¬
membered the""shout of Achilles and its effect.
IS Blackwood1s thor' s Edition
nothing was done; for the little
carriage still occupied the veiy
centre of our path, though in an
altered position. Yet perhaps there
is still time; Twenty (seconds) or
fifteen of the seventy seconds may
still remain* and one almighty leap
might still clear the ground. But
•then hurry, (hurry,hurry) for the
flying moments - t&ar hurry; oh
hurry, huny, ry brave young man,
for the cruel hoofs of oar horses »
J&gy also are hurrying. But faithful
was he, that drove, to his terrific
dutyt faithful was the horse to Mg
command. One impulse given with
voice and hand by the stranger, one
rush from the (docile) horse, one
bound as if in the act of rising
to a leap, landed, the doeile
creature's fore-feet upon the
crown or arching centre of the
road. The better (forward) half of
the little equipage had then evidently
cleared our over-hanging shadow:
that was evident even to ay own
agitated sight* But it mattered
little that one tfreck should
have floated off in safety, if
upon the wreck that perished
(should perish) were embarked
the human freightage. Hie rear
section of the carriage was
all that concerned the horror
of the case, and was jhftfc as yet
(altogether) beyond the line of
ruin? What power could answer that
question? What glance of eye,
(what) thought of man, (what) wing
of angel, had speed enough to
sweep between the question and
the answer and divide (find the
division between) the one from
the other? Eight does not travel
after light in the same sunbeam
more indivisibly, than apparently
did our all-conquering arrival
upon the escaping efforts of the gig.
That knew the young man too certainly.
nothing was done; for the little
carriage still occupied the very
centre of our path, though in an
altered direction. let, even now it
may not be too late; fifteen of the
twenty seconds may still be unex¬
hausted; and on® almighty bound." "may
avail to clear the ground.
Hurry, then, hurry I for the flying
moments - they hurryI Oh hurry, hurry,
ny brave youn man J for the cruel
hoofs of our horses - they also hurry I
Fast are the flying moments, faster
are the hoofs of our horses. Fear not
for Mm, if human energy can suffice;
faithful was he that drove, to his
terrific duty; faithful was the
horse to hj& command. One blow, one
impulse given with voice Mid hand by
the stranger, one rush from the horse,
one bound as if in the act of rising
to a fence, landed the docile creature's
fore-feet' upon the crown or arching
centre of the road. The larger half of
the little equipage had then cleared
our over-towering shadow! tjjjjj was
evident even to vsy own agifaxed sight.
But it mattered little that one wreck
should float off in safety, if upon the
wreck that perished, were embarked the
human freightage. The rear part of the
carraige - was that certainly beyond
the line "of absolute ruin? 'What power
could answer "the 'question? Glance of
eye, thought oFman. wing oFangel,
t-hfcsn of these had speed enough to
sweep between the question and the
answer and divide the one from the other?
Eight does not tread upon the steps of
light more indivisihly, than did our
all-conquering arrival upon the escaping
efforts of the gig. Thai must the young
man have felt too plainly.
nothing was done; for the little
carriage still occupied the very
centre of our path, though in an
altered direction. Yet, even now it
may not be too latet fifteen of the
seventy seconds may still be unex¬
hausted. IThe "twenty seconds" in the
Blackwood's text is undoubtedly a
typographical erro^J and one almighty
bound my avail to clear the ground.
Hurry, then, hurryi for the flying
moments - j&ss; hurryI Oh hurry, hurry,
ly brave young man! for the cruel
hoofs of our horses - tfrgy also hurryl
Fast are the flying moments, faster
are the hoofs of our horses. But fear not
for Mgu if human energy can suffice;
faithful was he that drove, to his
terrific duty; faithful was the
horse to command. One blow, one
impulse given, with voies and hand by
the stranger, one rush from the horse,
one bound as if in the act of rising
to a fence, landed the docile creature's
fore-feet upon the crown or arching
centre of the road. The larger half of
the little equipage had then cleared
our over-towering shadows '/as
evident even to uy own agitated sight.
But it mattered little that one wreck
should float off in safety, if upon the
wreck that perished, were embarked the
human freightage. The rear part of the
carriage - was that certainly beyond
the line of absolute ruin? What power
could answer the question? Glance of
eye, thought of man, wing of angel,
which of these had speed enough to
sweep between the question and the
answer and divide the one from the other?
Eight doss not tread upon the steps of
light rsiore indivisibly, than did our
all-conquering arrival upon the escaping
efforts of the gig. Kust the young
man have felt too pi
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But could I pretend to shout like the But could I pretend to shout like the
son of Peleus, aided by Pallas Athene? son of Peleus, aided by Pallas? No,
No, certainly: but then I needed not certainly: but then I needed not the
the shout that should alarm all Asia shout that should alarm all Asia mili-
militant: a shout would suffice, such tantj a shout would suffice such as
as should carry terror into two should carry terror into the hearts of
thoughtless young people, and one gig two thoughtless young people, and on gig
horse. I shouted: and the young man horse. I shouted - and the young nan
heard me not. A second time I shouted: heard ma not. A second time X shouted -
and now he heard me: for now he raised and now he heard as, for now he raised
his head.
_ his head.
Now then I had done all that no-Id Here, then, all had been done that,
be done: more on my part was not poss- by me" 'sonlB, be done: more on my part was
ible. Nine was (x said) the first not possible. Mine had been the first
step. The second was (I said it to step: the second was' for ih'e young man:
myself), (is) for the young man: the the third was for God, If, said I, the
third (I said silently) was for God. stranger is a brave man, and if,""indeed,
If the young stranger is a brave man, he loves the young girl at his side, or,
and if indeed he loves the young girl loving her not, if he feeTs the obligation
at (by) his side, - or loving her not, pressing upon every man worthy to be
if he feels the obligation, which every called"a man, of doing his utmost for a
man worthy to be called a man, aeknow- woman confided to his protection - he will
ledges, of doing his utmost for a at least make some effort to save her. If
woman confided to his protection, he tbs4 fails, he will not perish the more,
will at least make an effort to save or by a death more cruel, for having made
her. If that fails, he will not perish I£j ana he will <fie, as a brave man
the more for having made its s^d he should, with his face to the danger, and
will die, as a brave man should, with with his arm about the woman that he
his f ace to the danger, and his arm sought in vain to save* But if he makes
about the woman that he sought in vain no effort, shrinking, without a struggle,
to save. But, if he makes no effort, from his duty, he himself will""not the
if he shrinks from his duty, he himself less certainly perish for this baseness
will not the less certainly perish for of poltroonery. He wi'jl 'die" no "less:
having shrunk, by baseness, from his and why hoi? Wherefore should"we grieve
duty. And why not? Wherefore should that there is one craven less in the
we grieve that there is one craven less world? Noj jet him perish, without a
in the worldL No: lajj him perish pitying thought of ours wasted upon himj
and in that £two worjfe obliterated, and, in that case, all our grief will be
perhaps "case - all'y wasted upon himj reserved for the fate of the helpless girl,
and, in that case, all our grief will who, now, upon the least shadow of fail-
be reserved for the poor helpless girl, ure in him, must, by the fiercest of
that, in that case, by the fiercest Translations -"'must, without time for a
of translations, and within seventy prayer * must, wuTfTin seventy seepage,""
or ninety seconds stand before the stani before the Judgment-seat ofGod.
judgement-seat of God.
But could I pretend to shout like the
son of Peleus, aided by Pallas? No:
but then I needed not the shout thai"'
should alarm all Asia militant: such a
shout would suffice as might cany "*
terror into the hearts of two thoughtless
young people, and one gig horse. I shouted-
and the young man heard m not. A second
time I shouted - and now he heard m, for
now he raised his head.
Here, then all had been done that, by
m could be dons: more on sgr, part was not
possible. Wine had been the first step:
the second was for the young man: the third
was for God, If, said I, this stranger
is a brave mail, and if, indeeii, he loves
the young girl at his side, or, loving her
not, if he feels the obligation pressing
upon every man worthy to be called a man,
of doing his utmost for a woman confided to
his protection - he will at least make some
effort to save her. If that fails, he will
not perish the more, or by a death more
cruel, for having made itj and he will die, as
a brave man should, with his face to the danger,
and with his arm about the woman that he
sought in vain to save. %t if he raalces
no effort, shrinking, without a struggle,
from his duty, he himself will not the
less certainly perish for this baseness
of poltroonery. Ha will die no less:
and thy not? Wherefore should we grieve
that there is one craven less in the
world? Noj let him perish, without a
pitying thought of ours wasted upon himj
and, in that case, all our grief will be
reserved for the fate of the helpless girl,
who, now, upon the least shadow of fail¬
ure in him, must, by the fiercest of
translations - must, without time for a
prayer - must, within seventy seconds,
stand before the judgment-seat of God,
88.
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But craven he was nott sudden had
been the call upon himj and sudden was
his answer to the call# H® saw, he
heard, he comprehended, the ruin that
coming down: already its shadow darkened
above himj andalready he was measuring
his strength to fight it, Ah what a
vulgar thing does courage seem, when we
see nations buying it and selling it for
a shilling a dayt ah what a sublime
thing does courage seem, when some fearful
But craven he was nott sudden had
been the call upon him, and sudden was
his answer to the call# He saw, he
heard, he comprehended, the ruin that
was coming down: already its
shadow darkened above himj
already he was measuring his strength
to deal with it# Ahl what a vulgar
UKing does courage seem, when we see
nations buying it and selling it for
« shilling a day: ahi what a subline
;s gloony
and
and unfore-(sudden) crisis of life carries thing does courage seem, when some
a man as if running on the seas before
some mighty hurricane, up to the giddy
edge of somemountaiaous wave, from which
he descries two courses, and a voice says
to him audibly - "This way lies hope,
/jjthat way" crossed out/ Take the other
way and mourn forever! "-yet even then,
amidst the raving of the seas and the
frenzy of the danger, the man is able to
confront his situation, is able to retire
for a moment into solitude with God, and
to seek all. his counsel from Mgi For
five ( seven seconds) it mghtoe of his
seventy (seconds) the stranger settled his buds mth God,
countenance steadfastly upon us, as if to counsel from
value ©very element in the conflict before
him# For five seconds he sate like one
that mused upon soma g^sat purpose# For
five seconds he sate £tha insertion "with
eyes upraised to heaven" has the last two
words crossed out7 like one that prayed
in sorrow under some perplexing agony of
doubt for wisdom from above to guide him
in making the better choice# Then he
rose to his feetj and by a sudden strain
upon the reins, raising his horse's fore¬
feet, he slewed him round on the pivot
of his hind legs, so as to place
equipage in a position nearly at right
angles to ours# Thus far his condition
was not improved} except as a first step
had been taken towards the possibility
of a second# let, if no more ware done
fearful crisis on idle great deeps of
life ''carries a man, as i'f running
before a hurricane, up to the giddy
crest of some mountainous wave, from
which, accordingly as he chooses his
course, he descries two courses, and
a voice 3ays to him audibly - "This
way lies hopej take the other way and
mourn for ever!" let, even then,
amidst the raving of the seas and
the frenzy of the danger, the man is
able to confront his situation - is
able to retire for a moment into soli-
and to seek all his
m biml for seven seconds,
it might be, of his seventy, the
stranger settled his countenance
steadfastly upon us, as if to search
and value every element in t"te con-
flict before him. For five seconds
more he sate. Immovably, like one that
mused on sow© great purpose# For
five he sate with syes upraised, like
one that pray@E"Tn sorrow, under sow
extremity of doubt, for wisdom to
guide him towards the better choice#
Then suddenly he rose: stood upright;
the littleand by a sudden strain upon the reins,
raising his horse's feet from the
ground, he slewed him round on the
pivot of his hind legs so as to plant
the little equipage in a position
nearly at right-angles to ours# Thus
far his condition was not improved:
except as a first step had been taken
towards the possibility of a second#
If no more were dorse,
But craven he was nott sudden had
been the call upon him, and sudden was
his answer to the call. He saw, he
heard, he comprehended, the ruin that
was coming down: already its gloony
shadow darkened above hiaj and
already he was measuring his strength
to deal with it#, Ah* what a vulgar
thing does courage seem, when we see
nations buying it and selling it for
a shilling a day: ah! what a sublime
thing does courage seem, when some
fearful summons on the great deeps of
life carries a "man, as if running
before a hurricane, up to the giddy
crest of soma turmiltuous crisis, from
which lie two courses, and a voice ssys
to him audibly, "On® way lies hopej
take the other, and mourn for ever!"
How grand a"triumph, if, even then,
amidst the raving of alii around him, and
the frenzy of the danger, the man is
able to confront his situation - is able
to retire for a moment into solitude with
God, and to seek his counsel from Mi!/new paragraphJ
For seven seconds, it might be, of his
seventy, the stranger settled his counten¬
ance steadfastly upon us, as if to search and
value every element in the conflict before
him. For five seconds more of his seventy
he sat immovably, like one tSat mused on
some great purpose# For five more, perhaps,
he sat with eyes upraised, like one that
prayed in sorrow, under sob® extremity of
doubt, for light that should guide him to
the better choice, 'ffihien suddenly he rose}
stood upright; and by a powerful strain
upon the reins, raising his horse's fore -
feet from the ground, he slewed him round
on the pivot of his hindlegs, so as to
plant the little equipage in a position
nearly at right angles to ours# Thus far
his condition was not improved: except as
a first step had been taken towards the
possibility of a second# If no more were
done,
■ , , . »- v.\ ■ ,,
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His back was turned to ust But bis
ear had been already* instructed by
the dreadful rattle of our harness
he could no longer see - that all
was finished as regarded any further
effort of Already in a position
(spirit no doubt) of resignation he
had rested from his strugglaj and
perhaps in his heart he was whisper¬
ing - ".Father, which art in Heaven,
what -1 on earth have attempted, do
thou ratify (above) and finish (above)."
Qew paragraphl
Me ran past them like a mill-race*
in our inexorable flight. Oh, raving
of hurricanes that must have sounded
in their youngjsars at the moment of
our transit. Either with the swingle-
bar, or with the haunch of our left
near loader, we had struck the off-
wheel of the little gig, vfcieh stood
a little obliquely and not quite as
far advanced as to be accurately
parallel with the near wheel. The
blow, from the fury of our passage,
resounded terrifically. I rose in
horror to look down and look baek
upon the ruins we might have caused.
ft© look down and back" crossed
out and included in the next sentence!!
From :y elevated station I looked down
and I looked back upon the scene, which
in a moment told its tale, and wrote
all its records on ay heart for aver.
Blackwood1s
His back was now turned to us? not
by sight could' He any longer
communicate t^itH^the peril; but by
the dreadful ra1rtirofour harness, too
truly had his' ear*T»ser. instructed' -
that all was finished as'regarded any
further effort of Already in
resignation he had rested from his
struggle? and perhaps, in his heart
he was whispering - "Father, which art
above, do thou finish in heaven what
TiTsAi^iMdTirrir
past them faster than ever mill-race
in our inexorable flight. Oh, raving
of hurricanes that must have sounded
in their young ears at the moment of
our transit! Either with the swingle-
bar, or with the haunch of our near
leader, we had struck the off-wheel
of the little gig, which stood rather
obliquely and not quite so far
advanced as to be accurately parallel
with the near wheel, the blow, from
the fuiy of our passage, resounded
terrifically. I rose in horror, to
look upon the ruins we might have
caused. From ry elevated station I
looked down, and looked back upon the
scene, which in a moment told its
tale, and wrote all its records on
my heart for ever.
Author's Edition
His back was now turned to usj not by
sight could he any longer communicate with
the peril? but, by the dreadful rattle of
our harness, too truly had his ear been
instructed that all was finished as regarded
any effort of Jzfa. Already in resignation
he had rested from his struggle? and perhaps
in his heart he was whispering, "Father,
which art in heaven, do Thou finish above what
I on earth have attemp?eH,.',r ' Faster than ever
rill-race we ran past them in our inexorable
flight. Oh, raving of Hurricanes that east
nave sounded in their young ears at the
moment of our transit! Even in that moment
the thunder of collision spoke aloud, "blither
vT£h 'the swn.gle-bar, or with the haunch of
our near leader, we had struck the off-wheel
of the little gig? which stood rather obliquely,
and not quite so far advanced as to be accurately
parallel with the near-whael. The blow, from
the fury of our passage, resounded terrifically.
I rose in horror, to gaze upon the ruins we
might have caused, 'from wf elevated station I
looked down, and looked back upon the scan©?
which in a moment told its own tale, and wrote
all its records on my hsart"Tor ever.
* "a mill-race": - There needs no authority for such an image. But,
lest the reader should fancy* it not grand enough for the occasion, let me
remind him of those lines in the Com. Div, of Dante,(Dante's Inferno, Canto III,
v li.6-7-8) [The preceding sentence was crossed out? De Quincey rewrote it to
roadJ But, it may be thought to want dignity* As some argument that it
does l®t me remind, the reader of Dante ||Inferno Canto XXIII, vl|6-?-8£
Hon corse mai si tosto aequa per doceia
A volger niota di mulin terragro,
Quand' ella piu verso le pale approccia."
flhe footnote was not printed in Blackwood's, in De Quineey's own edition,
nor in subsequent reprintings of The ftngliiH Tfail Coach




The horse was planted immovably with
his forefeet upon the paved crest of the
central road. He of the whole party was
alone untouched by passion of sudden
death. The little cany carriage, partly
perhaps from the dreadful torsion of
the wheels in its recent movement, partly
from the dreadful thundering blow we had
given to it, - as if it sympathized with
The horse was planted immovably, with
his fore-feet upon the paved crest of
the central road. He of the whole
party was alone untouched by the
passion of death. The little cany
carriage - partly perhaps from the
dreadful torsion of the wheels in
its recent movement, partly from the
thundering blow we had given to it -
as if it sympathised with human horror,human horror, was all shiver with
tremblings. The young man sate like a rock.was all alive with tremblings and
He stirred not at all. Hut x-ms the shlyerings. The young man sat like a
steadiness of frozen agitation. As yet he rock. 8e stirred not at all. But
dared not to look round. For he knew that, hla was the steadiness of agitation
if anything remained to do, by him it could frozen into rest by horror. As yei"
h@ dared not" to look round} for he
knew that, if anything remained to do,
by him it could no longer be done.
And as yet he knew not for certain
if their safety were accomplished.
not be done. And as yet he knew not for
certain if his safety was accomplished.
But the lady - -
But the lady —I Oh heavens will that
spectacle ever depart from ray dreams, as
she rose and sank upon her seat, tossed her But the lady - -
arms wildly to heaven, clutched at some But the lady —! Oh heavens 1 will
visionary object in the air, fainting, that spectacle ever depart from ay-
praying, raving, despairing! Figure to dreams, as she rose and sank upon her
yourself, reader, the elements of the easei seat, sank and rose, threw up her
suffer me to recal before your mind the arms wiidly to heaven, clutched at
circumstances of the unparalleled sdtuation.some visionary object in the air,
From the deep peace of this saintly summer fainting, praying, raving, despairing!
night, from the pathetic blending of this
of this sweet moonlight, dawnlight, dream-
light - from the manly tenderness of this
flattering, whispering, murmuring love, -
suddenly as from the woods and fields, -
suddenly as from the chambers of the air
opening in revelations, - suddenly as from
Figure to yourself, reader, the ele¬
ments of the casej suffer me to recall
before your mind the circumstances of
the unparalleled situation. From the
silence and deep peace of this saintly
summer night, - from the pathetic
blending of this sweet moonlight,
the ground yawning at. her feet, leaped upon dawnlight, dreamli^it, from the manly
her, Death the crowned* phantom, with all
theequipage of his terrors, and the tiger
roar of his voice.
The moments were numbered. In the
twinkling of an eye our flying horses had
carried us to the termination of the um¬
brageous aislej at right angles we wheeled
into our former direction! the turn of the
road carried the scene out of my eyes in
an instant, and swept it into sty dreams
for ever.
tenderness of this flattering, whis¬
pering, murmuring love, - suddenly
as from the woods and fields, -
suddenly as from the chambers of the
air opening in revelation. - suddenly
as from the ground yawning at her
feet, leaped upon her, with the
flashing of cataracts, Death the
ciowned phantom, with all the equipage
of his terrors, and the tiger roar of
his voice.
The moments were numbered. In the
* It is important to the rhythraus that this twinkling of an eye our flying horses
word .crowned should be read, and therefore had carried us to the termination of
should be pointed, as a dissyllable - the umbrageous aisle; at right angles
crowned, {it was so printed in Blackwood's we wheeled into our former direction;
and in De Quineey's own edition, kut the the turn of the road carried the
accent njark was omitted in most later scene out of ray eyes in an instant,
edtionsj and swept it into ray dreams for ever.
Here was the map of the passion that now
had"1iini6hetl."ithe horse was planted
isamovably, with his fore-feet upon the
paved crest of the central road. He of the
whole party might be supposed untouched by
by the passion o!f death, fhe little cany
earriage - partly, perhaps, from the violent
torsion of the wheels in its recent move¬
ment, partly from the thundering blow we
had given to it - as if it sympathised with
humeri horror, was all alive with tremblings
and shiverings. The young man trembled, not,
nor shivered. He sat like a rock. But his
was the steadiness of agitation frozen iixtd
horror. As yet he dared not to look round;
for he knew that, if anything remained to do,
by him it could no longer be done. And as yet
he knew not for certain if their safety were
accomplished, %t the lady - -
But the lady* * "I °h heavens! will that
spectacle ever depart from ray dreams, as she
rose and sank upon her seat, sank and rose,
threw up her arm wildly to heaven, clutched
at soiae visionary object in the air, fainting,
praying, raving, despairing! Figure to yourself,
reader, the elements of the c&set suffer m to
recall before your mind the circumstances of the
unparalleled situation. From the silence and
deep peace of this saintly summer night, -
from the pathetic blending of this sweet moon¬
light, dawnli^it, dreamlight, from the manly
tenderness of this flattering, whispering, mur¬
muring love, - suddenly as from the woods and
fields, - suddenly as from the chambers of the
air opening in revelation, - suddenly as from
the ground yawning at her feet, leaped upon
her, with the flashing of cataracts, Death the
crowned phantom, with all the equipage of his
terrors, and the tiger roar of his voice.
The moments were numbered; the s trife was
finished: the vision was closed, "in 'the twink¬
ling of an eye our flying' horses had carried us
to the termination of the umbrageous aisle; at
right angles we wheeled into our former direction)
the turn of the road carried the scene out of ray
eyes in an infetant, and swept it into ray dreams
for ever.
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De Quincey made over 180 revisions in this portion of The
Vision of Sudden Death; but of these over seventy were made in
the nouns and adjectives and less than thirty in the verbs. Approx¬
imately eighty were of a miscellaneous kind. As in the Dream Fugue,
the revisions height®! the emotive quality of the nouns and adjectives
1
rather than of the verbs.
Many of the changes made in the verbs make little or no
difference in their emotive quality? "had hurried" to "had rode"
and then to "had ridden*" "would have drawn others" to "would prove
attractive to others," "was" to "had been," "is" to "was," "should
have floated off" to "should float off." It is doubtful if there is
any material difference between "tossed her arms x-iilcOy to heaven"
and "threw up her arms wildly to heaven." A few changes increase the
emotive quality? "The young man sat like a rock. He stirred not at all."
to "The young man trembled not, nor shivered. He sat like a rock."
Changes in the emotive aspects of nouns and adjectives are more
in evidence} some of these are "far-off sound" to "sullen sound," "first
step of any calamity" to "first step towards the possibility of a mis¬
fortune," "so many perils" to "too many hundreds of perils," "intuition"
to "horrid intuition" to "horrid simultaneous intuition." In a similar
manner he changes "myself" to "my single self" and finally to "my frail
1. Although Lane Cooper in The Prose Poetry of Thomas Ds Quirtcey
Leipzig: 1902, Pp. 56-61 makes sub-divisions as to We kind of
emotion expressed, his general conclusions substantiate ry own.
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opium-shattered self/' "soft beaten sand," to "the luxury of
the soft beaten sand," "light reedy gig," to "frail reedy gig,"
"over-hanging shadow," to "over-towering shadow," "with tremblings,"
to "with tremblings and shiverings," "frozen agitation" to
"agitation frozen into rest by horror," "deep peace" to "silence
and deep peach."
The ways in which emotive changes are made in the Dream
and The Vision of Sudden Death are significant, (l) Sgvisions
are mad© in the word or phrase but no addtional words are added}
The emotive intensity of the word or phrase is increased by crossing
cut words or phrases and placing more emotive ones in their place?
"far-off" becomes "sullen," "mighty" becomes "mightiest" and then
"aboriginal," "peril" becomes "object," "danger," and finally
"enemy." (2) Revisions are made by adding words or phrases with
or without changing the initial words or phrases? "deep peace"
to "silence and deep peace," "perennial blights" to "sad blights"
to "sad funeral blights," "ryself" to "sy single self" and then
"uy frail opium-shattered self," "tremblings" to-"tremblings and
shivering®,"amidst bells and blossoms" to "amidst blossoms from
forests and gorgeous corymb! from vintages." The majority of De
Quincsy's revisions increase the emotive quality of a passage ty
adding more emotive words and phrases.
1. Although this revision has resulted in a pleonastic word pair,
the use of pleonastic word pairs to achieve emotional inten¬
sification is not common enough in Da Quineegr's works to be
considered as a distinctive characteristic.
9k.
The piling up of emotive elements is part of the pattern
of "associational thinking" which I mentioned at the opening of
•this section. One emotion or idea brings to D© Quincey's mind a
similar emotion or iead which he then includes in his text as an
addition to the first# This process is apparent in many of the
revisions made in the Dream Fugue and The Vision of Sudden Death,
Even short passages show this process. For example, "malicious
loud laughter" is changed to "malicious laughter and mockery"
because "malicious laughter" must have suggested "mockery" to De
Quincey, and he added the word to the phrase, likewise, "sad
blights" suggested "funeral" and the phrase was changed to "sad
funeral bli^rts," It is apparent that much of the Dream Fugue
and The Vision of Sudden Death was revised on exactly the same
basis, Moreover, the revisions follow pretty much this same
pattern no matter when they were made, whether for Blackwood's
Magazine in 181*9 or for the Author's Edition in 1851*. De Quincey
revised the Dream Fugue and 'Hie Vision of Sudden Death on the
basis of associated ideas and emotions he used a method suited to
the subject and one in which he was especially adept.
In works of impassioned prose this is a peculiarly effective
technique. Fantasy and dreams, whether opium induced or not, contain
associated impressions - impressions suggesting each other and








Almost every -writer who has become interested in De Quincey
has spoken of the length and complexity of many of his sentences,
Minto tells us that "his sentences are stately, elaborate, crowded
with qualifying clauses and parenthetical allusions, to a degree
unparrelled among modern writers, Saintsbuiy, who points out that
Be Quincey's style in general is marked by a sort of "rigmarole,"
2
remarks that it is "impossible for him to pull himself up briefly,"
Mr. Sackville West refers to his "enormous sentences,"^ and Salt calls
some of them "long, solemn, slow-winding,"4
In theory at least, Be Quincey himself does not approve of
sentences that are too long and involved. Be speaks of the "vast
importance of compression"^ and remarks that wordiness causes the
public to waste times -
"Simply to retrench one word from each sentence, on® super¬
fluous epithet, for example, would probably increase the
disposable time of the public by one twelfth part...By
cultivating a closer logic and more severe habits of thinking,
perhaps two sentences out of three might be pruned away."
He is somewhat concerned over the possible effect of some of the
sentences in the revised edition of the Confessionst -
",,.a heavy or too intricate arrange?®nt of sentences may
have defeated the tendency of what, under its natural
presentation, would have been affecting."'
1. Minto. op. cit., P. 50, One might quarrel with "unparalleled." De
Quincey is no worse than Coleridge in sentence structure.
2. George Saintsbuxy. Collected Essays and Papers, 1875-1920. V. I,,
P. 217.
3. Sackvill© West. oj>, cit.. P. 333.
1;. Henry S. Salt, ue Quincey. Londont 190lt. P. 80.
5» X, P. 23k. (Style)
6. Ibid, P. 235#
7. rrr; p. 22®* (Preface to the Enlarged Edition)
He also complains of the length and lack of organization in the
sentences written by the Germans, especially Kant: -
"A sentence is viewed by him, and by most of his countrymen,
as a rude mould or elastic form admitting of expansion to any-
possible extent: it is laid down a3 a rought outline, and then
be superstructxon and epi-auperstruction it is gradually-
reared to a giddy altitude which no eye can follow. Yielding
to his natural impulse of subjoining all additions, or
exceptions, or modifications, not in the shape of separate
consecutive sentences, but as intercalations and stuffings of
one original sentence, Kant might naturally enough have
written a book from beginning to end in one vast hyper¬
bolical sentence,"1
De Quincey expresses his disapproval of the German sentence quite
often. In Rhetoric he says: -
"Every German regards a sentence in the light of a package,
and a package not for the mail-coach but for the waggon, into
which his privilege is to crowd as much as he possibly can.
Having framed a sentence, therefore, he next proceeds to
pack it, which is effected partly by unwieldy tails and
codicils, but chiefly by enormous parenthetic involutions,
are stuffed and violently rammed into the bowels of the
principal proposition,"
As I shall show in this chapter, Ds Quincey's theory is sometimes
not in keeping with his practice. His criticism of long and
involved sentences can be applied quite fairly to his own writings.
Statistical evidence is not by itself a very satisfactory
means of exemplifying sentence structure. Still, the work that
has been done by various scholars indicates that De Quincey uses,
on the average, a greater number of words in a sentence than most
1. X, Pp. 160-161, (Style)
2, X, P. 122, (Rhetoric!"of. also X, P, 257, X, P. 1*9, and
Gillies German' Stories. op. cit. Pp. 356-858. It is also touched
upon in Higmund K. kroctor. ""'1'Komas De Quincey* s Theory of
Literature. Chapter VI, Literature as Manipulation.' Fp.T28-268,
and Chapter V. Style. Pp. 1H6-227. esp. Pp. 188-191; 19U-199,
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of his contemporaries do, He also uses fewer simple sentences*
It would seem, therefore, that the statistical evidence substantiates
the general belief concerning the length and complexity of De Quincey's
sentences,
De Quincey's use of long and involved sentences is to be attributed
to his own individual kind of thinking. It is characteristic of De
Quincey that he is able to see obscure relationships and to hold in
mind all sorts of allied ideas. It is equally characteristic that he
should wish to point out such relationships and to present many of
these ideas no matter how slightly connected they may be with the sub¬
ject he is discussing, Moreover, the desire to show such relationships
and to express his ideas is much stronger in De Quincey's mind than any
counter-desire for simplicity of expression and directness of thought
might be, As a result, in spite of his remarks concerning compression,
De Quincey includes additions and qualifications in his sentences and
thus makes a long and involved construction.
1, Sherman, log, cit,, passim, and Gerwig, ojj. cit,, passim, Sherman and
Gerwig based their statistics as to the length of be Quincey' s
sentences on the Confessions of an English Opium- Eater, 1821 edition,
(first 1000 sentences); Toryism, VJhiggism, and Radicalism, 1835}
California, 1852} and China, 1857, They found that there was little
variationin the number ofwords in De Quincey's sentences. The
average number of words in a sentence is 32,73, The statistics as
to the number of simple sentences were based on The Confessions of
an English Opium-Eater (first 500 sentences), Rhetoric, (first
T50 sentences), and Autobiographical Sketches (first 1*00 sentences).
The per cent of simple sentences is 17.15, ef. also Robert Ray
Aurner, The History of Certain Aspects of the Structure of the
English Sentence .Philological QUa£erlyT"Voi: 2, (l£23),~rT95.
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But the different kinds of long complicated sentences that
De Quincey uses can b est be seen through an analysis of the sen¬
tence structure, the arrangement of clauses and phrases within the




At different times, writers**" have classified English prose
sentences according to structure. Although not all the classifications
need be considered, I should like to distinguish between the periodic
and the loose sentence. Periodicity is taken to mean that the sentence
is not grammatically complete until the end, or almost the end, of
the sentence is reached. Elements that are essential for completeness
are withheld until almost the closing words of the sentence.
The opposite of the periodic sentence is the loose, a sentence
grammatically complete at some point well before the end. Elements
that complete a stateroent are placed near the beginning but the
sentence continues with qualifications or additions. In general,
there are two kinds of loose sentences j (l) that consisting of
a principal clause followed by a group of subordinate clauses either
dependent on each other or referring back to the principal clause, and
1. Most analysts of sentence structure follow the basic classi¬
fications of Alexander Bain, English Composition and Rhetoric,
London} If8?, V, I, Hew ^orktlSSo, pp. ££-90, and fcvto, op.cit.,
pp, 3-10, making further distinctions as the subject requires.
Cf, Bannering, op. eit., Chap, II, and W. K, Wimsatt, The Prose
Style of Samuel uotoson, Hew Haven: lpiil, Chap. IIj M, W. Croli,
The Baroque Style In Prose, Minneapolis, 1921, treats the loose
sentence more fully. See also the discussion of these kinds of
sentences by T, A, Dunn. Philip .Massinger: The Man and Playwright,
(unpublished thesis) Edinburgh:1§5£, PP* 331 ff•
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(2) that consisting of two or more principal clauses related to each
other and with or without accompanying subordinate clauses.'*' This
second kind of loose "sentence" is in reality a number of individual
2
sentences. But since De Quincey's use of a number of principal
clauses in a single elaborate construction shows distinctive features,
I have treated such constructions as single sentences, and have
not considered a sentence complete until a definite closing mark:,
such as a full stop or a question mark, has been reached.
Sentences may contain suspended and parenthetical elements.
A sentence containing suspensions has elements inserted between
words that are grammatically closely related, such as a subject and
its verb, a verb and its object, or an adjective and its noun. The
inverted elements "suspend," or hold up, the thought, but are
integral parts of the construction in that they are grammatically
and syntactically dependent on the rest of the sentence. Parenthetical
elements belong to an interjected order of ideas. Material is
inserted or added which is not syntactically dependent on the rest
of the sentence, SUch material usually, but not always, occurs
at the natural breaks in the sentence, as between clauses. Paren¬
thetical elements have grammatical unity within themselves, although
the elements may be so elliptical that they are "telegraphic."
1. bannering, op. cit«, p. 81.
2. H. ¥, and f* 0,'^owler. A Dictionary of Modern English its age,
Gxfordt 1937, pp. S23-S2IU —
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Although round brackets ( ) are the most frequent signs of
parenthetical material, other marks of punctuation, especially
the long dash, are used to indicate it. The determining of
what is parenthetical material by the scrutiny of punctuation
marks is, in any case, not always possible since the conventions
of punctuation are not hard-and-fast.
If words, phrases, and clauses are grammatically and syn-
1
tactically similar, they are said to be parallel. If such
grammatical and syntactic similarity is close, the parallelism is
symmetric, as in the following passage: -
"The motions of Barbaria had. hitherto indicated only
changej change without hopef confusion without g
tendencies! strife without principle of advance,,."
3
But if the "members of the parallel are not Wholly uniform,"
the parallelism is said to be asymmetric. The following passage
is a representative example of Be Quincey's use of asymmetric
parallelism in that the final element has been lengthened: -
"The whole elements of the scene were almost scenieally
disposed! the law of antagonism having perhaps never been
employed with so much effect! little quiet brook
presenting a direct antithesis to its grand political
eharacterj and the innocent dawn, with, its pure untroubled
repose, contrasting potently, to a man of any intellectual
1. See Bannering, op. cit,, pp. 21 ff; 5>7-6iu
2. Poath. Works, VIII, p. l5l.
3. tanneriiig, og. cit., p. 57.
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sensibility, with the long chaos of bloodshed, darkness,
and anarchy, which was to take its rise from the
apparently trifling acts of this one morning.rt ^
Parallel elements balance each other according to the closeness of
their grammatical and syntactic similarity. For example, in the
first illustration given under parallelism, the balanced effect
is quite obvious. In the second illustration, the balanced effect
is less apparent. Thus it might be said that parallelism is the
grammatical and syntactic similarity of elements} balance is the
2
result of that similarity.
Ill
Periodicity
De Qulncey so frequently avoids completing the thought of
his sentences until almost the closing words that periodicity is
considered one of his most distinctive stylistic traits. Minto, in
discussing the periodic sentence, remarks that " of thi3 periodic
style, the most eminent of modern masters is De Quincey." 3
In spite of his own fondness for periodicity, De Qulncey himself
complains that its habitual use produces "downright physical exhaustion"
in the reader because of the difficulty in keeping in mind the various
ideas. De Quineey explains: «
"A sentence, for example, begins with a series of ifs;
perhaps a dozen lines are occupied with expanding the
conditions under which something is affirmed or denied:
here you oannot dismiss and have done with the ideas as
you go along, for as yet all is hypothetic} all is
suspended In air. The conditions are not fully to be
understood until you are acquainted with the dependency}
1. VI, pp. 349-250. (The Caesars)
2. Minto would classify both symmetric and asymmetric parallelism
as "balances" that varied in their degree of equipose, but since
asymmetric parallelism is often used by De Quincey, I feel that
the additional distinction is necessary.
3. Minto, ou. cit«. p. 5,
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you mist give a separate attention to each clause of
this complex hypothesis, and yet, having done that by
a painful effort, you have done nothing at all;' for you
must exercise a reacting attention through toe correspond¬
ing latter section, in order to follow out its relations
to all parts of the hypothesis which sustains it. In
fact, under the rude yet also artificial character of
-a newspaper style, each separate monster period is avast
arch, which, not receiving its keystone, not being locked
into self-supporting cohesion, until you nearly reach
the close, imposes of necessity upon the unhappy reader
all the onus of it s ponderous weight through the main
process of its construction. The continued repetition 1
of so Atlantean an effort soon overwhelms your patience..."
Be Quincey might be justly accused of wilting toe kind of
sentence which he himself says imposes on the reader the "effort
o
and tension of mind in holding on." The following sentence is
illustrative of this "viee of periodic syntax"
"At this point, therefor®, you will observe that, if the censor
persists in rejecting all appeal to creeds as of no importance,
if he persists in urging toe appeal to toe aets of the two
parties, in that case, although I deny utterly the pretence
that toe Tory acts, taken comprehensively, have bean less
friendly to civil liberty than those of their antagonists,
and although I have toown in some cases (and might show in
many others) that upon the whole the Whigs have manifested
a much greater insensibility to such interests in any case
where they happened to clash with personal party objects,
- yet, if it had been otherwise, as such hostility to free¬
dom must have arisen from the particular position of the
1. X, pp. lf?8~l£9» (Style)
2. Ibid, p. 162.
3. Tffl, p. 163.
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Tories as the king's ministers at the moment, and not
from their particular principles, the censor has pre¬
cisely the same evil to apprehend from the Whigs, now _
that their time has come for occupying power and place."
But it is not only in long single sentences that Be Quincey makes
frequent use of periodicity. Short single sentences may also be
periodic, and periodicity may pervade an entire passage as
illustrated by the following consecutive sentencest -
"Such were Wordworth's feelings in regard to new booksj
of which the first exemplification I had was early in
iay acquaintance with him, and on occasion of a book
vAiich (if any could) Justified the too summary style of
his advances in rifling its charms, °n a level with the
eye, when sitting at the tea-table in isy little cottage
at Grasraere, stood the collective works of Edmund Burke,
The book was to me an eye-sore and an ear-sore for many
a year in consequence of the cacophonous title lettered
by the bookseller upon the back - "Burke's Works," I
have heard it said, by the way, that Bonne's intolerable
defect of ear grew out of his own baptismal name, when
harnessed to his own surname » John Donne, Mo man, it
was said, who had listened to this hideous Jingle from
childish years, could fail to have his genius for discord,
and the abominable in sound, improved to the utmost."*
Periodicity causes some passages in Be Quincey's works to
be quite effective. As he himself so accurately pointed out in
the passage quoted on page 103, the continued use of this kind
of sentence is tiring to the reader. The tension or strain is
most apparent in passages containing long periodic sentences, but
even in a series of fairly short periodic sentences, the fact
that the reader must continually hold his mental breath is likely to
cause difficulty.
1, IX, p, 380, (Political Parties of Modern England)
2, II, pp, 312-313, (The Latce 'ffo'ets* Wordsworth and Southey)
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Moreover, since periodic sentences are slow-moving, they are
not suitable for all subjects. Here also, a comment by Da "uincey
is pertinent. In reviewing Whately's Elements of Rhetoric. D@ Quineey
remarks: •
"Dr, Whately lays it down as a maxim in rhetoric that "elaborate
statellness is always to be regarded as a worse faulty than the
slovenliness and languor which accompany a very loose style," But
surely this is a rash position, Stateliness the most elaborate, in
an absolute sense, is no fault at all; though it may happen to be so
in relation to a given subject, or to any subject under given
circumstances," *
But the "stateliness" of much of De Quincey*s prose is achieved through
periodicity, and it is this kind of stateliness whieh is not appropriate
to a given subject or a given circumstance, For example, Be Quincey
makes use of periodicity in narration, a form for which the periodic
sentence is often not suitable. In general, narrative accounts must
present their material in a temporal order. That is, events must be
arranged chronologically and told as they follow each other in order
to avoid confusion. But a periodic sentence is constructed not according
to a temporal but to a logical order. It presents not a sequence of
events, but a relationship of ideas. Thus, to present consecutive events
in the framework of the periodic sentence is to place them in an order
whieh confuses them.
Be Qulncoy uses the periodic sentence to advantage,however,
in works whose primary purpose Is the presentation of ideas because the
time element is less important in this kind of writing. Literary
criticism, philosophy, and politics are 3ome of the subjects that
lend themselves to a logical order of sentence structure. In
these fields, De Quineey sometimes uses periodicity brilliantly¬
sines it is a form that allows him to present his material with
all sorts of preliminary qualifications and hypotheses before
/
making an emphatic point - a practice in which he delights anda
method of presentation in which he excels.
Ha also uses periodicity to good effect in works of im¬
passioned prose, Ihe periodic structure not only provides him
with a sentence pattern for rhythmical prose, but the order of
events characteristic of periodicity is not inappropriate to the
subject. Since Be Quincey * s impassioned pros© is primarily a
description of a state of mind at a heightened moment, the time
element can be distorted or thrown out of focus, ^he events them -
selves may be described vividly, but the order in which they occur
is confused and indefinite. Consequently, a sentence pattern which is
based on an order other than the temporal and which fails to keep
clear the chronology does not jar, but is entirely suitable.
A periodic sentence depends for its effect on the holding up
of the thought until almost the closing words, and this holding up
in turn is dependent on the syntax of the sentence: the order of
of the words, phrases, and clauses and the way that these are related
to each other* fo simplify as much as possible ny explanation of
the syntactic patterns of De Quincpy's periodic sentences, I have
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attempted to shew them visually by means of the following
abbreviationsj -
Sj2,Q,£ -principal clause (subject,verb,object or complement)
(§,<2,2* noun d.)-noun clause used as the subject (or object or com¬
plement) of a principal clause,
(noun el,) -noun clause
(adj. cl.) -adjectival clause
(adv. cl,) -adverbial clause
(verbid ph.) -verbid phrase
noun cl,* s v o, c)-noun clause with the subject, verb, and object
or complement shown.,
(S,noun cl.) -noun clause used as the subject of a subordinate
clause, (likewise 0, noun cl. and C, noun cl.)
f ] O -larger units, that is, clauses within clauses or
elements with extended qualifying elements,
(noun ph.) -noun and its qualifying elements.
Only significant phrases are indicated. If a phrase is an integral
part of a larger unit and in its normal position in the sentence, I
have not considered it separately. The relationships between clauses
and phrases and the elements that they qualify are shown by lines
and arrows* * Elements in apposition are shown thus: £
I have not hesitated to include additional abbreviations when they
were self-explanatory.
Two additional points should be noted: -
(a) I have not shown the specific word to which a
qualifying element refers. This causes an
adjectival clause to appear as qualifying a
verb when in reality it qualifies the noun
in a prepositional phrase that modifies the
verb.
(to) I have placed all clauses that refer to the
verbs into the adverbial clause group, and all
clauses that refer to the nouns into the
adjectival clause group. * However, I have
shown more specific elements when it was
necessary to do so.
1. But with soma precedent. See H» W. & F. 0. Fowler, The King's English,
Oxford* 1931 (3rd @d.), pp. 251-25#*
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Because of the danger of getting lost in a welter of symbols
and the detail of terminology, I have attempted to indicate the
sentence patterns as simply as possible and to concentrate on the
larger elements. 3inee some of De Quineey's sentences are very
complicated and involved, I have been forced to leave out some
smaller sentence elements that were interesting in themselves but
not germane to the specific point being presented.
1, De Quineey may use a common periodic sentence-patterns
a group of subordinate clauses or a single subordinate clause
followed by a principal clause. He uses most often introductory
conditional and hypothetical clauses, and, in spite of his own
already-cited comment, he is likely to use a number of conditional
clauses at the beginning of this periodic sentences. In the
following example, De.Qulncey has inverted the subject-verb order
of the principal clause and has used one of his favourite devices
in the subordinate clause, the impersonal "it," followed by an
intransitive verb and a noun clause in apposition: -
"But if at any time it happened that Wordsworth, or any¬
body else interested in the theme, came into Coleridge's
study whilst he was commencing his periodical lucubrations,
1. notable example: Zilpha E. Chandler, An Analysis of the Stylistic
Technique of Addison, Johnson, %zlitt, and Pater. University
of Iowa Humanistic Studies, Vol. IV., Ho. 3, llowa City: 1931, pp. 7-110.
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and, naturally enough, led him into an oral disquisition
upon it, then perished all chance for that week's
fulfilment of the contract,"
{adv. cl,t ,s, y V S
But very often, De Quincay uses a variant of this first pattern. He
uses the preliminary subordinate clause or clauses to introduce the
subject, the principal clause to give the main idea of the sentence,
and additional subordinate elements to complete the thought in a snore
definite manner. The following example begins with a temporal clause
and concludes with the abbreviation via,: -
"When I referred to the dark genius of the family who once
tolled funeral knells in the ears of the first Bourbon, I
meant, of course, the first who sat upon the throne of
France, via,, Henri Quatre,"2
< cl«)
In the following sentence, the thought is held up by an intro¬
ductory conditional clause containing repetition and completed and
1, III, p, 75 (London Reminiscences)
2# Posth, Works, f, p, lliit. (France Past and France Present)
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sharpened, as it were, try the concluding adjective clauses -
"If personal accidents, and accidents so trivial, could
to any serious extent, be amongst the causes of war, then
it would become a hopeful duty to preconcert personal,
combinations that should take an opposite direction."
(adv. cl.) S I C
y— t
(verbid ph. (adj. cl.)
T ZJ
T
The following similar example shows the thought completed in a
concluding noun clause used in apposition to the subject of the
sentence* *
"But, if this faculty suffers from the decry of solitude,
which is becoming a visionaiy idea in England, on the
other hand it is certain that some merely physical
agencies can and do assist the faculty of dreaming almost
prsternaturally."2
!adv. cl. (adj. ol.)j
T _1
X S, (noun clause in apposition)
r
There are a great many variations of this same basic pattern.
Perhaps one of the most interesting is Be Quincey's use of it in
an elliptical exclamatory inversion* »
"If casual causes could be supposed chiefly to have
promoted war, how easy for a nation to arrange
permanent and determinate eauses against iti"





1. VIII, p. 379.
2. XIII, P. 335.





2. De Quincey id.ll also construct a periodic sentence
by using introductory phrases followed, by a principal clause*
But this method is much less common, for Be Quincey's fondness
for long sentences make him almost always run to clauses in
his introductory material., The following periodic sentence is
constructed in this manner through the inversion of a verbid
phraser -
"habitually to dream magnificently, a man must have a
constitutional determination to reverie,"-'-
(verbid ph.) S V 0
> " ■»
The following example contains an introductory verbid phrase
in combination with inverted prepositional phrases: -
"lieturning to our sketch of the Caesars, at the head
of the third series we place Decius."^
(verbid ph.) (prep, ph.) £ £ £
Be Quincey also uses a variant of this second basie pattern. He
uses a series of introductory phrases to introduce the subject,
a principal clause to show the general thought which then is
3
made more specific in the concluding subordinate- elements. The
1. XIII, p. 33k (huspiria de Profundis)
2. VI, p. 385. (iW Caesars)
3. Be Quinoey follows this quite common periodic practice fairly
consistently. The concluding elements "round off" the sentence.
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The following example contains also a parenthesis ("at least
in the mandarin class") and a suspension ("in the event of any¬
more extended intercourse with China") : •
"With a government capable of frauds like these, and a
People (at least in the mandarin class) trained through
centuries to a conformity of tamper with their Govern-
ment, we shall find, in. the event of any more extended
intercourse with China, the greatest difficulty in ,
maintaining the just equations of rank and privilege."
(prep, phrases (verbid ph.)
T
T
S V (suspension) 0. (verbid ph.)
| t 1
The following sentence is a more direet example of the same kind
of construction* »
"From such vestiges of derivative grandeur, propagated
to ages so remote from itself, and sustained by manners
so different from the spirit of her own, we may faintly
measure the strength of the original impulse given to
the feelings of men cy the sacred majesty of the
Roman throne."*




'prep, ph. (verbid ph.)!a>i» hi iiiouji in idti m i mm m din mi,~
I
T
De Quincey uses many variations of this construction. For example,
the following sentence begins with an absolute construction and
concludes with symmetrically parallel verbid phrases* -
"This interest being in its nature so personal, and the
name of the Tartar hero so notorious, it had been found
1, XIV, p. 35'6. (The Chinese Question in 1857.)
2. VI, p. 231. (The Caesars)
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impossible for the imperial government to throw their
mendacity into its usual form of blank denial applied
to the total result, or of intricate transformation
applied to the details."I
(absolute const.) §, V C
I, ■ Z L
(verbid ph. (verbid ph.) (verbid ph.)]
J
3. De Quincey frequently combines these first two kinds of
periodic sentence-structure. In such combinations, the sentence
usually begins with a phrase, is followed by a subordinate clause,
and a main clause, and is concluded with subordinate elements which
complete the thought. The basic pattern is seen in the following
sentencesj -
"In this series of conduct, which in all poetical
justice should have conducted Mr. George very rapidly
to a horse-pond, we are surprised to find him held
up by Mrs. Pichler as a fit subject for enlightened
sympathy2




verbid ph. (verbid ph.)
T
)
"Considering the exquisite quality of some poems which
Coleridge has composed, nobody can grieve (or has
grieved more) than ourselves at seeing so beautiful a
fountain choked up with weeds.1
1. XIV, p. 3?7. (The Chinese Question in I8g7)
2. Gillies German Stories, op. cit., p.Ubl,
3. V, p. 207I (Coleridge and Opium-Eating)
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'verbid ph. (adj. cl.)) S V
t ~n
I J
jadv. el.) (verbid ph.
I i
I
"Amongst all the illustrations which might illuminate
this truth, none is so instructive as the large question
of PAGAN ORACLES."2






De Quince often uses this sentence pattern, probably for the
following reasonsj First, the phrase-clause combination is a
graceful transitional device. The opening phrase may refer to
the previous sentence and the clause leads into the sentence
itself. Secondly, in long sentences the combination allows him
to vary the presentation of the prelxminaiy material. The clauses
can be used to add to or to qualify the ideas expressed in the
phrases. Thirdly, the phrase-clause combination can be a
rhythmical device, a fact that must have appealed to De Quincey.
De Quincey may make a sentence longer without changing the
phrase-clause combination. 'The following example will show what
I mean. It should be noted that the sentence contains two
parentheses* "interesting enough in itself" and "this question
1. I have called "than ourselves" an adverbial clause of comparison
although Fowler, op. cit», p. 629, presents son© reasons for
considering such constructions prepositional phrases.
2. VII, p. h$» (The Pagan Oracles)
11U.
waived, and confining ourselves to the comparison of those four
monarchies which actually existed"j -
"However, waiving the question (interesting enough in
itself) whether upon earthly principles, a fifth
universal empire could, by possibility arise in the
present condition of knowledge for man individually
and of organization for man in general - this question
waived, and confining ourselves to the comparison of
those four monarchies which actually have existed, --
of the Assyrian, or earliest, we may remark that it
found men in no state of cbhesion."1
[verbid ph. (parenthesis)( adv. el.) (parenthesis)|
T7" ZZT"^
I tnrsp. ph.) 3 ¥ (2, mm £j.
Most of Be Quincey's variants of the introductory phrase-clause
combination consist in changing the relationships of the phrases
and clauses and adding modifying elements. The following sentence
is highly involvedj -
"Prevented by the custom from putting questions, from
proposing doubts, from, asking for explanations, reacting
by no mode of mental activity, and condemned also to the
mental distress of hearing opinions or doctrines stream
past them by flights which they must not arrest for a
moment so as even to take note of them, and which yet
they could not often understand, or, seeming to under¬
stand, could not always approve, the audience sank at
times into a condition of inanimate vacuity."^
1. VI, pp. 231-232. (pie Caesars)
2. X, p. 282. (Conversation)
115,




[participial ph. (garundlal ph. (adj, cl»)
(adTT cl,))
I
the following passage is another example of this same kind of
involved structure, De Quincey piles phrase upon phrase and clause
upon clause in order to hold in suspense th© thought until the
close point, the sentence is an excellent example of De Quineey's
skill in manipulating the introductory eleraents to achieve a
periodic climaxs •
"In that account which "The Excursion" presents to us of
an imaginary Scotsman who, to still the tumult of his
heart, when visiting the cataracts of a mountainous region,
obliges himself to study the laws of light and colour as
they affect the rainbow of the stormy titers, vainly
attempting to mitigate the fever which consumed him by
entanglind his mind in pasfound speculations! raising a
crossfire of artillery from the subtilizing intellect,
under the vain coneeit that in this way he could silence
th© mighty battery of his impassioned heartt there we
read a picture of Wordsworth and his own youth
1, II, pp, 2lt3v2lt9, ('the -hake £oets: '•illlaiu Wordsworth)
prep, ph.
ifadj. cl.

















In this sentence, the relationships between the phrases arid the
clauses are very involved. The introductory prepositional phrase
"in that account" is modified by an adjectival clause, vfaieh in turn
is modified by another adjectival clause containing phrases and clauses
related to each other. The whole construction is used adverbially in
that it refers to the finite verb "read" which appears near the close
of the sentence. In spite of the intricate arrangement, the sentence
is not a confused one. The thought can be followed without difficulty.
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Sometimes De Quincey shows almost unbelievable skill in holding
up the thought until the delayed principal clause. In the next
example, he has used a complicated, inter-woven series of conditional
clauses to express his emotion. The intensity of the expression rises
in a remarkable crescendo through intricate introductory elements
until it reaches its peak in a final emphatic periodic close. It
is on© of D© Quincey's most competent constructions and illustrates
his mastery of the periodic sentence as a means of presenting vividly
his feeling on a personal questions -
"But suppose them to have done so, as, in faet, even in this
case, they might have done, had they not published their
intention of driving a regular trade in libel and in
slander; suppose them insolently to beard you in public
haunts, to cross your path continually when in company
with the very female relative upon whom they had done
their best tp point the finger of public scorn; and
suppose them further, by the whole artillery of contemptuous
looks, words, gestures, and unrepressed laughter, to re¬
publish, as it were, ratify, and publicly to apply, person¬
ally, their own original libel, as often as chance or as
opportunity (eagerly improved) should throw you together
in places of general resort; and suppose, finally, that the
central figure - nay, in their account, the very butt
throughout this entire drama of malice - should chance to be
an innocent, gentle-hearted, dejected, suffering Tainan, utterly
unknown to her persecutors, and selected as their martyr merely
for her relationship to yourself; suppose her, in short, to be
your wife - a lovely young woman sustained by womanly dignity,
or else ready to sink into the earth with shame, under the
cruel and unmanly insults heaped upon her, and having no
protector on earth but yourself; lay all this together, and
then say whether, in such a case, the most philosophic or the
most Christian patience might not excusably give way; whether
flesh and blood could do otherwise than give way, and seek
redress for the past, but, at all events, security for the
future, in what, perhaps, might be the sole course open to
you, - an appeal to arms."!
1. Ill, pp. 182-183. (London Reminiscences)
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'conditional clause (adv. cl. [conditional cl. (gerundial ph.))))
r
[conditional clause (infinitive ph.)
3 * 1
[infinitive Ph. (adj. cl. (infinitive oh.)))
J f
^conditional clause [infinitive ph.[
[infinitive ph.
[infinitive ph. adverbial cl. (parenthesis)5
T
(conditional clause (0, noun cl. t s (suspension) v c )




.(conditional clause? s v o
v o (noun cl.) )
De Quincay uses the lucrative mood (which gives to "suppose" its
conjunctional force) in the finite verbs "lay" and "say" and has repeated
the conditional element of the introductory clauses in the concluding
elements to make his point more forceful. The entire construction,
119.
with its intricate arrangement of -words, phrases, and clauses,
leads to the final appositional phrase, "an appeal to arms,"
which completes the thought of the sentence#
ii. Be Quincsy ray construct a periodic sentence by
suspending clauses and phrases between a subject arid a verb.
In the following sentence, the suspended verbid phrase-clause
combination achieves only a slight periodicity? -
"War, so far from ending because war was forbidden and
nationally renounced, on the contrary would transmigrate
into a mors fearful shape."3-
(verbid ph# (adv# el.)} V
——i ~
j
Such a suspension between a subject and a verb may consist of
verbid phrases as shown in the next example, The sentence illustrates
also a not uncommon failing of Be Quincey in that the second verbid
phrase ("burying himself,##") is a dangling construction since the
word to rhich the phrase refers is not clearly indicated? -
"And the restless activity of Coleridge's mind, in
chasing abstract truths, and burying himself in the
dark places of human speculation, seemed tc me, in a
great measure, an attamot to escape out of his own
personal wretchedness#"*
S (suspended verbid ph#) V (parenthesis) C (verbid ph,)
t I £ f
1# VIII, p. 382. (On War)
2, II, p# l6l« (lilterary Reminiscencesi Samuel Taylor Coleiddge)
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lie may also us© a clause-verbid phrase combination between the
subject and the verb? -
"I, when wj Alcaics had run down their foolish larum,
instead of resuming my official seat as one of the
trinity t*ho composed the head class, took a seat by
Lady Carbery."-*-




The xnsertiona in the following sentence are worthy of note in that
(a) they are placed between subject and verb, and verb-phrases and
object, (b) both may be regarded a3 suspensions in that neither
can be omitted without altering the meaning of the sentence radically,
and (c) the marks of punctuation used to set them apart from the rest
of the sentence are not the same? -
"Consequently, this separation, which ©roved an eternal one,
and contributed to deepen ny constitutional propensity to
glossy meditation, had for me (partly on that account, but
much more through the sudden birth of perfect independence




suspensions? (adj^ el. (verbid ph.?)~J (prejp. ph . (adj .cl. ) T_
J
De Quincey occasionally uses a suspension within the verb phrase itself? -
"And yet, had these coincidences then been observed, they would
certainly - now that strong suspicions had been directed to the man
from the extraordinary character of his nocturnal precautions - not
have passed without investigation."^




1. I, p. 397. (Autobiography)
2. I, p. 115. (Autobiography)
-^Lid. t P» 392.
5>. Sob® of De Quineey's periodic sentences contain what
roight be termed an "expanded subject." This may consist of a
series of nouns placed outside the sentence proper, a kind of
1
periodicity achieved through elements in "extraposition," In
the following example, the series is a balanced one: -
"King and priest, warrior and maiden, philosopher
and child, all must walk those mighty galleries alone."
y 2
The series of extrapositions! elements may possess modifiers shich
also contribute to the suspensory effects «
"The trackless forest, the unbridged river, the howling
wilderness, the fierce Mahometan bigotry of the Moor, the
lawlessness of the Pagan native, the long succession of
petty despots - looking upon you with cruel contempt if
you travel as a poor man, but as a godsend for wrecking,
if you travel as a rich one, - all these chances of ruin,
with the climate superadded, leave too little or rational
hopefulness to such an enterprise for sustaining those
genial spirits without which nothing of that nature can
prosper."^
1. Otto Jaspersen. Essentials of English Grammar. London: 1933. p. 9!>.
2. I, p. i$, (Autobiography)












(verbid, ph. (adv.cl, (adv. cl.)) )|
t ixl r | S J ^garmdlal ph.(adj,cpj
The extrapositioaal elements may be very long and involved. The
following sentence is remarkably effective in asyraastric arrangement
of nouns and raodlining elements* »
"The frensy of an earth-born or a hell-born inspirationj
divinity of stormy rnsie sweeping round us in eddies, in
order to prove that for us there could be nothing divinej
the grandeur of a prophets voice rising in angry gusts,
by way of convincing us that all prophots were swindarsj
macular scom of oraclssj frantic efforts, such as might
aesra reasonable in one t&e was scaling the heavens, for
the purpose of degrading all things, making man to be the
most abject of necessities as regarded his origin, to b©
the blindest of accidents as regarded his expectations*
these fierce antinomies expose a mod© of insanity, but of
insanity affecting a sublime intellect."2
1. If "all" be taken as the pronoun of totality, then the series
of nouns in th® first example can b© talien as antecedents, tut
it smm to a® that in hath th© examples on this and the pre¬
ceding page, th© extrapositional nouns are in apposition, with
the subject of the sentence,




/participial ph. (infinitive ph. (noun cl.))}
— ■
(noun phrase)
(participial ph. (garundial ph. (noun cl.)))














I Js V 0 (participial ph.)
Verbid phrases may also be placed in extraposition. The following
passage shows this device used in two consecutive sentences, it should
be noted that it is the extension of the axtrapositional verbid phrase
12lu
that gives the second sentence its periodicity. The first
sentence is not truly periodic* -
"To die, to die early, that belongs to the chances of
the profession which the soldier has adopted* but to
die as an aide-de-camp In the act of riding across a
field of baStle with sob® unimportant order that has
not even been delivered - to feel that a sacrifice so
vast for the sufferer will not stir a ripple on the
surface of that mighty national interest for which the
sacrifice has been mads - this it is xh. ich, in such a
case, makes the pang of dying*ni
[infinitive phrase'
(infinitive phrase]
Jji V (adj. cl.)
t -J
if (infinitive phrase /elliptical adv* cl* (adj. el*)))
I T "T~ I'
I
(infinitive phrase (0* noun cl* (adj« cl* }))
T. J
-f C 3 ¥ (adj. cl.)
i _r^
The subject may be expanded into a long noun clause which holds
the thought in abeyance* The following sentence contains also a
suspension which repeats the subject of the noun clause itself and
which delays the thought still further* -
"That an interpretation so idle of the refined differences
between two parties arising in the very bosom pf
civilization, and at the most intellectual era of the
most intellectual of nations, « interpretations so gross
1* ?, p« 291• (professor Wilson* Sketch in
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of differences so spiritual, - ever could have been
entertained by reflective men, is marvellous."1
(&> ftQ.U& &2-« (suspended noun and qualifying elements)) £ £
He may use a series of noun clauses to hold up the thought* The
following passage contains also subordinate elements following the
principal clause, Be Qaincsy's method of rounding off his periodic
sentences gracefully* -
"whatsoever in knowledge inflates with windy conceit,
whatsoever (if any does) brutalizes by keeping the jnind
under the pressure of the material - the Tangible - the
definite, whatsoever deals with powers not above human
agency but subject to man's fingering and manipulation, •
all the business of the furnace and the dissecting room,
- will be steadily maintained and patronised at the ex-
pence of every kind and order of knowledge which exalts
or refines human feelings by fixing them upon objects








II II II ■ II* "im * |>.|W»*«*»—WWIIIWIIIOIII—Irnnw-T
(suspended phrase)




1* IX, p» 372* (Political Parties of Modern England)
2* Reform, op. cit*
126*
6. Be Quincay may also form a periodic sentence by using
a principal clause followed by a group of subordinate clauses or
phrases.* Since this is a sentence-structure that lends itself
more readily to looseness than to periodicity, such sentences are
not as common as those constructed by means of introductory phrases
or clauses. The following example is representative: <*
"This jealousy cannot, by any possibility, be rendered
so keen and effective if lodged comprehensively and
indiscriminately, for all parts of the constitution, in
the same general hands, charged alternately with the
duty of repressing the Crown and the People, as it
would be if assigned dramatically, by separate parts or
castings, to separate agents."
S V
t
[participial ph. (participial ph. (verbid ph.)))
r~E x
[adv. cl. (participial ph.))
' |
J
More often De Quincey will begin this kind of construction with a
short introductory clause or phrase to make a transition or to
present an additional preliminary point: -
"is to the good and generous, they cannot travel so much
as a Jewish Sabbath-day's journey in company with another,
participating in common purposes fen* the time, and liable
to common possibilities of danger, without recognising
something beyond a stranger's claim to offices of kindness 3
or courtesy in the transient relations of a fellow-traveller.*
(prep, ph.) S V (elliptical adv. cl.) (participial ph.)(adj. cl.)





But cf. pages 112-115 » A short clause or phrase frequently follows
the main clause of a sentence introduced by phrase or clauses vhich
hold up the thought.
IX, p. 373* (Political Parties of Modern England)
V, p. It8. (Dr. b'amuel ParrJ"
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Sometimes a considerable portion of the thought is held up before
the principal clause. In the following sentence, the thought moves
easily from the phrase-clause combination through the principal clause
to end in a quite natural periodic closet -
"Else, and in relation to other modes of beauty, where
his sense of the true, and of its distinction from the
spurious, had been an acquired sense, it is impossible
for us to hide from ourselves that, not through habits
only, not through stress of injurious accidents only,
but by original structure and ietsperasaent of mind, Lamb
had a bias towards those very defects on which rested the
startling characteristics of style which we have been
noticing."
Iprep, ph. (adj. el*)) JL I £L
r




Be Quincey may follow what is usually the pattern of a loose sentence
but by the use of anticipative words make the construction slightly
periodic: -
"You remember the case of that Frenchman who, at an early
stage of the French Revolution, wished earnestly for a
prolongation of his life, on no higher interest than that
of a novel-reader, - in order, via, to know "how it would end. it 2
S V 0
L,
[adj. cl. (elliptical adv. ci.)
infinitive ph. (0, noun cl.)
I
1. V, p. 23lu (Charles Lamb)
2. K, p. 312+. (Toryism. Iffiigglsm. and Radicalism)
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la a similar manner, Be Quineey my make a sentence containing
more than one principal clause periodic by using words that
continue to suspend the thought through .successive elements.
Frequently such words ("suspensive couples") "We correlative
conjunctions as in the following examples »
"To hang upon one's own thoughts as an object of conscious
interest, to play with them, to watch and pursue them
through a maze of inversions, evolutions, and harlequin
changes, implies a condition of society either, like that in
the monastic ages, forced to intovsrt its energies from
mere defect of books (whence arose the scholastic meta¬
physics, admirable for its subtlety, but famishing the
laind whilst it sharpened its edge inone exclusive direction)j
or if it implies no absolute starvation of intellect, as
in the case of the Roman rhetoric, which arose upon a
considerable (though not very various) literature, it pro¬
claims at least a quiescent state of the public mind, un¬
occupied with daily novelties, and at leisure from the




1rif p ? 0 (part, ph.(inf. ph.(parenthesis)))
T ' —I 1
Iadv. cl. (adj. el, (parenthesis))) £ V 0— i ' L 1
1* Bain, op. eit., p. 62.
2. X, p. 97u (Rhetoric)
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7# At til® conclusion of a periodic sentence, De Quincey
may use a device common to periodic stylists, the presentation of
art additional emphatic point after the thought of the sentence
has been closed. He thus achieves what might be ealled two peaks
of periodicity, the second peak being a minor ones *
"Out of pure anguish that the scheme which he had meant
for the sudden glorification of his master had recoiled
{according to all worldly interpretation) in bis utter
ruin? that the sudden revolution, through a democratic
movement, which was to raise himself and his brother
apostles into Hebrew princes, had scattered thein like
sheep without a shepherd; and that, superadded to til is
common burden of ruin, he personally had to bear a
separate load of conscious disobedience tc God and
insupportable responsibility; naturally enough, out
of all this he fell into fierce despair; his heart broke;
and under that storm of affliction he hanged himself.
[■prep, ph. [adj. cl, ^adj. cl,
^ (parenthesis) j 1
adj. cl, (adj. cl.)J
12S SS5I
(adj. cl. (0, infinitive ph.) 1
£ 1
2 I 2
1. VIII, p. 197. (Judas Iscariot)
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8, In a long periodic sentence, De Quincey may combine almost
all of the techniques I have discussed. One example should suffice.
The passage quoted is an indication of the extended periodic con¬
struction De Qulncey may produce when he is verbose* He cannot bring
himself to present his argument without first including almost all of
the preliminary matter that is brought to his mind* He must, in a
leisurely manner, explore all the bypaths, mention all possible
examples, and make all comparisons. Yet, it must be admitted that,
in spite of the excess of material, he never quite loses the thread
of his discourse, but carries the thought deftly to its conclusion! -
"Evan in the oratory of our own time, which oftentimes
discusses questions to the whole growth and motion of
which we have been ourselves parties present or even
accessary, questions which we have followed in their
first emersion and separation from the clouds of general
politics - their advance, slow or rapid, towards a
domineering interest in the public passions; their
msridan altitude; and perhaps their precipitous descent
downwards, whether from the consummation of their objects
(as in the questions of the Slave Trade, of Catholic
Emancipation, of East India Monopoly), or from a partial
victory and compromise with the abuse (as in the puri¬
fication of that Augean stable, prisons, and, still more,
private houses for the insane), or from the accomplish¬
ment of one stage or so in a progress which by its nature
is infinite (as in tire various steps taken towards the
improvement and towards the extension of education): -even
in cases like these, when the primary and ostensible object
of the speaker already on its own account possesses a
commanding attraction, yet will it often happen that the
secondary questions growing out of the leading one, the
great elementary themes suggested to the speaker by the
concrete case before him - as, for instance, the general
question of the Test laws, or the still higher and trans¬
cendent question of Religious Toleration and the relations
between the State and religious opinions, or the general
history of Slavery and the commerce in the human species,
the general principles of Economy as applied to monopolies,
the past usages of mankind in their treatment of prisoners
or of lunatics - these comprehensive and transcendent themes
are continually allowed to absorb and throw into the shade
for a time the minor but more urgent question of the moment
through which they have gained their interest*"^
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1. Some of De Quincey's loose sentences are constructed
according to a common pattern, that of a principal clause followed
ty subordinate clauses and phrases, the principal clause expresses
the principal thought} the subordinate elements provide additional
information or qualifications: •
Although the principal clause-subordinate elements arrangement is one
of the basic patterns of loose sentences, sentences as short as the
two examples are not numerous in De Quincey's writings, %t only
does De Quincey use relatively few short sentences of any kind but as
a sentence containing a single principal clause arid, additional sub¬
ordinate elements is easily made periodic, De Quincey is more likely to
place the subordinate elements at toe beginning or to invert significant
portions of the sentence. So often does he throw such sentences into
periodicity that, if the second example were to read "to know the
Emperor's pleasure th-rough those whom he deputes to us a© his rep¬
resentatives we are bound, " it would seem to have more of
1. I, p. 2$h, (Autobiography)
2. XIV, p. 209, (The Opium Question with China in l8l£)
133.
"The public selfishness gave way, when the danger of the
bishop was made known.
S V 0 (adv. cl.)
3LZ—zzn '
"We are bound to know the Emperor's pleasure through,
those whom he deputes to us as his representatives."2
the De Qulncey flavour than it does as a loose sentence.
1« But longer sentences constructed with subordinate elements
following a single principal clause are found throughout De Quincey's
ttorks, The subordinate elements my be asymmetrically parallel as
are the prepositional phrases in the following example: -
"They were told of the oppressions of Russia; of her pride
and haughty disdain evidenced towards them by a thousand acts;
of her contempt for their religion; of her determination to
reduce them to absolute slavery; of the preliminary- measures
she had already taken by erecting forts upon many of the great
rivers in their neighbourhood; of the ulterior intentions she
thus announced to circumscribe their pastoral lards, until
they would ell be obliged to renounce their flocks, and to
collect in towns like Sarepta, there to pursue mechanical
and servile trades of shoemaker, tailor and weaver, such as









'adv* cl» (inf. Ph#)
'inf,i^t,)|inf,ph, (adj,cl^))) >1
He may also use parallel adjective clauses after the principal clause.
Here too the clauses are asymmetrically parallel in that the final
1, VII, p, 38U, (The Revolt of the Tartars)
element has been lengthened?
"But here was a gentleman, young like herself, a splendid
cavalier, that rode in the cavalry of Spain} that carried
the banner of the only potentate whom Peruvians knew of-
the King of the Spains and the Indies; that had doubled
Cape Horn; that had crossed the Andes; that had suffered
shipwreck; that had rocked upon fifty storms, and had
wrestled for life through fifty battles."I
2 i|y ^apposltive (adj. ol.)






Variations of this kind of sentence structure are numerous. The
following sentence contains an introductory temporal clause,
parallel verbs in the principal clause, and a concluding series of
clauses and phrases* As in the previous example, the final element
in the series is made longer: —
"Perhaps, as her wanderings increased, she thou^it herself
back into childhood; became "pussy" once again; fancied that
all since then was a frightful dream; that she was not upon
the dreadful Andes but still kneeling in the holy chapel at
vespers; still innocent as then; loved as then she had been
loved; and that all men were liars who said her hand was ever
stained with blood."®
1. XIII, p. 211. (Hie Spanish Military Hun)
2* XIII, p. 20U. (fhe Spanish Military lun)
135.
(adv. el.) §, V
t. Z 7
I s
I (0> nous <2l*» s v o )
(Q* aaun <&.» s v v
c (elliptical adverb el.)
v (adv. cl.))
t "1
(QjttS&J? Cl.f S V c (adj. cl. (0, noun cl.)))
r '
In a similar manner, Do Quincey may construct an elaborate sentence,
The concluding parallel elements my discuss a variety of aspects
of the central thought and contain qualifications and. additions.
The next passage quoted shows such an ornate expansions -
"But some have continued to reject it, not upon any
objection to the quality of the knowledge gained, but
simply on the ground of its limited extents contending
that in public and political transactions, such as
compose the matter of History, human nature exhibits
itself upon too narrow a scale and under too monotonous
an aspect; that under different names, and in connexion
with different dates and regions, events virtually the
same are continually revolving} that whatever novelty
may strike the ear, in passages of history taken from
periods widely remote, affects the names only, and
circumstances that are extra-essential} that the passions
meantime, the motives, and (allowing for difference of
manners) the means even, are subject to no variety; that
in ancient or in modern history there is no real accession
made to our knowledge of human nature} but that all proceeds
by cycles of aidless repetition, and in fact that, according
to the old complaint, "there is nothing new under the sun.11
1. V, p. 356. (Charlemagne)
136.
5 I (&> iaf. ok.)
4 *»
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If® may add an adjective clause to the subject as In the next
.example* It should be noted that the series of parallel elements
are intricately and skillfully constructed* •»
"The slumber that towered above her brain was life® that
fluctuating silvery eolurn which stands in scientific
tubes, sinking, rising, deepening, lightening, contracting,
expanding!1 or like the mist that sits, through sultry
afternoons, upon the river of the American St, Peter,
soBsatims rarefying for mimtes into sunny gauze, som- 0
times condensing for hours into palls of funeral darkness,"2
? ^ <*•> I
'" 4 >








1, In generis1, Be Qulhosy is fond of using a aeries of participles
for emphasis (of, page 49 ), but this series is of special
interest for it seems 'to foreshadow those used in The Kng&igh
Hail Coach almost two years later* "sinking, rising, raving,'
despairing" (XIII, p, 32?), There also they were used in
connection with a young woman,
2, XIII, p, 205, (The Spanish Military Hun)
137.
Quite corsaon is an expansion of the concluding subordinate elements
in a kind of formal enumeration? »
"Tragical catastrophes arise from neglected crying?
ruptures in the first place, a very common result in
infants; rolling out of bed, followed by dislocation
of the neckf fits and other short cuts to death."
ft I (noun jhrase)
Similarly* be Quineey may make his enumeration specifically formal? »
"Subsequently, I remarked two other features of difference
in his manner, neither of which has been overlooked by
Mr. Gilfillan? viz., 1st, The unsocial gloom of his eye,
travelling over all things with dissatisfaction; 2nd (which
in bur days seemed unaccountable), the remarkable limitation
of his knowledge."3
1. XI, p. 307. (On Wordsworth's Poetry)
2. The use of the abbreviation ""viz" "in such constructions is one
of Be Quineey's favourite devices.
3. XI, p. 337* (Gilfillan's bjterary Portraits? Foster)
(noun phrase)
2
2 1 j| (adj. cl.)
138*
2, De Quincey often uses loose sentences of the kind given
on the previous pages very effectively since the concluding parallel
elements provide an emphatic ending, and the thought is thus closed
in a definite manner. But another kind of loose sentence consisting
of one principal clause and a group of subordinate clauses each rising
from the preceding one is also used extensively by De Quincey) and
this kind of loose sentence has no definite stopping point, but
frequently seems to fade off into an inconclusive finish. Some
sentences constructed according to this rambling pattern are drawn
out to great lengths by Do Quineey who, in such eases, seems to
have set down ideas as they occurred to him without bothering to revise
or to organise his material.
The basic pattern of a loose sentence consisting of ore principal
clause followed by a group of dependent and sub-dependent clauses is
illustrated by the following* *
nI suffered so much under this kind of smoke, which
irritates and inflames the eyes more than any other,
that on the following day reluctantly I took leave of
that obliging pluralist the landlady, and really felt
itself blushing on settling the bill, until I bethought
roe of the green wood, which, upon the whole, seemed
to settle the account,M1
§. I (ad.1« cl,)
[adv, cl,)
/advjcl.)
1, HI, p, 33lu (The Confessions of an English Opium-Eater)
139.
This kind of sentence is indicative of the associations! thinking
that is so characteristic of De Quineey. The following sentence
shows this pattern of thought in its rather extended group of
linked subordinate elements? •
"A most admirable subject for an essay, or a siagaain©
article, as it strikes rae, would be a bird' s«eye view -
or rather a bird's-wing flight * pursuing rapidly the
revolutions of that memorable Oracle (for such it
really was to the rest of civilised Europe), which,
through so long a course of years, like tho Delphic
Oracle to the nations of old, delivered counsels of
civil prudence and of national grandeur that kept
alive for Christendom the recollections of freedom,
and refreshed to the enslaved Continent the old ideas
of Roman patriotism, which, But for our Parliament, ,
would have uttered themselves by no voices on earth."





The loos® sentences quoted in the two previous sections have
two features in comment (a) A principal clause which states tho main
thought, and (b) subordinate elements which expand that rain thought
by additions and qualifications. The general pattern of the subordinate
elements may be a parallel arrangement or it may b^linked system of
sub-dependence. Parallel subordinations may possess sub-dependent ele¬
ments, and portions of the linked elements may be set in parallel.
1. X, p. 337. (A Brief Appraisal of the Greek Literature in its
Foremost FretensTons)
1U0.
Although he uses both symmetric and asymmetric parallelism in
such sentences, Be Quincey's long passages set in a parallel structure
are likely to be asymmetric to avoid the monotony that arisesfrom
too much uniformity,
3, Be Quincey may place two principal clauses in a parallel
arrangement. He makes extensive use of the balanced sentence: -
"Without Caesar we affirm a thousand times that there would
have been no perfect Rome; and, but for Rome, there could
have been no such man as Caesar."-1-
The neatness and finish of a sentence that has two main ideas
presented in a form that is similar and the rhythm that arises from
the construction are responsible for Be Quincey's frequent use of
balanced sentences. He makes use of a variety of kinds: »
"They wheeled in masss; I spelled the steps. They
telegraphed from afarj l"*read the signals. They
conspired togetherj andTon the mirrors of darkness rt£
eye traced the plots, Kieirs were the symbols j mine
are the words,"*
first three sentences: S f 5 1 Q
the last & E, £ 2, E £
"Therefore it is that Levana often communes with the powers
that shake man's heart; therefore it is that she dotes upon grief,"
(prep, ph,) S V (
"Habits are the great pledge for the due performance of
duties; and habits, to be habits, cannot be supposed
applying themselves to variable or Contradictory impulses,"
1, VI, p, 229, (The Caesars)
2, IX, p, 373, (Political Parties of Modern England)
3, XIII, p, 365, (Suapiria de ProTundis)
h. Ibid., p, 36k.
lkl.
"Literature it was that gave the first wound to literature)
the hack scribbler it was that first degraded the lofty
literary artist."1
£ ,Si X (noun el.) diSiE (noun cl.)
I Z3 I_zt-
Sometimes the balanced effect of the sentence is not so clear or
so obvious: »
"The two Gordians, who eortmianded. in Africa, were set up
by the Senate against the new Emperor) and the
consternation of that body &mt have been great when «
these champions were immediately overthrow and killed,"
| (adj. cl.) I g, (adv. cl.)
"Finding ifyself, therefore, walking on a solitary path
of bad repute, leading whither no man's experience
could tell me, I became proportionately cautious) and
if nature had any plot for rnking an example of me, I
was resolved to baulk her."-'








Be Quincay may use sentences consisting of two main clauses,
balanced or approximately so, in whole passages. The rhythmical
rise and fall of the prose is probably the reason for the
consecutive sentences following the pattern of balanced sentence:
"Sometimes I ran perilously close into ny perihelion)
sometimes I became frightened, and wheeled off into a
vast cometasy aphelion, where for six months "opium" was a
1. IV, p. 312. (Oliver Goldsmith)
2. VI, p. 380. (fhe "Caesars)'
3. III, p. I&9. (The Confessions of an English Opium-Eater)
li|2.
word unknown. How nature stood all these see-sawings is
quite a mystery to m; I must have led her a sad life
in those days, Marvous irritation forced me, at times,
into frightful excesses? but terror from anomalous
symptoms sooner or later forced me back." 3-
1 1
S V (adj. cl.)




k« De Quincey may have little or no parallelism in hi3
two principal clauses. He may use the second clause principally
to continue or to expand the thought of the first principal
clause. In narration, the expansion may consist simply of
additional actions «
"The general and his staff entered the palace? and the
first act of one officer, on coming into the dining-
room, was to advance to the sideboard, sweep all the
plate into a basket, and deliver it to the bishop's
butler, with a charge to carry it off to a place of
security."2
2 1 Q 2 G (C, in.fiiMt-hm jfc.)
(C, iafinitiYS ph.)
(£, jaJfinlfcLga p|j.)
The second principal clause may describe action that arises from
the matter in the firstt »
"The libeller, however, entrenched himself in his
determination to hear of no pistol warfare? and hence,
1, Ibid., p. J}18.
2, XTp. 251, (Autobiography)
Ui3.
though two of the Englishmen were of colossal build,
and well able to have smashed his pugilistic pretensions,
yet, as all but himself were opposed to that mode of
fighting, he, in fact, took shelter under his own
limited mode of offering satisfaction."
5 1 Q cX')(adv» °U) * | a
In a great many cases, Be Quincey uses the first principal clause
to state a premise said the second principal clause to develop it or
to discuss ideas suggested by its -
"He whose talk is of oxen will probably dream of oxen;
and the condition of human life which yokes so vast a
majority to a daily experience incompatible with much
elevation of thought oftentimes neutralises the tone
of grandeur in the reproductive faculty of dreaming,
even for those whose minds are populous with solemn
imagery."
• el.) I
(adj. cl.) 3L £
L
[prep, ph. (adj. cl.)[
1
I
In a similar manner, De Quineey will Use the first principal clause
to present an emotion and the second principal clause to explain it or
to intensify it. The sentenee-structure is one that is particularly
suited to impassioned prose, for it enables Be Quincey to set the
stage, as it were, in the first clause and to build up an emotional
scene in a longer, more detailed second clause* •
"Some feelings, though not deeper or more passionate, are
more tender than othersj and often when I walk, at this time,
in Oxford by dreary lamp-light, and hear those airs played
on a common street-organ **hieh years ago solaced me and rry
dear youthful companion, I shed tears, and muse with myself
at the systerious dispensation which so suddenly and so
critically separated us for ever."'
1. Ill, p. 153. (London Reminiscences)
2. XIII, p. 33U. (Suspirla de ^rbfunSTs)
3. Ill, p. 362. (The Oonfessions of an'English Opium-Eater)
m in —
jS, (ell, adv. cl.) V G (ell, adv. cl.)
[adv, cl, (ad;), cl,)y.".......
i
7 £12
J yjv (adj. ci.:
Usually in this kind of sentence the second clause with its
qualifying elements is much longer than the first. But sometimes
De Qulneey will also include a considerable amount of material in
his first principal clause without departing very far from the
pattern. In such cases,, however, the distinctive quality of the
short-long construction is lost, and the sentence becomes more
conventional t -
"By way of bringing his characteristic merits within the
horizon of the least learned readers, I villi now lay
before them a close analysis of his ablest and most
famous performance, the "Phalaris"; and it happens
favourably for this purpose, though singularly, that the
most learned of Bentley's works is also that which is
best fitted for intelligent popular admiration,"*
(prep, phrases) S V Q
L T
ijj I
'noun el, (adj » cl,)]
I
X
5, He may also use the first principal clause and its qualifying
elements to present introductory detail or preliminary information
and the second principal clause to give a short conclusion or a
more emphatic additional point:
"The circumstances necessary to create an act of mere self-
homicide can rarely concur except in a state of disordered
society, and during the cardinal revolutions of human
historyj where, however, 'they do concur, there it trill not
be suicide,"^
1, I?, p, 195, (Richard Bentley)
2, These constructions slip very easily into periodicity, Cf, p, 128 .
3, VIII, p. 399. (Oh Suicide) . .
~~ ———— *1),L
i. (inf. ph.) I (adv. el.) 5 V C, . I 1"~~ T
"Son® mode of publication must hava existed for Athens;
that is evident.3
s i s s e
"It is singular, as respects Coleridge, that Mr. G-illmn
never says one word upon the event of the great Higig&te
experiment for leaving off laudanum, though Coleridge
came to Mr. Gillman's for no other purpose; and in a week,
this vast creation of new earth, sea, and all that is in
them, was to have been accomplished.""
tn 3 Q jpicnxn cl. (adv. cl.))
T
(ad,1. cl.) I
In emotional passages, the concluding short clause is used to make
more intense the feeling that has been expressed in the longer
elements at the beginning of the sentences -
"And now came a tremendous change, which, unfolding itself
slowly like a scroll, through many months, promised an
abiding torment; and, in fact, it never left me, though
recurring more or less intermittingly."3
I § (adO» cl«
LLEj 1
S £ Q (part, ph.)
t 1
Be Quineey makes effective use of the second principal clause to sum
1. X, p. 23?. . „ .
2. V, p. 208, (Coleridge and Opium-Eating)
3. IH, p. W*C. (The Confessions oft an' English Opiura-Eater)
Ui6.
up in a few weU-turned words the general idea of the first
principal clauses -
"These things being given, we begin to perceive a life
removed by a great gulf from the ordinary human life even
of kings and heroes? we descry a life within a life#"
So$©times De Quincey's lack of directness and his habit of
digression cause him to press too much material into the first
principal clause or to make unnecessary additions to the last
portion of the sentence. In such sentences, the second principal
clause and its qualifying elements may appear to be little more
than loosely constructed afterthoughts. The addition of such
extraneous material has obscured the structure and wakened the
force of the following example? -
"The late Dr. Arnold of Rugby mentions that, when he
was meditating a work on some section (I forget what)
of Ancient History, there reached him from one of the
Mapiers (either Sir William, it must have been, or the
late General Sir Charles) an admonitory caution to beware
of treating Pompey with any harshness or undervaluation
under the common notion that he had been spoiled in
youth by unmerited success, had been petted by a most
Ignorant populace through half-a-century, and, finally,
coming into collision with the greatest of men, had
naturally made a total shipwreck} for that, on the
contrary, he was a very great strategist} yes, in spite




1, X, p. 3h7» (Theory of Greek Tragedy)
2. VI, p. 222, (Cicero? Postscript)
1hi.
2 I SU aem (adv. cl« (parenthesis)) v o (parenthesis) s
(infinitive ph. ,ad.1,cl.: 3 v




6# Although De Quincey most often uses two principal clauses in
parallel, he may place almost any number of principal clauses in a
parallel arrangement# He my use a combination of different devices
and methods in connection with his parallelism. For example, in the
next passage quoted the clauses are parallel syntactically in a group
of four (A,B,C,D) which are linked together by the general thought
of such words as "martial,*1 "restless," "swords," "fermenting," and
revolutionary," But the clauses are also parallel in two sets of two
clauses each (A and B, C and D), the second clause being a specific
example of the idea of the first, and the last two clauses being tied
together by repetition: »
"The times were still martial and restlessj men still wore
swords in pacific assemblies; the intellect of the age was a
fermenting intellect; it was a revolutionary intellect,"1
a I S S 2 Q 2 l £ S I s
In using a number of principal clauses that are syntactically alike,
De Quincey frequently lengthens the last element to make a rather
graceful conclusion, an asymmetric device I have already indicated
In his use of subordinate clauses. The next example shows also a
1# X, pi 3U3, (Theory of Greek Trage^r)
2« •
1U8,
combination of elements set in parallel structure? -
"Suddenly her countenance grew diinj and, turning to the
mountains, I perceived vapours rolling between us5 in a
moment all had vanished} thick darkness came on} and
in the twinkling of an eye I was far away from mountains,
and by lamp-light in London, walking again with Ann -
Just as we had walked, when both children, eighteen
years before, along the endless terraces of Oxford. Street."
A. £ E £
B. (participial ph.) J!L (participial ph.)
C. (prepositional ph.) J
d. n
E. (prepositional ph.) § J
V (adv. g1. (ell. adv. el.)
In the sentences above, Da Quincey has placed a nuirber of different
eleiTssnts parallel to each other within the larger framework of five
similar clauses? (l) clauses A, C, and D, (2) clauses B and E,
and (3) the introductory prepositional phrases in clauses C and E.
The clauses are also linked together by the repetition of "I,"
"mountains," and two form® of "walk." The parallel structure is used
as effectively in this sentence in which the thought moves in a
chronological order, as it is in the previous example in which the
thought moves in a logical order.
In making the concluding elements too long, De Quincey sometimes
weakens the sentence by the all-too-frequent unnecessary addition.
1, III, pp. Ith5-14*6. (She Confessions of an English Opium-Eater)
lit?*
The effectiveness of the concluding part of the following
sentence is doubtful? «
"In 179li war had begun to rage} the revolutionary frenzy-
had produced its bloodiest excesses} the gloom had
terrifically deepened} and the French reign cf terror, by
a very natural reaction on all the rest of Europe,
produced a corresponding system of vigilance and coercion
in all regular governments, which must now be admitted to
have been too harsh and despotic, if viewed apart from
the extremities of the occasion."1
5 J (0, infinitive ph.)




7. Another kind of sentence is also used frequently by De
Quincey. It consists of an introductory principal clause which
states a premise, one or more transitional principal clauses which
give additional points, and a final principal clause that makes a
definite conclusion. The sentence thus constructed has a well-'
marked beginning, middle, and ends -
"Republican Rome had her prerogative Tribe} the Earth
has its prerogative City} and that 'City was Rome."
& I Q L JL £ S V £
"Coleridge, the only person known to the public as having
dallied systematically and for many years with opium, coCLd
not be looked to for any candid report of its history and
progress} besides that, Coleridge was under a permanent
1. V, p. 121. (Dr. Samuel Parr)
2. VI, p. 226. (The Caesars)
150.
craze of having nearly accomplished his own liberation
from opium; and thus he had come to have an extra reason
for self-delusion."
Jj (arioosltlve) V (pron ph.)
X "1 ,1
5 | (prep, ph.)
s- y Ph,)
De Qulncey may make elaborate expansions of this kind of sentence.
For example, in the next quoted passage, he includes a complicated
array of introductory matter holding up the thought before the first
principal clause, uses the second principal clause to deepen the
idea of the first, and adds an intricate arrangement of qualifying
elements to a long concluding principal clause. He also includes
suspensions and parentheses. But, in spite of the additions, the
sentence still follows the basic pattern of those on the previous
page, and should be considered an elaboration or an expansion: -
"Already, what by the procession through fifty years of
mighty revolutions amongst the kingdoms of the earth,
what by the continual development of vast physical agencies, -
steam in all its applications, light getting under harness
as a slave for man, powers from heaven descending upon education
and accelerations of the press, powers from hell ( as it might
seem, but these also celestial) coming round upon artillery
and the forces of destruction, - the eye of the calmest observer
is troubled; the brain is haunted as if by some jealousy of
ghostly beings moving amongst us; and it becomes too evident
that, unless this colossal pace of advance can be retarded ( a
thing not to be expected), or, which is happily mora probable,
can be met by counter-forces of corresponding magnitude, -
forces in the direction of religion or profound philosophy
that shall radiate centrifugally against this storm of life so
perilously centripetal towards the vortex of the merely human, -
left to itself, the natural tendency of so chaotic a tumult
must be to evil; for some minds to lunacy, for others a
reagency of fleshly torpor."
1. Ill, p. 419^ (The Confessions' of "an English Opium-Eater)
2, XIII,p. 334. (Suapiria de Profundis)
151
(prep^ph.)
prep, |Ph^ (noun Ph.)
'noun ph • |participial ph, (ell, adv. cl.)^ )
|noun ph, (participial ph,)j)




sxfi A 'adv, cl,t a (parenthesis)
(parenthesis) & /noun ph,(ad.1, cl«))lI




8. The use of an introductory principal clause to present a
thought which is explained mora specifically by the following principal
clauses is a common device of De Quineey,s, This technique
corresponds to his practice of explaining the thought of a single
principal clause by a series of parallel subordinate elements or by
another principal clause and its subordinate elements. The difference
is that, as the additional explanatory clauses are principal clauses,
they can be placed syntactically parallel v?ith the first principal clause.
A sentence constructed thus possesses a force and a dignity that is
lacking when the explanatory elements are relegated to a subordinate
position# It is probably to create this impression of dignity that
De Quincey casts the following sentence in this form: -
"One memorial of my former condition nevertheless remains:
ray dreams are not calm; the dread swell and agitation of the
storm have not wholly subsided; the legions that encamped
in them are drawing off, but not departed; my sleep is still
tumultous; and like the gates of Paradise to our first
parents when looking back from afar, it is still ( in the
tremendous line of Milton) «•
1. Ill, pp. 448*449, " (The Confessions of an English Opium-Eater)
SVC
I prep, ph.(part. Y (prep, ph.)
t
153
9, In some of his long sentences, De Quincey uses a
mixture of devices. For example, he may open a sentence with a
series of introductory clauses and phrases holding up the thought
and follow with a principal clause that completes it. Had he
stopped at that point, he would have constructed an effective
periodic sentence. But he may add more clauses and explanatory or
qualifying material and thus build an elaborate structure that
is either a periodic sentence with a long loose tail or a loose
sentence with an elaborate introduction. Two examples will
show what I mean. The first example is, in reality, an extended
periodic sentence. It opens with extrapositional elements and
aids with a loosely added conclusion* -
"The elopement from St, Sebastian's, the doubling of
Gape Horn, the shipwreck on the coast of Peru, the
rescue of the royal banner from the Indians of Chili,
the fatal duel in the dark, the astonishing passage of
the Andes, the tragical scenes at Tucuraan and Cusco,
the return to Spain in obedience to a royal and papal
summons, the visit to Rome and the interview with the
Popej finally, the return to South America, and the
mysterious disappearance at Vera Cruz, upon which no
light was aver thrown, ~ all these capital heads of the
narrative have been established beyond the reach of
scepticism} and, in consequence, the story was soon
after adopted as historically established, and was
reported in Spain and Germany, and by a Parisian journal
so cautious and so distinguished for its ability as the
Revue des Deux Hondas,"!
1, XIII, p, 2l*0. (The Spanish Military Hun)
If>U#
( ac/on phrase)








( norm phrase )
^ ft°tua' phrase{ adj. clause))
1
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The following example is a loose sentence that has ua elaborate
introduction holding up the thought. Had Be Quincey stopped with
"award," the sentence would be effectively periodic? -
"Suppose the case, therefore, that Kate's Memoirs had been
thrown upon the world with no Touchers for their authenticity
beyond such internal presumptions as would hare occurred to
thoughtful readers whoa reviewing the entire succession of
incidents, X am of opinion that the person best qualified by
legal experience to judge of evidence would finally hay© pro¬
nounced a favourable award.$ since it is easy to' understand
that in a world so vast as the Peru, the Mexico, the Chili
of Spaniards during the first quarter of the seventeenth
century, and under the slender modification of Indian manners
as yet effected by the Papal Christianization of those
countries, and in the neighbourhood, of a river-system so
awful, of a mountain-system so unheard-of in Europe, there
would probably, by blind, unconscious sympathy, grown up a
tendency to lawless and gigantesqtie ideals of adventurous
life, under which, united with the duelling code of Europe,
many things would become trivial and commonplace experiences
that to us homo-bred English { "qui musas eolimus saverlores")
seem monstrous and revolting." 1












In spite of the mass of introductory material, a lengthy conditional
clause introduced by the conjunctional "suppose," the construction
is a loose sentence. The involved "telescoping" of one element within
another in the last part of the sentence shows the characteristic
De Quincey elaborateness, for the concluding causal clause contains
an infinitive having as its object a noun clause that includes an
involved group of comparisons.
Although many of De Quincey*s sentences are long, involved,
and elaborate, the thought is almost always followed easily#
On© of the methods that De Quincey uses to insure that the reader
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will follow him on even the most labyrinthine wanderings is
to be certain that the connections between the various parts
of his writings are clear. Since De Quincey's use of transitional
elements constitutes an important characteristic of his style,





Chapter Three Stylistic Mannerisms
X
Transitional Elements
De Quinceyfs usage in respect of transitional elements is
one of the distinctive features of his style. He is perhaps over-
careful to make clear the connections between the parts of his
sentences, between the sentences themselves, and between the larger
sections of his writing. He is so aware of the importance of
transitional elements that his elaboration of them can be considered
a mannerism.
The ornate connections in his works are in keeping with his
thinking, for De Quinoey has the kind of mental processes that
runs to transitions. He is acutely conscious of relationships and
qualifications. His interests lie in exactly those things: the
subtle connections, the nice distinctions, the detailed analyses of
ideas. The obvious and prosaic approach interests him slightly, if
at all. The elaborate weaving of an intricate pattern of thought and
the devious handling of a subject are much more to his liking than a
direct straightforward presentation of ideas. His interests in the
subtle and the indirect lead him to be concerned with those parts
of his prose that hold together otherwise separated ideas. It is
significant that he himself points out the importance of connections: -
KThe two capital secrets in the art of prose composition are
these: first, the philosophy of transition and connection, or
the art by vfoich one step in an evolution of thought is made
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to rise out of another? all fluent and effective composition
depends on the connections? secondly, the way in which
sentences are made to modify each other? for the most powerful
effedts in written eloquence arise out of this reverberation,
as it were, from each other in rapid succession of sentences?
and, because some limitation is necessary to the length and
complexity of sentences, in order to make this interdependency
felti hence it is that the Germans have no eloquence,"
He says much the same thing in a slightly different way in another
essay: -
"A sentence, even when insulated and viewed apart for itself,
is a subject for complex art: even so far it is capable of
multiform beauty, and liable to a iJitole nosology of malcon-
formations. But it is the relation of sentences, in what
Horaee terms their "juncture*' that" the true life of composition
resides. The mode of their nexus, the way in which one
sentence is made to arise out of another, and to prepare the
opening for a third: this is the great loom in vhieh the
textile process of the moving intellect reveals itself and
prospers. Here the separate clauses of a period become
architectural parts, aiding, relieving, supporting each other,"
In addition to his interest in subtle relationships, other
features In De Quincey's personality would help to explain his
concern over the transitional elements. We know that he was vague
in his personal life and that he always had difficulty in following
3
any sort of plan. We also know that he lacked systematic organisation in
his writings and that in those long years that he wrote for the per¬
iodicals he was so dilatoiy that he had a great deal of trouble meeting
publisher's deadlines.^ These faetors would partly account for
j. II, p. 6j>, (Autobiography) ' ''
2, X, Pp. 258-259. (Language)
3 & It, Perhaps most of these points are generally accepted. But see
Eaton, op.cit., esp, pp. 3U3-356, 510-518? Sackville Wast, op. cit.,
pp. 239^2*67, 298-337? dapp, 0£. cit., pp. 338-358. Other biographers
are also in general agreement oh these points. See also W, H.
Bonner. Be Quincey at Work, Buffalo: 1936, passim, De Quincey
himself complainsat various times of the pressure of the periodical
press, notably I, p. 6, V, pp. 305-306, and X, pp. Ih9~l50. In
addition to these works, the correspondence between De Quincey and
his publishers shows his difficulties. Cf, letters between De
Quincey and the Blackwoods (National Library of Scotland, Black-
wood's Magazine, MSS), between De Quincey and Tait (National Library
of Scotland, MB folio 1670), and between De Quincey and Hessey
(British Museum IBS, add. 37, 215.) Although some of this cocre-
spondance has been quoted by various writers, a great deal of it is
still unpublished.
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De Quincey's >iish to make precise his transitions. Writing
at the last minute Kith only a loose over-all plan in mind,
and faced Kith the difficulty of keeping together the multi¬
farious ideas that were suggested to him by almost any subject,
De Quincey wanted to be sure that the connection of one idea
to another was made clear, even though the work as a whole might
lack organisation. It was his method of being certain that a
thread of continuity was kept in an article, no matter how far
he right wander from the subject of the opening passage.
The revisions that De Quinoey made in the manuscripts dis¬
cussed on pages j6-20 of this thesis shed some light on this
aspect of his style,for changes in transitional elements are
among the most numerous. De Quincey, in going back over his work,
did not have the time, or perhaps felt it unnecessary, to make
many changes in overall organisation of his material. He did, how¬
ever, wish to make sure that the reader could follow the thought as
it passed from one idea to another. He adds phrases such as "on
2 ■s
the one hand," "for, as X have said," "let it be remembered.,1
1. The %tional Library of Scotland, Blackwood's HSSt-
Tha Revolution of Greece, Parts Tab and Three.
EedForn as Affecting the""'Habits of Private Life
1?d the Editor of' Blackwood's Magazine '
The Murder of William Coenen.
<J. Pierpout" Morgan Tobrary , Be Quincey HSSt-
On the London Magazine
Review of1 mr. Ferrier^ s Paper.
2. The Revolution of Greece, op. c'ItT
3. '&e l-fui'der"^?"William Coenen, op. cit.
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and others of like nature designed to make the connections quite
clear. Sometimes he adds longer transitional elements. One passage
originally reads *
"Understand I speak advisedly and circumspectly* I am far
from thinking myself prepared to enter into all the questions
which arise from American pretensions.
De Quineey revised the passage to read* -
"Understand I speak advisedly and circumspectly} And as the
bare name of American teems with suggestions connected with the
present subject suffer me to digress for a few moments on this
topic, I am far from thinking Byself prepared to enter into
all the questions which arise from American pretensions."
Ks made some transitional elements stronger, "It may be pertinent"
2
is revised to read "It may be more in the way of my argument.""
The process of revising transitional elements to make tire
connecting links clear is most apparent in the manuscript of The
Greek Revolution. Parts II and III. This is understandable, for
the manuscript itself and the letters to Blackwood concerning it
show that De Quincey was badly pressed for time idien he originally
3wrote the article. His revisions in the manuscript consist mostly
of tidying up various points and adding transitional elements so that
the readers of Blackwood's Magazine would have no difficulty in follow¬
ing the thou$it.
let with De Quincey the process of making more elaborate the
transitional elements was likely to bs a never-ending one. His
original manuscripts contain subtle, involved, digressive, and
1. National Library of Scotland, Blackwood* s *iagazina MSS, R&form
as affecting the Habits of Private "if®
2. mr.
3. National library of Scotland, Blackwood's MSS. De Quincey's
letters to Blackwood, February and 'March7 1$33»
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carefully-connected material, As he revised, he added more
subtle, involved, and digressive material and took yet more
pains to make his transition precis®. Further revisions would
usually become even more subtle, involved, digressive, and
transitional, until the pressure of the publisher forced De
Quincey to give up his manuscript. Beviousness, subtlety,
and dilatorinass are a mixture that does not mice for complete¬
ness, and Be Quincsy's revisions were usually never finished.
It is not then surprising that Be Quincey's transitional
elements are elaborate and full. Indeed, it might be said that
no page of his writings can be opened x-dthout the reader being
aware of the "sxplicitness of connection."'" "lords, phrases,
clauses, sentences, and paragraphs are all used, at one time or
another, as means of connection. Although such a variety makes
classification rather difficult. Be Quinoey's transitional elements
can be placed under three general headingst - (1) those xhioh in
thomselves are obviously connectivej "and," "but," "hence,"
"therefor©," "at last," "in this case," "thus," "viz," "at
any rate," and others of a similar naturej (2) those which anti-
2
expats that which is to follows "and, therefore, I will lay down
a picture of happiness," "next, however, comes a fiction so
maniacally gross, so incoherent, and so rife...," even below those
1. Kinto, og. cifc., p.
2. See John J,'*Schlieher. Prospective Sentences, University of
Wisconsin Studies in Language andTTiierature. So. 18, p. W*
Be Wincey is one the heSvieSt users of "prospective sen¬
tences" i sentences that anticipate that which is to fellow.
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deeps there opens another deep"? and (3) those which refer back
to previous elements: "here, reader, pause and look back upon the
separate reticulations, so as if possible to connect them in this
huge network of hideous extravagance," "such, amidst the sacred
security and inviolability of the office, was the hazardous tenure
of the individual." De Quincey my, of course, use any combination
of these transitional devices.
It can be seen that De Quincey's methods of securing transition
1
are not in themselves, separately considered, at all unusual.
He uses the devices common to most writers of English prose. The
distinctive quality in De Quincey1s transitional elements lies in
the great number that are used and the elaborate care with which
they are constructed.
The first sentence quoted on page 159 might be used to
illustrate the way in which De Quincey connects the various parts
of his sentences. The transitional elements are fairly numerous:
"first," "secondly," "or," "for," "and," "because," "hence,"
"in order to." But the sentence is held together also by the method
of listing, "the two capital secrets .... are these," which anti-
2
eipates the rest of the sentence} and by the repetition of various
words: "connection" is repeated and italicized} "composition" and
"sentences" are repeated, each time in a slightly different context.
Although the sentence is a farily long one, the thought moves quite
easily from idea to idea. This same continuity or thought-flow is
is found in the sentences quoted in connection with sentence unity
1, Bain. op. ,cit., Ft. I, pp. 9h~10ii, points out more specific
transitional'"devices.
2. cf. repetition for emphasis in Chapter I.
on pages 188-189 . There it will be seen that, although the
sentence on page 188 lacks unity and the sentences on pages188-9
are effectively unified., the transitional elements in all three
sentences are handled with almost an equal amount of skill.
Be Qnineey uses this same careful process in connecting sen¬
tences together. Not only by the use of transitional words but
also by anticipating what is to come and referring back to what
has already been presented, he keeps the sentences linked. The
following passage shows the process at work: •
"The idea involved in what we call manners is a very complex
one; and in some of its elements, as we may have occasion to
show farther on, it represents qualities of character (or also
of temperament) that are perfectly neutral as regards the
social expression of manners. This social expression, which is
the chief thing that men think of when describing manners as
good or bad, lies in two capital features? first of all, in
respect for others; secondly, in self-respect. Now the
English fail too often in the first, the French in the second.
There is the balance. The French have reason to take us as
models in all which regards the second; we them as regards
the first.
The term "respect for others" may seem too strong for the case.
Respect, in its graver expressions, may have no opening for
itself in casual intercourse with strangers
De Quincey takes equal pains to connect his paragraphs. He
uses quite often the technique of "end-linking": that is, the first
sentence of one paragraph is directly concerned with the last sen¬
tence of the previous paragraph, A favorite device is to use the
rhetorical question as a means of transition. To illustrate these
points and his general practice in connecting paragraphs, I have in¬
cluded here portions of a number of consecutive paragraphs taken from
Lord Carlisle on Pope, Since ray concern is with those elements that
1, XIV, p, 328. (French and English Mariners)
link the paragraphs, I have omitted most of the body of each: -
"Precisely at this point starts off what I presume to think
the great error of Lord Carlisle, He postulates, as if it
were a mere gift of inevitable instinct, what too certainly
is the,,,,gift of training,..Apparently the error is two¬
fold,* first, an oversight...but, secondly, a positive mis¬
conception of a broad character. The Oversight is probably
his own,,.| but the misconception I suspect he owes to another.
First, concerning the first. It is evidently assumed
that,,,,mechanic artists,,.are capable of appreciating Pope. I
deny itj and in this I offer them no affront.,, they can both
understand and enjoy a far greater poet, but Pope... is too
narrow, local, and casual...besides Pope, for the sake of some
momentary and farical effect, deliberately assumes the licence
of a liar...But notwithstanding, suppose the working-man might
at length be converted to Pope....You have quelled a natural
resistance, but clearly with so much loss of power to all
parties as was spent on the resistancej and with what final
gain to any party?
The answer to this lies in the second of the errors
which I have imputed to Lord Carlisle. The first error was per¬
haps no more than an undervaluation of the truth. The second...
rest on a total misconception, viz. the attribution to Pope of
some special authority as a moral teacher,.,This prejudice (was),.,
first planted by Lord Byron,...But Pope is not in any deep or
sincere sense a moral thinkerj and in his own Viaart there was a
misgiving, not to be silenced, that he was not.
Yet this is strange. Surely Lord Carlisle...might
have credit given him for power to form a right judgment on such
a question as that..,But he probably he never had any motive...
and until a man has a sincere interest in such a question, and
sets himself diligently to examine and collate the facts, he
will pretty certainly have no right to give any verdict on the
case,
What made Lord Byron undertake the patronage of Pope?
It was, as usually happened, with him, a motive of hostility to
some contemporaries. He wished to write up Pope by way of
writing down others.,.Having mentioned the poets, he comperes
them with the moralists..,,It is pretty clear that....a moralist
must begin by becoming a poet...The order of precedeney, there¬
fore, between poets and moralists as laid down by Byron is very
soon inverted by a slight effort of reflection.
But, without exacting from a man so self-willed as
Lord Byron (and at that moment in a great passion) any philo¬
sophic rigour, it may be worth while, so far as the case con¬
cerns Pope, to ponder for one moment upon this invidious com¬
parison, and to expose the fallacy which it conceals. By the
term moralist we indicate two kinds of thinkers...a clerical
moralist...and a..,,,Grecian moralist."
Here are portions of six paragraphs (condensed with some inevitable
injury to Be Quincey's thought and style). In each of them, De Quincey
1. XI, pp. 110-115. 165.
has made carefully constructed transitions. He has accomplished this
by the use of sentences at the beginning and the end of each paragraph
and by the run of the thought itself.
In much the same way, Be Quincey uses whole paragraphs to connect
larger portions of his works. The following paragraph, for example,
adds nothing substantial, but merely refers back to the previous section
(a consideration of German prose style) and indicates what will be dis¬
cussed next (the faults of Snglish^rose style)? -
"We might have made our readers merry with the picture of
German prose; but we must not linger. It is enough to say
that it offers the counterpole to the French style,. Our
own popular style, and (what is worse) the tendency of our
own, is to the German extreme. To those who read "German,
indeed, German prose, as written by the mob of authors,
presents, as offensive faults of our own,"
De Quincey often connects his digressions to the rest of
his article? -
"Here I pause for one moment to exhort the reader never to pay
any attention to his underetandinguwhen it stands in opposition
to any other faculty of his mind,"
After a page of discussion, he returns to the subject by saying? -
"But to return from this digression, Ify understanding could
furnish no reason why the knocking at the gate in Macbeth
should produce any effect, direct or reflected."3
Yet, although De Quincey's elaboration or fullness of transition
has the virtue of enabling the reader to follow him even on his most
rambling excursions, it is apparent that, in some cases, Be Quincey
takes undue pains with his connecting links. He is so careful, so
much concerned with the elaborate construction of links &3 to appear
1. X, pp. 160-161. (Style)
2, X, p. 339. (On tlie pnooking at the Gate in Macbeth)
3* ^Did, p, 390, Cf,"the' revision made on page 161 (National Lib. MS5n lieform) It is also a connection roads to introduce a digression.
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somewhat pedantic in his effort to make the transition from one
part to another. An example might be pointed out on. page l6£,
the long sentence introducing the last paragraph taken from Lord
Carlisle on Pope. De Quincey has been discussing a statement of
Byron's concerning moralists and poets and has remarked that Byron's
"order of precedency...is very soon inverted by a slight reflection."
De Quincey's own consideration of the various kinds of moralists could
then have been easily developed without being introduced by a some¬
what lengthy transitional sentence. Mot so, however; De Quincey insists
on making the connection clear. In such cases, the connection defeats
its own. purpose. Instead of forwarding the discussion, by carrying the
thought over to the next sentence, it slows it down by the unnecessary-
addition of an otiose sentence, De Quincey has made the transition so
clear and so apparent as to impede the progress instead of aiding it.
This over-elaboration of transition is perhaps most obvious in De Quincey's
works of narration. For example, in The Revolt of the Tartars, after
Zebek's inflammatory speech inciting the Tartars to action, De Quincey
begins the next paragraph as follows i ~
"Having thus sufficiently aroused the angry passions of his
vast audience, and having alarmed their fears by this pre¬
tended scheme against their first-bora (an artifice which was
indispensable to his purpose, because it met beforehand every
form of amendment to his proposal coming from the more
moderate noble, who would not otherwise have failed to insist
upon trying the effect of bold addresses to the Empress before
resorting to any desperate extremity), Zebek-Dorchi opened his
scheme of revolt, and, if so, of instant revolt; since any prep¬
arations reported at St. Petersburg would be a signal for the
armies of Russia to cross into such positions from all parts of
Asia as would effectually intercept their march."
1. VII, p. 335. (The Revolt of the Tartars)
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This long and involved sentence, carefully summarizing the main ideas
of the previous paragraph and adding qualifications is an iapodiment at
a point where a narrative of action is to be expected. It is the use
of such elaborate connections at inappropriate places in his writings




Inversions appear so frequently in De Quincey's writings that
his use of them must also be considered a mannerism. He usually de-
1
parts from the normal order of the elements in a sentence for the
sake of emphasis, although he may use inversion for the purpose of
transition or to make a passage more rhythmical,
De Quincqy uses a variety of inversions. His practice shows
frequently a common enough reversal of the order of the subject-
verb-complement : -
"Wonderful is the effect upon soldiers of such enduring and
separate remembrance,
"Fishy were his eyesj torpedinoue was his manner,,,"^
"Trivial, meantime, as regarded any permanent consequences,
would have been this casual inroad upon ity patrimony,"**
In a sentence containing an intransitive verb, he may invert
the verb and its qualifylag elements; »
"Precisely in this year commenced the Grecian Revolution,"^
1, I have taken the normal order of words (or phrases and clauses
used as single words) in a sentence to be subject-verb-object, or
complement, with subordinate elements being placed near the word
or words to which they refer. Introductory adverbial clauses and
verbid phrases, if their reference is clear, I have not considered
to be inverted, Cf, Bain, og, pit,, Pt, I, pp, l-l8j Herbert J, C,
Grierson, Rhetoric and English ffompoaition, Edinburgh: n.d.
pp, 93-111*V H, W, and If, 0, Fowler, The King's English, (third ed.)
Oxford: 1936, pp* 189-203} and A Dictionary of Modern'English Usage,
op, cit., pp, 285-292} Robert Graves and Alan Hodge',' Ihe Reader
over~your Shoulder, London: 191:3» pp* 171-17L, esp, p, 17iu
2, VI7"pp73l7-3iB. (The Caesars)
3, V, p. 196, (Coleridge and Opium-Eating)
L. Ill* p* 320* (fhe Confessions of an English Opium-Eater)
5. VII, p. 293. (Tg Oreek feevolutloTT
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This pattern of modifiers-verb-subject is used frequently by De
Quincey, The modifying elements may be of varying length: -
"Obliquely to the left lay the many-languaged town of ,
Liverpoolj obliquely to the right, the multitudinous sea."
"Oftentimes, in the very praises given to any object, whether
thing or person, is involved virtually a dispraise."*
"Upon me, as upon others scattered thinly by tens and twenties
over every thousand years, fell too powerfully and too early
the vision of life."3
De Quincey also follows a common practice in inverting adjective-
noun combinations. He does not place an adjective clause out of order
very often, although he may shift the position of single adjectives and
adjectival phrases, especially participial ones: -
"truth celestial mixed with human falsehoods..."^
t.
"...she is an engaging child, - loving, natural and wild.,,"
"It is a Bible exquisitely illuminated.,.."^
"This letter is a beautiful record, wisely and pathetically
composed."'
O
"...with arching foot, with eyes upraised..."
"fragment of music too passionate...
But De Quincey is apt to move almost any element from its normal
position in the sentence. Almost always, he will shift the element
towards the beginning of the sentence. Sometimes this change is
made to create a special effect as in the following passage in which
the inversion emphasises movement: -
"faster than ever mil-race we ran past them in our
inexorable flight."10
1# III, p. 395. (She Confessions of an -English Opium-Eater)
2. XIV, p. 305. (Memorial Chronology!""*
3. XIII, p. 350. (Suspiria de Profuiidis)
It. Ibid, p. 3h9»
5, Xbicl, p. 358. 8* XIII, p. 318, (Dream Fugue)
6. fb'xd, p. 255 9. Ibid, p. 319.
Ibid. 10. HIT, p. 316. (Dream Fugue)
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Ia soto cases it is the combination of a desire for emphasis and
a need for connection that motivates the inversom -
1
"On this consideration, these great men acted."
"Of all public men that stand confessedly in the first
rank as to splendour of intellect, Burke was the least
popular at the tiro when our blind friend Schlosser assumes
him to have run off with the lion's share of popularity."
Very often Be Quincey places single adverbs at the beginning of
a sentence. Here, once more, the inversion may be used not only
for emphasis but also for connection: -
"Slowly the pinnace nears us, gaily she hails ua, and silently
she disappears beneath the shadow of our mighty bows."3
"Eventually, but after what lapse of time nobody ever knew,
she was saved from death by a farmer.,,"**
Be Quincey is especially apt to use the adverb "suddenly" in this
manner. The word used thus appears in a variety of passages: -
"Suddenly a great convulsion involves all in one common main,
this man only excepted."^
"Suddenly, however, a dull sound arose within a quarter of
a mile from the city gate.'i'
"Suddenly, from thoughts like these, I was awakened to a
sullen sound.,,." '
2.
¥11, p. 133* (The Esaenes) "link inversion" Fowler. Modem
English Usage,. op. eit.7"P. 286,
XX, p. )j0» (ScKlossexMh Literary History) "signpost inversion",
Fowler, Ibid.
3. XIII, p.~50. (Dream Fugue)
h. XIII, p. 3k7. (5Si£IrIade Profundis)
5. VII, p. 332. (The Sssehes)
6. XII, p. 5>6. (Klosterheim)
7. XIII, p. 319. (Dream Fugue)
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One of the most common kinds of inversion used by De
Qulncey is the placing out of order the object of a verbid
or of a finite verb* -
"Feelings such as these I had the courage to expressj a
personal compliment or so, I might now and then hear."
"One painful_fact I will state, in taking leave of this
subject...."2
"What they showed us, that, in commercial phrase, we carried
to their account j what Way gave, for that, we credited them."-3
"Him now - this Parr - there was no conceivable motive for
enduring,,.."**
Especially does he place the complement out of order in impersonal
constructions x -
"Wordsworth it was, then living at Allan Bank in Grasraere,
who had introduced me to John Wilson."-*
"For, by accident, I it was that spoke first.,
"Three sisters they are, of one Hystericus household.
"True it was that they had yet reached only the half-way
house."®
In the next example, it is difficult to say ah ether De Quincey in¬
verted the object of the sentence to emphasize it by placing it at the
beginning, or if he had. in mind the rhythm of the passage* -
"Domicile he had not round whose hearth his affections might
gatherj rest he had not for the sole of his burning foot,"
De Quineey may also invert part of the verb itself. Although this
kind of inversion is found in various places throughout his works,
II, p. 135» (Literary Reminiscences)
I, p. 2i*7* (First Irish Rebellion)
XI?, p. 35>2. (ffiie Chinese Questionin 185?)
II, p. 208. (literary Reminiscences!
V, p. 308. (Sir William Hamilton) "
IH, p. 307. (The Confessions of an English Opium-Eater)
XIII, p. 365, (Suspiria de Profondls)
VII, p. i|02. (ftie Revolt~oi' the Tartars)
XI, p. (flilfillan' s Literaiy Portraits: Haalitt)
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it appears most frequently in his "impassioned prose," The
rhythmical possibilities of the construction are probably partly
responsible for its more extensive use in that kind of writing! -
"Murmur she may, but it is in her sleep. Whisper she
may, but it is to herself in the twilight. Mutter she
does at times, but it is in solitary places that are
desolate as she is desolate, in ruined cities, and when
the sun had gone down at rest."3-
In addition to those given, De Quineey often uses interrogative,
imperative, and exclamatory inversions. But these kinds of inversions
differ from those already discussed in that they are as much con¬
cerned with the effect of the thole sentence as with elements within
the sentence. The inversion perhaps may be said to be "performed for
its own significance"^ to indicate the kind of sentence, and the entire
sentence, its interrogative, imperative, or exclamatory nature shown
by the inversion, is then used as a rhetorical device for emphasis,
rhythm, and transition.
The interrogation, the first of these rather special kinds of
inversions that I shall consider, is used extensively by De Quineey.
He is inordinately fond of the emphatic effect of the rhetorical
question. His use of this device is distinctive in (a) the frequency
with which he uses it, and (b) the great number that he may use at
any one time. The order of the elements in the sentence is usually the
customary one for interrogations, although De Quincey sometimes uses
other kinds of inversions in his questions and, indeed, may have
1, XIII, p, 366, (Suspiria de Profundus)
2, Fowler, Modern English t'sage, op, cfti«, p, 286,
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inversions within inversions , or inversions of inversions* «
He may put his questions in the common interrogative order? -
"Why is it that we speak with mixed astonishment and disgust*.,
of the mania which possessed the two leaders of civilization?" 1
"Can this definition be sustained?"^
"The Latin, for instance, did not present the spiritual words
Which suck a translation demanded; and how should it, when the
corresponding ideas had no existence amongst the Romans?"3
"What civil forces xzsre gradually evolving?"^
"And who of the innumerable interpreters understands the
twelve hundred and sixty days of Daniel...to mean periods
of twenty-four hours?"h
He may use an elliptical question? *
"...he declares that he will indemnify himself by seizing a
female captive from the tents of Achilles. Why of Achilles
more than of any other man?"
"In what way did Dr. Johnson expect that his patriotism
should be expressed? As a soldier?"'
He may use other kinds of inversion in his interrogations? -
"Take away, then, the two forces of Ambition and Avarice -
what remains even to the male sex as a capital and overruling
influence in life, except the much nobler force of love?"°
9
"In this dilemma, how did he proceed? DM he abjure Whiggtsm?"
"Disease - was that separable from man? He that worked through
that ally - could he ever need to shrink or to cower before his
enemies in the gate?"10
1. IX, p* U2li«
2. IX, p. 228.
3. vm, p, 277
k. IX, p. 329*
$• viii, p. la.
6. VI, P. 81.
7* IV, p. 89.
8. XIV, p. 371*
9. IX, p. 3U9.
10. VIII, p, 203,
(California and the Gold-Digging Mania)
/■Ifgi in "I 0 U"W" ■■■■■■Mil" H*p I Will
(The Dbgicof Political Economy)
(ftroteslantlsra)
; Toryism. 'Whiggism. and Radicalism)
"fee Bible and Science)
. loiaer anci tke Horeridaa)
(Life of Mlton)
(On Novels)
(Wrylsm,' Whiggisra, and Radicalism)
(<fadas Iscarjot)
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B© Qaineey's most obvious use of the imperative inversion
is for emphasis: -
"Behold a lawn islanded with thicketsJ"^
"HughI whisper whilst we talk of herl"^
"Looki now that she is relieved from the weight of an
unconfidential presence, she has sat for two hours with
her head buried in her hands**3
De Quineoy often uses a kind of "imaginary imperative"^ in which
the request or coimaand idea of the imperative is weak or almost
lacking. He mates use of this form to indicate a slight degree of
emphasis or to mate a connection: -
"Figure to yourself, reader, the elements of the caaej suffer
me to recall before your mind the circumstances..."5
"Let it be kept in mind that...the House of Commons....will
be much weaker than formerly..,"0
"Let us begin at the beginning, - and that, as everybody
knows, is Homer,"?
"But stay. What reason is there for taking up this subject...?"®
Almost all of Be Quincey's imperative sentences are aimed at the
reader. However, he may direct a request or a command occasionally to
someone else. For instance, in the well-known passage in the Confessions
he requests an imaginary artist to describe the interior of Dove Cottages -
"Paint me, then, a room seventeen feet by twelve, and not more than
seven and a-half feet high,,.make it populous with booksj and
furthermore, paint me a good fire..."?
1. XIII, p. 3*>7. (Suspiria de Profundis)
2. Ibid., p. 367.
3. fidd., p. 36Iu
h. Jesperoen, op. cit., p. 315.
5. XIII, p. 3l7T (The Vision of Sudden Death)
6* Approaching Revolution, op,,ext., p. 537.
7. X> P» 2^6. (A Brief""Appraisal of the Greek Literature)
8. V, p. 386. (Joan of Are)
9. Ill, p. h09, (ffie Confessions of an English Opium-Bater)
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He also uses the imperative inversion to good effect in the Vision
of Sudden Deatht -
"Hurry, then, hurryi for the flying moments - they hurry. Oh,
hurry, hurry, my brave young raanj for the cruel hoofs of our
horses - they also hurryi"^
He sometimes uses an imperative sentence in an apostrophe, especially
in his assays of impassioned preset -
"Cloud, that hast revealed to us*this young creature and her
blighted hopes, close up againj"
In connection with the preceding passage, I should call attention to
what seems to me the most skillful and effective, although exceptional,
use of the imperative inversion in De Quincey's writings, the commands
given by "Madonna" in Suapirla de Profundis; -
",, ,Do thou take him now to thy heart, and season him for our
dreadful sister, tod thou' - turning to the Mater Tenebraram,
she said, - 'wicked sister, that temptest and hatest, do thou
take him for her. See that thy sceptre lie heavy on his head.
Suffer not woman and her tenderness to sit near him in his
darkness. Banish the frailties of hop©} wither the relenting
of lovej scorch the fountains of tears} curse him as only
thou canst curse,,,1 "
De Quincey is addicted to using a great many exclamatory ex¬
pressions. His methods of presenting such expressions vary consid¬
erably and include devices other than inversion. Especially to be
noted is his dependence upon that purely artificial device for showing
emphasis, the exclamation mark. The overuse of exclamations,
particularly those somewhat arbitrarily labelled so by a mark of
punctuation, causes the emphatic intention of these expressions to be
weakened and sometimes to fail altogether.
Some of his exclamatory expressions are not inverted* -
1, XIII, p, 316, (The Vision of Sudden Death)
2, Xin, p, 357, (£u3piriir5B""Projfandis)
3, Ibid., pp. 368-369.
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"He actually describes Addison, on the whole, as a
♦dull prosaist,1 and the patron of pedantryl"-*"
He uses a great many interjectionst -
7
"bo| as I looked back for seventy leagues....""
"Heavens I when I look back to the sufferings which I
have witnessed..,""*
"WhatI shall Home combine -with Jerusalem?"^
He uses what mt^t b© called an exclamatory vocatives -
d
"Oh, rsaderl these are gross falsehoods."-^
"What else than a natural and mighty palimpsest is the
human brain? Such a palimpsest is vy brain; such a.
palimpsest, oh. reader! is yours."®
He may use elliptical expressions of various lengthst -
"Mo check now from the great philosophers and masculine
•thinkers of past ages, whose weighty sense has so often
been called, upon in Partliament to rebuke the rash spirit
of changeI "1
"What a contrast to our royal simplicity of for® and colour
iix this plebeian wretch I"®
"Addison, the man of all that over lived most hostile even
to what was good in pedantry, to its tendencies towards the
profound in erudition, to its minute precision and the non-
popular - Addison, the champion of all that is easy, natural,
superficial., * Addison a pedant, and a patron of psdantpyi"9
He also makes use of exclamatory inversions. He say introduce these
by "how" or "what" or allow the inversion itself to indicate the
exclamations -
"How bestial and degrading at this day seem many of Hie
1. XI, p. 29, (Schlosser's literary History of the Eighteenth Century)
2. XIII, p. 326. (Praam Puimol
3. XIII, p, 3f>l. (^uapiria "de Prcfundis)
h. HI, p. 137. (The Ssgehes)
Z. VIII, p. 339. (Casuistry)
6, XIII, p. 316. (Susplria de Profundus)
7, Mational Library of Scotland, Blackwood's Magazine MSS (Reform as
Affecting the Habits of Private Life)
8. mrrrrzmz — ~(qs^3i*Maii coach)
9. XI, p. 29. (Schlosser'a""literary HisrEoiy of the Eighteenth Century)
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scenes in Smollett I How coarse are the ideals of Fielding I
- his odious Squire Western, bis odious Tom Jonesi"
"How much more nobly did the Roman scholars behave - Cicero,
Varro, & e, - 'iio, under every oppression of Greek models,
still laboured to cultivate and adorn their own mother tonguel"'
"Under this steady though rapid anticipation of the evil which
might be gathering ahead, ahl what a sullen mystery of fear, what
a sigh of vfos, was thai vhich stole upon the air, as again the
far-off sound of a wheel was heardJ"^
«0, deep is the ploughing of earthquake1',.*0, deep is the
ploughing of griefI
Be Qnincsy uses inversions throughout his entire writings. The
use of this device is so frequent that it must be concluded that this
mannerism is a highly characteristic feature of his stylet one that he
used as a natural raoda of expression in the composition of his works*
Since inversions are especially appropriate to impassioned prose,
De Quineey uses the device most often in this kind of writing. For .
example, the Dream Fugue and The Vision of Sudden Death%ave a great
number of inverted elements. Moreover, the manuscripts of these two
t-jorks show that Be Quincey's sentences as first set down contained a
large number of inverted elements, and that his revisions actually in¬
creased the number somewhat. Apparently, Be Quineey in composing these
two works employed a device that he habitually used and that he found
especially suitable for highly emotion writings. Since the revisions
added to the number of inversions he was to some extent consciously
making use of the device. The other, less emotional works in manuscript
seem to substantiate these points, for, although inversions are to be
found, they are less frequent and little attempt is made to recast
sentences or parts of sentences in an inverted form*
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Soma of the Inversions that De Quincey originally used in
the Dream Fugue are as follows} -
"...with arching foot, with eyes upraised..."
"..with a sound from distant waters as of malicious loud
laughter, all was hidden in driving showers."
"In panic she fled and often she looked back to some dread¬
ful danger in the rear..."
"..♦.over these also the cruel quicksands closed."
"...too full of pathos they were, too full of almighty joy.."
"These tidings it was our great office to carry...."
"Headlong was our pace..."
"Leagues past counting we had traversed in the cathedral,."
"Of their ©haunting was no endj of our headlong gallop was
no remission."
The list is only representative, X do not think it necessary
to include all the inversions in the Dream Fugue since they are very
numerous and can be seen on pages 68-80 where the whole article is
given,
I found no revisions that changed the inverted order to the
uninverted. However, De Quincey made four revisions that changed the
normal sentence order to the inverted} -
"She will founder in seventy "In seventy seconds she will founder,
seconds."
"Mighty mists sate upon its "Upon its surface sate mighty
surface." mists."
"I followed her with ny eye "By si^it I followed her."
by sight."
"the dying lamps." "the lamps, dying or sickening."
1, "In thirty seconds you'll founder" De Quincey remarks to his friend.
(Sortilege and Astrology. XIII, p. 257). The friend was attempting
to "dip for manuscripts" in De Quincey*s bath-tub since De Quincey
used that receptacle as a place in which to pile unsorted papers.
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When De Quineey revised the Dream Fugue for the Author's
Edition, he made three additional inversions. Two of these revisions
consisted of shifting the position of the adverb "suddenly" : -
"But the tears and funeral bells
were hushed suddenly by a shout,"
"There within that crimson radi¬
ance, suddenly appeared a female
head, and then a female figure,"
"It was the child - now grown to
a woman's height,"
"But suddenly the tears and funeral
bells were hushed by a shout,"
"There suddenly, within that crimson
radiance, rose the apparition of a
woman's head, and then of a woman's
figure,"
"The child it was - grown up to
woman's height,"
The same kind of process is seen in The Vision cf Sudden Death,
The following is a representative group'*" taken from the original
manuscript* »
"All this, and if the separate links of the anticipation had
been a thousand times more, I saw * not discursively - but by
one flash of intuition,"
"Upon the other party rests the action; but upon us, and woe is
met that us was xayself, rests the responsibility of warning."
"Strange it is and might to a mere auditor seem laughable, that
I should need a suggestion from the Iliad to prompt the sole
recourse that remained."
"Bat craven he was not; sudden had been the call upon him;
and sudden was the answer to the call,"
"Fast are the flying moments, faster are the hoofs of the horses."
"That knew the young man too certainly,"
In the manuscript, De Quineey made two revisions for the purpose of
inverting elements* »
"His baek was turned to us; But his
ear had been already instructed by
the dreadful rattle of our harness,
-that all was finished as regarded
any further effort of his,"
"His back was now turned to vis; not
by sight could he any longer commun¬
icate with the peril; but by the
dreadful rattle of our harness too
truly had his ear been instructed
that all was finished as regarded any
further effort of his."
1. pp. 84-92 .
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"But his was the steadiness of "But his was the steadiness of agitation
frozen agitation." frozen into rest by horror,"
He made three additional inversions when he revised the article for
the Author's Edition? -
"I see nobody at this hour and "I 3®e nobody at an hour and on a road
on this solitaiy road likely to so solitary likely to over-hear your
over-hear your conversation.* conversation."
"Our bulk and impetus charmed us "Us, our bulk and impetus charmed
against peril in any collision"^ against peril in any collision,"
"We ran past them faster than ever "Paster than ever mill-race we ran past
mill-race in our inexorable flight," them in our inexorable flight,"
Be Quincey could be justly accused of making unnecessary inversions.
Apparently the habit was so strong that he could not avoid indulging it.
Many of his inversions certainly seem to accomplish very little. One
wonders, for instance, why De Quincey used inversion in the following sen¬
tence since emphasis, cadence, and transition do not require iti -
"In the year l8lit it was that I became acquainted with Sir William
Hamilton, the present Professor of Logic in the University of
Edinburgh,"***
Sometimes the obvious desire to make a connection clear and, at the same
time, to emphasize a certain part of a sentence leads De Quincey into
an awkward construction. The second sentence in the following passage
must have been the result of these two factors? -
"I was then in Edinburgh for the first time, on a visit
to Mrs, Wilson, the mother of Professor Wilson, Him, who
at that time neither was a professor, nor dreamed of
boeoming one (his intension being to pursue his profession
of advocate at the Scottish bar), I had known for a little
more than five years, Wordsworth it was, then living at «
Allan Bank in Grasmere, who had introduced me to John Wilson..."
A succession of such inverted sentences may appear unnatural and
affected, for what might be termed the stilted effect of too-many
1. V, p, 3GS, (Sir William Hamilton)
2. ?, p, 308. (Sir Hilliam Hamilton)
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inversions is most awkward in those articles that should
proceed in a direct and straightforward manner. The device
of inversion that is so highly successful in the ornate prose-
poetry is unsuccessful when used extensively in works of a
different nature.
The heavy use of inverted elements nay be attributed, in
part, to what Blight be called a kind of femininity in De Quincey.
His too-frequent inversions are in keeping with several allied
characteristics: the many exclamation marks, the concern with
iidnute and sometimes unimportant points, the "italics of old-
1
raaidish emphasis," the elaborate, thin-spun transitions, the
nervous asides, and an argumentativeness which sometimes becomes
petulance. AH of these are stylistic traits which reduce the
vigour and force of De Quincey's writings.




Be Qulncey's handling of unity is the third of these rather
special characteristics that I shall discuss. The failure to observe
unity on many occasions is so marked a feature of his writings that
it too must be considered a mannerism.
Many times, De Quincey violates unity by being digressive. His
works are the product of a mind perhaps too inclusive. "D© Quincey
says Mr. Sackville West, "had probably read too much - almost as bad
a mistake, in its paralysing way, as under-reading; then, his memory
was too good, plucking continually at his sleeve to notice some detail,
son© aspect not yet recorded - and yet again some further detail or
aspect - until all relation to the matter in hand was lost in mists of
digression." This particular characteristic, as I have shown, is
exhibited in his use of words and phrases; it is no less apparent in
his sentences, paragraphs, and longer units.
A word of caution might be said about B© Quincey*s digressiveness.
While it is undoubtedly true that Be Quincey is often elaborate and
diffuse and includes all sorts of extraneous matter in his writings,
at his best, he shows an admirable balance between subject-matter and
presentation. Those passages in which Be Quincey reaches his best
are those in thich the thought and the form are directly suited to each
other; those passages, by the fusion of all their diverse elements,
do not give to the reader an impression of digressiveness or multi¬
fariousness.
It should be noted, however, that Be Quincey attains those peaks
when his subject-matter by reason of its own vagueness and shifting
iridescence is specially suited to his mind and its motions. The
1. Sackville West, 0£. cit., p. 2li3.
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material does not require clear and direct prose, and would indeed,
be weakened by too straightforward a presentation* The Confessions,
The English Mail Coach* and the Suspiria de Profundis arise spontaneously
from D© Quincey*s psychological complications; and consequently their
intricate, involuted wanderings do not seem unnatural, but appropriate.
It should be added that in his heightened moments, De Quincey is less
apt to stray from his subject. The mood keeps him more to the point
and admits little or nothing that disrupts the effect.
Tet, it must b© admitted that a close analysis of even his most
exalted passages does reveal the liability to digress. At all times,
De Quincey has a richly multifarious mind which supplies all kinds
of buttressing and confirmatory or reinforcing material. When he has
sufficient momentum or mood or purpose, the enrichment contributes to the
?/riting without holding up the progress. But when the raood or purpose is
less urgent, the argument and the enrichment compete for his attention; and
often it is the enrichment that vrins, at least until he remembers him¬
self. Hence, the tendency in De Quincey to divagate is ever-present.
Sentence Unity and Disunity
De Quincey violates sentence unity in a variety of ways. In the
first place, he brings in extraneous material within the sentence
itself: material that breaks the continuity of thought is added be
cause a word or phrase recalls other things to his mind: -
"Meantime, however much my personal feelings had altered
gradually towards Wordsworth, - and more, I think, in
connexion with his pride than through any or all other
causes acting Jointly (insomuch that I used to say, Never
describe Wordsworth as equal in pride to Lucifer; no; but
if you have the occasion to write a life of Lucifer, set
down that by possibility, in respect to pride, he might
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be sorn type of Wordsworth), » still, I say, my intellectual
homage to Wordsworth had not been shaken,
"The library of Pope's father was composed exclusively of
polemical divinity,-a proof, by the way, that he was not a
blind convert to the Roman Catholic faith, or, if he was so
originally, had reviewed the grounds of it, and adhered to
it after strenuous study. In this dearth of books at his
own home, and until he was able to influence his father in
birring more extensively, Pope was benefited by the loans of
friends,♦,"*
Many of his shorter digressions are simply brief asides that
interrup the flow of thought only slightly* »
",,,.free hours would have killed the tranquillity of the
whole day, by sowing it (so to speak) with intermitting anxietie
though, by the way, Jersey has always been engaged in this
branch of exportation, and rarely, 1 am told, fails to Prun" a
cargo of rogues upon our shore once or so in a season,"1*
"There were, at that moment when Bentlay spoke, something more
(as I recollect) than ten thousand varieties of reading in the
text of the Hew Testament,,,,"-'
One of the most frequent causes of interruption is the persistant use
of the vocativei -
"How then, reader, you have arrived at that station from
which you overlook the thole of Greek Literature.,,,"®
"But then recollect, reader, precisely the Christian truths
which stood behind the exoteric doctrines of the Sssenos..."'
His nice sense of words make® him stop to present a definition, an
alternate reading, or an extension of the meaningt -
"....all that morning freshness of animal spirits which,
under ordinary circumstances, consumes, as it were, and
swallows up the interval between one's self and the distant
1, III, pp. 203-201. 'rom Wordsworth)
2, TP, p. 2ji®,
3. V, p. 228,
1. VIII, p. 286.
VHI, p. 271.
6. X, p. 218,
7. VII, p. 129.
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object (consumes, that is, in the same sense as Virgil
describes a high-blooded horse, on the fret for starting,
as traversing the ground with his eve. and devouring the
distance in fancy before it is approached}j. «.."
"One bound..«.landed the docile creature's fore-feet upon
the crown or arching centre of the road."^
"The pure racy idiora of colloquial or household English,
we have insisted, must be looked for in the circles of well-
educated women not too closely connected with books,
"The,re is a strong idea expressed by the Latin word inconditus,
disoraniaed, or rather unorganized.**
"For, be it remembered, after all, that any provisional
adjudication - one growing out of the fashion or taste of
a single era - ^could not, at any rate, be binding for a
different era."'*
"It would seem, therefore, that the three central forces of
health - viz., motion, rest, and temperance (or, by a more
adequate expression, adaptation to tne organ) - are, in a
certain grosg way, taught to every man by his personal
experience."
He may break the strict unity of a sentence to insert a qualification* -
"First, that under the same law (whatever that law rasy be)
which makes (or is generally thought to make) suicide a
crime must the neglect of health be a crime."7
Mary of his sentences digress for the same reason that his paragraphs
and longer works slip away from the subject* one idea suggests a
second, that a third, and so on until De Quineey has constructed an
elaborate, highly complicated structure containing a series of loosely
connected thoughts. This linking of associated ideas is shown in
1, III, p. 72. (Recollections of Charles Lamb)
2, XIII, p. 3l6, (The Engl'lsh' fell Coach)'
3, X, p. Ili9. (Style)
Ibid> P. 1*U.
5. X, p. 288. (A Brief Appraisal of Greek Literature in its
Toramost Pretensiona)
6. VIII, p. 352. (Casuistry)
7. Ibid, p. 352.
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the following sentence. The starting point is Be Quineey's dis¬
cussion of his brothers letters: -
"Thinking of them, and their extraordinary merit, I have
often been led to believe that every post-town (and many
times in the course of a month) carries out numbers of
beautifully written letters, and more from women than
from men; not that men are to be supposed to be less cap¬
able of writing good letters; and, in fact, amongst all
the celebrated latter-writers of the past or present times,
a large over-balance happens to have been men; but that
more frequently women write from their hearp&j and the
very same cause operates to make female letters good, which
operated at one period to make the diction of Roman ladies
more pure than that of orators or professional cultivators
of the Roman language - and which, at another period, in
the Bysantine Court, operated to preserve the purity of the
mother idiom within the nurseries and the female drawing
rooms of the palace, whilst it was corrupted in the forensic
standards and the acadtei^ic - in the standaitisof the pulpit
and the throne,"-** '
De Qulncey may use any combination of these interrupting devices,
if I may so term them; indeed, when he is most discursive, he is
capable of using them all in the same sentence. It should also be
mentioned that De Quincey makes use of his digressive technique
quite often in a spirit of facetiousness: -
"There was, reader, as perhaps you know, about six-score
years ago, another Phil,, not the same as this Phil, now
before us (who could be quite vexed, if you fancied him
as old as all that comes to - oh dear, noI he's not near
as old) : well, that earlier Hill, was Bentlsy, #10 wrote
(under the name of Phileleutherus Lipsiensis) a pamphlet
connected with this Very subject, partly against an
English infidel of that day."2
Even in those sentences that are not obviously digressive, De
Quincey makes use of a wealth of material packed into an inordinate
1, I, pp, 309-310. ($|r Brother Pink)
2. VIII, p, 270. (Protestanttg^T
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number of clauses and phrases. His sentences frequently appear
crowded and the thought obscure to the inexperienced reader who is
apt to lose his way amidst the wanderings of Da Quincey's mind.
Such sentences lack unity^" because of their diffuseness. Excessive
wordiness rather than digression is the reason that the following
passage appears to be cloggeds -
.between a House which consigned the whole question of
Reform, and its supporters, in common with petty larceny
and its admirers, to the consideration of Bow Street, and
that same House cherishing this cause as its peculiar and
darling trust - the interval cannot be thought narrower
than between that point which its has now reached, when all
the lines of difference have confessedly vanished that could
distinguish his Majesty's ministers from what were once
called Radicals, and that point at which the abolition of
the otter House, or of the throne, will be discussed with
temper and seriousness,1,2
let, it is proof of De Quincey's skill as a writer and of his
adroitness in handling ideas that so many of his long sentences are
marvellously effective; and, complicated and elaborate as they may¬
be, "weave themselves round the mind of the reader until they seem
to assume its very shape.
"Through the next hour, during which the gentle morning
breeze had a little freshened, the dusty vapour had developed
itself far and wide into the appearance of huge aerial
draperies, hanging in mighty volumes from the sky to the
earth; and at particular points, where the eddies of the
breeze acted upon the pendulous skirts of these aerial
curtains, rents were perceived, sometimes taking the form of
regular arches, portals, and windows, through which began
dimly to gleam the heads of camels "indorsed" with human
beings - and at intervals the moving of men and horses in
tumultous array - and then through other openings or vistas
at far distant points the flashing of polished arras.
1. ef. pages 151 1151 .
2. On the Approaching Revolution of Great Britain, Blackwood's Magazine,
(kgiist, lBji, RarF TTr~p732FT
3. Sackville West. op. eit., p. 333.
It. Vii, p, itlX. (THe Revolt of the Tartars)
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In the following even longer sentence, which is a summing up
of Wordsworth's prosperity, De Quincey does not lose the continuity
of thoughts -
"And it must,rejoice every man who joins in the public homage
now rendered*® his powers (and what man is to be found that,
more or lesh, does not?) to hear, with respect to one so
lavishly endowed by nature, that he has not been neglected by
fortune; that he has never had the finer edge of his sensi¬
bilities dulled by the sad anxieties, the degrading fears,
the miserable dependencies of debt; that he has been blessed
with competency even when poorest; has had hope and. cheerful
prospects in reversion through every stage of his life; that
at all times he has been liberated from reasonable anxieties
about the final interests of his children; that at all times /
he has been blamed with leisure, the very amplest that every SI
man enjoyed, for intellectual pursuits the most dell^itful;
yes, that, even as regards those delicate and coy pursuits,
he has possessed, in combination, all the conditions for their
most perfect culture - the leisure, the ease, the solitude, the
society, the domestic peace, the local scenery - Paradise for
his eye, in Miltonic beauty, lying outside his windows,
Paradise for his heart, in the perpetual happiness of his own
fireside; and, finally, when increasing years rai$it be supposed
to demand something more of modern luxuries, and expanding
intercourse with society something more of refined elegancies,
that his means, still keeping pace in almost arithmetical ratio
with his wants, had shed the jgraces of art upon the failing
powers of nature, had stripped infirmity of discomfort, and
(so far a3 the necessities of things will allow) had placed the
final stages of life, by plaudits reverberated from senates,
benedictions wherever his poems have penetrated, honour, troops
of friends - in short, by all that miraculous prosperity can do
to evade the primal decrees of nature, had placed the final
stages upon a level with the first*"*
This is a truly remarkable sentence. I t shows De Quineey's sureness
of touch, his coherent, logical linking of ideas, and takes the
reader slowly, but inevitably, from the introductory words to the
conclusion#
1, II, p# 292. (The Lake Poets; William Wordsworth)
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Paragraph. Unity and Disunity
■ " l— ■ "■ ————Si—aw—^ WMMM«M«MXtNHk I m I —■■■ in II I I nlftm
Be Qulncey'a paragraphs often follow the pattern of his
sentences in their lack of unity. He frequently adds unnecessary
material to his paragraphs. In the following passage, the linguistic
o.bility of Sir William Hamilton brings to De Quineey's mind the
names of other linguists upon whom he must stop to comment; -
"...Other whisperers there were, who would hare persuaded
me that Sir William was simply a great linguist. Since the
time when I first came to know him, Europe has had several
monsters of that class, and amongst others, Cardinal Mezzo-
fanti, Perhaps the cardinal was, on the whole, the greatest
of his order. He knew, I believe { so as to speak familiarly),
thirty-four languages} whereas a Scandinavian clergyman
(Swedish or Norse), who has died since the cardinal, and was
reputed to have mastered fifty-six, probably only read them.
But what ultimate value attached to this hyperbolical question?
If one wrote an epitaph for his eminence, one might be tempted
into saying, "Here lies a man that, in the act of dying,
committed a robbery, absconding from his poor fellow-creatures
with a valuable polygot dictionary." Assuredly, any man who
puts his treasures into a form which must perish in company with
himself is no profound benefactor to his species. Not thus did
Sir William proceed..,." 3.
De Quincey wanders even farther afield by adding a footnote which
discusses the reasons that lad Meszofanti to learn so many languages; -
"However, if this camel-load of languages tended to no
useful result, it ought in justice to be mentioned that
at least it originated in a very useful effort of benignity.
One terminus lay in the useful, if the other terminus
evaporated in smoke. The army of Napoleon was a polygot
army to a greater extent than is generally known; and, In
V. pp. 513-514. " f Sir William Hamilton!
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attending the military hospital-beds at Mian, for the
purpose of offering spiritual consolations, the pious
monk Mezzofanti is reported to have found three-and-
twenty languages indispensable. These being wanted
for the necessities of conversation, it happened naturally
that they were learned radically, H© that talks a language
cannot deceive himself."1
Be Quincey's awareness of all aspects of a question weaken
the unity of many of his paragraphs in that he feels it necessary
to explain in detail a particular point he is discussing. The
following paragraph is representatixrs, but even longer instances
of his precise explanations are not infrequent: -
"This case is remarkable. From the stationary character
of all things in the East, there was a probability before¬
hand that several nations - as in particular, four that we
will mention: the Greeks, the Egyptians, the Persians,
the Affghans - should have presented the same purity of
descent, untainted by alien blood, which we find in the
children of Ishraael, and the children of his half-brother,
the patriarch Isaac. let, in that case, where would have
been the miraculous unity of race predicted for these two
nations exclusively by the Scriptures? The fact is, the four
nations mentioned have been so profoundly changed fey deluges
of foreign conquest of foreign intrusion, that at this day,
perhaps, no solitary individual could be found whose ancestral
line had not been confounded with other bloods. The Arabs
only, and the Jews, are under no suspicion of this hybrid
mixture, Fast deserts, which insulate one side of the Arabian
peninsula, the sea, which insulates the other sides, - have
with other causes, preserved the Arab blood from all general
attaint of its purity. Ceremonies, institutions, awful
scruples of conscience, and, through many centuries, misery
and legal persecution, have maintained a still more impassable
gulf between the Jews and other races. Spain is the only
Christian land where the native blood was at any time inter¬
mingled with the Jewish; and hence one cause for the early
vigilance of the Inquisition of a Jewish taint in the Spanish
hidalgo. Judaism masking itself in Christianity was so keenly
suspected, or so haughtily disclaimed, simply because so
largely it existed, It was, however, under a very peculiar
state of society that, even during an interval, and in a
corner, Jews could have intermarried with Christians. Generally,
the intensity of reciprocated hatred, long oppression upon the
one side, deep degradation upon the other, perpetuated the
alienation, had the repulsion of creeds even relaxed. And hence,
at this day, the intense purity of the Jewish blood through
probably more than six millions of individuals."
1, Ibid., note.
2. TIT7 PP. 355-356. (Modem Greece)
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But many of De Quincegr's paragraphs are of a rambling nature.
The ideas are connected, but as 'the paragraph progresses, they
wander far from the subject. I give a fairly long, but interesting,
example of this kind of rambling paragraph. De Quincey begins by-
explaining that he is concerned with an "oversight" committed by his
censor. Bub he does not tell what the oversight is because his dis¬
cussion becomes involved in the reasons for its existences -
"How, resuming the business of ray letter, I have first to com¬
plain of some oversights committed by rry eensor. The first is
an unwise one? unwise, for it is not wholly without choice, a
choice influenced by his daily reading. The very ablest men
(and w censor I have reason to think one who is certainly of
that number) are and must be eraasculated By the constant quality
of what they read, whenever that reading lies amongst the unpre¬
meditated polemics of daily newspapers. Newspapers, it is true,
have their points of pre-eminence3 and it is even an advantage -
nay, a veiy great one - for the eloquent expression of what a
man feels, that he should be driven to express himself rapidly.
There is the same advantage as in conversation. And what is that?
Simply thisj that, when thoughts chase each other as rapidly as
words can overtake them, each several thought comes to modify that
which succeeds so intensely as to carry amongst the whole series,
a far more burning logic, a perfect form of cohesion, which is li¬
able to be lost or frozen in the slow progress of careful composition.
The case approaches that of personal passion, whether of rage, grief,
or revenge, IcJhen was it ever found that a man in passionate anger
did or could wander from his theme? Incoherence there might be
apparently in his words, or his transitions might be too rapid to
be intelligible to an unsympathising hearer? but the essential
thoughts could not be other wise than closely knit together. Rapid
and extempore composition, therefore, has its own special advantagesj
but they are advantages which appeal to the sensibilities. But, to
balance this potent advantage as regards the instant sensibilities,
there are evils more than compensatory as regards the understanding.
There can in such rapidity be no looking back, so as to adjust the
latter sweep of the curve to the former? there can be no looking
forward, so as to lay a slow foundation for remote superstructures.
There can be no painful evolution of principles? there can be no
elaborate analysis? there can be no subtle pursuit of distinction.
Passion, indeed (and I have been saying so), has a logic of its
own, and a logic as intense as a process of crystallization! but it
is a crystallization among the separate parts ab intrat for between
the parts ab extra transitions are naturally more than lyrically
abrupt
1. IX, pp. 360-361. (Political Parties of Modern England)
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In general, the lack of unity is a distinctive feature of
Be Quincey's paragraphs. But he makes effective use of unity in
his concluding paragraphs* those in which he reaches the final
stage of his discussion or in which he mates a strong emotional
conclusion, The following passage is an illustration,"1' it is the
graceful concluding paragraph of De Quincey's very unequal essay on
Shelleyt -
"Something of a similar effect arises to myself when re¬
viewing the general abstract of Shelley's life - so brief,
so full of agitation, so full of strife, iJhen one thinks
of the early misery which he suffered, and of the insolent
infidelity which, being yet so young, he wooed with a
lover's passion, then the darkness of midnight begins to
form a deep, impenetrable background, upon vhich the phant¬
asmagoria of all that is to come may arrange itself in
troubled phosphoric streams, and in sweeping processions
of woe, let, again, when one recurs to his gracious nature,
his fearlessness, his truth, his diffusive love and tender¬
ness, suddenly out of the darkness reveals itself a morning
of May, forests and thickets of roses advance to the fore¬
ground, and from the midst of them looks out "the eternal
child," cleansed from his sorrow, radiant with joy, having
power given him to forget the misery which he caused, and
leaning with his heart upon 'that dove-like faith against
which his erring intellect had rebelled,"2
Some of Be Quineey's most magnificent passages are concluding para¬
graphs making an emotional peroration. In the following long para¬
graph, De Quincey handles his material with amazing competence to
provide a climactic finish that arises from his discussion of the
Greek Revolution! *
1, Yet even in this passage De Quincey slips away. He provides
a footnote on "the eternal child" explaining that he U3ed
Gilfillan's phrase and quoting more of the passage from which
it wa3 taken,
2, II, pp, 376.377, (Gilfillan's Literary Portraits: Shelley)
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H..»Sueh was the opening scene in the astonishing dram
of the Greek Insurrection, which through all its 3tages
was destined to move through fire and blood, and beyond
any war in human annals to command the interest of man¬
kind through their sterner affections. We have said that
it was eminently a romantic war; but not in the meaning
with which we apply that epithet to the semi-fabulous wars
of Charlemagne and his Paladins, or even to the Crusaders.
Here are no memorable contests of generosity; no triumphs
glorified by mercy; no sacrifices of interest the most
basely selfish to martial honour; no ear on either side for
the pleadings of desolate affliction; no voice in any quarter
of commanding Justice; no acknowledgment of common nature
between the belligerents, no sense of a participation in the
same human infirmities, dangers, or necessities. To the
fugitive from the field of battle there was scarcely a. retreat;
to the prisoner there was absolutely no hope. Stern retri¬
bution, and the very rapture of vengeance, were the passions
which presided on the one side; on the other, fanaticism and
the cruelty of fear and hatred, maddened by old hereditary
scorn. Wherever the war raged, there followed upon the face
of the land one blank Aceldama, A desert tracked the steps
of the armies, and a desert in which was no oasis; and the
very atmosphere in which men lived, and breathed was a chaos
of murderous passions. Still it is tree that the war was
a great romance. For it was filled with change and with
elastic rebound from what seemed final extinction, with the
spirit of adventure carried to the utmost limits of heroism,
with self-devotion on the sublimest scale and the very frenzy
of patriotic martyrdom, with resurrection of everlasting hope
upon ground seven tires blasted by the blighting presence of
the enemy, and with flowers radiant to promise springing for
aver from under the very tread of the accursed Moslem.
1. VII, pp. 317-318. (The Revolution of Greece)
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Unity of Longer Units
De Quincey's frequent lack of unity is equally apparent
in his longer units. It is always difficult for him to keep
to the subject. As a result, large masses of material in his
writings are discussions suggested by but not germane to the
matter ostensibly under consideration in any particular work.
Almost any article may be used to illustrate this point, but
because of this aspect of De Quincey's style seems especially
obvious in Reform as Affecting the Habits of Private Life,
I include here a list of the subjects he discusses in that essay: -
The widespread effects of Reform; education; change in the
physical plants and course of study in the universities; the
products of the changed universities in Parliament; the resem¬
blance to the American products; a digression on the lack of
gentlemen in America; the inferior kind of Parliament as a
result of the lack of gentlemen; the lack of manners in Par¬
liament; the consequent dearth of accomplished orators; the
decay of senatorial eloquence; the loss of intellectual powers;
the corresponding increase in political power; the lowering
of morals; the misuse of power concerning divorce; the check by
religion of a similar misuse in the time of Charles I; the present
lowered prestige of religion; the ease of divorce in the Protes¬
tant countries in Europe; plebian morality; the desire of the
unthinking for the Simplification of the Law; the need for its
complexity; the undoubted widespread hara that will be done if the
Law is simplified; the Colonies; the West Indies; the breach of
contracts by the new irresponsible Parliament; the resulting
dissension in Parliament itself; the East Indies; India; the
internal wars in India that will arise; the intrigues that will
take place in India; the loss of India; the loss of a British
aristocracy; the rise of an incompetent class of the new rich;
the division of land; the consequent degeneration of the clergy;
the present high standard of the British clergy; the low standard
of the continental clergy; the similar lowering of the British
clergy; the loss of church offices; the resulting increase in
population; India's anarchy and the consequent refusal to admit
immigrants; a digression on the Pindarry War in India; the change
in the character of the magistracy; the final result of the Reform
Bill, a series of Revolutions.1
1. ' National Library of Scotland, Blackwood's Magazine MSS
The organizational pattern of this article is at once recognizable.
It is the pattern of Be Quincey's associational thinking which I
have pointed out in the earlier sections of this thesis. One idea
suggests the following one and is connected to it, but the work
as a whole suffers badly from the lack of a clear-cut plan.
1
D© Quincey's review of Thomas Gordon's History of the Greek
Revolution shows mors specific violations of unity. I have used
this review because it illustrates so vividly the characteristic
treatment of material that is found, in varying degrees, in De
Quincey's works.
Gordon's work is a two-volume account of the Greek Revolution
from its beginning in 1821 to the end of the major conflict in 182?,
The two volumes are divided into seven "books," each "book" telling
the events of a year. Although Gordon sometimes departs from this
order in narrating an event that runs through two years (such as the
Siege of Athens), he is easily followed, and in general is clear and
straightforward. The various phases of the Revolution are presented
with a sens© of proportion, and the style, although prosaic, is
unambiguous.
In reviewing this work, De Quincey apparently intended to
summarize the major events of the conflict as Gordon had prsented them
and to add comments that were pertinent. The handling of the material
shows De Quincey's characteristic lack of planning. He divides his
review into three partst In part one, 27 pages, De Quincey covers 183
pages of Gordon's History and considers the author, the background of
1. Cf. page 17 .
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th© revolt, and events to the end of April, 1821. He includes in
these first 27 pages a seven-page footnote in which he discusses
the Suliotes, a group that he feels Gordon has neglected. In part
two, 19 pages, he covers from page 18U to page 50lt in the History,
320 pages, and summarizes events to the end of 1822. In part three,
only 18 pages, De Quincey attempts to cover all of Volume Two of
Gordon*s work, 508 pages, and summarizes the events from the beginning
of 1832 to the end of 182? - five whole years. As a result, De
Quincey's review is lop-sided. He presses too much matter in part
one, omits important material in part three, and includes a lengthy,
cumbersome footnote that should not be there at all.
The lengthy footnote on the Suliotes is a quite obvious excrescence,
but some of the extraneous material is not so apparent, for De Quincey
introduces in his review several of bis own hobby-horses without making
it at all clear that he is not summarizing Gordon's opinions. The most
notable of these highly reprehensible departures concerns the part
"3
played in the struggle by Byron, Gordon spends some time describing
the activities of Byron in Greece and speaks of him in various eulogistic
phrasesi -
"It required no ordinary share of coolness and judgment to
bear with these endless inportunities, and to select proper
objects on which to bestow the wealth he intended to devote
to Greece. With admirable clearness of vision, he saw at
once the delicacy of his position, the character of the people
he was amongst, and the nature of their most urgent needs,"2
"Lord Byron's arrival gave a new impulse to everything; besides
disbursing his promised loan of L> hOOO, he took into his services
^00 Souliotes, and liberally subscribed to the artillery, the
press, school, and hospitals."-'
1. Gordon, op. cit., pp. 105-119,
2. Ibid,, V3T. TIT P. 107.
3. Ibid., p. 110,
"....his letters were pithy, full of good sense, and
written in a most conciliatory tone."1
After the death of Byron, Gordon describes the grief of the Greeks
and remarkss -
"Similar tokens of grief were repeated in every part
of Greece, and his name will never be forgotten there..."2
Without indicating that he is departing from the text which he is
summarizing, De Quincey disposes of Byron's part in the Greek Revolution
in the following two passages? -
"At this time lord Byron began to interest himself in Grecian
affairs: and, as he insisted on the same points, besides
offering fi 1?000 in aid of the fleet, the measures were at
length adopted....."
"It was in the last of these years that Bord Byron died at
Messalonghi. lie had com thither from the Ionian Islands,
as the headquarters at that time of Navroeordato. His plans,
however, were childish, feeble, and distracted? real and
disinterested love for Greece was alien to his feelings, and
impossible to his nature. All grew out of intense vanity. It
was a new mode for turning the attention of England upon him¬
self, and reviving the interest in his name. So long as it
answered that end, Greece and her cause might have contrived
to detain himj supposing that he had not been assassinated in
some one of the intrigues and uproars into which his conceit
of his importance was sure to have drawn him. Neither he nor
Navrocordato nor even more important persons had the power to
do much for Greece in her then condition. His wealth was no
real loss to Greece."
And yet, in spite of the dubious nature of the passages lust
quoted and many others of a similar nature in De Quincey's works, the
lack of unity gives many of his articles a special kind of charm, for
it is in the detailed, the digressive, and the rambling passages that
1. Ibid.
2. TEad., p. 117.
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De Quincey develops some of his most interesting points aid presents
some of his most entertaining discussions. But this kind of charm
requires from the reader not only a knowledge of De Quineey's
vagaries but also a genuine liking for his personality. The reader
must approach an article with the understanding that Be Quincey
will not stick to the subject but will discuss ideas suggested by
it. The reader must be willing to give up a rapid progress along
the min road for the sake of exploring the bypaths with a whimsical
companion. That so many of De Quincey'3 articles are so often





Chapter Four Rhythm and Cadence
I
De Qulncey played a major role in the nineteenth century
revival of prose poetry. If not the originator, he was one of
the important leaders in bringing back a form of literary expression
that had been neglected after the seventeenth century. De Q,uincey*s
own elaborate patterns and his insistence that the skilful use of
rhythm is essential to the best prose style xvere significant factors
in the departure from the plain style of the preceding age. Saintsbury
points outs -
"...we had, in De Q,uincey*s time, constant and pressing need
of an instauration of ornate prose writing. Whether he was
actually the man who "fished the murex up." or took the
hint from that everlasting murex-finder, though not always
the murex-user, S.T.C., I have said that I do not know; that
I do not believe it possible to be eertain; and that I do
not care. Between him and Landor the prize certainly lies.,.."
Saintsbury remarks concerning De Q,uincey,s contribution to prose
poetry of the nineteenth century} -
"Here is a re-discovered art; a lamp dug out of a tomb, found
burning, and used to rekindle other lamps, long disused and
unlit; a "British shell" (as poor Collins, putting immortal
poetry in a mortal, and most deservedly mortal lingo, has it)
which, catching from older examples the undying melody of the
ocean, revives it for fresh sets of willing ears. Let anybody
who will, cavil; let us bow the knee and hear." 2
De Quineey himself makes quite clear his own attitude concerning
the part rhythm plays in proses «
"...far be it from me to say one word in praise of those -
people of how narrow a sensibility! * who imagine that a
1. George Saintsbury. A History of English Prose Rhythm. London :
1912, pp. 320-321. ~
2* Ibid,, p» 321
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simple ( that is, according to many tastes, an unelevated
and unrhythmical ) style - take, for instance, an Addisonian
or a Swiftian style - is unconditionally good. Not so:
all depends upon the subject} and there is a style trans¬
cending these and ail other modes of simplicity by infinite
degrees, and in the same proportion impossible to most men:
the rhythmical - the continuous - what in French is called
the soutenu; which to humbler styles stands in relation of
an organ to a shepherd's pipe. 'This also finds its justifi¬
cation in its subject; and the subject which can justify it
must be of corresponding quality - loftier, and, therefore,
rare." 1
It is then not surprising that De Quincey praises the highly rhythmical
2
constructions of Sir Thomas Browne find Jeremy Taylor and depreciates
•a
the vernacularity" of the eighteenth century writers of the plain
style,^ He also is critical of Charles Lamb's failure to detect
rhythm in prose: -
"Lamb had no sense of the rhythmical in prose composition.
Rhythmus,or pomp of cadence, or sonorous ascent of clauses,
in the structure of sentences, were effects of art as much
thrown away upon him as the voice of the charmer upon the
deaf adder. We ourselves,occupying the very station of
polar opposition to that of Lamb, - being as morbidly
perhaps in the one excess as he in the other, - naturally
detected this omission in Lamb's nature at an early stage
of our acquaintance. Not the fabled Regulus, with his eye¬
lids torn away, and his uncurtained eyeballs exposed to the
noon-tide glare of a Carthaginian sun, could have shrieked
with more anguish of recoil from torture than we from certain
sentences and periods in which Lamb perceived no fault
at all." 5
1. XI, p. 51. (Recollections of Charles Lamb)
2. X, pp.101-109. (Rhetoric) "
3. XI, p. 17. (Schlosser's Literary History)
1. Ibid., pp. 17"*'25» X, p. 108 ff» (Rhetoric)




The detailed analysis made by Saintsbury^ shows the techniques
that D© Quincey uses in his rhytfaraed prose. I should like to
summarize three general points that Saintsbury makes with reference
to D© Quincey's practice: (1) Da Quincey's prose-rhythm is marked by
variety. In his best works, he avoids using the regular rhythmical
patterns that produce a blank-verse movement. Certain feet and longer
rhythmical combinations are repeated but are so varied that a more or
less regular meterieal beat does not result. (2) The general pattern
©f Be Quincey's rhythmed prose is an "undulating'' one marked by an
elaborate, intricate arrangement of rhythmical devices. There is a
sweeping rlse-and-fall in his prose}the sections "serpentine on
eontinouflly." (5) Be uincey's rhythmed prose, and rhythmed prose
in general, is especially effective in works dealing with dreams,
which, by their very nature, are rhythmical and yet need not make a
rational transition from on© incident to another. "Breams...thus
combine••.the greatest possible variety with the least possible
1. Saintsbury. op.clt.. pp. 305-521. Of necessity, any consideration
of Be Quincey*8' raythmod prose must stem from Saintsbury's analysis.
In showing the various kinds of prose-feet, I have used Norton R.
Tempest's The Rhythm of English Prose.Cambridge: 1930, pp. 35-74.
His terras and symboTsTslightly altered versions of Saintsbury*8)
are, I think, well-enough known so that tables showing them are
unnecessary. Although general discussions of Be Quincey's rhythm
and cadence are plentiful, detailed analyses are not, the most
notable of those that do exist being possibly the'short discussion
by ©liver Elton in A Survey of English Literature. Yol.2, London:
pp. 312-313. Other works (sucE as Andrd classe's The Rhythm of
English Prose! are concerned mostly with spoken English. Ihave
not used to any great extent other such individualistic works as
I.E.Scott's Rhythmic Prose. University of Iowa; 1988, as a
consideration of the terminology alone would be much too long for
my purpose.
2. Saintsbury, 0£. cit.. p. 308.
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disturbance* How this combination*..is the very soul, the
quintessence, the constituting form and idea - of harmonious
prose."
There ar© many aspects of De Quincey* s harmonious prose, but
as certain techniques that he uses can be seen more distinctly
when considered separately, X shall confine my discussion for the
next few pages to prose-rhythm. On© of Ms most effective devices is
evident in the next example? Xn a single sentence, De Onincey has used
a number of different kinds of prose-feet* Although the amphibrach is
the commonest, the passage contains iambs, trochees, anapaests, paeons,
and one bacohius, dactyl, and spondee. Moreover, D© uincey has mixed
them s© admirably that, although the same kinds of prose-feet recur,
they do not recur so regularly that they form a definite metrical
pattern. Not more than two of the same kind of prose-foot are used
together.
/ / \ x / ac | * / I / / x 1 x /x|
"Like God,| whose servants! they arethey utter| their pleasure!
X X / I x / x I x x / I x x x / I x X /'
not by sounds]that perish J or by words |that go astray ,| but by signsj
X / X I x /xlx /Is / x| x / I I / X I
in Heaven,| by changes|on BarthJ by pulsesJon secret|rivers,j
/X X I / x| X / X I X /x 5) / X I / x|
heraldries|painted| on darkness | and hiertjglyphiesj writtenj
XX / x I X x / |
on the tabletsjof the brain*"J
1. Saintsbury, op. cit«, p. 511
2. XXXI # p. GSS. (Suspiria de Profundis)
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The rise and fall of De ulneey * a harmonious prose comes from
his frequent use of warned rhythms a series of rhythmical feet in
which the accented syllable is preceded and followed by an unaccented
syllable or syllables. The amphibrach, as I have shown, and the paeon
are feet which De wuincey uses most often and meat effectively in his
prose-poetry. Many of the rhythmical passages in the Dream Fugue contain
combinations of these two kinds of feet. The following passage comes
near to being too metrical in its regularity: »
X X X / I X X /x| X / x| / X I X / xl
"And upon her deck|what a bevy (of human jflowers ;| young women|
X / X | 3C /lx / X | X X / xlx/xl
how lovely,j young menJhow noble,jthat were dancingjtogether,I
X / x| / xl X /|x / / XI X / I
and slowly (drifting! towards us | amidst music) and incense,|
X / / x | x / x|x / x(/xxjx / x x |
amidst blossoms|from forests| and gorgeous|corymbi| from vintages,!
x / /xxj/x xjx X / xjx X / x I
amidst natural|carolllng,| and the echoes|of sweet girlishJ
/ X j / xj X / X | / X'l / x| X / X'llaughter,|Slowly!the pinnace |neaxs ua,|gaily|she hails us,|
X / xxjx XX / I 3E / | X / xxx / xj/
and silently |she disappears!beneath!the shadow!of our mighty!bows,|
X / j X X X /xj X / X'l X /xjx X / X ■ |
But then,| as at some signal) from heaven,| the music,j and the carols,)
XX X / jx/xj/xj / X X J
and the sweet echoingjof girlish j laughter| - all ore hushed,'! 1
1. XIII, p. 319, (Dream Fugue)
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D© Qulneey's seas© of rhythm, seen in its more subtle, mani¬
festations in Ms prose-poetry, may express itself in a more obvious
manner. Some of his .writings contain rhythmical patterns of a"quasi-
1
metrical" nature. Joan of rc, for example, has passages in which
the rhythmical arrangement is so definite and so well-marked that it
is what Tempest terras "antiphonie." 2 A recurrence of similar prose-
feet is apparent in the following selection, which also contains an
/
example of a sonsyllabic foot ("she") placed in a pivotal position.
The passage has a groat deal of repetition and is heavily accented: -
X / x /|xxx/*|/|/|"The shepherd girlJthat had delivered!Franco|- she|
X x / x 1 / | x x / x p x / I
from her dungeon,|she,| from her baiting lat the stake,|
/ I X X / x| X ' / - | X X / x i x X / |
she, J from her dueljwith fire,|as she entered|her last drearaj-
/ I X / X- I / I X / xlx X / X I / I X /|
saw jDomrerny, | saw Jthe fountain!of DcmrerayJ saw|th© pomp |
x/x|x / |x / XIX / X IX /x|
of forests |in whieh|her childhood!ha^ wandered.(That Easter|
/xxjx /|x / X |x X /x 3C | / J
festival J which roan |had denied |to her languishing! heart | -
X xx/xix / X | X X / x |
t&at resurrection|of spring-time which the darkness|
X / X I x xx/x|x / ( / X X / X |
of dungeonsJ had intercepted (from herJ hungering after|
x /xxl/xxjx / x' | x x/j/xj / |
the glorious (liberty |of forests!-, were by Sod |givenJback |
XXX / 1 x /xjx X x /xjx / I
into her hands,(as jewels|that had been stolen|from he.r(
x / x |13
by robbers#"|
1. Tempest, op.cit., p. 128.
Ibid., p. 131. ...built up of carefully balanced
rhythmical groups."
3. V, p. 414. (Joan of Arc)
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Yot such passages, although lacking in subtlety, have often in
their short heavy accents a rhythm appropriate to the meaning.
For example, in such passages as the following, the brusque
movement of the prose fits the dram of the event. Although
criticism might be levelled at the rather melodramatic treatment
of the theme, there is no doubt that the rhythm is suitable: -
x / | x / I x / x | x x / / I /
"For all,| except Jthis comfort |from her farewell |dreara,
XX / | / |x / I x / |x/|/x
she load diedj- died,J amidst | the tears| of tenjthousand
/ x x| / ' |x / jx /|x / X I X / X
enemies J- died,)amidst |the drumsjand trumpets| of armiesJ-
/ I / x
peals,! volleys
/ |x / I / I X / x| X /
died,| amidst| peals(redoubling|upon
x/j/x jx x x/x|/xx|x / x
upon (volleys, ( from the saluting (clarions (of martyrs." 1
But a great deal of De uineey*s prose is not highly rhythmical,
and even in his best works, he is likely to include much that lacks
rhythm of the highest excellence. For example, in the often-ouoted
•2
passages describing the three sisters in the Suspiria de Profundls.
De iuincey has impaired the rhythm of the passage on the first sister
by including a great many coEsnonplaee constructions, and has lowered
the rhythmical quality of the section on the second so that it contains
l
£
"nothing of the absolutely first class," but has shown an unusual
1. 7, p. 414. {Joan of Arc)
2. XIII, pp. 365*368. {Suspiria de Profundia) ; Saintsbury, op. cit«,
pp. 316-319.
3. Ibid., p. 317•
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degree of skill in the effective handling of the rhythm in the
passage on the third. The unequal quality of the rhythm in the
Suspiria and in other writings of De Qnincey arises once more
from De Q»incey*s recurring inability to keep his attention
fixed on his subject. Rhythm, as well as thought, is spoiled
by his frequent side-glances at anything that catches his eye.
The rhythm of the following passage suffers from this defect in
continuity. D© Qnincey does not get started on the rhythmical
flow of the sentence until he has disposed of unnecessary matter
at the beginnings -
X / x| I x/txj X / X I
"The image J the memorialJ the recordJ which for m is
derived from a palimpsest as to one great fact in our
human being, and which immediately I will show you,
X X / | X /x 1 X / X I /j / x| X / xl
is but too|repellentjof laughterjJ orJ even|if laughter|
/ | x / x X'| x x x /|x /xlxhad)been possible,|it would have been| such laughterj as
/ X t 1 X / X I X X / I X / X '[/ X
oftentimes]is thrown off]from the fieldsjof oceanJlaughter
X / XX / ' / X x I
|to evade, mustering 1
/ /
foam-bells
X X / X I X / X X
that weave garlands|of phosphoric




x x / x
round the eddies
X / xfx / X I
of gleaming abysses;
/ r xlx / / I /x|/|x x /]
mimicries|of earth-born|flowers|that|for the eye |
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/ /xlx/xxlx/x x I x X /
raise phantoms] of gaiety,j as oftentimes] for the earj
X / 1 x / X IX /x x . / x , / x .
they raise I the echoes jof fugitive] laughter, jraixing
X X / X j X / / X IX X / XI / ,
with the r&vtogsl sad choir-voto-oa of an angry | sea."
One can only feel sorry that a sentence which ends so rhythmically
should begin la such a limping fashion* Certainly the concluding
phrases contain many rhythmical devices5 the repetition of the
II II
double accent to the spondaic "foam-bells" to "earth-bom" and
I I X X / X
"choir-voices," the advance to stress to " that weave garlands
X / X X / X X
of phosphoric radiance," the effective weaving of the paeonic feet




Do Qutoeeyto prose my also be considered on the basis of the
2
rhythmical sequences that various writers call cadence* Cadence
is based upon the distinctive combinations of accented and unaccented
syllables occurring at the end of certain phrases and clauses*
Because them are varying opinions concerning the different kinds
of cadence, a brief auEaaary of the terms I have used is necessary.
1.T, p» 414-• (Joan of -toe)
2.Tempest, op. clt*,pp,0G-103, adds to and alters the forms usod by
H.W.Groll to'TK'e Cadoncei of English Oratorical Prose, St.Ph.X91
(Jan., 19195,pp. 1-55. Edward I. Parker to The Qursus toJsTr Thomas
Browne, Bi&A. Ill, 1958, pp. 1057-45, keeps "close" to Oroil's forms
but adds some variations. Lannering, op.cit.tQP. 137-140, uses only
a limited number of Crollto forms.
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English prose contains cadences that correspond to some extent
to the cursus found in Latin prose. The basic forms of the English
1
cursus as given by Tempest are listed in the following table, I
have included the notations, figures showing the accented syllables
as counted from the end, and examples: -
/ X X f X
,1, Cursus planus. / x x / x, 5-2, "watching and waiting,"
/ X XX / X
Extension, / X x x / x, 8-2, " pardon for offenders,"
/ X X /% X
.2, Cursus tardus. / x x / x x, 6-3, * vision of memory."
/ X X X /x X
Extension, / x x x / x x. 7-3, "secrets of philosophy,"
I x x / x
,3, Cursus yelpx. / x x /x / x, 7-4-2, "suitable Christmas
/ x
presents."
/ xxx / x
Extension, / xxx/x/x, 3-4-2, "broke into a thousand
/ ^
pieces,"
Trispoadeic. Tjta and one or more trooteoe. / i * / x / i / *.
/ X X /
9-8-4-2, "sailors are bom
X / X / X
to toil unending,"
/ X / X / X X
One other kind may be noted: / x/ x/ xx, 7-5-3. "anoient magnanimity,"
with extensions of 8-5-3 and 9-5-3. Other longer variations exist also,
but there is 3ome doubt in my mind as to the value of attempting to
distinguish these. Sequences which are much longer than eight or nine
syllables tend to break up into the shorter ones.
Tempest also makes a classification of native cadences. These
1. Tempest, op, cit., p. 81.
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combinations do not correspond to the Latin cursus but arise from
the "monosyllabic and dissyllabic character" of the English
language. Because some of the kinds of native cadences are useful
in ray consideration of Be Oniricey*s prose, I give a condensation
2
of the list found in Tempest's works -
,1, Beginning and ending with a strong stress and containing
/ * /
only two strong stresses* {a} / x /, 3-1, "weary backs,"
/ x x /
(b) / x x /, 4-1, "ships from the sea," (c) / x x x /,
/ x x x / ■
5-1,"landing on the rocks," (d) / x x x x /, 6-1,
/ x x x x /
"motionless as the snow,"
,2. Beginning and ending with a strong stress and containing
/ x
three strong stresses, (a) / x J x /, 5-3*1, "cold and
/ X / " I X X / X
silent man," (b) / x x / x /, 6-3-1, "singing a plaintive
/ ' / X X X / X
note, (c) / xxx/x/, 7-3-1, "known among the Highland
hills,"
,3, Containing clash of strong stresses foreign to cursus forms,
/
(a) Those ending on a strong stress. / x / /, 4-2-1,"mile
X f f / X X II
or two high," / x x / /, 5-2-1, "now for the first time,"
f x x x / /
/ x x x / /, 6-2-1, "colouring of pur© light."
(b) Those ending with a light syllable. / x / / x, 5-3-2,
/ X I I X / X X
"king of all England," f x x f / x, 6-3-2, "bending ray
I I x / I f x
eye forward,"> / / / x, 4-3*2, "dark red roses."
tempest, op. cit«, p. 82.
bid., pp. 84-86.
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Be Quineey's skilful us© of cadences is seen clearly in his
dream writings. In the next example from one of them, the rhythm
flows in subtle combinations of waved and falling prose feet which
form sequences of unemphatie cadences. The unaccented clause and
phrase endings and the resulting cadences form an intricate, but
effective pattern that is appropriate to the mood. In the following
passage, I have underlined the native cadences in red, the cursua
in blacks -
X / X I / x lxx / x| / x x | x / |
"This city,| therefore,| like a mighty|galleon,| with allJ
X X / X I / X'l / x|/x|x / X I
her apparel Imounted ,1 streamers|flying,| and tackling J
/pel/ /xlxxx / x|/|x
perfect,| seems floatinglupon the noiseless|depths|of
/ x 1 x / X X I X /xl/ jx Xocean;| and oftentimes|in glassy|calms ^through the
x /xl/x xlx/xjx /1 / xltranslucent!atmosphere]of water|that now|stretehea|
/ 3t| / / x| / x lx / x/x|x / X
like an|air-woven|awning|above the silentIencampment J
/xxlx/xxl / I X /Ixxx / |
mariners (from ©vei^|elim© Jlook down|into her courts |
X X / X X'l / X / | X / X | X /
and her palacesJ count her gates,| and number|the spires |
XX / X I
.Of her churches."! *
1, XIII, p. 360* (Susoiria de Profundis)
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To show clearly the different features of Oe Quineey's practice, I
have listed the cadences in the passage and connected those of the
same kind: -
/ X X / X I X
all her apparel mounted 7-4.2
/ x fx
Streamers flying 4-2
/ X / X
tackling perfect 4-2
/ x x x x fx /
floating upon the noiseless depths 8-S-l
/ x / x
LJiepths of ocean 4-2
/ X X X / X /
oftentimes in glassy calms 7-3*1 •
fx X X / X
atmosphere of water 6*2
/ / x / x
air-woven awning 5-4-8
/ X X / X
Silent encampment 5-2
/ X X X / X X f
mariners from ©very clime 3.4.1
/ XX / X X
courts and her palaces 6-3
fx/
count her gates 3.1
/ x /
number the spires 4-1
/XX / X
spires of her churches 5-2
3
To link the several portions of the passage,, Be uincey uses several
forms of the pursue planus, native cadences with 4-1 and 5-1 endings,
and the 4-2 ending of the euraus velox. But he avoids too regular
a rhythmical pattern by alternating the different kinds of cadences
and by varying the forms of each cadence*
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By the next selection, I illustrate a slightly different
practice. The feeling and emotion are much more intense. The
passage has prose-feet that are shorter and more heavily accented
than those of the preceding example, and the cadenced phrases are
more emphatic and abrupt: -
X X / I / X | X X / XI X / X I /
"But the third! sister,I vjho is al3olthe youngest 11 Hush!
/ X I / x /|x /|x /x|/x| /whisper|while we talkjof her11 Her kingdom|is not Ilarge,
X / | X / | X / | X x/|x / 2C I /
or elaejno flesh|could live;| but within|that kingdorajall
/xjx / | x / | /xxlx / | x / x / |power[is hersJ Her head,| turretedllike thatIof Cybele.l
/ x| / X I X / I x /|x / |/ | / x
rises|almost|beyond|the reach|of_sight,| She|droops not;
X x / j / xlx / I X x /xjx / xj
and her eyes,! rising!so high [might be hidden!bv distance.!
X / x| / | x / j X / xjx / x j x
But being p/hatfthey arej they cannot j be hidden ;| through
X / x| / I X / I X X / I X / I / I
the treble|veiljof crape1that she wearsJ the fierce| light|
XX / X j / X x| X / xjx / X | X / x I
of .a blazing}misery| that rests not[for matinslor vespersJ
X / I X /J X / |*x / I X / XXX
for noon|of day[or noonjof nightjfor ebbing or for
/ *1 / |
flowing jtide |i
xx / I x x /xj /
my be read|frem the very!JgroundJ" 1
i. SIIlV pp. 357-563,. (Suspl'rjLa de Profundls) Sa'lntsbury., op. '
cit., pp. 317-319, makes an'"extensive analysis of the passage.
Tempest, op. 128, uses it in his analysis of prose-
V*W**4p r^mei nfitlx A&kt
—"f J&W ' '
rhythm ana cadence
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The cadences and the way in which they are linked are given in
the following list: -
f x x fx
also the youngest 5-2,wm.w y vvu*{swmu
fx f X / X /
whisper while we talk of her 7-5*3-1
| / x / x /
kingdom is not large 5-3-1
fx/
flesh could live 3-1
/ X X f
power is hers 4r«»l
/ X / X / 1
that of Cybele 5-3-1
fx f x f
_ beyond the reach of sight 5-3-1
f X x (
rising so high 4-1
f X X f x
hidden by distance 5-p,
fx/ x f
-being what they are 5-3-1
/ x f x f
_ Jreble veil of crape 5-3-1
/ X x f
crape that she wears 4—1
/ XX f X f XX
light of a biasing misery 8-5-3
/ X X / X
rests not for matins 5-2
/ X X fx
matins or vespers 5-2
ebbing or for flowing tide 7*3-1
/ X X fx /
geafi from the vory ground 6-3-1
la contrast to the preceding example, cadences ending in heavy
stresses predominate and make the rhythmical divisions more obvious*
The CUT3U.B planus 5-2 and the native cadence 5-3*1 weave through the
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entire passage to form a continuous thread which binds the
rhythmical elements together. Although the different kinds
of cadences are alternated to provide some variety, there is
surprisingly little variation within the cadences themselves,
and they appear almost balanced in the regularity of their
pattern.
By the nest example, I illustrate an even more symmetrical
arrangement of cadenees; -
/ 1 / x x| / I x /jx/xxxl / x I"Sweet!funeral! bells|from some! incalculable!distance J
/ x |x x x / z /jx/lx / Ix / xwailing!over the dead|that die|before!the dawn,! awakened|
\ XX / I X X / I / I x / I x / x| / I
me as I slept|in a boat|mooredjto some|familiar!shore»!
X / xj / x|/x xlx / xl\J
The morning|twilight jeven thenlwas breaking:! and,j
X X /xjxx/xjx X /ill / |
by the dusky1reyelations!which it spreadJ I saw a girl,|
x / Jxx / x|x / | / xjx / I X / Iato™a|wlth a abater b»aa|
X X / I /ill / xjx\|x /xxxl
for some great!festival,! running[along[the solitary |
/ I x x /xxlx / I
strand | in extremity | of haste." | *
1# XIII, p« SBl. (Dream Fugue)
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The cadences and the manner in which they combine are as follows: -
/ / X X /
sweet funeral bells
/ x x x / x
incalculable distance
/ x x x x /
wailing over the dead
I / x / x /
die before the dawn
/ x xx /
awakened me as I slept
/ x x /
slept In a boat
/ x /
familiar shore
/ X / X
morning twilight
/ X X X / X
even then 'was breaking
/ X X X / X
dusky revelations
/ X X X /
revelations which it spread
/ X X / X
adorned with a garland
/ X X / / X
garland of white roses
/ x x / x /
roses about her head
/ X X X /
j solitary strand|J /x X X /




















The majority of the cadences in this passage are of two kinds:
the native cadences ending in an accented syllable, the dominant
cadence of the first sentence* and the eursus planus, the dominant
—■m—mmi iff i »i \ m im 11m ii—11 ■ ■ —
cadence of the second sentence. In each sentence, one or more of
the cadences is of the kind which is dominant in the next sentence,
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so that there is a linking and a continuation of the movement
through the passage. Variation is achieved not only by altern¬
ating the kinds of cadences but by overlapping them. Even so,
the regular rhythm produced by the cadences placed in pairs
is perhaps more metrical than is desirable in prose.
In the following passage, De Quincey uses slightly different
techniques of rhythm and cadence to move easily from violent
motion to calmness: -
I / x| X / | / XI X / / I
"Like rivers I in f1 oodj wheelifl&lrPuM headlands,!
/ fx x | x / I X X X / X I X I X I
like hurricanes!that ridajinto the secrots|of forests.!
/ x| X / x| / I X / I X / x| X / X Ifasterlthan everIlight! unwovel the mazes!of darkness.!
X / x| / X x| / x| / x| / X I / x|
our flying!equipage!carried!earthly|passions,! kindled!
/x|/ xjx XX / | X /|x / x|warrior!instinctsJ amongst the dust|that lay!around usl-
/|/x xjx X / x| / X | X X / |dust| oftentimes|of our noble|fathersJthat had slept|
X /Ix / l| x x/xjx / | x X / j
in CrodJ from Cr&ci!to Trafalgar.! And now|had we reached!
X / j X / X / | / j X XX /jx X / |
the last|sarcophagus J nowjwere we abreast|of the last |
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/ X / I X / x| x xx/xlx J X
bas-reliefalready!had we recovered| the arrow-
/ I / | X x x/xxxl/xt/ I /
like 1flight[of the Illimitable Jcentral]aisleJ when
/xlx X / I x / x| X X / |x / \ Icoming!up this aisle!to meet us|we beheld|afar offJ
X / X I / Ix / I X I / X
a female!child.,! that rode|in a carriage!
X / lx / xlx x \ /
the fawnsI that drew her,| but could not hide
/|x / x| / x| X / I X / Ishells! and tropic IflowersJwith which)she played!
X X \ /|x /x|/jx / I
but could not hide I the lovely! smiles by which I
x / xlx /jxx /xl x/x
she uttered Iher trust] in the mighty| cathedral ,|
XXX /xxlx / I X X / X
and in the cherubim!that looked!down upon her
xx / x| / I x x /x|
from the mighty]shaftsIof its pillars,"! 1
The interweaving of cadences that is so characteristic of Be
Q„ulncey*s rhythmed prose is shown in the following list; -
1. XIII, p. 324, (Bream Fugue)
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/ X X /
rivers in flood
/ X X / /
wheeling round headlands
/ X X X /
.urrlcanes that ride
/ x x / x
fieerets of forests
j/xx/x / x / x
equipage carried earthly passions
/x / x / x
kindled warrior instincts
/ X / X / X
dust that lay around us
/ X / X
noble fathers
/ x x x / x /
fathers that had slept in God
/ X X X / X
to Trafalgar




/ x / /
arrow-like flight
/x X X / X /
illimitable central aisle
/xxx / x/x
coming up this aisle to meet us
/ x /
Hemale child/ x x / x
Tnde in a carriage
/ X X / X / X
carriage as frail as flowers
/ x / x / x
mists which went before her
/ X / X / X
hid the fawns that drew her
/ X / X / X
shells and tropic flowers
/ X X / X /
flowers with which she played
/ X / X /
hide the lovely smiles
/ x x /
uttered her trust
/ xx / x x f x
trust in the mighty cathedral
/xxx / xx/x
cherubim that looked down upon her
/ x /
mighty shafts
/ XX / X
shafts of its pillars
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In this passage, the cadences are fairly short. Of the cursua,
there are four planus,5-2, and. three extensions of the planus,6-2,
8-5-2, and 9-5-2} two forms of the velox, 7-4-2 and 8-4-2, and one
trispondaic, 9-6-4-2, Most of the other cadences are the short native
forms that are close to being metrical (6-4-2) or that lend themselves
quite easily to metrical or quasi-metrical arrangements (4-1, 6-3-1),
The two sets of three native cadences, 6-4-2, are especially obvious
in their symmetrical arrangement. The native cadence (7-(3-l) and
the cursus planus (6)(5-2) at the close of each sentence act as linking
devices.
The selection is remarkable for the manner in which the cadence
and rhythm support the feeling. For example, in the series of similes
used to describe the speed of the dream-horses, the cadences are short
and hurried, and the rhythm is composed of heavily accented feet
containing a number of light syllables. The combination helps to create
the effect of the rise-and-fall of the galloping horses, the pounding
of their hooves, and the sweep of their forward movement. The
three-fold motion is continued through the first part of the second
sentence where cadence and rhythm gradually change to correspond
to the slower, gentler movements of the child of the cathedral.
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The revisions made in The Vision of Sudden Death and the Dream
Fugue show quite clearly Da Oulnoey's awareness of the Importance of
rhythm and cadence. Almost all of the changes that hs made in the two
works increase the harmonious quality of the prose and are proofs of
Da Quincey's skill in mingling rhythm, cadence, thought,and feeling
to build up set-pieces of rhythmed prose.
Most of De Quincey's revisions are intended to build uo the
symphonic structure of the prose. He changes passages to increase
tho undulating movement of the rhythm# Although amphibrachs, paeons,
(especially the third), and feet with falling rhythm are the most
evident, De Quincey may use almost any kind of prose-foot in his
revisions. He avoids placing many feet with heavy stresses close
together and seems to have been careful to keep his prose flowing
by including a sufficient number of lightly stressed syllables.Perhaps
intentionally, De Quincey so revises some passages as to bring them
very close to the regularity of verse#
The cadences, being sequences built on prose-rhythm, show the
same undulation.His revisions sometimes cause the cadences to overlap
or to form new cadences, and sometimes they simply intensify the
cadence set down in the original passage.Some of his revisions consist
of adding long cadeneed phrases or clauses. In general, his use of
cadences is marked by variety and complexity, rather than by the
predominance of any one specific kind.
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Quite often, D© Quincey'a revisions alter the number of paeons
and amphibrachs in a passage. In the follov/ing illustrations, I have
underlined the elements added or changed and have indicated the
cadences in each example: -
/ X xl x/ x x| x x"shuddering!humanity!on the











/ X|X / x
abysses,"
planus: 5-2
In the following example, he breaks up a too-regular line by adding
a third paeon and a trochaic adjective: -
X / X I X / X | X
"some impulse|of current Jor
/ x
vortex,"
x / xlxx /xl/x
"some impulse!of a heady!current
X / X. / X
or suddenIvortex,"
cursus planus:5-2 j 5-2 cursus velox: 8-4-2j 7-4-2
Possibly an attempt to avoid the suggestion of an abrupt internal
rhyme (hidden in) caused B© Qulncey to set three amphibrachs together: -
/ / i|i / /I A A I A / A | / I A f AI A / A I A
"alljwas hiddenlin driving! "all was hiddenjfor ever|in
/ xl X / XI
/ X I fx/ X
showers*" drivingjshowers,"
cursus velox; 7-4-2 eursus planus: 5-2
velox : 7-4-2
The sentence in which the following example appears must have
caused De Qulncey sob® concern, for he revised it extensively,
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finally crossed it all out, and wrote a new version on the back of
the 3heet. He then made a final change ("last" to "dying" ) and achieved
an unusually rhythmical and cadenced construction: -
/ I * / X| /l / X X| X /I x / Xl /I / X X I X"sawlthis marbleI arm|uttering|her "sawlthis marble|arm|uttering|her
/|/|X X /l/x / x| / | X X / Xl / Xlast(hope(and her last|despair." dying[hope]and her dying(despair."
native: 5-3-1j 6-2-1} 6-3-2 native: 5-3-1; 7-3-1
cursus velox: 7-4-2
When he reprinted the work in the Author's Edition, he set the cursus
velox apart from the re3t of the sentence by the repetition of "uttering."
The passage then had a variety of devices: repetition ( "dying," "dying,"
"uttering," "uttering," with the "ing" ending connecting the two ),
alliteration ("dying," "dying," "despair" ), and an increased falling
movement in the trochaic endings of the last three feet: -
/|x / xt /1 / X X I x /x|/|x / | / x x I x"saw|this marble |arm|uttering(her dying|hope,I and then|uttering|her
/ xi / x
dyingjdespair,"
native: 5-3-1j 7-3-1. cursus velox: 8-4-2
De "uincey may change elements and increase the falling rhythm
of a passage. He is quite likely to make such changes at the end of
a clause or a phrase in order to do away with the abruptness of a
stressed close: -
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xx / x I x x /
/ x J X / X"fragment! of music
cursus planus: 5-2
tardus: 6-3
X / X X
too passionate."
"I was carried! over land| and
l\ X X / X I /sea|to some distant|land."
native: 5-3-1; 3-1
/ X |x X / /
"I was carried|over land|and sea|
XX / X / / X
to some distant! kingdom."
native: 5-3-1
cursus velox: 7-4-2
He may also increase the falling rhythm within a passage. In the
next example, the dl-iamb "in act to soar" appeared in the manuscript,
was crossed out, re-inserted in the same place, and finally { and I
feel reluctantly) was discarded in favour of the trochaic construction:-
/ x |x / srm| / / X fx / / I / X"of woman*s|Ionic for |in act "of woman's|lonie form I xpending
x /|x x / i ■ x x / x f xx / .xx





native: 6-3-1; 5-3-1; 4-1 native: 6-3-1; 5-4-2; 4-1
The next passage is a slightly different example of a revision that
increases the amount of falling rhythm in a sentence. De -uincey
has broken up a group of iambic feet, has omitted words that cause
many heavy stresses to come together, and has made two trochaic words
dactylic. The result is effective prose, for the sentence as it
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was first written is choppy and abrupt; the revised sentence is
rhythmical and cadeneed: -
x x / x z Ik x / I xx / x|x/x| /
"and ten seconds more|l myself| "in an instant|I also]wheeled
/ x x| / Xi x / I x x | x / xl x / I x
wheeled round it|only|in tine| round it,|but only!to see|the
x/lx fx I / xi / z XI / | / x XI
to seelthe cruel|quicksan&| treacherousIsandsjgathering I
/ xiX / | X / | / x/.x /closing! aboveIher faixj young abovejher head,"
/
head*"
native: 6-3-1; 6-4-2 cursus: 8-5-3
native: 5-3-1; 6-3-1
The revisions that add rising or level rhythm are not very
numerous* But, since the first drafts have a considerable number of
feet with rising or level rhythm, Be Quincey would be unlikely to
increase the number very much.Rather, he would be attracted to falling rhythm
to round off the movement of rising rhythm in order to achieve the
undulation that he desired, as well as to waved rhythm which is itself
undulatory.
Sometimes, however, he does make a revision that increases the
rising or level rhythm of a passage* lie may make the close of a phrase
or a clause more emphatic by making it end on an accented instead of
an unaccented syllable: -
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X / X I X X / X X I
"the revelIand the revellers]
/ x / x
had departed#"
cursus tardus: 7-3
I HI ,.M « « 7WWJW
velox: 7-4—2
x / x I x x /x xI
"the revel| and the revellers|




He may also add feet with rising rhythm, or monosyllabic feet, or
a combination of these forms in passages in which a series of abrupt
stresses are desired: -
X X / | X /|XN X X / I X / I XS X
"as she rose|and sank|upon her "as she rose|and sank) upon her
1 X ' I: i
( ( I l ^ ^ I ^ x Iseat,|tossed|her arraslwildly!
x / x
to heaven.#.#"
native: 3-1; 5-45-1; 5-3-2
cursus planus: 5-2
/ . / | x / | / I x xseatJ sankIand rose,! threw!up her
/ I / XI X fx
armsl wildly] to heaven."
\
native: 3-1; 5-3-1; 3-1; 6-3-2
cursus planus: 5-2
Certain longer revisions that De uineey made in the Dream Fugue
vision of Sudden Death might well be considered separately. In
the manuscripts of these t:vo works, there are revisions consisting of
fairly long phrases and clauses inserted between the lines. In the
printed copies, there are revisions of certain phrases and clauses that
De 'uincey added when he prepared the essays for the author's Edition.
Some of these additions are in themselves well-defined cadences. I
have not found that any particular kind of cadence preponderates in the
additions, but, in general, the cxarsus are less in evidence than the
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native cadences,and there are few native cadences with a clash of
strong stresses. The resulting prose-rhythm is in keeping with that
which has already been discussed.
The longest and most involved of the added cadences, if I may so
term them, is found on page four of the manuscript of the Dream Fugue.
Apparently it was composed later than the passage to which it now
belongs since it is written carefully between the lines with a pen of
a finer point. In the following example, I have given a portion of
the passage in which the addition occurs, have underlined the addition,
and have listed the cadences! -
x /|x/xx|xx / I X /|X / I x /
"and no|memorial|of the fair|young girl]remained]on earth,!
x/|x /j/xxi/ IX X / X X| / | X
except|my own! solitary} tears ,j and the funeral] bells| from
x /x|/|/|/xx/|x /xi/pc
the desert | seas^ that J rising againpore softly. I sang la
/xxl/xix / I x x / x J /jx /x





/ x x / 7 x * / x fx
3-1. funeral bells 7-4-2. rising again more softly
/ X X / X /
6-3-1• bells from the desert seas
/ x x /
4-1. over the grave
/ x x / x /
6-3-1. grave of the burled child
/ x x fx/
6-3-1. over her blighted dawn
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But most of such additions add a single cadence or a group of cadences
that are not too involved. The following example is of this kind, and
is one of the most brilliant combinations of cadence, rhythm, and
feeling. It,too, is a single addition, being crowded in, in its
entirety, at the bottom of a pages -
/ 1 x x /x|/x|/x|xx / I
"Fast|are the flying|moments»| fasterj are the hoofs |
XX /X| / X | X / I x / X. / X X.




/ x x / / x x
4-1. fear not for him veloxt 7-4-2. fast are the
/ x / x
flying moments
/XXX /
planus; 9-5-2.faster are the hoofs
xx / x
of our horses
/ x x x / x
planus; 6-2. energy can suffice
The following passage, in which the revision adds a direct cadenced
construction, is representative of the rest of the group; -
/ / / x | x / /





fx x| /1 / /
to the memory! of those Jthat died |before
native;
/ x / x / x
6-4-2. men have ever given
/ x x x /
5-1. memory of those
/ x / x / -
5-3-1. died before the dawn
x /
the dawn,..."
/ x x x





Certain conclusions might be drawn from De Quincey'e use of rhythm
and. cadence. In the first place, it is apparent that in his use of these
two features, as is not always the case with De Quincey, there is an
admirable fusion of theory and practice. De Quincey emphasises the
importance of rhythmed prose for certain kinds of works, and then
employs rhythaed prose consummately in his own writings. To do so,
ha uses effectively all the techniques of rhythm and cadence that
create the harmonious effect he desires.
In addition, the revisions In the Dream Ftigua and The Vision of
Sudden Death indicate a remarkable combination of creative genius and
artistic consciousness. It is not known if the manuscripts are the
earliest versions of these two works, and it is, of course, impossible
to tell how much De Quincey composed mentally before he set pen to paper.
But it is obvious that the manuscripts are early drafts and that they
have been subject to a great deal of careful revision. It is noticeable
that before revision, the manuscripts show the same technioues of rhythm
and cadence that are used so effectively in the final copies. The devices
of prose-rhythm and cadence are not so polished and they suffer from not
being worked up, but the undulatory rhythm and the interweaving of the
cadences were already fairly complete before the revisions were made. De
Quincey's revisions consist mostly of what of what might be called
intensifications! they deepen, but do not alter radically what is already
there. For example, De Ouincey uses a great many amphibrach.*! and third
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paeons in his early versions, and many of his revisions consist
of adding more amphibrach® and third paeons or of changing other kinds
of feet into these two forms. It seems apparent that the general
pattern of the rhythm and cadence in the Dream Fugue and The Vision
of Sudden Death must have been established in the earliest draft, and
that De Quincey'e changes consisted of elaborating and making more
ornate his first ideas. Such a process is that of a writer who is
making effective use of his natural abilities. De Quincey has
taken a form of literary expression - rhythmed prose - that is
suitable for his own individual kind of genius, and with all possible




Chapter Five Imaginative Elements
I
The imaginative gift of De Quincey has often been the subject
for comment* Minto refers to his "extraordinary power of elevating"
P
Japp speaks admiringly of his "imaginative faculty";"' Miss Powell
says of his use of the imagination that "in some directions he goes
further than (Wordsworth and Coleridge) upon their own lines"; 3 and
Miss Darbishire regards him as " a Romantic of the Romantics." 4
But some critics feel that too much stress has been laid on the
purely imaginative features of his writings. Metcalfe, in considering
other aspects of De Quincey's works, remarks that "he has been seen
through a luminous, dream-coloured haze which rises like an exquisite
exhalation from his poetic pages." 3 Proctor,too, is of the opinion that
so much emphasis has been placed on the imaginative side of his thinking
A
that other features have been neglected. Jordan, also, remarks " an age
which thinks of De Quincey as the 'Opium-Eater* and connects him with
flamboyant dreams and prodigious sighs, needs to recall that he fancied
himself a logician, and that there was indeed a strong logical strand in
his intellectual fiber." 1 The Concise Cambridge History of English
Literature makes a different point by saying that De Quincey's imaginative
writings seem to arouse only the extremes of opinion: writers either
X31n"fccTt~ opT~c i P~ 59."
2.Japp, 0£. clt., p. 455.
3.A.S.Powell. The Romantic Theory of Poetry: An Examination in Light of
Cross's Aesthetic. London: 1926, p. 154,
4. De QuTncey'-s Literary Criticism. H. Darbishire, ed., London: 1909, p. 25.
5. Jo.hn^'Calvia^Met'cg'i^o. Ste Quinces'-: A Portrait. Cambridge: 1949, p. 152.
6. Proctor, on. oit., pp."T-10.
7. John E. Jordan, Thomas De Quincey, Literary Critic. Berkeley: 1932, p. 69.
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praise them highly or disparage them violently; they consider the works
to be either "prose eloquence or sham sublime."
But there is no doubt that De Quirteey himself regarded as his best
those works of his that are highly imaginative. In the General Preface
(1853) to his Author's Edition, after placing the bulk of his writings
into two large general classes, he goes on to say; -
"Finally, as a third class, and, in virtue of their aim, as a
far higher class of compositions... I rank The Confessions of
an English Opium-Eater. and, also, (but more emphatically )
Snspiria de Profunfits." 2
De Quincey feels that these two works have definite claims as works of
art. He points out to the reader the difficulty of such prose: »
"First, I desire to remind him of the perilous difficulty
besieging all attempts to clothe in words the visionary
scenes derived from the world, of dreams, where a single false
note, a single word in a wrong key, ruins the whole music;
and, secondly, I desire him to consider the utter sterility of
universal literatures in this one department of impassioned prose;
which certainly argues some singular difficulty, suggesting a
singular duty of indulgence in criticising any attempt that even
imperfectly succeeds," 3
To show De Quincey•s treatment of imaginative elements, I have given
speeial consideration to two features; (l) the kinds of figures of speech
that he uses and the purposes for which he introduces them, and (2) the
4
characteristic imagery that appears in his works.
1. Cone. CHEL, p. 667. ' *
2. I, p# 14.
3. Ibid.
4» I have based my discussion on the material given in Rend Wellock and
Austin Warren's Theory of Literature, New York; 1949, pp. 190-218.
Other works that have been helpful are lenneth Burke's The Philosophy
of Literary Form, New York: 1943; J, Kiddleton Murry's Countries of
the Mind (2nd series) London; 1931; and I.A.Richards* The Philosophy




In his imaginative passages, De Q,ulncey*s prose is often marked
by a lack of preciseness and. definiteness. Although he presents enough
concrete details to prevent the effect from being dissipated altogether,
he is careful to use concepts that are shadowy and vague and which have
no set limits. Obviously he wishes to avoid the restrictions that hamper
the imagination when over-specific or too-detailed terms are used. As a
result, he hints, rather than tells directly, and the devices that he
employs are those which rise naturally from the misty ambience that
surrounds his impassioned prose.
The most common single device used by De Quineey is personification.
This figure of speech reaches its highest development in his prose-poetry,
but is characteristic of his style throughout his writings, being one of
his favourite devices in even his more mundane works. Indeed, as Mlnto
points out, De Quincey*s use of personification " is so characteristic
that we at once think of him when we find it appearing strongly in another
writer.* 3-
Some of De Quincey's personifications are consciously developed
and carried to some length. The Suspiria de Profundis provides the
most illuminating example, for in this work, De Quincey explains his
method of presentation: -
"These Sisters - by what name shall we call them'? If I say
3imply "The Sorrows," there will be a chance of mistaking
1. Minto. op. cit., P« 55.
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the term; it might be understood of individual sorrow -
separate cases of sorrow, * whereas X want a term expressing
the mighty abstractions that incarnate themselves in all
individual sufferings of man's heart, and I wish to have
these abstractions presented as impersonations, - that is,
as clothed with human attributes of life, and with functions
pointing to flesh. Let us call them, therefore, Our Indies
of Sorrow,
It is to be noted that Be Quincey makes quite clear that Our
ladles of Sorrow are abstractions representing universal individual
sufferings and that they are deliberately personified to make the
presentation more forceful. Many of the most distinctive personifications
that Be Quincey uses contain these same two features; that is, they
represent an abstraction which is composed of or allied to some
great experience of mankind, and such an abstraction is personified in
a vivid and direct manner*
Be Quincey also leans heavily on metaphors in his imaginative
passages. Like his personifications, Be Quincey's most characteristic
metaphors are usually presented quite deliberately, extended to some
length and complexity, and concerned with the profundities of human
existence, For example, Be Quiacey's ornate metaphor of the palimpsest
of the human brain is Introduced directly and consciously and then
dealt with in a variety of ways arising from different suggestions from
the metaphor itself* Since the metaphor runs to almost three pages, I
give only the introductory portion: *
"What else than a natural and mighty palimpsest is the human
brain? Such a palimpsest is my brain; such a palimpsest, oh
1, XIII, p. 364. (Susplrla de~Profundis)
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reader! is yours, Everlasting layers of ideas, images,feelings,
have fallen upon your brain softly as light, Each succession
has seemed to bury all that went before, And yet, in reality,
not one has been extinguished. And, if in the vellum palimpsest,
lying amongst the other diplomata of human archives or libraries,
there is anything fantastic or which moves to laughter, as
oftentimes there is in the grotesque collisions of those
successive themes, having no natural connexion, which by pure
accident have consecutively occupied the roll, yet, in our own
heaven-created palimpsest, the deep memorial palimpsest of the
brain, there are not and cannot b© such incohoroncies,"
Although De Quincey employs personifications and metaphors most
distinctively, he also makes extensive use of similes. And here, I am
afraid, I must disagree with Minto, who remarks: »
"There are writers, such as De Quincey, who use comparatively
few formal similitudes, and yet use metaphors, personifications,
synecdoches, or metonymy, in almost every sentence,"2
But similes are "formal similitudes," and although it is quite true
that they are not so frequent as the other two figures of speech,
they are numerous enough to be notieeable in De Quincey*s writings.
In general, his similes are shorter, and he is less likely to carry
them to extremes. The next example, which employs a favourite comparison
found several times in De Quincey*s works, is fully representatives -
"That science (Political Economy).,, like the fantastic
architecture which the winds are everlastingly pursuing in
the Arabian desert, would exhibit phantom arrays of fleeting
columns and fluctuating edifices, which under the very breath
that had created them, would be for ever collapsing into
dust." ®
iu" XIII, pp* 346-347» (Sus'pirla de Profundus) "
8. Minto, oo, Cit.. P, 13,
3, XX., p. 119. (The Logic of Political Economy). See also Minto, op.
^it. , p . 37 ,
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It is to be noted that De ^ulncey does not use many similes in his
bast-known imaginative works. It is apparent that the formality
of the direct comparison is not suited, in some respects, to the
deliberate mistiness of De Quineey*s impassioned prose. The use of
"Hire" or "as" or any similar term places the two objects compared
in a side-by-side arrangement in order to bring out the resemblance.
A groat deal of De Q.uincey*s imaginative writings, especially his dream
works, can not b© cast into such an obvious form since the effect arises
from a kind of identification. That is, one object is taken to be another,
or in some cases fades into another; and the simile with its inter¬
mediate term of comparison Is much too obvious to be effective.
Hyperboles are among the most common figures of speech used by
De Culncey.Bui it should be pointed out that many of his wildly
imaginative passages do not resort to hyperboles. The passages are
accounts of what seem to be real, although strange, experiences. This
is especially true of the dream-visions, for these appeared real to
the dreamer, a point thai De Q.uincey himself makes quite clearly: -
%#»I seemed every night to descend, - not metaphorically,
but literally to descend - into chassis and sunless abysses,
depths below depths, from which it seemed hopeless that I
could ever re-ascend. Nor did I, by waking, feel that I
had re-ascended. »#*"* ^
ly'lff"," "p. 435. (The Confessions of "an English Opium-Ha'tor)
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Although De Quincey's accounts of dreams are usually depictions
of what appear to be literal experiences, in many places through¬
out his writings h© uses the hyperbole as an obvious literary
devicet *
"How potent must that splendour have been whose mere
reflection shot rays upon a distant crown, under
another heaven, and across the wilderness of fourteen
centuries | *
"Immediately in rapture she soared upwards from her
couch...." ®
De Qnincey also makes frequent use of the apostrophe. The
following passage is representative: -
"Cloud, that hast revealed to us this young creature and
her blighted hopes, close up again t And now, a few years
later, - not more than four or five, * give back to us
the latest arrears of the changes which thou conoealest
within thy draperies. Once more, "open sesame ! " and
show us a third generation." ®
De Quineey uses apostrophes throughout his works, the figure
of speech being especially numerous in his works of impassioned
prose. The Dream Fugue is possibly the most obvious example, for
tha opening consists of a long address to the * Passion of Sudden
Death," and the closing portion contains four apostrophes: to the
"lying Trumpeter," to the "darkness of the grave," to the "pomps
of life," and to the "young girl." Similar apostrophes are found
throughout his dream-works. Perhaps the best known is his apostrophe
•'W 850. " (The Caesars )
p. 455. (Thie Daughter of Lebanon)
, p. 357. (Huspiria de Profundia)
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to opium which is an echo of Sir "Salter Raleigh's famous apostrophe
to Death.
De Q.ulncoy's "vein of irony peculiarly his own" 2 is another
distinctire characteristic of his style. I give a portion of
Murder Considered as One of the Fine Arts to illustrate his
ironical manner: »
"But another calumny, which wounds my feelings no less,
is - that, in my critical judgements upon murders, it is
pretended I show myself biassed by an unworthy nationality.
This notion must have grown out of that particular lecture
published by you, in which it is true that I draw my
illustrations chiefly from English murders. But that is
all am accident, I had never a thought of insinuating that
most meritorious murders have not been committed in other
parts of Great Britain and also in various regions of the
continent. In particular, with respect to the Germans «*
who are loud in complaining that the only murder I have
condescended to notice as coming from their country (vis,
the Mannheim baker's ) was due to an Englishman - I protest
that this circumstance had no weight in my selection.,..
As to French murders, I acknowledge that not one out of a
hundred is entirely satisfactory to my mind: circumstances
of outrage and unnatural horror disfigure most of them:
and very rarely it is that you will find a French murder
in a chaste and pure style,,.," 3
1,1 have quoted it '(page 46) "under the section of this thesis
that discusses emphasis. Do Qmineey thoughthighly of that
particular passage in Raleigh's works, calling it "Sir
Walter Raleigh's immortal apostrophe to Death," ( XL, p. 18.
Schlosser's Literary History of the Eighteenth Century) so that
it appears"~that Raleigh's apostrophe was used as a pattern.
S.Miato, eg, clt., p. 69.
3, Rational Library of Scotland, Blackwood's Magazine MSS
To the Editor of Blackwood's Magazine.
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De Quincey ueos figures of speech for several different
purposes. One of his most frequent uses is to intensify the feeling
of a passage, The personification in the System of the Heavens of the
nebula in Orion is an excellent example, for Ob Qttincey describes
the nebula as a malignant, brutal face scowling into the heavens, Thus,
through the us© of human attributes, he makes more forceful the
feeling of evil that the natural phenomenon arouses in his imaginations -
"You see a head thrown back, and raising its face ( or eyes, if
©yes it had) in the very anguish of hatrad to some unknown
heavens. What should be its skull wears what might be an
Assyrian tiara, only ending behind in a floating train. This
head rests upon a beautifully developed neck and threat. All
power being given to the awful enemy, he is beautiful where he
pleases, in order to point and envenom his ghostly ugliness.
The mouth,,, is amply developed. Brutalities unspeakable sit
upon his upper lip
Similarly, much of the vague, undefined sense of foreboding that
permeates Be ..uincey's dream passages is intensified by the use of
personification: •
"♦•.upon the rocking waters of the ocean the human face began
to reveal itselfj the sea appeared paved with innumerable•
faces, upturned to th© heavens} faces, imploring,wrathful,
despairing,. 2
In much the same manner, he employs a metaphor to make more forceful
th© emotional impact: -
"If you walk through a forest at certain seasons, you will so©
what is called a blase of white paint upon a certain Mite of
the trees marked out by the forester as ripe for the axe.
Such a blaze, if the shadowy world could reveal its futurities,
1, vTlf. pr'i.9,' (System oF'Tho"Heavens'^s WeVeraftd "by"l.ord Rosse^s
fejescopesT
2, III, p. 441, ( The Confessions of an English Opium-Sater?
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would be seen, ©rexrywhere distributing its secret badges
of cognisance amongst our youthful men and women. Of those
that, in the expression of Pericles, constitute the vernal
section of our population, what a multitudinous crowd would
be seen to wear upon their foreheads the same ghastly blaze,
or some equivalent symbol of dedication to an early grave." 1
Do Quineey makes frequent use of the "great Intensity of emotion" 2
arising from the apostrophe. The following fervent apostrophe to
Shakespeare contains also an impressive group of similest -
"0 mighty poetl Thy works are not as those of other men,simply
and merely great works of art, but axe also like the phenomena
of nature, like the sun and the sea, the stars and the flowers,
like frost and snow, rain and dew, hail-storm and thunder,
which are studied with entire submission of our own faculties,
and in the perfect faith that in them there can be no too much
or too little, nothing useless or inert, hut that, the farther
we press in our discoveries, the more we shall see proofs of
design and self-supporting arrangement where the careless eye
had seen nothing but accident! " ®
Similarly* he uses a hyperbole to make more intense a feeling of
indignation: -
" Meantime, my brother R*, in an evil hour, having been
removed from that most quiet of human sanctuaries, having
forfeited that peace which possibly he was never to retrieve,
fell ( as I have said) into the power of this Moloch. And
this Moloch upon Mm illustrated the lews of his establishment;
him also, the gentle, the beautiful, but also the proud, the
haughty, he beat, kicked, trampled on! " 4
Frequently, Be Quincey uses a figure of speech to make an idea
clearer* For example, the personification in the following passage
helps to bring out the point effectively: -
1.TII." ppT 421-422 (The Confessions' of" 'an English Opium-'Sater)
2. Bain, 0£. eit., Vol. I, p. 222.
5. X, pp. 395-394. (On the Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth)
4, I, p. 295. (My Brother Pink)
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"... it is a fact that, next after Rome, feglaad is the
country in which rhetoric prospered most at a time when
science was unborn as a popular interest, and the commercial
activities of afteriimes were yet sleeping in their rudiments." i
He frequently uses a metaphor to achieve clarity. In the next
passage, De Qnlncey spins out the metaphor to some length to
illuminate the subject that he is discussing:
"But, if all rhetoric is a mode of pyrotechny, and all
pyrotechnics are by necessity fugitive, yet even in these
frail pomps there are many degrees of frailty. Some fire¬
works require an hour's duration for the expansion of their
glory; others, as if formed from fulminating powder, expire
In the very act of birth. Precisely en that scale of duration
and of power stand the glitteriags of rhetoric that are not
worked into the texture, but washed on from the outside." 2
Metaphors shorter than the one used in the preceding passage are
often used to sharpen the different aspeets of a subject: -
"The murderers and the murder must be insulated <* cut off
by an immeasurable gulf from the ordinary tide and succession
of human affairs « locked up and sequestered in some deep
recess.,.," 3
"In the Shakespere period we see the fulness of life, and
the enormity of power throwing up a tropical exuberance of
vegetation." 4
Similarly, ho cometimes makes a point vivid through the use of
metonymy, as In the last clause cf the next passage: -
"♦..And something also is due, no doubt, to the ex.mple of
the mighty leader In the Roman Revolution, to the intellectual
and literary tastes diffused by him... who bad first shown the
possibility of uniting the military leader's truncheon with the
stylus of the rhetorician." 5
3».X. p'.' 100 m ''"""'(Rhetoric)
S.V; p. 832. (Charles Lamb)
3.X, p. 393. (On the Knocking at the Gate in Macbeth)w ■*"
. m <MM«N mmmm I* II—■■ -I m i+immitm II 1—u. iii Hi m I mil Himw nl'■ »li
4.X, p. SOS. (StarleT
5»Ibld»i p# 195 «
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Kg may also use a simile or a hyperbole to make an idea clearer j -
"The illimitable attributes of the Essta Prince, boundless
and comprehensive as the universal air - like that also
bright and apprehensible to the most vagrant eye, yet In
parts ( and those not far removed) unfathomable as outer
space,,,," 1
n,»»t.he poor credulous nogroj he is mastered by original
faith, and has perished by a languishing decay thousands of
times under the knowledges that Obi had been set for him." 8
Sometimes, Do Quineey employs figures of speech to produce
mental surprise, ?or example, the personification in the next
passage does not intensify an ©notion or make an idea more clear,
but adds an agreeable touch of surprise that is effective: •
"Real shipwrecks present often such incoherent libraries on
the floors of the hungry sea. Magnificent is the library that
sleeps unvoxed by criticism at the bottom of the ocean,Indian
or Atlantic, from the more annual contributions and keepsakes,
the never-ending Forget-mo-»nots of mighty English Indiaraen," ®
In a slightly different manner. Be Wincey uses a metaphor to
conclude his article on Coylon: •
"Coylon v4.ll be bom again? in our hands she will first
answer to the groat summons of nature, and will, become in
fact, what by providential destiny she is, - the queen
lotus of the Indian seas, and the Pandora of Islands," £
Be Quinccy often introduces a short simile into a passage for the
purpose of mental surprise: -
1.71 • p, 2SV, locs'-crs)
2»T£IX,p, 2B8. (Protestantiam)
3, III,p, 340, (Tha OoRfea'sl'ons of sun English QpiugwEatcr)
4, VII.p. 453, (gcylonT
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"The English language ( and, therefore, the English
literature) is running forward'towards its ultimate mission
of eating up, like Aaron*s rod, all other languages." 1
D© Quincey often, uses figures of speech for the sake of
hunour. He frequently employs a kind of Jocular personification: -
"Some think our planet is in that stage of hor life which
correspond to the playful period of twelve or thieteen in
a spirited girl. Such a girl, were it not that she is checked
by a sweet natural sense of feminine reserve, you might call
a romp; but not a hoyden, observe; no horse-play; oh no,
nothing of that sort. And these people fancy that earthquakes,
volcanoes, and all such escapades, will bo over, will "cease
and determine," as soon as our Earth reaches the age of
maidenly bashfulness. Poor thing? It's quite natural, you
know, in a healthy growing girlJ " 2
The humorous apostrophe is used by De Q,uincey throughout his works: -
" How, therefore, turn out, ye belles of GermanyI turn out
before London on this fine 26th of August 1824. Hace atn
damesi Let us have a grand procession to the temple of
Paphos with its hundred altars: and Mr. Goethe, nearly 50
years old at the date of lilhelai Meister, shall be the
high-priest...." 5
Metaphors with a touch of humour appear often la De Quincey*s
works. He uses the following, rather waspish metaphor several times: -
"...that has been cases where the talking impulse was
sustained by mere vivacity of animal spirits, without
knowledge to support it, and liable to the full weight
of Archbishop Hunt's sarcasm, that it was a diarrhoea of
garrulity, a flure de bouche." 4
He may also use hyperboles to create a certain playful kind of
humour. The following passage describes the reputation of the
"Spanish Military Nun" : -
"Europe, if it had ever heard of her name ( as very
shortly it shall hear), - lings, Pope, Cardinals, if
1. II, ju 251, (The Lake Poets: William' Wordsworth)
2. VIII, p. 9. (System of the Heavens as Revealed
by Lord Roase's Telescopes!"
3. XI, p.229. (Goethe's WilheXm Mei'ster)
4. X, p.155. (Style)
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if they wore but aware of her existence (whieh in six
months they shell be), - would thirst for an introducation
to our Catalina.'..Eminences, Excellencies, Highnesses -
nay, even Royalties and Ilolinesses - are languishing to
see her, or soon will be,..,* 2.
But irony is the most characteristic figure of speech that De
Quincey uses for humour. To be mildly amusing, ho often uses
short passages that are slightly ironicalj -
"Parliament had not then made it a crime...for a man to
sleep out-of-doors ( as some twenty years later was done
by our benign legislators) j as yet that was no crime. By
the law I came to know sin, and, looking back to the
Cambrian hills from distant year, discovered to my surprise
what a parliamentary wretch I had been in elder days, when
I slept amongst cows on the open hill-aides.* 2
He also uses irony is some of his humorously argumentative passages.
The next illustration will show what I mean. Before proceeding to
a long and destructive attack upon 1osephns, De Q.ulneey explains
that he would prefer to bo generous: -
"We do not blame, far from it - we admire those who find it
necessary (even at the cost of a little self-delusion ) to
place themselves in a state of charity with an author treating
such subjects, and in whose company they were to travel some
thousands of pages. We also find it painful to read an author
and to loathe him. We, too, would be glad to suppose, as a
possibility about Josephus, what many adopt as a certainty. But
we know too much. Unfortunately, w© have read Josephus with too
scrutinizing... an eye. We know him to be an unprincipled man
and an ignoble man...." 2
De Quincey*s irony is seen at its best in Murder Considered as One
of the Fine Arts, By considering murder "aesthetically as the
1.X1TI, luTI^T'Ti^S^ ~ ~ ""
2.Ill, p. 353* (The Confessions of an English Opium-Eater)
S«VXX, p. 128. (The Easenesl
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Germans say," ^ ho presents an incongruous relationship that is
designed to he humorous# In the following passage. Do Quincey's
irony is so lightly presented and so deftly handled that the
unpleasant nature of murder is almost forgotten: -
"*.#l?io on these dealers in poison, say Is can they not
keep to the old honest way of cutting throats,vjithout
introducing such abominable innovations from Italy? I
consider all these poisoning cases, compared with the
legitimate style, as no better than waxwork by the side
of sculpture, or a lithographic print by the side of a
fine Volpato. But, dismissing these, those remain many
excellent works of art in a pure style, such as nobody
need be ashamed to'own? and this every candid connoisseur
will admit# Candid# observe, 1 sayj for groat allowances
must be made in 'these cases; no artist can over be sure
of carrying through his am fin© preconception# hs&Bard
disturbances will arise; people will not submit to have
their throats cut quietly; thoy will run, they will
kick, thoy will bite; and whilst the portrait-painter
often has to complain of too much torpor in his subject,
the artist in our line is generally embarrassed by too
much animation# At tho same time,however disagreeable to
the artist, this tendency in murder to excite end irritate
tho subject is certainly one of its advantages to tho
world in general which we ought not to overlook, since it
favours the development of latent talent##.#" S
The effectiveness of this macabre kind of irony depends upon the
taste of the reader, who must, at tho outset, accept as humorous
Do Quineey's view of murder as a "fine art#" If the reader objects
to flippancy about murder, the device fails# But although D©
Q,uineey*s good taste may be questioned, there Is no doubt that
his use of the ironic macabre Is unsurpassed#
l#iOe "(^ineey^sTetter toTfessey {IS'!??) discussing"a projected"*
article (British Museum M3S, Add. 37,215, f. 19). It is only just
to De Quincey to give tho rest of the phrase: "Of course, morally
it is a damnable business#" De Quinoey used a variation of tho
phrase in the 1027 article printed in Blackwood's ragaaino (XIII,p
2#XIII, p. 39# (Murder Considered as One "of" the'Tiie ' igjig V"''**
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De Quiiieey's us© of the figures of speech shows varying
degrees of elaborateness. He sometimes uses a series of the
sane kind of figure of speeeh. For example, in the following
passage, he employs a series of personifications to make tho
emotion more intense: «-
"The deeps opened ahead in malice to receive her,
towering surges of foam ran after her, the billows were
fierce to catch her." *•
Although De Quincey does not often extend a single simile to
greet length, he may use a group of similes to make an expression
more forceful. In the following passage, he uses a series of
similes which differ from each other, the only point of similarity
among them being their individual resemblance to the violence of
the Athenian, audiences *>
"But, unfortunately, in the Athenian audience, the
ignorance, the headstrong violence of prejudice, the
arrogance, and, above all, the levity of the national
mind, presented, to an orator the most favourite, a
scene like that of an ocean always rocking with storms5
like a wasp always angry; like a lunatic, always coming
out of a passion or preparing to go into one." 2
De Quineey uses a different technique in the next example. The
passage is a series of closely allied metaphors linked and
interwoven. The imaginative elements in the paragraph are
consistent, and the metaphors make the ideas clearer: -
1. XIII, p. 330. (Dream Fugue) " ~ ~~
2. X, p. 326. ( A Brief Appraisal of the Greek Literature
Tn its Forem'o3t~Pretens1 oris ) "
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"As " in today already walks tomorrow," so in the past experience
of a youthful life may be seen dimly the future. The collisions
with alien interests or hostile views of a child, boy, or very
young man, so insulated as each is sure to be are limited
by the exceedingly few and trivial lines of connexion along which
he is able to radiate any essential influence whatever upon the
fortunes or happiness of others* Circumstances may magnify his
importance for the momentj but, after all, any cable which he
carries out upon other vessels is easily slipped upon a feud
arising* Far otherwise is tho state of relations connecting an
adult or responsible man with the circles around him as life
advances. The network of these relations is a thousand times more
intricate, the jarring of these intricate relations a thousand
times more frequent, and the vibrations a thousand times harsher
which these jarrings diffuse. This truth is felt beforehand,
misgivingly and in troubled vision, by a young man who stands upon
the threshold of manhood. One earliest instinct of fear and horror
would darken his spirit if it could be revealed to itself and
self-questioned at the moment of birth; a second instinct of the
seme nature would again pollute that tremulous mirror if the
moment were as punctually marked as physical birth is marked which
dismisses him finally upon the tides of absolute self-control. A
dark ocean would seem the total expanse of life from the first;
but far darker and more appalling would seem that inferior and
second chamber of the ocean which called him away for ever from
the direct accountability of others...." ^
De Quincey frequently combines figures of speech. The following
personification in combination with a short simile increases the
feeling of the passage by bringing in a brief additional comparison: -
"...the Pestilence it is, scourging the seven-gated Thebes,
as very soon the Sphinx also will scourge her, that is appointed
to usher in, like some great ceremonial herald, that sad drama
of Hemesis, that vast procession of revelation and retribution
which the earth, and the graves of the earth, must finish." 2
1. XIII, pp. 350-351 "(5uspiria~d5" ProfuadisJ
a. VI, p. 149. (The Theban SpMnxl
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In much, the same manner, he combines metaphors and similes. For
example, in his metaphor of the palimpsest of the human brain, he
makes an idea more vivid by including a short series of similes: -
"...countless are the mysterious handwritings of grief
and joy which have inscribed themselves successively upon
the palimpsest of your brain; and like the annual leaves
of aboriginal forests, or the undissolving snows on the
Himalaya, or light falling upon light, the endless strata
have covered up each other in forgetfulness." 1
He often combines a metaphor with an apostrophe in a humorous
passage directed at an individual. The following is aimed at
Schlosser: »
"How, Mr. Schlosser, I have mended your harness; all right
ahead: so drive on once mora.
But, oh Castor and Bollux, whither * in what direction
is it that the man is driving us ? Positively,Schlosser,
you must 3top and let me get out. 1*11 go no further with
such a drunken coachman♦..«* 2
Sometimes one figure of speech arises naturally from another. In
the following passage, De Quincey uses a simile ("as a drifting wreck")
which is allied to the general comparison of Hazlitt's life to a
voyage or a ship: *
"Hazlitt... sailed wilfully away from this sheltering
harbour of his father's profession, - for sheltering
1, XIII, p. 348. " (Suspiria de Profundis)
2. XI, p. 29. (Schlos3erts Literary History: Addison)
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it might hmte proved to him, and did prove to his youth, *
only to torjs ever afterwards as a drifting wreck at the
mercy of storms," 1
It is indicative of De Q,uinceyfs skill in weaving together his
imaginative elements that some figures of speech are almost
inextricably mingled. The next example shows what I mean. The
sea is personified through the use of 3uch words as "pompous,"
"to forget and disown," "its infant state," and the like. In its
larger aspects, by means of a direct comparison between the English
language and the waters that make up the sea, the passage is a
carefully constructed simile: -
"Great rivers, as they advance and receive vast tributary
influxes, change their direction, their character, their
very name} and the pompous inland sea bearing navies on its
bosom has had leisure, through a thousand leagues of meandaring,
utterly to forget and disown the rocky mountain bed and the
violent rapids which made its infant state unfitted to bear
even a light canoe. The analogy is striking between this case
and that of the English language. In its elementary period it
takes a different name - the name of Anglo-Saxon; and so rude
was it and barren at one stage of this rudimental form that in
the Saxon Chronicle we find not mora than a few hundred words..,."®
It is to be noted that De Quincey is very careful to make his comparison
quite obvious so as not to lose the thread of his argument. The first
sentence is the figure of comparison; the second sentence points out
the analogy; and the third sentence begins to develop the figure
of speech itself.
1. XI,' p. 341. (Gilfiilan*s Literary PortraitsT'ifeziitt)




The imagery that De Quincey uses will be the basis for the next
section of my analysis# In this thesis, an "image" is « a mental
reproduction, a memory, of a past sensational or perceptual experience,
not necessarily visual." To arouse that "mental reproduction" in
the mind of the reader, De Q.uincey uses some characteristic stylistic
techniques. Some of these may be seen in the following passage from
the Suspirias «■
"I know them thoroughly, and have walked in all their kingdoras.
Three sisters thoy are, of one mysterious household! and their
paths are wide apart; but of their dominion there is no end.
Them I saw often conversing with Lev-ana, and sometimes about
myself. Do they talk, then? 0 net Mighty phantoms like these
disdain the infirmities of language. They may utter voices
through the organs of man when they dwell in human hearts, but
amongst themselves is no voice nor sound; eternal silence reigns
in their kingdoms. They spoke not as they talked with Levana;
they whispered not; they sang not; though raethought they might
have sung; for I upon earth had heard their mysteries oftentimes
deciphered by harp and timbrel, by dulcimer end organ. Like God,
whose servants they are, they utter their pleasure not by sounds
that perish, or by words that go astray, but by signs in heaven,
by changes on earth, by pulses In secret rivers, heraldries
painted on darkness, and hieroglyphics written on the tablets of
the brain. They wheeled in mazes; _I spelled the steps. They
telegraphed from afar; I. read the signals. They conspired together;
and on the mirrors of darkness mjr ©ye traced the plots. Theirs
were the symbols; mine are the words." 2
The preceding passage contains an excellent group of visual images;
mental pictures which are presented through terms pertaining to sight.
But "them I saw," "signs in heaven," "heraldries painted on darkness,"
1. Rend Wellek and Austin Warren# Theory of Literature, New York: 1949,
p # 191•
8. XIII, p. 364. (Suspiria de Profundis)
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and otter similar phrases are not definite in their visualizations.
The phrases are couched in terms that are not specific, and the
visual images are "free" images in that they depend for their effect
on the individual response of the reader, who must fill in the vague
outline given by De Qnincey. "Heraldries painted on darkness" means
almost as many different things as there are readers to interpret it.
The phrase has a very general core of meaning which brings forth a
visual image, but it is marked by an indefinite blurring of the
edges. It is purposely and appropriately shadowy and vague.
Yet, if the visual images are vague, they are specific enough
to create an Impression of vastness and immensity, qualities in
the dream writings which Be Cjuincey himself attributes to opium: -
"The sense of space, and in the end the sense of time,
were both powerfully affected. Buildings, landscapes,etc.,
were exhibited in proportions so vast as the bodily eye is
not fitted to receive. Space swelled, and was amplified to
an extent of unutterable and self-repeating infinity...."
Although the effect of opium upon De Q,uinoey*s visualizations is
g
doubtful, it is apparent that, throughout his works, his visual
images frequently concern great distances and large objects. A
passage in Joan of Arc that compares the coming events in France to
a heavenly mountain range is illustrative: -
"These were the loftiest peaks of the cloudland in the skies
that to the scientific gazer first caught the colours of the now
morning in advance. But the whole vast range alike of sweeping
1 .III, p. 435. (The Confessions"~of "an En"giTsli"G^ium-¥aTer^
2. See Meyer H. Abrams. The Milk of Paradise. Cambridge: 1954, and
Elizabeth Schneider. The 'Dream* of Kubla Khan, PMLa,LX (1945),pp. 784
801. The influence of opium on De qulncey's writings is difficult to
determine.
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glooms overhead dwelt upon all meditative minds, even upon
those that could not distinguish the tendencies nor decipher
the forms." 1
Throughout his works, De Quincey's visual images are likely to
stress heavily the theatrical or dramatic qualities of the picture
and to he oast in general terms. The following passage presents a
generalized picturesque scene: -
"The spectacle was hideous which the long cavalcade exhibited
as it wound up the steep streets which led to the market-place.
Waggons fractured and splintered in every direction, upon which
were stretched numbers of gallants soldiers, with wounds hastily
dressed, from which the blood had poured in streams upon their
gay habilimentsJ horses, whose limbs had been mangled by the
sabrej and coaches or ealeehes loaded with burthens of dead and
dying; these were amongst the objects which occupied the van in
the line of march, as the travellers defiled through Hosterheim.
The vast variety of faces, dresses, implements of war, or ensigns
of rank, thrown together in the confusion of night and retreat,
illuminated at intervals by bright streams of light from torches
or candles in the streets, or at the windows of the houses,com¬
posed a picture which resembled the chaos of a dream, rather than
any ordinary spectacle of human life." 2
Many of De Quincey's visual images concern darkness and light,rather
than colour. For example, in Levana and Our ladies of Sorrow only two
words suggesting colour are used: "crimson," in the phrase "angry with
tragic crimson and black" ; and "bloody," In "some past and bloody
sacrifice." Because the figures are those which have "receded amongst
shades," De Quirtcey avoids any suggestion of the brightness that might
arise from colour. Similarly, in The Vision of Sudden Death, De Quincey
3
uses only one visualization that has eolour. The action, taking place
1. T, • pp. 392-395. (Joan of Arc}
2. XII, p. 56. (Hosterheim)
3. And that is doubtful: "See that bronze equestrian statue."
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In the semi-darkness of moonlight and early dawn, dGes not lend itself
to a description in terms of colour. On the other hand, the Dream Fugue
has some colour imagery. But De Quineey uses only four colours in the
Dream Fugue, and these in a traditionally symbolic manner: "white," in
such phrases as "white roses," " white-robed choristers," and "white
marble arm," - symbolising youth and purity; "purple," in such expres¬
sions as " of purple granite was the necropolis," - apparently connected
with either physical or abstract grandeur and majesty; " crimson" and
its synonyms, such as "crimson robes of martyrs," "bloody bas-reliefs,"
and "reddening dawn," - symbolizing violence and sin; "golden," ^ In
phrases such as "golden light" and "golden dawn," symbolizing nobility
of soul and divinity. In the other imaginative writings of De Quincey,
there is not much visual imagery that contains colour. It is surprising
how very little there is in the most vivid passages of the Confessions.
In some passages in which colour might have been used effectively,
De Quincey prefers general terms. For example, much of Fart One of the
Dream Fugue is devoted to descriptions of a visual nature. The tropic
islands contain a "wilderness of floral beauty"; the deck of the
pinnace is covered with "blossoms from forests and gorgeous corymbi
from vintages." But there is no mention of any specific colour, and
even the kind of colours is doubtful. Similarly, in the Suspiria, De
Quincey1s visualization of a real country garden or park is presented
in general terms and no colour is definitely indicated: -
1. "Golden" is one of D© Quincey#s favourite words. He uses it sometimes
in "synaesthetic images" by applying it to sound. "Golden epiphany"
(III, p. 389) refers to the singing of the •hngelic Grassini."
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"Behold a lawn islanded with thickets} How perfect is the
verdure; how rich the blossoming shrubberies that screen
with verdurous walls from the possibility of intrusion,
whilst by their own wandering line of distribution they
shape, ana umbrageously embay, what one might call lawny
saloons and vestibules, sylvan galleries and closets} Some
of these recesses, which unlink themselves as fluently as
snakes, and unexpectedly as the shyest nooks, watery cells,
and crypts, amongst the shores of a forest-lake, being
formed by the mere caprices and ramblings of the luxuriant
shrubs, are so small and so quiet that one might fancy them
meant for boudoirs...." 1
The two passages differ perhaps In the effectiveness of their
descriptions. The Dream fugue need not be specific. It concerns
dreams, and definite terms might restrict the visualization to the
extent that the element of fantasy would be weakened. However, the
garden should be presented in specific terms to provide a feeling of
reality. When applied to a real object, the general terms are so
vague and nebulous that the description lacks the clarity of outline
needed for effectiveness.
The passage quoted on page 250 also provides several examples
of De Q,uincey*s use of auditory imagery: mental reproductions
presented through terms pertaining to sound. The auditory imagery,
like the visual, is the indefinite "free" kind which is general
enough to make the reader furnish the details needed to complete the
Image. "Mysteries oftentimes deciphered by harp and timbrel" presents
almost as vague an auditory image as the visual one of "heraldries
painted on darkness."
In addition, the passage illustrates De Quincey's use of auditory
1. XIII, p. 357. (Suspiria de ProfundlsT
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images to create a sense of quietness. For example, the series of
sentences beginning with the words, "They may utter voices through
the organs of man..." bases its effect, not upon sound, but upon the
1
absence of sound. It is also noticeable that the few sounds men¬
tioned are the soft, barely - audible kind. "They whispered not" is
one example. The entire passage is marked by a pervasive feeling of
stillness.
Similarly, many of the auditory images throughout De Qnineey'S
works concern silence or soft sounds: -
"Suddenly, from thoughts like these I was awakened to a sullen
sound, as of some motion on the distant road. It stole upon the
air for a moment; I listened in awe; but then it died away...." 2
"...what a sullen mystery of fear, what a sigh of wo, was that
which stole upon tho air, as again the far-off sound of a wheel
was heardt A whisper it was - a whisper from, perhaps, four
miles off- secretly announcing a ruin, that, being foreseen, was
not the less inevitable*.*." *
An example of De Quincey's masterly use of quiet auditory imagery is
provided by Murder, as One of the Fine Arts: -
"..*0n the stairs, not the stairs that led downwards to the
kitchen, but the stairs that led upwards to the single storey
of bedchambers above, - was heard a creaking sound. Next was
heard most distinctly a footfall: one, two,three, four, five
stairs were slowly and distinctly descended* Then the dreadful
footsteps were heard advancing along the little narrow passage
to the door* The steps - oh heavens! whose steps? have paused
at the door* The very breathing can be Ward of that dreadful
being who has silenced all breathing except his own in the
I* Of. On th® Knocking at the gate in Macbeth in which De Qnincey
contrasts the silence in which the murder is committed with tho
sound of the knocking.
2, XIII, p* 311* ( The Vision of Sudden Death)
3. Ibid.,pp*31S-313«
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house, There is "but a door between him and Mary. What is he
doing on the other side of the door? A cautious step, a
3tealthy step it was that came down the stairs, then paced
along the little narrow passage - narrow as a coffin - till
at last the step pauses at the door..,." *
But De Q.uineey*s ear is also often caught by sounds that are
sweeping and impressive. The "free" Imagery of the vast, half-
explained sounds in the following passage is representative: -
"Then suddenly would come a dream of far different character -
a tumultuous dream - commencing with a music such as now I
often heard in sleep - music of preparation and of awakening
suspense* The undulations of fast-gathering tumults were like
the opening of the Coronation Anthem; and, like that, gave the
feeling of a multitudinous movement, of infinite cavaleades
filing off, and the tread of innumerable armies." 2
A slightly different aspect of his practice is shown in the following
passage in which he employs the organ, the trumpet, and the human
voice to create an impressive auditory image: -
"The golden tubes of the organ, which as yet had but muttered
at intervals - gleaming amongst clouds and surges of incense -
threw up, as from fountains unfathomable, columns of heart-
shattering music. Choir and anti-choir were filling fast with
unknown voices. Thou also. Dying Trumpeter#..didst enter the
tumult; trumpet and echo * farewell love, and farewell anguish -
rang through the dreadful sanctus." 3
It is revealing that so many of De Q,uineey#s auditory images concern
sounds that are unpleasant: sounds associated with uneasiness, anxiety,
or fear. Much less often does ha use terms relating to sounds that are
pleasing or that have pleasant associations. -And when De Qulneey fouiias
auditory images that are not gloomy, it is apparent that his ear is
l'.' XIII, *~p7~8€U (Murder Considered aa"'0ne"7"f the ?ine"ixts)*"
2. Ill, u. 446. (The Confessions of an English Opiurn-Eater)
3. XIII, p. 326. {Ifrssm-lt^uel
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almost too perceptive, too acute. Saixrbsbury's remark that "it
has sometimes been complained by students, both of De Quineey
the man and of De Quincey the writer, that there is something not
1
exactly human in him" is especially true of De Quincey's awareness
of sound. The next passage quoted, in which De Quincey explains his
response to music when he is under the influence of opium, is
indicative, De Quincey makes it clear that his sensitivity is far
beyond the normal and that his response is as much psychological as
it is auditory: »
"...The mistake of most people is, to suppose that it is by the
ear they communicate with music, and therefore that they are
purely passive as to its effects, Btrfc this is not so; it is by
the reaction of the mind upon the notices of the ear { the matter
coming by the senses, th© form from the iaind)that the pleasure
is constructed; and therefore it is that people of equally good
ear differ so much in this point from one another. How opium,by
greatly increasing the activity of the mind, generally increases,
of necessity, that particular mode of its activity by which we
are able to construct out of the raw material of organic sound
an elaborate intellectual pleasure, "But," says a friend, " a
sixccession of musical sounds is to m like a collection of Arabic
characters: I can attach no ideas to them." Ideas! my dear friend!
there is no occasion for them; ell that class of ideas which can
be available in such a case has a language of representative
feelings. But this is a subject foreign to my present purposes;
it is sufficient to say that a chorus etc., of elaborate harmony
displayed before me, as in a piece of arras-work, th® whole of my
past life - not as if recalled by an act of memory, but as if
present and incarnated in the music; no longer painful to dwell
upon, but the detail of its incidents removed, or blended in some
hazy abstraction, and its passions exalted, spiritualised, and
sub-limed." 2
1, Saintsbury, Collected Essays and Papers, op. cit., p. 234,
2. Ill, pp. 390-391. Confessions of an English Opium-Eater)
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De Quincey does not make extensive use of tactual imagery: that
which is connected with the sense of touch. His most effective use of
tactual imagery appears in combination with the other kind3, as in the
following passages: *
"...the air is cool and still, and the hills are high, and
stretch away to heaven J and the churchyard is as verdant as the
forest lawns, and the forest lawns are as quiet as the church¬
yard? and with the dew I can wash the fever from my forehead;
and then I shall be unhappy no longer."
was hissed, with cancerous kisses, by crocodiles, and was
laid, confounded v/ith all unutterable abortions, amongst reeds
and Miotic mud." 2
The following passage is notable for its lack of effectiveness. But
its failure arises not so much from the tactual imagery that De Q,uincey
uses as it does from the stilted Gothic quality of the prose: -
"The bars-armed ruffian at this moment raised his arm to seize
hers. Shrinking from the pollution of his accursed touch, Paulina
turned hastily round, darted through the open door, and fled,
like a dove pursued by vultures, along the passages which stretched
before her. Already she felt thair hot breathing upon her neck,
already the foremost had raised his hand to arrest her, when a
sudden turn brought her full upon a band of young women^ tending
upon one of superior rank, manifestly their mistress." *
It is noticeable that in describing the actual murders in Murder as One
of the Fine Arts, De Quineey does not use a great deal of tactual imagery
but confines himself to narrating the events. Possibly he felt that the
killings themselves were sufficiently horrible to be impressive, and
that any additional emphasis on the tactual would weaken the effect. The
following passage is taken from the account of the Williamson murders: «
1. Ill, p. 445. (The Confessions of an English 'Opium-baterT
2. Ibid,, p. 4r43,
3. CII, p. 13?. (Klosterhelm)
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"Irs, Williamson had probably not seen him, from the accident
of standing with her back to the door. Her, therefore, before
he was himself observed at all, he had stunned and prostrated
by a shattering blow on the back of her head; this blow, inflicted
by a crowbar, had smashed in the hinder part of the skull. She
fell; and by the noise of her fall ( for all was the work of a
moment) had first roused the attention of the servant, who then
uttered the cry which had reached the young man; but before she
could repeat it the murderer had descended with his uplifted
instrument upon her head, crushing the skull inwards upon the
brain. Both the women were irrecoverably destroyed, so that further
outrages were needless; and, moreover, the murderer was conscious
of the imminent danger from delay; and yet, in spit© of his hurry,
so fully did he appreciate the fatal consequences to himself, if
any of his victims should so far revive into consciousness as to
make circumstantial despositions, that, by way of making this ^
impossible, he had proceeded instantly to cut the throats of eaeh.,.,,,
D© Qnineey does not use other kinds of imagery, such as those
pertaining to taste and smell, in any distinctive manner. Most of his
effective passages show a preponderance of the visual and the auditory
y j ,
with the tactual somewhat less in evidence. In some of his most memorable ^i-
jfnT
passages, D© Quincey uses a combination of images. For example, the
following sentence alternates rapidly the visual and the auditory: -
"I was stared at, hooted at, grinned at, ehattered at, by
monkeys, by paroquets, by cockatoos..,*" 2
The following passage shows also a combination of images. The effect
depends mostly upon visual imagery, but both the auditory and the
tactual are important factors: »
"I shed tears as I looked round on the chair, hearth, writing-
table, and other familiar objects, knowing too certainly that I
looked upon them for the last time. Whilst I write this, it is
nineteen years ago; and yet, at this moment, I seo, as if it were
yesterday, the lineaments and expressions of the object on which
I fixed my parting gaze* It was the picture of a lovely lady, which
1. XIII, p, "103* (Murder as One of" the Fine' Arts)
S. Ill, p* 443* (The' Confessions of an English Opium-Eater)
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hung over the mantelpiece; the eyes and mouth of which were
so beautiful, and the whole countenance so radiant with
divine tranquillity, that I had a thousand times laid down
ray pen, or my book, to gather consolation from it, as a
devotee from his patron saint. Whilst I was yet gazing upon
it, the deep tones of the old church clock proclaimed that
it was six o'clock. 1 went up to the picture, kissod it, then
gently walked out, and closed the door for ever." 1
The following, even longer passage shows a highly effective combination
of images. The tactual is somewhat more apparent than is usually the
ease: *
"...The house could hardly be called large - that is, it was not
large on each separate storey; but, having four storeys in all,
it was large enough to impress vividly the sense of its echoing
loneliness; and, from the want of furniture, the noise of the rats
made a prodigious uproar on the staircase and hall; so that, amidst
the real fleshly ills of cold and hunger, the forsaken child had
found leisure to suffer still more from the self-created one of
ghosts. Against these enemies I could promise her protection;
human companionship ivas in itself protection; but of other and
more needful aid I had, alasS little to offer. We lay upon the
floor, with a bundle of law-papers for a pillow, but with no other
covering than a large horseman's cloak; afterwards, however, we
discovered in a garret an old sofa-cover, a small piece of rug,
and some fragments of other articles, which added a little to our
comfort. The poor child crept close to me for warmth, and for
security against her ghostly enemies. When I was not more than
usually ill, I took her into ray arms, so that, in general, she
was tolerably warm, and often slept when I could not; for, during
the last two months of my sufferings, I slept much in the daytime,
and was apt to fall into transient dozings at all hours. But ray
sleep distressed me more than my watching; for, besides the
tumultuousness of my dreams..., my sleep was never more than what
is called dog-sleep; so that I could hear myself moaning; and very
often X was awakened suddenly by my own voles,.,.* 2
In the above passage, Be Quineey mingles consummately several different
1. XIX. ' p. 297. (The Confessions of an English Opium-Eater)




kinds of images to present a pathetic scene. His images my bo said to
complement each other in that each treats of a different aspect of the
scene through the use of terms pertaining to the several senses. The





The purpose of this thesis has been to analyse the prose
style of De Quincey to determine his characteristic patterns and
modes of expression# My results are as follows: -
De Quincey's vocabulary reveals a mind that is unusual in
its breadth and interests. To illuminate a subject, he draws
upon both the classical and the modem languages, and employs
effectively terms taken from a large number of different fields:
music, business and trade, war and military life, the sciences,
mathematics, the arts and crafts, medicine, rhetoric, the pseudo-
arts and the pseudo-sciences, and philosophy. He uses several
different levels of language, ranging from formal through colloquial
to slang and cant. His usage with respect to the different levels
of language shows varying degrees of effectiveness 3ince he is
capable of abrupt changes from one level to another and incongruous
mixtures of the different levels.
To secure emphasis, De Quincey effectively uses a series of
words and phrases in varying ways: to build to a peak, to expand
an image, to elaborate a description, and to list various groups
and classes. He also achieves emphasis through repetition and
through the massing of words and phrases in a passage. Throughout
his works, he often employs the device of italicizing words and
phrases as a purely artificial means of emphasis.
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De Quincey*s use of the parts of speech is marked by the
predominance of the nouns and the adjectives. He makes less use of
the other parts of speech, and is very likely to use the finite verb
in a restricted manner. In some of his sentences, the finite verb
is used weakly, the nouns and their modifiers carrying the bulk of
the thought or the emotion. De Quincey's dependence upon the nouns
and their modifiers is most apparent in his impassioned prose, in
which the curiously static quality of dreams is achieved partly
by using the substantive elements to carry the emotive weight of
the sentence. In this respect, his revisions, as well as his initial
choice of words, in the Dream-Fugue and The Vision of Sudden Death,
are revealing in that they indicate De Quinoey*s interest in the
emotive nouns and the adjectives and his lack of concern over the
verbs.
De Quineey's sentences are distinguished by their length and
complexity. Although he expresses his dislike for periodicity, one
of the most distinctive features of his own style is the extensive
use of the periodic sentence. He employs numerous constructions to
avoid completing the thought until the closing words of the sentence:
introductory phrases and clauses followed by a principal clause,
suspensions between the principal parts of the sentence, expansions
of the subject, a principal clause followed by subordinate elements
containing essential material, and suspensive couples. He sometimes
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presents an additional emphatic point after the thought of the
sentence has been closed. In a long and involved periodic sentence,
De Qulncoy uses competently an amazing combination of devices.
His loos© sentences follow various patterns: a principal
clause followed by subordinate elements in a parallel or a sub-
dependent arrangement} two principal clauses in a parallel arrange¬
ment; a short principal clause followed by a long one that adds
action, ideas, or emotions allied to those in the first clause; a
long principal clause followed by a short one that makes a concluding
point, a summary, or an intensification of the emotion; three or
more principal clauses in parallel and various balanced arrangements
of the subordinate elements; three principal clauses that form an
introduction, a transition, and. a conclusion; and a series of principal
clauses that explain more specifically the thought or emotion of the
first one. In a single long sentence, De quincey sometimes combines
many of these patterns to form an involved and formidable construction.
Both his periodic and loose sentences contain suspensory and paren¬
thetical material. Although many of De Quincey's sentences suffer
from diffuseness and digression, he is one of the great masters of
sentence construction in English prose.
De Q,uincey*s style exhibits three characteristic mannerisms:
(1) His writings contain a great number of carefully worked out
transitional elements between the parts of his sentences, between
the sentences themselves, and between the larger sections. His
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elaborate transitions indicate the relationships between the
various elements quit© clearly, but sometimes impede the
progress of the thought or the action, a defect particularly
noticeable in his narrative works. (2) Do Quincey employs inversions
so often that his use of them is a distinctive feature of his style.
He may invert the normal order of words in a sentence or invort
elements to form interrogative, imperative, or exclamatory sentences.
Although he sometimes uses inversions for rhythm or for transition,
most of his inversions are made for the sake of emphasis. The
pervasiveness of inversions in his works is indicated by the fact
that so many appear in the early versions of the Dream .fugue and
The Tision of Sudden Death and that Ms revisions added significantly
to the number. When used without an adeauate reason, De Quincey's
inversions fail signally in their effect since elements inverted
unnecessarily appear forced and stilted. (3) In his sentences, in
his paragraphs, and in the longer portions of Ms works, De Quincey
lacks unity. His violations of unity arise from the introduction
of extraneous matter, the too-detailed consideration of relevant
matter, and, especially in Ms longer sections, the omission of
necessary material. Although some of his sentences and paragraphs
are effectively unified, D© Quineey never sucoeods in building a
large unified structure. His most notable works possess a charm
that makes them interesting in spite of the lack of unity or are
works of fantasy in which the lack of unity is appropriate. In
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the bulk of Ms works, however, Do Qulncoy's failure to observe
unity is one of his most reprehensible literary defeets.
In general, De Quineey's rhythmed prose is symphonic in
structure, his most memorable writings containing intricate and
varied combinations of prose-feet and cadences. Prose-feet with
waved rhythm, especially amphibrachs and third paeons, are the
most evident, although he combines all kinds of prose-feet to
create a characteristic undulating effeet. The patterns of prose-
feet in some of his works, especially those that are highly dramatic,
approach the balance and regularity of poetic metre, De Quincey's
use of cadences is not marked by the predominance of any one kind,
but by a skilful and complicated interweaving of a variety of the
different kinds. That his techniques of rhythm and cadence are
integral parts of his rhythmed prose is shown by his revisioxxs
in the Dream Fugue and The Vision of Sudden Death, for he changes
elements to increase the undulating quality of the early versions.
In his consummate handling of rhythm and cadence, De Quincey reveals
clearly an artistic consciousness that makes full use of his own
individual kind of genius.
The personification is the figure of speech used most often by
De Quincey, who often introduces the device formally and extends it
to great length. He so often gives human attributes to abstractions,
natural phenomena, ana other objects that personifications pervade
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all of his writings. He also makes extensive use of the metaphor,
sometimes presenting a comparison quite obviously and elaborately.
Although his similes are not usually so long as his personifications
and metaphors, De Quincey employs a considerable number of short ones,
the comparison appearing most often in works other than his dream-
writings. Of the other figures of speech, the hyperbole, the apostrophe,
and irony are the most distinctive, in that they occur often and show
the characteristic De Quincey ornateness. He uses his figures of speech,
singly and in combination, for various purposes: to intensify the
feeling of a passage, to make an idea clearer, to produce mental surprise,
and to produce humour. Many of De Q,uincey,s most memorable passages
depend for their effectiveness on the richness and vividness of his
figures of speech, although Ms two mo3t common devices, the personifica¬
tion and the metaphor, sometimes fail because he spins them out to
inordinate lengthsJ and the success of the ironic macabre depends much
on the taste of the individual reader.
De Quincey's imagery is most often visual or auditory, the tactual
less in evidence, and the other kinds not used in a distinctive manner.
Although De Q,uincey*s visual imagery sometimes is concerned with detail,
his most characteristic visual images are presented in general, sometimes
indefinite terms. The visual images in his dream-writings are especially
notable in that they often consist of vivid depictions of immense
distances and gigantic objects, a feature that De Quincey himself
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attributes to the influence of opium* But, although the part played
by opium is doubtful, it is apparent that, throughout his works, De
Quincey's eye is often caught by the large dramatic features of a
visual scene. The visual linages in his dream-works depend for their
effect on the general contrasts of light and dark, a feature highly
suitable to the shadowy quality of the subject. Colour imagery is not
often used by De Quincey in his dream-writings, or, if employed is
associated with rather conventional symbols.
De Quincey's auditory imagery, like his visual, is usually vague
and indefinite in his dream-writings, and is equally appropriate to the
feoling of the subject. Although auditory images that deal with
quietness are possibly De Quincey's most effective, he also uses skilfully
a varied group of images that concern sonorous sounds. Many of De Quineey's
auditory images present sounds that are gloomy and unpleasant; and
throughout his works, his auditory images indicate that he is keenly
aware of sounds and their implications.
De Quincey uses taetuai imagery most effectively in combination
with the other kinds. He shows restraint in that he avoids the
excessive use of tactual imagery in. those passages that present violent
action. In general, De Q.uineey's most impressive images are those
that combine the visual, the auditory, and the tactual, some of the
most vivid passages in his imaginative writings being skilful
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